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HONORARY SECRETARY’S REPORT 1976
Committee Meetings. Five were held during the year, all at the R. St. George Y.C.,
average attendance being 58°70.
The Annual General Meeting was held at the Royal St. George Y.C. on 2 April, 1976.
The attendance was 67, about twice as many as in recent years; as many as possible squeezed
into the room, but a few had to remain in the bar. Rule amendments governing the election
of new members were passed. A revised Rule Book has since been sent to all members. The
meeting was followed by the usual excellent and enjoyable supper.
Annual Dinners. Two were held in 1976. Last year’s on 6 March in the Slieve Donard
Hotel, Newcastle, was organised by Peter Bunting and his gang. It was voted a great success,
and the attendance included a goodly number ol; members from the south and also Club
guests including Flag Officers from the R.C.C., C.A. and C.C.C. This winter’s very enjoyable
dinner was held on 27 November at the Great Southern Hotel, Killarney, organised by
Raymond Fieldingand the Commodore, with a total of 131 present, but unusually, none of
the Club guests invited were able to make it.
Malahide Rallies. The two social gatherings organised by the Vice Commodore Jack Wolfe
attracted 11 yachts on Sunday, 30 May and 16 on Sunday, 15 August. Both days were sunny,
and most of the yachts were able to raft around John Guinness’ Deerhound. lying between her
fore and aft moorings in the channel The serious strengthening of the ebb provided a reminder
when it was time to break up the parties and proceed out across the bar.
End of Season Rallies were held in Audley Roads, Strangford Lough, on 18 September
and at Fast Ferry, Cork Harbour, attended by 14 yachts, on 25 September. The rally planned
for Arklow on 11 September was prevented by gale conditions.
Local Meetings were held on I 0 November in Belfast, Cork and Dublin, the last mentioned
being a lunch at the Zoo.
The Shannon Rally took place this year at Killaloe on 15 - 18 October, and was attended
by 75 people in 16 boats, very satisfactorily provided by Cormacruisers Ltd. All present enjoyed
a cocktail party given by the Commodore at Motmtshannon Harbour. Dinner on Saturday night
was at Lakelands Hotel, Scarriff. Most returned home on Sunday night, but many stayed until
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Monday night. The excellent planning and organisation by Douglas and Ruth Heard was greatly
appreciated.
The Whitsun Race was to Port St. Mary. Fourteen yachts started from Howth at 21.00 on
4 June, and had a comfortable sail in light N.W. winds. The winner on handicap turned out to
be Misty, owned by a non-member, Brian Kelly from Howth. At Port St. Mary, where the racing
yachts were joined by Michael O’Farrell in Cuchulain from Carlingford a memorable party developed, ~n fact, it may well have been our major 1976 Rally.
Membership. It is with great regret that I must record the death of two members, Hugh
Gordon and Margaret Bridges. There was no election of new members in 1976, the present
membership being now 417.
Change of Address. May I again remind members how most important it is that they
should advise me if they move house.
Golden Jubilee May I also remind members that they should plan to be cruising in West
Cork in July 1979.
Finally, I wish to remind members of the thanks we owe to Dermot Hegarty for co-ordinating Port Representatives, to John Guinness for the difficult task of judging the "LogsY and
awarding the Challenge Cups, to Jennifer Guinness for her all the year round job of dealing with
orders for Club publications, despatching and invoicing them and collecting the money, and to
Paul Campbell for assembling and issuing correction sheets for our Sailing Directions, and not
!east for editing and publishing this Annual.
HON. EDITOR’S NOTE
I am sure readers would like me to express on their behalf our
sincere thanks to the relatively few members who have created this
Annual by writing accounts of their cruises. I would also like to say
that the well spaced, clear typing of their contributions is greatly
valued The brief reports from members are also much appreciated,
though there are not quite as many as last year, and it ishoped that
ther will be more in future as mutual knowledge of cruising activities
can be very useful
When the Hon. Secretary sent me the second bundle of "logs"
it was obvoius that they would make an Annual larger and m~z~z
more expensive than last year’s. The Commodore agreed that it
would be a pity to depart from the I. C. C. tradition by e.g. adhering
strictly to the closing date, so all contributions have been included,
though some have been reduced in length. No doubt at the next A. G.M.
members will be asked whether they would prefer to double the
Subscription or restrict the size of the A nnual. It is hoped that after
reading this one they will choose the former for the considerable
variety of cruises and the diversity of styles seems in the best tradition
of the Club.
Your Hon. Editor hopes that he has corrected any errors in the
manuscripts and succeeded in spotting any others which have crept in
during the printing. He apologise,s for those which have escaped his
attention.
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LOG COMPETITION
Awards by John H. Guinness
Seventeen logs were entered for the competition. There is little similarity between them,
except those which record Scottish cruises.
Without a doubt the outstanding cruise of the year was undertaken by Gerald Leonard in
Wishbone. His log is exceptionally well written, as it is both informative and easy to absorb. He
has the ability to make the reader feel he is aboard Wishbone and enjoying the trade winds or
sharing the horrors of the knockdown. The competent way they managed after their disaster
shows that Gerald is a very determined and exceptional seaman. The return trans-Atlantic
passage makes cruising sound so simple! I have no hesitation in awarding the Club’s premier
trophy, the Faulkner Cup, to Gerald Leonard.
I have had considerable difficulty in awarding the Strangford Cup, as a number of cruises
of equal ability, duration and enterprise were undertaken. The fact that engines were used by
many for a large percentage of the time must be accepted in a windless year, when time is
important. Cruiskeen had an interesting cruise to Norway with a dirty passage home. John GoreGrimes, in his father’s boat, made a determined dash across the Mediterranean, whilst J.A.
Kilkenny gave us thoughts about using other people’s boats. Wallace Clark macle a gentlemanly
cruise from Coleraine to Brittany and back around Ireland in Wild Goose. He explored a number
of unusual anchorages and islands in ideal weather. For this cruise, I award the Strangford Cup
to Wallace Clark.
There were five contenders for the Fortnight Cup, and here again your judge’s mind is
troubled. What is cruising all about? Competing, proving you can go further and faster in worse
conditions than others - no. Being idle - staying in one place a.nd pottering - no. Making good
use of the time available to do the most possible at a leisurely pace - yes. This is what 1 believe,
and for this reason I award the Fortnight Cup to Tony Morton, for his cruise in Sung Foon from
Burnham to Holland and back.
There were only two circumnavigations of Ireland entered for the competition, Wild Goose
and Shardana. Wallace Clark’s basic cruise was to Brittany, where he was joined by his family.
I, therefore, consider his circumnavigation of Ireland as fortuitous rather than being the primary
object of the exercise. John Gore-Grimes set out and did, as one has learnt to expect, something
unusual and spectacular. He went around Ireland virtually non-stop in an overcrowded boat,
with steadying sails only! Even knowing that my decision may be regardeq[ as unpopular, I have
decided that neither circumnavigation merits the award of this cup, since I feel that the award
should go to someone who has taken the time to explore our own coastline over a period of a
few weeks.
I have come to the conclusion that it is easier to submit an entry for the competition than
to be asked to make the awards. Nevertheless, it is a pleasant task on a cold winter’s evening.
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AEOLUS IN THE WESTERN ISLES OF SCOTLAND
by Jeremy Eves
Saturday 12 June, 1976. Shipping Forecast 13.55 -- Irish Sea and Malin; S.W. 5/6 later
increasing 7/8, rain, moderate or poor. What a way for two. "dog-tired" students to try to
recover from final exams. One was yours truly, the other Alistair Wynne, who, although born
in Enniskillen, had spent all his life, except two years studying in Edinburgh, on the western
side of the Atlantic. Measuring a full 6’ 4" his Baseball team-mates in the U.S. had affectionately named him "Big AI", since he was the smallest amongst them. His sailing experience had
been gained in 505’s and on occasions he wished that Aeolus boasted a trapeze! (Aeolus is a
Dufour Arpege, 30ft 4ins LOA).
We had left Ringhaddy at 07.00 and crept out past the Angus Rock against the first of the
flood. We sailed up to Donaghadee where we stopped for 5 minutes to put father ashore and to
pick up various items which we had forgotten and which mother kindly brought from home
for us. (Commercial break: V.H.F. R/Ts are very useful for ringing home to ask for forgotten
items to be brought to the nearest port! We installed a "Sea Voice" R/T in Aeolus this year
and it has proved to be very satisfactory). With such a poor forecast I decided to head for
Campbeltown rather than go outside the Mull. We had a good hard sail in N.W. 4 until nearly
abreast of Sanda, when the wind fell light and we used the engine to help us out of the
strongest of the tide. We tied alongside a fishing boat in Campbeltown at 21.05 (77 miles).
Sunday’s forecast was still for very strong winds, and we left Campbeltown with 5 rolls in
the main. However, the wind fell light and we hoisted full sail. By the time Carradale Point
was abeam the wind had become fresh with strong gusts off the mountains of Arran and we
handed the genoa. The wind was now blowing a steady S 6 and we had a most exhilarating sail
into East Loch Tarbert. (32 miles).
Monday was overcast but not wet. We sailed up to Ardrishaig and worked our way
through the canal to Crinan. A canal passage with just two of us and no other boats with spare
hands is hard work. Not only does the chap ashore have to man the sluices of the lock through
which the boat is passing; he also has to prepare the rlext lock and close the gates of the
previous one. By much hard work on Alistair’s part and a notable absence of the annoying
delays which so often accompany a passage through "The Crinan", we made it through in just
over four hours. We tied up in the basin at Crinan and waited for Bill Dunlop, a mutual friend
from Glasgow, to join us.
Our departure from Crinan was not until 12.30 on Tuesday when we caught the first of
the tide through the Dorus Mhor. Just before we left, Gay Gannet I.C.C. entered the sea lock,
having had some tough sailing and an injured, although recovering, crew member aboard.
Navigating our way up the Sound of Luing in thick mist called for care. By 16.30 the wind had
dropped completely and we were wallowing around in a heavy swell off Sheep Island as we
handed the sails, started the engine, set "George", the autopilot, to work, had a long and
technical discussion on the philosophy of education and anchored in Tobermory Bay at 20.40
(42 miles).
To Alistair, the West Coast of Scotland was totally new territory, but he certainly didn’t
see much of it on Wednesday, because Wednesday was cold, very wet and misty with visibility
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never more than 1 mile. The West Coast on that sort of day looks much like anywhere else in
similar weather. However, just for the record we motored round Ardnamurchan, through
Castle Island Sound on the east side of Eigg, past Loch Scresort, round the north of Rhum and
into Canna Harbour which was almost totally deserted when we arrived (40 miles). Inside an
hour not only had Galley Bay I.C.C. arrived but also seventeen large fishing boats!
Thursday was gloriously sunny but still very cold. We drifted out of Canna, but the wind
slowly picked up to a steady S.W. 3 and we had a magnificent sail across the Minch to Loch
Boisdale (28 miles). Roland Bean, who had been a member of crew on my Norway cruise last
year, arrived by steamer from Oban so now we were four! Personally, I do not like Loch
Boisdale and its reputation was not enhanced in my mind when we had a rather uncomfortable
night with the wind blowing S.E. 7.
I had hoped to head out to St. Kilda, but with strong westerly winds forecast, pressure of
time as Bill had only a few days remaining and the fact that none of the crew knew the Outer
Hebrides anyway we decided to give St. Kilda a miss. However, we had a very fast sail in W 5
winds up to Loch Maddy (30 miles). Loch Maddy has a reputation for poor holding ground
and it took a couple of attempts before we managed to get theanchor to hold securely. The
anchorage off the pier is reasonably sheltered in anything except easterly winds and provided
one has a good heavy tackle, great difficulty should not be experienced.
Bill is a most knowledgeable ornithologist and wanted to visit the Balranald bird reserve
on the west side of North Uist, so we hired a car and drove off round the island on the most
appalingly bumpy roads. We had not been troubled by sea sickness, but those roads nearly got
the better of all of us. There was still quite a strong west wind and looking out to sea from the
bird reserve made me glad that we had decided not to go to the west of the Outer Isles and
certainly decided me against negotiating the Sound of Harris which is both rock strewn and
shallow. Thus after lunch on Saturday we sailed off to Scalpay, East Loch Tarbert, Harris. I
have rarely been out in such heavy rain as fell that afternoon and all of us ended up very damp
if not soaked to the skin. (32 miles).
Sunday the 20th was sunny and warm. We motored the few miles from Scalpay to Tarbert
to go to Church, having been careful to check that we were going to an English rather than
Gaelic service. After a light lunch we set sail, but the wind soon died completely and we
motored on. As it was such a super day we decided to visit the Shiant Isles. The view from the
top of the islands is magnificent on a clear day and the bird life active. The anchorage however
is poor; deep and unsheltered and certainly I would not choose to spend a night there, although
some have done so. Later in the evening we motored up to Loch Mariveg. (25 miles).
On Monday morning we sailed the few miles north to Loch Grimshader and then into
Loch Beag. This is a minute little pool, totally sheltered but difficult of access if there are
fishing nets strung almost completely across the entrance. After lunch we sailed slowly up to
Stornoway where we cooked ourselves an enormous meal. The rest of the evening was spent
with a Canadian couple, who were cruising in a Halbadier Class motor sailer, and Dr. Bill
Spiers and his wife whose kindness to visiting yachtsmen has to be experienced to be believed.
(i I miles).
Bill now had to return to Glasgow and he boarded the morning flight from Stornoway.
Alistair, Roland and I set out to cross the Minch with a S 3/4. We had a couple of hours
fabulous sailing until the wind dropped and we resorted to the engine. We picked up a fishing
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boat permanent pooring for the night in Kinlochbervie (46 miles). The village has a thriving
fishing industry and the Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen hostel provides excellent hot showers.
The pier is not particularly easy for a small yacht to lie against and small steep seas could
develop in a very strong south wind.
Wednesday was Alistair’s birthday and he was not particularly keen to spend it in
Kinlochbervie so we headed south after lunch. We beat against a S.W. 4/5 round Handa
Island and anchored in Badcall Bay. Some anchorages have an almost magical enchantment
about them and for me this was one such; perfectly sheltered and in magnificent surroundings.
(13 miles).
Unfortunately, engines have to be looked after (Aeolus has a Volvo MD2) and Thursday
morning was spent carrying out such messy routine maintenance as changing the oil. After
lunch we sailed down into Loch Glen Coul past the Kylesku narrows. The scenery was magnificent, but there are few good anchorages and the gusts very fierce. Later in the afternoon the
wind started to blow hard, S.W. x W 7/8. As this was straight in our teeth we took a soft
option, lowered the sails and motored as hard as we could go into it, until we anchored in Loch
Drumbeg; not a brilliant anchorage but sheltered in anything except N.W. winds. (14 miles).
Friday was very warm and the wind light westerly. However, we decided not to beat to
Point of Stoer as there was still a considerable sea after the previous day’s gale and progress
under sail in the light wind would have been very slow. Lochinver was our next port of call.
Although it did not greatly appeal to me it boasts reasonable food stores, easily accessible fuel
and water supplies and servicing facilities for engines and electronic gear. Having completed
our shopping, we motored in a flat calm to Tanera Mor, the largest of the Summer Islands (30
miles). Sheenan was at anchor when we arrived, and the next morning I went across to enjoy
coffee and chat with the McIlwaines while the rain beat down outside. Later that afternoon we
took Roland across to Achiltibuie where his brother collected him, and Alistair and I were on
our own again. (4 miles).
There has been an adventure training centre on Tanera for some years and I know some of
the staff members, so we spent the weekend in their company and enjoyed the use of their
facilities.
An hour after leaving on Monday the 28th, Alistair remembered that we had left all his
washing in the drying room at the Centre, so we headed back again. It was not, therefore, until
22.40 that we dropped the hook in Badachro (35 miles). Badachro is a hopeless place for stores
unless you happen to meet the butcher’s van which arrives periodically, but it boasts a rather
good little hotel which provides excellent bar lunches. Making the excuse that the ship’s stores
were running low, we treated ourselves to a bar lunch, and then hoisting sail, beat out of Loch
Gai.rloch to Acarsaid Mot, South Rona. The wind fell light and we drifted on, sitting in the
pouring rain listening to the Wimbledon Semi-Finals and complaints about the heat. During
the latter half of June the high pressure over the South of England kept all the Atlantic
depressions well north toward Iceland, but they managed to send a lot of cold wet weather into
the extreme north-west of Scotland. We anchored in Acarsaid Mor and later in the evenil~g
walked over the hills to the deserted village. (19 miles).
A gentle N.W. wind on Wednesday carried us south, down the Inner Sound to Plockt ,n.
It is a slightly nerve-racking experience to be running down under spinnaker through the
middle of a submarine exercise! All attempts to raise the various ships involved on Channel 16
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proved hopeless. However, our presence did not seem to worry them, probably because we
were under sail and making little under-water noise which could upset their torpedo trials.
(19 miles).
On Thursday morning the good weather arrived; Alistair almost felt as if he were back in
the Southern States! We drifted out of Plockton until the wind picked up and we sailed
through the Kyles and up to Totaig Bay opposite Castle Donnan in Loch Duich. We spent a
restful afternoorl there, and then sailed back to Kyle to pick up Colin Anderson, one of my
Edinburgh flatmates. After our evening meal we caught the tide south through Kyle Rhea,
beating gently through in the growing darkness. We anchored in Isle Ornsay (35 miles) from
where we made a reasonably early start to go and pick up Anne Lochhead, who had arrived in
Mallaig by train. A somewhat hazy day with absolutely no wind, we motored most of the way
down to Arinagour in Coil, although a gentle breeze for a couple of hours allowed us to show
Anne the basics of sailing. (46 miles).
An unfortunate incident occurred before breakfast on Saturday. Alistair asked if I was
going for a swim. Knowing that he preferred warm Carribean water to freezing cold Scottish
stuff I replied that I would if he would also. To my horror h~ was just about swimming before
I was even half awake. Thus we all ended up having before-breakfast exercise, but I must
admit that it was quite refreshing! Arinagour boasts an excellent launderette which was duly
visited before sailing slowly out heading south for Staffa. After several hours of getting
nowhere slowly, let alone fast, we resorted to the engine and later in the afternoon landed on
Staffa. There was so little sea that we were able to anchor safely off the landing place on the
S.E. corner. As landing is only possible in quiet weather we were glad to have had the
opportunity. We anchored for the night in the Bull Hole. The tide runs strongly through the
anchorage and it can be a bit uncomfortable, but we managed to get ourselves well tucked in
north of "The Limpet" rock. (21 miles).
On Sunday morning (4 July) we went across to the service in Iona Cathedral, which we all
greatly enjoyed. After church we sailed south of the sound towards Colonsay. The wind fell
away completely during the afternoon so we put the boarding ladder over the side and enjoyed
Some excellent swimming in really warm water. I happened T-~ have a bottle of champagne
aboard, and this seemed to be a sufficiently auspicious occasion to enjoy that as well. As there
was only a light S.E. wind forecast we decided to anchor on the west side of Colonsay, rather
than spoil the peace by starting the engine to reach somewhere more sheltered. We nosed
gently into Kiloran Bay and tucked ourselves in behind some rocks on the south side of the bay
where we were well out of the swell. This anchorage is not mentioned in the C.C.C. Sailing
Directions, but is easy of access and convenient in settled weather or east winds. (17 miles).
We weighed anchor early on Monday morning and sailed up through the Corryvreckan.
The wind was light and we took longer to reach the mouth of the Gulf than I had calculated.
The flood tide was starting to flow out to the west, so we only just made it through. We
anchored in Kilchattan Bay to use the telephone box at Tobernochy, and then moved north
into Ardinamir where we waited for the tide through Cuan Sound. We anchored for Ihe nighl
in Pulldoran. (33 miles).
Tuesday morning (6 July) was spent thoroughly cleaning the ship. Everything without
exception was scrubbed and polished. We then motored up to Oban where Colin’s fianc~
collected us. Aeolus was left on moorings in Ardentraive Bay. (6 miles).
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1 think I can say without fear of contradiction that we had had a really excellent holiday. New
places, new friends, every conceivable variety of weather except snow, and a good rest. To me
the great thing about cruising is that one can make of it whatever one wishes.
Total distance made good, 664 miles. Under way 172 hrs. 10 mins. of which 78 hrs. 40
mins. were un,a.er sail, 66 hrs. 35 mins. were underpower and5 hrs. 55 mins. were motorsailing. A verage ~l,eec~ 4.44 knots.

SEABOARD TO STORNOWAY, 1976: PART 1.
by L. B. Dickinson
See plans between pp. 3 & 4.

Seaboard is a 10 ton T.M. 39" Robert Clark cutter, with a Watermota 15 h.p. petrol
engine. She was built in 1938, pine on oak, with teak brightwork.
Thursday 17 June. The Skipper and Tom dropped the moorings at Ringhaddy 10.00
bound for B.Y.C., wind N.W. force 3. Sunny, but rain clouds about and not much heat.
Under big genoa and main the going was very pleasant as we slipped quietly through the
moorings, passing Sheenan, Myth ofMourne, Anolis, Aeolus and Zest, to name but a few of
the ever-increasing fleet in this peaceful and most attractive sound. The breeze freshened as we
reached across to Limestone pladdy where we eased sheets. Soon we were round Ballyhenry
beacon and racing past Strangford on the fast-running ebb.
Sipping coffee, we admired the view and the speeding shoreline as we approached Rock
Angus (or Rock-an-Goose as the Brown brothers call their Ruffian half-tonner), then we
hardened up and Seaboardlifted her bows as she rose to the swell and heeled to the freshening
breeze with a rattle of crockery below, in farewell salute to the Bar Pladdy. Clearing the
entrance, we headed for the passage inside South Rock, leaving Butter Pladdy and its wreck
well to the starboard. Giving North Rock a wide berth we found ourselves hard on the wind in
a choppy sea with grey skies, as Plough Rock and Burial Island dropped astern. "Skulmartin
perch coming up" announced Tom; "Half way; time we were fed and watered". Up came half
a dozen Guinness, followed by soup and sandwiches. In the heavy rain now falling we began to
lose wind and tide and decided to motor-sail past the "Dee" and through the sound. We were
glad to reach the South Briggs and turn west for home and a mooring for the night in
Ballyholme Bay. An average trip of 7 hours, two of them under power.
June 18. Problem: How to arrive in Carnlough Harbour at high water without pushing
the tide all the way. Answer: it can’t be done. But Muck Island and its tidal stream aren’t all
that bad, and there are eddies. Anyway, the Skipper and Tom, again on their own, motored
out of Ballyholme Bay at 13.00; objective: Carnlough, distance 25 miles, by 17.00, high water.
With the wind on the nose force 4, motor-sailing was the order of the day. After crossing the
lough, keeping the jib drawing by shallow tacks, it had to come down as we hugged the Antrim
coast to keep out of the strong flood tide. Even with wind and tide in unison, it was rough
enough as we passed Muck and opened Larne Harbour where we turned the wick full up as we
were well behind schedule, but just had to make Carnlough to pick up the rest of the crew.
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With a lot of spray about, spectacles plastered with salt, and the sun dead ahead, finding
Carnlough entrance was a bit foxing. Hawk-eyed Tom, however, never hesitated, conning us
straight in while we waited expectantly for a thump, as by this time it was 11/2 hours after high
water. Nothing happened and by 19.00 we were cooling off in the Londonderry Arms, where
Eric and George found us three hours later, very indignant not to have been ceremoniously
piped aboard in the harbour. "Quit moaning at the bar, and have a half-’un", soon cooled the
new boys down, while the old hands enlarged upon their "rough passage" and "exhausted
condition" on arrival.
June 19. A start at 05.00 to get all the ebb possible was a bit of a struggle, but the fine
morning and a southerly breeze were a great help. We sped north along the shore, goosewinging the genoa, and rigging a preventer on the main boom as the wind was dead aft. Garron
Point was a picture in the early morning light, and as we left the land the wind freshened,
driving us along in great style. Bound for Craighouse, we kept well over towards Rathlin,
never having been close to that famous island. As we passed, however, we were too busy
reducing sail in the increasing wind and sea to notice very much. With such boisterous
conditions on our first day we were very glad to eventually get into the lee of Islay and to enter
the anchorage at the Small Isles. Eric and George took us round the corner in force 6/7 with a
gaunt reminder of the unrelenting sea as we passed unpleasantly close -- the wrecked puffer on
the north point of the entrance. (56 miles, 9 hours).
Tom piped all hands to lunch with the anchor rattling down as near to the Distillery as we
dared go. The onion soup, one of Tom’s masterpieces, was only half consumed when Eric
yelled "All hands on deck, we’re dragging like crazy". Full of disbelief, we reluctantly turned
out, but with the wind now blowing a gale and that wrecked puffer dead astern, we burst into
action. With the engine slow ahead, Eric at the electric winch, George and Tom hauling the
chain, we slowly raised the anchor and moved over to a patch of sand clear of the weedy
bottom. The C.Q.R. took a good hold and, with 25 fms. of chain out, we decided we were
stuck fast. We then descended to finish a belated lunch, leaving poor George on anchor watch.
In the evening the wind eased sufficiently to let us ashore, where we had a few jars in the
small bar, much interested in the large, encircling mural. A chat with the owner revealed that
the picture represented a crowded evening with every face a well-known user of the bar, and
two Irishmen who had adopted Jura, having a heated argument, watchedby one of the "wee
folk", perched on top of a bottle of Bushmills.
Sunday 20 June. After a large breakfast we made a leisurely start for Crinan at about
noon. Still southerly, the gentle breeze took us up the middle of the Sound of Jura in brilliant
sunshine and a touch of very welcome warmth after the boisterous conditions of yesterday.
Off the MacCormaig Isles, however, the wind fell away altogether and we had to start the
motor which drove us, uneventfully, to Crinan and a very peaceful anchorage (25 miles, 5
hours). After supper we sat on deck, absorbing the silence, broken only by the cries of the terns
on Eilean-na-Vain, while the magnificent views of Jura, Dorus Mor and the rocky Craignish
entrance filled us with pleasant anticipation of the cruise to come.
June 21. Off at 07.00 to carry the tide through Dorus Mot and up past Pladda Light, we
had to start the old thumper to avoid being carried on to Garraesar (Garb Reisa). With
Corryvreckan abeam, the famous gulf seemed quite peaceful, belying its frightening
reputation. As I gazed at it, I suddenly realised that conditions were just right for going
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through. A quick check in the C.C.C. Directions for confirmation, and I headed over to the
Jura shore. A shout of "Hi, Skipper. Whither away?" came from the crew. "Through the
Gulf. It’s a great chance". "But what about .... Don’t you think .... "died away and we were
enlivened to a keen sense of anticipation. The first half was nothing exceptional, with tidal
swirls a bit like Strangford entrance. The second half, however, even under these well-nigh
perfect conditions, was an eye-opener as to what things might be like. Tidal currents swept
Seaboard hither and thither and even under power we had little control for short periods. The
water appeared to run at different levels and poured like rapids form one area to another. At
this stage a S.W. breeze sprang up, the genoa was rehoisted, and we were able to sail on
through. The severe tidal Streams stretched quite a way beyond the western entrance, but
gradually abated as we sailed on. With the high overbearing shores of Jura and Scarba close
aboard, the rushing sound of the currents, and a strong Celtic twilight atmosphere, the passage
was, for us, an impressive experience.
Time for a second breakfast. Tom produced a collosal feed with bacon and eggs, white
puddings, fried bread, coffee, toast and marmalade. As we continued under sail up past the
Garvellachs, and into the Firth of Lorne, the wind turned northerly and we had a long beat up
to Lady Rock. Here the wind died and we decided to start the G.O.B. (Grand Old Bastard).
The rest of the day proved uneventful, though an interesting discussion arose on the pros and
cons of the evacuation of St. Kilda, as we motored past Loch Aline where most of the people
were found accommodation. Tom had just read a paperback The Life andDeath of St. Kilda,
and regaled us with the passing of that island way of life, which, after continuing for a
thousand years, was unable to withstand the impact of the twentieth century. And so to Tobermory in heavy rain, where we found plenty of room to anchor. (48 miles, 12 hours).
June 22. At 10.30 with a gentle air from the south, we reached quietly out of the Sound of
Mull. Passing Ardmore Point the wind freshened as we freed sheets and made for the imposing
cliffs which lead round to Ardnamurchan Lighthouse. As we made away from the light, bound
for Canna, the mountains of Rhum, Eigg and the Cuillins made a fantastic background. We
had a leisurely sail past Muck and close-to along the shore of Rhum with Askival towering over
us at 2,652 feet. Quite a swell was running as we turned into Canna Sound and rounded the
lighthouse into the anchorage (32 miles, 7 hours).
Later that evening the wind piped up to gale force and we again found ourselves dragging.
Soon the hook was up and relaid with plenty of room to swing. To make sure, we decided to
lay our fisherman kedge to overcome further danger of the C.Q.R., not getting a hold in the
thick layer of weed. Tom and George boarded the dinghy, coiled the warp carefully, and
rowed off in approved fashion, the kedge hanging from the stern, with a slippery hitch round
the thwart ready for instant release. But Tom, an ex-Belfast Commercial Rowing Club oarsman, could make no headway in spite of jeering and derision from the comfort of Seaboard’s
deck. Back they came alongside where we shipped the anchor aboard the dinghy and Tom shot
off as if jet-propelled to drop the anchor without difficulty. Middling the strain on a stretchy
nylon warp and a chain proved interesting, but with two-hour anchor watches, we saw the
night through in safety.
June 23. Forecast: S.W. 4/6. Off we went at 09.30 bound for Dunvegan on Skye, and
after rounding Compass Hill we laid course for MacLeod’s Maidens with some misgivings as
to local compass variation, but we could see the coast north of Loch Bracadale and bore on
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hopefully. ’Soon the wind increased and sail reduction was necessary. While this was in
progress, thick fog descended, blotting out Skye completely. We never saw MacLeod’s
Maidens, but suddenly Tom spotted what turned out to be Big Mibow (Mi-bogha Mor), which
dries 9 feet, not far off on the port bow. We were running on port jybe with only the main up
and, bringing in the main, we found that close-hauled we might just clear this nasty looking
hazard. With little time in hand, I dived below to start the motor but Eric at the helm yelled
down "O.K. Skipper, we’re fetching". To our pride and joy, Seaboard clawed herself out of
trouble in force 6 under main only. Once clear of Big Mibow we squared for Neist Point, with
the wind easing and the big genny pulling like a shire horse. Once into Loch Dunvegan and
smooth water we came hard on the wind, and had a magnificent sail up to Dunvegan Castle
with the lee rail awash and 7 knots on the Iog. (40 miles, 6V2 hours). Ashore in the evening we
heard some wonderful piping at a ceildhe and helped to keep the pipes warm while we chatted
and had a jar or two with the piper.
June 24. Stormbound in Dunvegan.
June 25. In blustering unsettled weather we left for Harris and East Loch Tarbert at 07.30,
wondering what our crossing of the Minch would hold in store for us. Three other boats we
hailed on the R/T decided not to chance it. Once out of the loch we picked up the unusual
constant northerly stream and made good time out past Vaternish with the weather clearing the
wind steadying N.N.W. force 3. Far from the wide open entrance we had expected from the
chart, Loch Tarbert was hard to spot and without Eilean Glas light we would have found
difficulty in making our way in, although the visibility was quite good. Following the C.C.C.
instructions we found our way in easily and dropped anchor just past the pier, leaving room
for the steamer to turn. Ashore for stores and refreshment. (28 miles, 7 hours).
June 26. We awakened to thick fog and keen disappointment as this was the day we
planned to reach Stornoway. About 11.00 the mist lifted slightly and old hawk-eye swore he
could see Scotasay Island about half a mile away in the middle of the loch. In came the anchor
and we felt our way down while courses and distances were worked out and the log streamed.
Approaching the north entrance the mist began closing in again, and we were lucky to catch a
glimpse of North Harbour, into which we hastened with visibility down to 2/300 yards.
After lunch in this unusual fishing harbour the weather seemed to be clearing and, with
some misgivings, we very gently poked our way down the narrow channel between Scalpay and
the mainland. Glory be -- the fog was lifting. As we crossed Loch Seaforth the Shiant Islands
loomed up on the starboard bow, and from there on we had a lovely reach up the Lewis shore,
beginning to hope that Stornoway was, after all, in the bag and so it turned out. The wind
freshened out of Loch Oirn (Quirn) and again at Loch Grimshader, but by then we had
navigation marks aplenty on the hills ahead, with Eye Peninsula stretching far away to the
east. Under full sail we stormed up Stornoway harbour and finally tied up alongside the fishing
fleet opposite Lewis Castle. (30 miles, 5 hours).
Sunday 27 June. Blowing stink and gale warnings for the Hebrides. After a bit of a hunt
we hired a taxi and had a pleasant run over to the west coast to see the famous stones of
Callanish (a miniature Stonehenge) and a well-preserved Black House. Back on Seaboard
about 17.00 the weather appeared to be improving with the wind in the south. Off we went,
having a word on the R/T with the Coastguard at Holm Point, saying we were crossing to L.
(;areloch. Their reply was non-committal, but with clearing skies, a big reef in the ma!rl, and
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the staysail set, we headed out anticipating a fast passage. Alas, the shipping forecast at 18.30
repeated the gale warning force 8, gusting 9, imminent. Difficult decision-making for the
Skipper, with Seaboard in full stride and the crew raring to go. "Ready about -- Lee Ho", and
back we went, silent and disappointed. As it turned out no gale transpired and the all-clear
came at 00.30.
June 28. At 00.40 under way for Loch Gareloch on our second attempt. All went well and
a couple of hours out we picked up the light on Rubh Re, right where it ought to be and after a
magnificent dawn we made steady progress towards Longa Island, which we rounded about
08.30 and an hour later anchored in Badachro, a delightful spot tucked away on the south side
of L. Gareloch (36 miles). After a lively lunch in the hotel, we set off for Portree at 14.00 with
a head wind force 4/5 and a choppy sea. After a long beat down to Rona, Portree still seemed
a long way off. With the wind blowing straight up the sound we turned on the G.O.B. and,
feeling very tired after our long day, were glad to go below, leaving Tom to take us into
Portree where we anchored off the pier at 20.30, (26 miles). No trip ashore that night; we were
glad to turn in after an enormous feed of Tom’s red-hot curry, laced with a bottle of malt to
keep us cool.
June 29. At 07.15 we were making for Mallaig under grey skies, with a cool wind which
seemed to head us wherever we went. This passage makes a delightful day’s sailing with towering mountains close-to all the way. Down Raasay Narrows and along the lovely south shore of
Raasay itself; on to Scalpay, Longay and Pabay with glimpses of the Cuillins as one makes
across to Kyle Akin, the narrow entrance to Loch Alsh, where the Skye ferry plies back and
forth to the mainland. A couple of miles further on one turns sharp right into magnificent Kyle
Rhea, surely the narrowest and steepest passage in the west of Scotland. With the land falling
back a little at Glenelg we ran into the usual rough water as we approached the Sound of Sleat.
Close-hauled, we tacked from shore to shore, right under those overpowering mountains. Past
Sandaig, made famous in Ring of Bright Water, well into L. Hourn, and finally into Mallaig,
where we had to anchor as there were too many fishing boats coming and going for us to tie
up. (41 miles, 11 V2 hours).
June 30. With a change of crew due in Oban on Friday, we decided to make straight for
this tourist centre and enjoy the flesh-pots for a full day. With this announcement, Eric and
Tom couldn’t wait to get going. About 09.15 we motored out and turned for Ardnamurchan
on a fine cool day with S.W. force 2. A pleasant but uneventful trip found us off Ardnamurchan, where we turned on to a close fetch for Rubha na nGall.
We were tempted to stop at Tobermory, but pressed on for Oban, motor-sailing in the
light air. On past Green Island and down to Grey Island, then out to Duart Castle and over to
Lady Rock where, with Oban in sight, we began to feel an unusual warmth. As we neared
Kerrera Sound we were staggered to feel a hot blast, and experienced the Wimbledon weather
we had been hearing so much about on the radio. We tied up at the old quay, feeling sad that
another cruise was over, but replete with pleasant memories of good times, tough times and the
comradeship created by sailing together. (55 miles, 11 V2 hours).
Total mileage 480 in 102 V2 hours of which 29Vz were under power. A verage speed 4.68
knots.
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PART II
Friday 2 July. Tom, Eric, and George departed for Bangor about 18.00, as my son,
William, his wife Liz, and Pamela, my fourteen month old grandchild were welcomed aboard.
July 3. An easy sail to Tobermory averaging 4 knots for the 24 miles. The Skipper and
William sailed Seaboard while Liz cooked, took the tiller for short spells and looked after
Pamela. Freemew, a Jolina class sloop, owned by David Greenhalgh accompanied us throughout this part of the cruise.
Sunday 4 July. Rain and light N. winds forecast, so off we went for Mallaig, quickly
losing visibility as fog descended approaching Ardnamurchan Point. Our next sight of land
was the top of An Sgurr on Eigg, which enabled us to lay course for Mallaig. Some fog
clearance was accompanied by torrential rain, deafening thunder and lightning. The grownups were more worried than Pamela, but with improving weather we tied up in Mallaig after a
7 hour passage for the 31 miles.
About 18.00, in glorious evening sunshine, with a force 3 wind from the north, we beat
out of the harbour, bound for Totaig. A magnificent sail followed, beating from shore to
shore, but at last the wind died and reluctantly we had to motor from Glenelg to Totaig, a
beautiful anchorage opposite Eilean Donnan Castle: a new spot for all of us. (20 miles, 6 hours).
July 5. A very pleasant sail to Portree, 24 miles in 6 hours.
July 6. Evening sail to Acarsaid Mot aftera stormy day doing odd jobs at anchor: another
new anchorage which will be long remembered. (11 miles, 2 hours).
July 7. Very heavy fog till 16.00, when it cleared sufficiently for us to feel our way out
past Gamhnachain off the north end of Rona, and over to Badachro in L. Garel0ch where we
anchored about 20.00, and rushed ashore to the hotel for a few pints. (15 miles, 4 hours).
July 8. With a tight schedule and unpredictable weather it was time to turn homewards. A
cloudless sky and not a breath of air meant a long, hot motoring trip to Plockton, passing the
new torpedo base at Applecross with some interesting marks moored well off shore. Still not a
breath of air, we motored on between Crowlin Island and the mainland, making our way
towards Loch Carton, with a large scar on the shore of Loch Kishorn marking the controversial
oil rig construction site. Baths and drinks were very welcome in the hospitable hotel ashore. (31
miles, 6 hours).
July 9. After some attention to the engine we motored out through this rock-strewn
entrance on our way to Kyle of Loch Alsh, another new port of call where we found gas,
petrol, and a good selection of shops. Being Friday afternoon, the Navy was coming and going
and we had to move twice from the quay, but we gathered this is unusual. We certainly felt our
brief visit was worth the effort. After a couple of hours we motored on for Isle Ornsay,
experiencing another thunder storm with a near blackout and a drastic downpour of rain.
Eventually we crept into the anchorage and retired below, soaked to the skin in spite of our oilskins. (Total 19 miles, 6 hours).
July 10. With the wind in the south force 5, we motor-sailed in anuncomfortable sea as
far as Mallaig where we tied up and passed a pleasant afternoon and evening ashore. (10 miles,
31/2 hours).
Sunday 11 July. 06.30 Forecast -- gales all round. 12.50 -- some improvement. 14.00 -on our way, again motor-sailing into a strong south-westerly. At Ardnamurchan (fourth time
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round this cruise) the wind kept dead ahead, and so it continued right to the entrance to L.
Sunart and another delightful new anchorage in North Oronsay -- 34 miles in 7 hours, our
fourth day under motor. With the engine stopped, we soaked in the utter silence and peace of
this remote inlet. Plans for a barbecue meal ashore had to be abandoned, however, owing to
the clouds of midges.
July 12. Motored uneventfully to Oban (0.500 to 0.900). Wind still in the south force 3/4.
Shopping and baths, and away for Crinan. Out past Kerrera the wind came through on the
starboard bow: motor off, up sails, close fetch for Easdale. We had an interesting beat past
Pladda Light and on to the end of Luing, where the wind died right away and we had to motor
on to Crinan. (23 miles, 5 hours).
July 13. Through the Canal, then, determined to sail, we spent four hours beating in a
nasty sea and rising wind from Ardrishaig to Tarbert (8 miles). Finally, a big squall for the last
mile and hard going round the corner before the final run into this crowded anchorage, where
getting the hook down in a near gale proved difficult. Quite a few boats dragged that night but
Seaboard never moved.
July 14. Stormbound. Walks ashore.
July 15. Beautiful day with Kilbrennan Sound at its best, Arran and Goat Fell looking
magnificent, with the Mull of Kintyre sweeping majestically south. Only one snag; wind dead
on the nose, but even the motor could not dispel the charm of the blue sky, fleecy clouds and
white horses. We tied up later in Campbeltown harbour with a day in hand for the final crossing to Bangor. (30 miles, 6 hours).
July 16. Gales all round -- from the south. Improvement towards evening, and a phone
call to the Coastguard at Southend informed us that the sea was like glass and the big smoke at
Magheramourne was clearly visable. Off at 20.00 for an uneventful night crossing with Blackhead light beckoning us on soon after we left Sanda.
Saturday 17 July. Anchored in Ballyholme at 06.00, having done the 50 mile passage in
just 10 hours.
Total mileage for Part I.~ 33 7 in 82 ½ hours of which 42 ½ were under power.
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MECCA, MEDINA AND VARIOUS WAYSIDE SHRINES
by Robert Barr
See plans between pp. 3 & 4.

L "Etoile is a 35ft. racing/cruising sloop (LWL 27’ 9; beam 11’ 4) which was designed by
Michel Dufour and built at La Rochelle in 1973. There are five co-owners, all of whom had
campaigned together for many years on Adastra, a Dublin Bay 24 footer. In the winter of
1972/73 we recognised that we were approaching our declining years and that what we needed
was a more gentle and comfortable boat which would provide not too energetic racing round
the buoys, reasonably dry off-shore racing and joyful cruising from time to time. Having
selected a Dufour 35, we discovered in due course that we had managed to satisfy just one of
these requirements. In our simplicity and innocence at that time, we did not appreciate the
implications of what the I.O.R. rating system has done to modern yacht design. We soon
learned the hard way that the substitution of a fin keel and skeg for the traditional hull shape
may achieve wonders in getting the best out of the rating, but one needs to have the capacity of
a Toomai with rogue elephants to retain a semblance of control when charging down wind in
force 5 with a large spinnaker set. Windward legs transpired to be no easier, and it is remarkable that our geriatric crew has survived four seasons of constant sail changing and frequent
reefing from mark to mark. It will be appreciated that in our 24 footer, headsails, other than
spinnakers, were not usually changed unless they blew out, and reefing was a refinement
resorted to only in the most exceptional circumstances.
But there is also another side to L "Etoile’s character which more than compensates for her
disturbing propensities as a racing machine. She is a splendid cruising boat which can be
handled easily by a crew of four -- even on long passages and in hard weather. There is
accommodation for up to eight crew and plenty of comfortable speed -- provided that she is
slightly under canvased.
In early September last year I brought L "Etoile on a short northern cruise to Lough
Swilly, Islay and the Isle of Man. This turned out to be such a success that I decided on a
similar, but more extended voyage in 1976. So it was planned, hopefully, to cover much of the
northern coast of Ireland and a fair segment of the Western Isles of Scotland between 3rd and
15th June. Crew availability necessitated dividing the personnel into two groups. Kenneth
Martin (another co-owner) and his wife, Lydia, shared the bridal suite in the fo’c’s’le and
Peter Fagan (of Celia fame in the R. St. G.Y.C.), Paul Butler, John Peart and I made up the
remainder of the crew for the first leg of the cruise to Port Salon in Lough Swilly.
Thursday 3 June. We left Dun Laoghaire on schedule at 18.00 in fair weather and our
object was to pick up the first of the flood at Lambay. With luck we would have a favourable
tide for about twelve hours. Our only problem was that the north-westerly force 4 which we
had at first, petered out and we started motoring at the Baily. However, notwithstanding
shortage of wind, we were in good time to pick up all of the northgoing ebb tide beyond St.
John’s Point.
June 4. At 06.50 the South Rock L.V. was abeam and one of it’s crew encouraged us with
news of a good south-westerly which he.thought was on the way. In the event it didn’t catch up
with us for another four hours, but it was nice to pass the time of day. It is sad to realise that in
a few years the remaining lightships still around our coasts will be only a nostalgic memory. No
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doubt the king-size buoys which are replacing them will be just as effective as navigational aids
and will bring about a substantial saving in operating costs. None the less, with the passing of
these ships a cheerful and kindly humanity will depart the scene and sailing will become that
little bit more clinical.
The voyage up to this point was uneventful, save for two incidents. The first was at 04.30
when an R.A.F. rescue launch was sighted heading down the coast about a mile inshore of us.
When it was seen to swing round and follow slowly in our wake, I sent the more reprehensible
members of our crew down below. The launch remained about two boat lengths astern of us
for ten minutes and there was no one visible on deck or anywhere on board. Presently, it
turned again, resumed it’s original course and someone came on deck and gave us a cheerful
wave -- an impressive reminder of the unhappy times in which we live.
The other episode was the demise of our electrics. Subsequently, when there was enough
wind to sail again, young master Peart came into his own. He completely dismantled the fusebox and other vital electrical parts. As the mound of pieces grew and grew on the chart table, I
began to ponder the thought that a candle-light cruise would be definitely different if nothing
else. However, such little faith was entirely unjustified and our own Mr. Eddison achieved an
admirable result. I felt that it was only right to reward him and the others by serving Bombay
duck as a special entr6e at dinner. I am bound to say that this benevolence was not universally
acclaimed. I have to concede that one of the unavoidable consequences of cooking Bombay
duck in the confines of a yacht’s galley is that the entire boat tends to smell heavily of Indians’
feet for some days thereafter.
Despite the shortage of wind the Maidens were abeam (or perhaps abreast?) at 12.30 and
we had averaged over seven knots in the first twelve hours. However, we were then in an
adverse tide and we made slow progress to Tor Head, where we picked up the north-going
flood. At 21.00 we passed through Rathlin Sound and altered course for Inishtrahull.
June 5. My intention was to sail through Inishtrahull Sound close to the island. In normal
circumstances this presents no problem at night on a flood tide because the Inishtrahull light
has a range of 20 miles. However, having seen the light dead ahead at an estimated distance of
15 miles, the wind died away and we started to motor again. A deep mist descended and
blotted out the light and also all other lights on the mainland. For some hours it became
difficult to see even our own navigation lights from the cockpit. I was forcefully reminded that
one of the most unpleasant hazards at sea is fog -- particularly when one has in mind sailing
through a sound only 4 miles wide. I decided, with some misgivings, that we should continue
sailing our original course but with a small variation to bring us through the sound about a
mile from the island instead of half a mile off as originally intended. It was a great relief when
at 02.20 the light suddenly appeared out of the gloom less than a mile away on our starboard
bow. Soon afterwards the wind freshened to 17 knots south-westerly and we dispensed with the
engine again. Although the dense fog lifted, we remained shrouded in mist and for that reason
we never saw the Fanad Head or Dunree lights which normally combine to provide an easy
landfall at Port Salon, which is about 5 miles down the lough. This was disappointing not only
from the navigational aspect but also because Lough Swilly is my favourite .waterway, and I
had been extolling it’s virtues to the crew ad nauseam ever since we had left Dun Laoghaire.
One of them alleged that it was like sailing with a devout Arab remembering Mecca. However,
prayers were answered because at 05.20 the rain drifted away, the mist rose like a great
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theatrical curtain and there was the sun shining over Dunree and bathing Knockalla and the
cliffs and hills on either side of the lough in every pastel shade one can imagine. Cecil B. de
Mille would have been proud of the result. And, best of all, we were not all that dangerously
close to Dunaff head. At 07.00 we dropped anchor at Port Salon. We had logged 187 miles and
had averaged 5 knots. We were happy with this result bearing in mind that we had been obliged
to motor-sail for over half of the total journey.
Mention of Port Salon will immediately bring to the minds of those who are familiar with
Lough Swilly the name of that delightful lady, Miss Rita Smyth, who in her own inimitable
fashion has presided over the Port Salon Stores for so long. The hospitality of this unique
emporium is a byword. At 11.00 1 went ashore and by prior arrangement the proprietress had
the bath drawn, and also a large Black Bush --after which I never looked back. Drew
and Mary Gailey of Belfast, very kindly entertained us to lunch in their new house high above
Port Salon which overlooks not only Lough Swilly, but also Mulroy Bay and Errigal as well.
During the afternoon we sailed down the lough and anchored off Rathmullen House. This is
surely one of the most attractive hotels in the country and presided over with much charm by
Bob and Robbie Wheeler.
June 6. We encountered such splendid hospitality at Rathmullen that there was no
encouragement to leave. The only thing that compelled us to go was that we were parting with
Kenneth and Lydia Martin and Paul Butler at Port Salon and l:Iicking up instead Fergus
McKinley (Vice-Commodore of the R.I.Y.C. and a man of positively encyclopaedic knowledge of northern waters), my brother Ed and Derek Lane (the other half of Celia) who would
be with us for the rest of the cruise.
June 7. The new crew settled down quickly and at 07.30 we set sail for Bowmore, lslay.
We had plenty of wind (S.E. force 5) and typical long north Atlantic r,llers, which gave us an
exhilarating passage as far as the entrance to Lough lndaal. The wind there dropped to 8 knots
and we motor-sailed to Bowmore where we arrived at 18.30. We logged 61 miles and averaged
51/2 knots.
We had visited Islay in early September last year and were surprised to learn then that we
had been only the fifth yacht to call at Bowmore that season. It also transpired taht we were
the first to call in 1976. This seems strange because lslay is not only famous for making vast
quantities of whisky (navigation presents no problem when there is an off-shore wind, and
sailors are made very welcome at the distilleries), but it is an ornitholQgist’s paradise with also
a wide range of flora and impressive mountain scenery. Bowmore is one of the most delightful
and hospitable little towns it has been my pleasure to discover. There is a large distillery, an
imposing kirk, excellent shops and, most important of all, a gem of a small hotel, the Loughside, which is the answer to a cruising man’s prayer. This splendid establishment is owned and
managed by a young couple called Ann and Malcolm Halliday, ably assisted by their nine year
old twins, Susan and Karen. Ann is a Cordon Bleu cook and nothing is too much trouble for
either of them. A typical example this year was Malcolm’s insistence on driving me and my oil
drums on a round trip of 20 miles to get diesel when it was discovered that the garage at
Bowmore had run out. The only disadvantage is the necessity to anchor about a quarter of a
mile offshore if one draws 6ft. or more and intends to remain for some time. The local advice
is that you should drop your hook when the end of the pier is in line with the double black
doors on the town side. This is what we did and we had no difficulty.on either occasion.
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It is worth mentioning a book which we found invaluable -- Stanford’s Harbour Guide to
the West Coast of Scotland published in 1973 by Edward Stanford Ltd. It is easily read and
contains much well researched information in concise form. There are also excellent coloured
chartlets with corresponding aerial photographs which are helpful in identifying unfamiliar
coastlines.
June 8. Having devoted ourselves to various pursuits in the course of the day -- not least a
party on board for Karen and Susan to hear their latest Hebridean songs Q we left Bowmore
at 20.20 in a warm 12 knot south-westerly bound for Castle Bay in Barra.
June 9. We had an uneventful night passage and sighted Mingulay to port at 10.00. The
wind gradually freshened to 28 knots S.W. and the weather became overcast, though visibility
remained reasonably good and we dropped anchor at Castle Bay at 12.25. We had logged 92
miles and our average speed was just over 6½ knots. Barra is a tough, dour, wind and rain
drenched island where there is little concession to creature comfort. Unfortunately, the Castle
Bay hotel, in culinary terms, was having one of it’s less adventurous days. Piping hot baths
were readily provided for all, but the only main course at dinner was herring fried in oatmeal.
It was here also that young master Peart’s only shore-going shoes were stolen by a nomadic
whisky salesman who, it is believed, ran off with them to Coil or Tiree.
June 10. We left Castle bay at 08.30 bound for Tobermory in a spanking south-westerly
which was gusting 27 knots. The forecast suggested that conditions probably would moderate
later on and for that reason I decided on the No. 2 jib and reefed one slab of mainsail. In fact,
by the time we were half way across the Sea of Hebrides the wind had freshened to a steady 35
knots with occasional stronger gusts. There was a big sea with waves often above the crosstrees. However, these spectacular conditions were accompanied by brilliant sunshine and it
would be difficult to imagine a more exhilarating passage. I made a navigational error in not
allowing sufficiently for the tidal stream with the result that our first sight .of land was the
northern end of Tiree whereas my intention had been to fetch up at the Cairns of Coll. Eventually, we reached the shelter of the Sound of Mull and marvelled at the lovely colourings and
lush vegetation of the island which made such a contrast with the spartan ruggedness of Barra.
We took up a mooring at Tobermory at 17.10 having logged 63 miles. We averaged 7 knots
and our maximum recorded speed was 9.2 knots. The day ended with a heart-warming dinner
at the MacDonald Arms.
June 11 At this point in the cruise we encountered thirty hours of almost continuous rain
and poor visibility. We left Tobermory at 16.45 intending to make Crinan at about midnight.
There was a favourable tide but to achieve this result it was necessary to average six knots. In
the event we had an unpleasant south-westerly force 5 down the sound followed by a
freshening deadnoser which was gusting 27 knots. In short, this particular passage was as
miserable as that from Barra to Tobermory had been exciting. It became obvious that we
would encounter an adverse tide long before we reached Crinan and for that reason we decided
to anchor at Easdale for the night.
June 12. We set off for Crinan at 05.30 in a south-westerly, force 6 which increased to
force 7 later. We were thrashing through the Sound of Luing when the jamb-cleat block for the
main sheet suddenly broke in two and we were lucky that it did not result in serious damage.
This was particularly annoying because before the cruise we had fitted a new heavy-duty main
sheet block, having had similar trouble last year with a lighter fitting. However, there was no
difficulty in making up a jury rig and this mishap cost us little extra time. We arrived at Crinan
at 09.15 and were first boat into the basin when the canal opened shortly after 09.30.
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Happily, the weather improved steadily as we made our way towards Ardrishaig. It was
while in the canal that we met the only other Irish boat we encountered in Scotland -- none
other than our Honorary Treasurer and his family in Gailey Bay. I was a little embarrassed by
this because, oddly enough, it was the only day throughout the cruise that we were not flying
the I.C.C. burgee. The reason was that Fergus McKinley had taken on the task of navigating us
through the canal and I had hoisted the R.I.Y.C. burgee in his honour!
We arrived in Ardrishaig in brilliant sunshine and with a splendid 20 knot south-westerly.
A little more than an hour later we were safely on moorings at Stonefield Castle in a small,
sheltered bay close to the hotel and about a mile north of East Lough Tarbert. Stonefield is
reputed to have been originally one of the castles of the Campbells. It is now a delightful hotel
with one of the most famous gardens ih Scotland. It was a joy to see the azaleas and
rhododendrons in full bloom cascading down the steep hillside to the water’s edge. Later we
had an excellent dinner and next morning most of us swam in the hotel pool. There are two
visitors’ moorings for which a modest charge of £1 per day is made, but the anchorage is big
enough to provide shelter for at least a dozen cruisers.
June 13. Once again we encountered a force 5 deadnoser which assured us of an unpleasant passage to Campbeltown, our next port of call. In the circumstances we decided
instead to make the shortest passage of the cruise -- just round the corner to East Lough
Tarbert. It was a happy accident because it gave us the opportunity of meeting Bill Young and
his crew from another Dufour 35 Isle of Gigha which came in soon after us. One thing led to
another and the end result was that much of the night was given over to a splendid party on
L "Etoile.
June 14. It was during the festivities with the crew of the Isle of Gigha that we learned that
the 14th was Fergus McKinley’s birthday. Before leaving East Lough Tarbert a suitable
birthday cake and candles were acquired. An obliging baker provided us with a magnificent
christening cake (which for some reason was not required for it’s intended purpose) and a
selection of candles. Later in the day the last remnants of L "Etoile’s "cellar" were produced
and the great occasion was celebrated in proper fashion. We left East Loch Tarbert for Dun
Laoghaire at 09.45 with gales forecast for Rockall and Malin. However, the wind in
Kilbrennan sound was only 15 knots W.S.W., though it freshened later to 22 knots and then
gradually faded as we sailed down the Irish Sea.
June 15. The mixture continued as before. Several tacks along the east coast were necessary
and we did not pick up our moorings at the Royal Irish until 20.10. We had logged 167 miles
on the last leg and averaged just under 5 knots.
Our total mileage was 655.48. It was accomplished in eleven days, and five nights were
spent at sea. Our verdict -- a thoroughly enjoyable and instructive venture. Hours under way
122, of which 54 were under power (motor-sailing except for Crinan Canal). Average speed
(excluding canal passage) 5.4 kn.
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NAMHARA’S SCOTTISH CRUISE
See plans between pp. 3 & 4.

by Paddy Maher

Namhara was "born and bred" as it were, in Scotland, being McGruer designed and built
by the Bute Shipway Company in 1955. For our 1976 cruise we decided to revisit once again the
land of her birth.
To get us off to a flying start we sailed her from the R.C.Y.C.to Dun Laoghaire on the
weekend of June 25th -27th. And what a glorious sail it was too; a free wind to Carnsore
’corner’, reached early on Saturday morning, followed by a grand spinnaker run in brilliant
sunshine up the east coast to Wicklow, where an overnight stop was made. Thence to Dun
Laoghaire on the Sunday morning and back to Cork by the afternoon train (the crew that is -not the boat).
The following Saturday, July 3rd, saw the cruise proper commence from Dun Laoghaire
at 04.00 -- destination, Isle of Man. Namhara carried a full complement on board, consisting
of Skipper/owner, Harry Cudmore, plus sons Denis, Tony, Finbarr, Austin Hickey and
Paddy Maher. Port Erin harbour was entered at 17.45, after an uneventful passage, and the
following day, Sunday -- after Mass and lunch -- was spent swimming in the harbour and
generally lazing about.
That evening at 20.00 we sailed northwards for Portpatrick, which was entered very early
on Monday morning. This little harbour has become very busy indeed since our last call there
in Auretta in 1963, but by rafting outside the other yachts we managed to tuck ourselves in out
of the tiny fairway. I.C.C. member, Harry McMordie’s Anolis was also in port, and courtesy
visits were duly exchanged for yarns and drinks. Harry very kindly lent us Campbell’s t-Iarbour
Guide, West Coast of Scotland, which proved extremely useful and a copy of this was
purchased in Oban and has now been added to our library for future use.
Our next intended port of call, after leaving Portpatrick at 09.00 on Tuesday was Gigha
Island on the west of the Kintyre peninsula. However, light head winds and the ’mother and
father’ of a foul tide off the Mull of Kintyre made us very happy to spend Tuesday night
anchored in Machrihanish Bay -- a safe anchorage under the prevailing conditions.
Pressed on northwards to Gigha next morning and anchored in Gigalum Sound in the
early afternoon. A very pleasant day was spent ashore, viewing the famous gardens followed
by an excellent meal at the newly opened hotel in the old Horlick family house -- voted by all
except the Skipper (our ship’s cook) as vastly superior to the canned delicacies we were being
served on board ship!
On again north to Loch Craignish, just across the way from Crinan. This very beautiful
loch in which we spent a peaceful evening and night at anchor was voted as one of the highlights of the cruise. What peace, what tranquility, what magnificent scenery -- one could
literally feel one’s soul, one’s spirit relaxed and uplifted by the surrounding atmosphere. "Far
from the maddening crowd’s ignoble strife" ~ you might say.
The weather, as in all places in this Summer of 1976 was really beautiful and it was slowly
dawning on us how extraordinarily lucky we were to be in this magnificent cruising ground off
the West Coast of Scotland, under such conditions. What did it matter if the wind was often
conspicuous by its absence when the hot sunshine and scenery were more than ample compensation. Swimming and lazing became part of each day thenceforth.
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Slowly by easy stages we made our way north, up through the Sound of Luing, up through
the Firth of Lorne and into Loch Aline in the Sound of Mull. This loch, incidentally, belied its
Gaelic Name -- it wasn’t very beautiful to our eyes at any rate -- but perhaps the fact that the
time spent there was during the very few rain spells which were to occur, may have clouded our
vision! Next morning we left Loch Aline and enjoyed a fine run up the sound in a force 6 and
anchored in Tobermory for the night.
By this stage both the Skipper and Paddy were developing -- shall we say -- a real
connoisseur’s taste for the.many fine blends of whisky to be had in Scottish sailing waters.
However, we felt we really reached the zenith of our ambition when we purchased a few bottles
of mellow 100 proof spirit in Tobermory. As the saying goes "it would warm the cockles of
your heart" and whether ’tis imagination or not but even one’s toes tingled after a few nips!
Back to the sea, however, and over across the sound we went next day to anchor off
Drumbruie -- another beautiful and tranquil spot indeed, except for the vast colony of midges
and flies which were much too attentive for comfort.
Next day, Tuesday, was heather earning day and a pleasant sail with the wind abeam was
had, past Ardnamurchan Point, past Muck and Eigg and on to the Isle of Rhum where the
anchor was let go. A rather desolate spot this, with no facilities whatever ashore -- not even a
pub Ctwouldn’t happen in Ireland!). The island appeared to be mostly visited by campers who
were prepared to rough it in a big way. Rhum proved to be the apex of our cruise, for the time
had come to start our trek southwards once more.
On the way south we called once again to Tobermory, thence on to Oban and down to
Crinan where we locked through the Canal. This operation must surely now be the pride and
joy of the British Socialist system. It costs a lot of money to use the canal, £18, and after
paying the money one has to work all the locks oneself whilst the paid employees of the Canal
Authority stand, sit or lounge and watch you! Are they inclined to assist you if you have
trouble -- not on your nelly! They’re notallowed do this, presumably by their union. Truly the
pendulum has swung! But, however, let us not get annoyed on our holidays by contemplating
such matters!
Thursday night was spent anchored between Locks 3 and 4, since the canal closes down
for the day at 16.00. A pleasant walk along the canal bank that evening had only one drawback -- no pub could be found to sample the local brew! Having cleared all the Locks by next
afternoon we sailed south from Ardrishaig and anchored at 20.00 on Friday in the peaceful
Loch Ranza on the northern tip of Arran.
Saturday morning we sailed once more for Portpatrick which was entered in failing wind
conditions at 18.00.
The weather forecast next morning was anything but favourable for a passage back to the Irish
Coast; wind S.S.W. force 6/7. However, as time was running out we decided to head off. A
temporary hitch occurred here when we ran aground in the inner entrance to Portpatrick
harbour. However, rapid re-dispositioning of the crew in the bow, coupled with the engine in
reverse, got us quickly clear. Maybe we should have taken this as a sign we should stay in port
to await better weather conditions. We didn’t, unfortunately, and had a really tough beat back
to the Irish coast in very big seas under much reduced sail before anchoring eventually in
Swallow Cove, Lambay Island, a long 34 hours later.
After this, pleasant weather conditions again prevailed and the return journey to Crosshaven was comfortably performed with stops at Arklow and Dunmore East where the Fireball
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championships were taking place and the ’crack’ in the Yacht Club that night appeared to be
extremely good, judging by the noise emanating therefrom and by the ’tender’ looking souls
wandering around the quays next morning!
Another Cruiser Racer 8 metre Sunburst was bertbed inside us at Dunmore, on her way
back to the Isle of Man from participating in ISORA week at Cork. It was interesting to see the
greater beam and accommodation of this last built of the C/R 8’s in comparison to Namhara,
one of the first built of the Class.
A most enjoyable cruise ended when the moorings were picked at Crosshaven at 07.00 on
Saturday, 24th July. Total miles covered was approximately 930 and ports visited totalled 23.
Navigational literature found useful on the trip were:
(1) I.C.C. Books of S.W. and W. and E. and N. Coasts of Ireland.
(2) Clyde cruising Club’s book for N.W. Scotland.
(3) Clyde Cruising Club’s 40 charts of N.W. Scotland.
(4) Campbell’s Harbour Guide, West Coast of Scotland.
(5) The "Whiskey Run" Navigational Book of N.W. Scotland (borrowed from Ray Fielding).
plus, of course, the usual Admiralty Charts of the area.

CRUISKEEN TO NORWAY
by David Park
We bought Cruiskeen last year from Walter Braidwood I.C.C., and having cruised in the
sun on the West Coast of Scotland for three weeks, we decided to go further this year.
I needed a crew to help me across the North Sea and was lucky to find Rory Gleadhill and
his girlfriend, Marion Shanck. They would crew across and back and go camping in between.
Thus, the family, my wife Maud, Michael (12), Johnny (9) and Julia (7) would have the boat to
ourselves for two weeks in Norway. I had four weeks holiday.
We left Ringhaddy, Strangford Lough, after lunch on the 9th July, 1976 and put into
Donaghadee for several hours to collect diesel fuel and then left again at 22.15, and had a
grand night passage across the North Channel with the wind S.E. force 4. The following day
we anchored in Puilladobhrain but by then it was dull and wet and the good weather of the
past month seemed to have gone. The pub by Clachan Bridge did something to restore spirits.
On Snnday 11 July we sailed to Corpach at the western end of the Caledonian Canal, but
as the canal is closed on Saturday and Sunday we anchored for the night south of Corpach,
behind Ru Dearg Island.
The canal operates from 08.00 to 17.00 daily and is a two day affair. We only managed
Fort Augustus, at the top of the lock system, the first night. There a most alarming experience
occurred. Julia slept on the sole of the after cabin and awoke in the middle of the night crying.
No amount of shouting from the two boys would silence her so I got up to look. The cabin
floor had an inch of water on it and her sleeping bag was soaking -- an amount she couldn’t
possibly have done herself! The water was covering the starter motor and dynamo. Where had
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~t come from? Rory and I pumped and searched for fully two hours and then discovered that it
was syphoning back through the electric bilge pump which I had fitted during the winter. The
outlet was above the water line in salt water but just below it in fresh water. Thus in the canal
we started to fill. Fortunately next morning the engine started without difficulty and gave no
trouble.
We stayed for a day in Muirtown Basin, Inverness and did all the numerous last minute
jobs, in the middle of which the customs and our agent arrived with the duty frees. (£1 a bottle
for spirits!). It seemed sensible to proceed to the three mile limit as quickly as possible so we
left Inverness on the 15th but the barometer was only 999 m.b. and the 15.15 shipping forecast
was giving a gale warning for Cromarty.
We sailed to Buckie and stayed for about an hour to hear the Scottish inshore forecast at
23.45. This was now S.W. to W. force 4/5 and with a rising barometer we left for Norway. The
forecast was correct and we had a grand sail but a horrible cross sea persisted for twenty-four
hours. The kids were all very sick, but the sight of upwards to fifty porpoises playing all
around us quickly cured them. They laughed and shouted with enjoyment and the free show
went on for fully three quarters of an hour. As suddenly as t l~ porpoises arrived they
disappeared but their effect on the kids persisted for the rest 6f that day.
Saturday the 17th was a beautiful day with a light S.W. wind and blistering sunshine. We
ate on deck and sunbathed all day while the children fished. A morning moon sight crossed
with a sun sight showed us a few miles north of the rhumb line dnd this proved to be the case.
Visibility was only 6/7 miles, due to the heat haze, but we made a good landfall and tied up in
the inner basin of Skudeneshavn at 20.00. We had taken 51 hours from Inverness, an average
of just over 6 knots.
Skudenshavn is a lovely old town but the entrance is narrow and there are offshore rocks
but all were clearly marked on the chart. We had the current U.S. Pilot Book, but found it
unnecessary, such is the detail on the Norwegian Charts. The yellow flag is up in Skudenshavn
but nobody seemed interested so we rapidly hauled it down and didn’t push our luck again for
the rest of the cruise!
On Sunday we sailed to Stavanger and tied up at the small marina belonging to Stavanger
Y.C. on Sg~lyst Island. It is £1 a day to stay here and a shower in the yacht club is 50p. There
are really no other facilities and as it was the national holiday in Norway there were few yachts
and people about.
On Monday, Marion and Rory left us and it then blew a full gale from the south. We
spent the day walking around the town but everything was so expensive; even an ice cream was
50p a go.
We spent the following week in the islands north of Stavanger and were joined by Liv
Kvammen, a Norwegian friend. We visited Fifin6y and Randoy islands, the latter having a
beautiful lagoon with a narrow entrance and hills all around -- one of the few places we used
the anchor. We went to the village of Sand in Sand Fjord and watched several 20lb. salmon
being landed at the weir of the river. One could easily spend a month in this small part of
Norway and as the tidal range is only 11/2 - 2 feet you tie alongside nearly everywhere. This is a
great advantage for exploring children. The tidal range increases to the north but is still only
4ft. at Bergen.
One day I ran aground. The chart showed a small bay on the island of Austre Bokn, and
as we approached there were several motor boats moored there. The entrance appeared narrow
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but it looked such a beautiful place we steamed slowly in. With a crunch, our keel hit the rock
bottom and it was then quite clear that there was only about 3ft. of water. Sure enough, on
closer examination of the chart a half metre sounding was given atthe narrowest part. A red
face and full astern got her off. We spent that night tied alongside a disused boathouse on
Vestre Bokn, but the hydrofoil tearing up and down the sound made it uncomfortable.
Before going north into Hardanger Fjord we made a slight diversion to the outlying island
of Espevaer. This small island is totally dependant on the sea, and only one car was seen. A
narrow winding entrance brought us to a well sheltered anchorage and we unknowingly tied
alongside a private house. The owner seemed most pleased and gave us water from his hose
and then arranged for the shop to open especially for us, as it wag SatuYday afternoon.
Espevaerwas a most interesting place and well worth the diversion to see.
We said goodbye to Liv in Laervik, but on the way made another small detour to go via
the Kuleseid canal which divides the island of Bomlo. This is a short sea canal with no locks
and beautiful scenery, but unfortunately, it was a misty rainy day. Laervik is a busy ferry port
but we were able to have baths in the Grand Hotel, and there was a good supermarket beside it.
Our first night in Hardanger Fjord was at Kalvasund, a perfectly sheltered anchorage at
the north end of the island of Snilstveit0y. We dropped anchor and tied on stern to a tree on
shore.
The following day the weather again turned foul -- the barometer dropped and it was
pouring. Except in the high fjords we were always able to obtain the B.B.C. Shipping forecasts
on 200 KHz, but now for the first time it was U.S. We left anyway for the village of Sundal, in
Mauranger Fjord, a branch of Hardanger Fjord and tied alongside an English yacht at the
pier. As the day progressed the wind increased, making the berth most uncomfortable. There
was no question of anchoring as the Fjord was so deep. At 20.30 someone announced the ferry
was about to arrive and we all had to leave. So we steamed around for an hour with the wind
gusting force 9/10 and the inflatable spinning like a propellor astern. Out came the cushion
seat and disappeared across the water like a balloon. After an hour of this chaos we again tied
alongside as there was no sign of the ferry.
The English crew then asked us and the crew of a German yacht for drinks, and we all
repaired merrily to our bunks about midnight. At 01.00 the whole performance started again,
but this time the ferry was there and by the time I was on deck the locals had already cast us off
-- ropes everywhere. It was pitch black, raining and blowing like hell. After another hour we
were again able to tie alongside, but we rubbed and squeaked against the pier all night.
The previous evening we had somehow agreed to climb the glacier above Sundal, and with
Germanic shouts of "English party forward" or "Halt we now rest", we stumbled and
climbed 4,500 feet and walked ten miles. The rewards were wonderful views, snowball fights,
blackberries for lunch and aching muscles, the like of Which we hadn’t had for years -- at
least the children thought it was the high point of the cruise!
It was time to leave Hardanger and, on our way north, we stopped at the island of
Godoysund for the night, tying alongside the hotel jetty. (2 beers in the hotel £1.60!) We would
love to have remained for a few days here but time was short and the weather was foul -- rain
and mist again! The main worry of the crew of the ketch alongside us was that their seaplane
might not be able to collect them on time!
On 30 July we sailed into the Bergen S.C. marina at Kvitsurpollen. Marion and Rory were
waiting, having had no great success at the hitch hiking. The marina is 13 miles south of
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Bergen and apart from a fine clubhouse where we had showers, there are no other facilities. No
sign of meals or a hal, but the lady caretaker of the club was most kind and helpful. We took
on diesel fuel the next day from a floating pontoon about" one mile from the marina at
Hjellestad. Diesel is a0but 25°70 dearer than at home and as most things are 300070 to 400070
dearer it didn’t seem,too bad.
It was time to leave for home, but the wind was N.W. 6/7 and showed no signs of
changing for 24 hours. We left anyway, as we were all a bit fed up with the marina, and
motored 12 miles to the island of Stora Kalsoy, just east of Marstein light and anchored in a
sheltered bay:at the southern end. The evening forecast was now giving a gale warning, so we
stayed put that night, listening to the wind and rain and wondering whether we would ever get
home at all.
The following day, 2 August, the wind eased and after a good walk in the rain to the shop
at the far end of the island, we left for home at 15.00. Marstein light was abeam at 15.30. It
took 41 hours to cover the 255 miles to Orkney, and as the wind was in the north, force 4/6, we
had to motor-sail the whole way with only jib and mizen set. It was overcast and gray with the
inevitable north sea lump. When well away from the Norwegian coast there appeared to be oil
rigs everywhere, and a multitude of craft serving them. At night the lights were like Picadilly
Circus, and as most rigs and supply vessels were lit up from stem to stern, navigation lights
were a thing of the past. Very confusing as you never knew what way which was going where.
Not a place for fog.
We made a good landfall and tied up at Kirkwall basin at 08.45 on the 4th. Not much later
Stanley Orr, I.C.C. and his wife, Marjorie, came aboard and asked us to their house on the
island of Burray, which is connected to mainland Orkney by one of the Churchill barriers. For
the next forty-eight hours they were kindness itself, providing showers, clothes washing and
even cars to visit the island. We all ended up the following night at the local Yacht Club, and
then back aboard Cruiskeen -- a hard day’s night!
We left Kirkwall the next day, hoping to round Cape Wrath but visibility was very poor,
and all the children got sick in the large overfalls of Westray Firth. So we put into Stromness
for a further night, having only made good 37 miles.
We left Stromness at 12.30 on 7 August, on the first of the ebb. Although it was only
blowing about force 2/3 over the tide, Hoy Sound was a mass of breaking water. One huge sea
crashed over the bow and the full length of the boat, and for a few seconds I was fearful for the
doghouse windows. But once into open water we had a grand passage under a mixture of
motor and sail from Stromness to Kyleakin, Skye, the 150 miles taking 25 hours. The passage
was uneventful except we got too close to Cape Wrath during the night and had horrible
confusion for about an hour. We waited several hours to catch the tide through Kyle Rhea and
that evening, 8 August, went alongside at Mallaig to get diesel and kippers.
As I was now late for work anyway, a kind of euphoric gay abandon set in, and as the
weather was now so magnificent it seemed pointless to hurry. So we spent an idyllic day at Eigg
and walked to the cave on the north-east side of the island and with some difficulty found the
low narrow entrance leading into a large cavern. Here in the 16th century the Macleods lit a
fire at the entrance and suffocated 200 MacDonalds for no very good reason that we could find
out.

We didn’t leave Eigg until 17.30 and hoped to reach Puilladobhrain that night, but it was
dark when we arrived off Duart Castle, at the eastern end of the sound of Mull. The tide was
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setting so strongly that we were soon lost, but after much discussion and that clarity of mind
only brought on by duty-free, we anchored in Puilladobhrain at 03.30.
The children had us up at dawn the next morning as they wished to visit their favourite
island Gigha. We dropped anchor at Ardminish Bay and had lunch at the hotel, which was
temporarily removed to Achamore House. The old hotel is being refurbished and with showers
etc., should be a great boon to visiting yachtsmen.
We left Gigha after a swim and motored out to the sound and bartered a bucket of clams
for a tin of ham from a fishing boat -- which seemed reasonable! Then with a good tide under
us we re-crossed the North Channel and tied alongside in Donaghadee harbour at 00.30 on 11
August. At 13.30, the same day, we were in Ringhaddy.
We had been away 4 weeks and 6 days and our log read 1,430 miles. As we were loading
up the car Julia said "I think next year we will just go to Portpatrick".
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"a mechanica0
roundlreland’
by John Gore-Grimes
The first week in July 1976 Jaw a high settled contentedly over Northern Europe which
produced a fairly constant south-easterly air-flow over Ireland. Shardana, a 26ft. Offshore 8,
left Howth at 12.30 on Thursday 1st July. Walter Costello and Nicholas Massey had signed on
during the winter and the Bank strike gave us an extra hand, Jake Kelly.
Shardana had a Seacourse self-steering arm fitted last winter, and we proposed to use it
while the engine was running. We did not appreciate how well the Seacourse would serve us in
the next seven days, during which time the strongest wind we would experience was 13 knots.
We passed down a flat and windless Irish Sea and rounded the Tuskar at 02.40 on 2nd
July. The day was hot but there was insufficient wind to fill the genoa. We were propelled by a
7 h.p. Volvo M.D. I and a slight following swell. We had logged 118 miles in the first 24 hours
when a flock of pigeons flew over. One was clearly exhausted and made numerous attempts to
land on Shardana’s deck, but finally flopped sadly into the sea.
We had passed Galley Head at 22.25 and found ourselves abeam of the Fastnet Rock at
02.35 on 3rd July. The motor still ran and the Seacourse held the helm; the people on the boat
had time to cook, read, talk, drink, sleep, wash, think, navigate, watch, drink, slur and more
sleep.
We rounded Mizen Head at 03.50 and dawn came almost unnoticed through dense fog
which lay heavily on a flat sea. The massive Bull Rock loomed suddenly ahead, no more than
one cable away. We motored close by and wondered if Shardana would pass through the hole
which runs right through the base of the rock. The lighthouse keeper’s houses were perched
precariously above and seemed to shudder with each loud blast of the Bull’s roaring foghorn.
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We set a course for the Skelligs and decided to abandon a non-stop around Ireland and to
attempt a landing on the Great Skellig. Our course took us a little east of our line and we
almost hit the Little Skellig. We were still unable to see the 704 ft. high Great Skellig and we
altered to 270°. Several minutes later, when the Little Skellig was out of sight, we approached
the Irish Lights landing pier and docked there at I0.30. The landing pier at Blind Man’s Cove
can only be approached in settled weather. It lies in a narrow gut which is about 25ft. wide. We
spent 1 ½ hours on the Great Skellig and visited the Abbey of St. Finian and the cells of the
monks who lived here in the most austere solitude in earlier ages of Christianity. The cells or
beehive huts are perfectly constructed of stone, dovetailed without mortar. The numerous
puffins and razorbills thought nothing of our intrusion while above us and all around the
cliffs, the gull, terns and gannets lived on through their daily chorus of screams.
We reversed out of Blind Man’s Cove (a reverse gear is essential for this departure) at
12.00, having changed our engine oil. By 12.30 we had been away for 48 hours and we had
logged 232 miles. Breakfast was prepared and the wind registered 13 knots from astern. We set
the spinnaker and sailed north to the Blaskets. The motor was silenced for the first and only
time on the trip. The fog persisted and at 15.00 Inishvickillane appeared some three cables
ahead. We struck the spinnaker and sailed slowly up the sound which separates Inishvickillane
and Inishnabr’0, or Quern Island, so called from its resemblance to the old millstones called
"querns". The tide flowed east through the sound and when we left it we could just distinguish
Inishtearaght, the westernmost part of Ireland. We sailed out to Inishtearaght and passed close
by before setting a course to Black Rock, and we noticed that Inishtearaght also had a cave
running right through it at its base.
Shardana has been fitted with a new Sestral porthole compass which had not been swung.
We had been consistently arriving at points to the east of our thumb line since we left the
Mizen. To compensate we sailed l0° west of the course which was to take us to Black Rock,
123 miles ahead. We should have been able to check our course with the D.F. signal from Eagle
Island, but some cuckoo had left the set on since well before the Tuskar, and the battery was
flat. The same cuckoo had left all the spare P.P.3’s at home.
By 18.00 the wind was gone and the engine started once again. The Atlantic was incredibly
still and foggy. During the night a school of dolphins played around the boat for 20 minutes.
The Seacourse did a grand job while the four of us crowded around the bow, using flashlights
to attract the skilful dolphins, which quickly swam from side to side, within inches of the boat,
but without ever touching it.
Dawn on 4th July was foggy and calm, and by 12.30 we had been away for 72 hours and
had logged 353 miles..We were outside the 50 fathom line and we realised that our supposed
compass error was the probable result of the time which the Seacourse had allowed for
thinking,°reading, drinking, etc. From the distance travelled, it was probable that we were west
of Achill Head. The thought of a pint of draught caused us to alter course to 090° and at 15.00
and after some deliberation, we passed what was hesitantly identified as The Bills. The visibility was still very poor and it took another twenty minutes before we could make out the high
peaks of Achill Island. We altered course for Purteen and arrived there at 16.45. The 1.C.C.
Sailing Directions warns of nets near the harbour mouth; the nets were there. We tried to enter
the harbour at 2 hours before L.W. but we struck the rocks, which are covered with weed, at
the entrance. Shardana draws 4½ ft. and we were told that anything over 3ft. would be unable
to enter the harbour at low water. We anchored off, and within minutes a kindly boatman
came alongside and ferried us ashore; he then insisted that we take his car to collect provisions.
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Purteen Harbour and its foreshore are filled with the bones and carcases of rotting
basking shark. We were told that the only item of value in a basking shark is its liver, which is
sold to people who make ladies cosmetics. We resolved that our wives and lovers shall have the
natural look from now on.
We left Purteen promptly at 02.00 on 5th July and motored with skilful oblivion past all
the nets and rocks which foul the passage between Purteen and Achill Head, in a calm hazy
night which all too soon turned into a calm and hazy dawn. We had bought a stock of P.P.3’s
in Achill and, as we passed Black Rock, we homed in on Eagle Island and later on Tory Island,
with the D.F. Sligo Bay and Donegal Bay were filled with trawlers which the Seacourse
managed to avoid dexterously by steering dead ahead. By 12.30 we had been away for 96 hours
and had logged 411 miles. The Atlantic was impressively calm and we reached Tory Sound at
02.00 on 6th July. The salmon fishermen gave directions on the V.H.F. to a large American
motor cruiser (which later passed close by), on how to avoid their nets. At 05.00 thunder
rattled like drums overhead and sheet lightning filled the sky. It rained ... it poured and the
heavy drops were not even slightly deflected in a windless dawn. A dense fog settled on the sea
and light rain persisted. We were abeam of Malin Head at 11.15. By 12.30 we had been away
for 5 days and had logged 532 miles.
During the afternoon a slight wind started to head us and we found ourselves’close-hauled
in 9 knots of wind. Portrush and the islands off it were ahead and we had to tack to clear them,
the first and only tack of the entire trip.
Portrush radio asked us to keep an eye out for a blue hulled boat with a party of anglers
aboard. The boat was overdue. We agreed to keep a lookout, but in 300 yeard visibility we
were not hopeful. Later they called us to say the missing vessel had returned safely.
At 20.35 Rathlin appeared through the fog and we docked at Church Bay harbour at
21.50, having collected a local man from the pier west of the harbour, who kindly showed us
the way in. Shardana had attempted a landing on the return trip from the Faroes in 1974, but
we had struck bottom outside and we turned away; our approach had been from Rue Point
and we had not realised that the extent of the rise and fall in Church Bay is a mere 2’ 6".
Rathlin was a most hospitable and welcome port. We exchanged the evening fog on
Rathlin Sound for the warm and friendly fog of Tony McCuig’s bar. The island’s oldest inhabitant, Albert Glass witnessed the sinking of H.M.S. Drake in Church Bay in 1916. In 1974 we
saw a R.N. salvage pontoon moored on the wreck. We were told that a lot of cordite and other
explosives had been salvaged by the navy in 1974; the cordite was in perfect condition and the"
wreck had been frequently visited by night divers prior to this operation.
Tony McCuig drove us and our considerable quantities of supplies back to the boat in his
tractor. Walter and Nick went dancing and Tony came aboard. We yarned until 03.00 when
-the dancers returned. We left Church Bay and headed out into a foggy but calm Rathlin
Sound. We were soon carried south by a most impetuous tide which put us abeam of the
Maidens at 08.10 on 7th July. During the morning visibility improved but the sea remained
absolutely flat. The distance from the Maidens to Mew Island is 16 miles, and with the tide
against us it took six hours to cover that distance. As we crossed the mouth of Belfast Lough a
20ft. length of polythene slipped under the bow and before we could put the engine into
neutral it had wrapped itself around the propellor and had caused the engine to stop. Using a
mask and snorkel and a sharp diver’s knife we were able to cut it loose in a few minutes. By
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12.30 wE had been away for six days and our log read 611 miles. We washed down the boat,
and having passed Mew Island we picked up the south-flowing flood and found ourselves
abeam of the South Rock L.V. at 17.10. It had been a warm hazy windless day and in the
evening thick fog settled on a calm sea. During the night Nick became agitated and while on
watch he was seen to move several times from the chart table to the cockpit. Nick had been
quietly celebrating our anticipated return home and was confident that there was a reasonably
large island between the Isle of Man and the Irish coastline. Walter had to use very considerable diplomacy to explain that the island on the chart was a Bovril stain. Nick was not completely convinced and fell into a deep, if uncertain, sleep.
At dawn the visibility was no more than 100 yards. We watched the depth sounder and at
06.00 the log reads Lambay abeam. Walter was beaten up for insubordination to his master.
No. 1 plus 2 agree with this reprimand. Walter is planning his revenge in the form of murder.
We had passed within half a cable of the east end of Lambay where the ill-fated White Star
Line’s John Tayleur (an iron hulled sailing vessel of 2,50 tons) was wrecked in a January gale
in 1854 with a loss of 370 lives from a total complement of 652 persons. Walter had been
certain that Lambay was Clogher Head. Captain Nobel, master of the Tayleur, had believed
that he was off Holyhead. Walter was definitely closer.
We had passed east of Ireland’s Eye and groped our way up the Sound, finding the
entrance to Howth harbour at 07.30 on the morning of Thursday 8th July. We had logged 695
miles in 6 days and 19 hours which includes 16 hours ashore. Each of us, except Jake the
Banker, had one weeks holiday only, and it was for this reason that we were compelled to press
on. We finally switched off the engine and felt momentarily satisfied with our progress around
Ireland; our satisfaction was quickly shattered by the boatman Frank Hendy who came alongside at 08.00 saying: "Are you only just in? I expected you back yesterday."
Next time, Frank -- O.K. !
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THE RETURN OF FINNDABAR (from the Battle of Isora)
by Donal McDonnell
Sunday. Kinsale to Glandore. (32 miles). With the memories and scars of Isora very much
alive, the Skipper briefed the cruising "crew" of Finndabar on the first days’ passage -- a 32
mile beat. The remains of the week’s strong southerlies built up an unpleasant swell as we
rounded the Old Head and easily fetchedSeven Heads just visible in the distance. Visibility
rapidly deteriorated with Seven abeam and Galley Head was nowhere in sight. We continued in
unpleasant conditions glad of the company of Trevor and Number One, George of the racing
crew, aboard. At 17.00 Galley appeared ahead showing the error of our leeway calculation.
We did a series of short tacks round the head, keeping land in sight and were confronted with
the gap between Dhulic and the head. As vicious seas broke white around Dhulic, we sailed
close to the head quite easily and eased sail to steer for Glandore. At 19.00 the)and appeared
like the Garden of Eden with Adam at the gate. We avoided Adam as warned (not by the
Lord) and hugged Eve with delight, even our engine purred as the sails were stowed. Hook
dropped at Union Hall at 20.00. A Committee voted to lie at Glandore which was tested but
the swell sent us quickly back to our original berth. Hot food dispelled our queasiness and
soon, like babes in the crable of Finndabar we were all sound asleep.
Monday. Giandore to Castlehaven. (6 miles). We doubted Trevor and George’s place in
providence because they had barely departed by road for Dublin fearing for our safety, when
the wind changed from the howling south to the gentle north, giving us a flat sea and clear sky
as we passed Adam on our second short leg to Castletownshend, 6 miles westward. The cruising
"crew" under Skipper Jameson consisted of Michael and Denise Law, with little sailing
experience but a large contribution to the comfort, conversation and cuisine. Fergal, youngest
son and school pal Eric had confidence to meet an emergency and endless enthusiasm for the
good things of the cruise. The writer prefers cruising to racing as the Skipper will vouch after
an association of 10 years. So with little muscle but high hopes, our adventure was really
underway.
We opted to go around High Island to fill our day and ran before a light northerly. A sea
lunch was handed round by Denise as we viewed High Island on our starboard beam at noon.
We held our course to clear Seal Rocks and then hardened our sails to clear Skiddy. We saw
the Welsh sloop Bypass enter Castletownshend ahead and a Mirror crossed our bow towards
Horse Island. This turned out to be part of the Bypass ensemble and had "bypassed" the
entrance but soon returned, directed by a local fisherman. Castlehaven or Castletownshend
after the original Townsend who settled in Elizabethan times is a haven of the peace and tranquility that inspired Edith Somerville to write with such eloquence.
Tuesday. Castlehaven via Barloge to Baltimore. (12 miles). The 06.33 forecast repeats
northerly airflow and barometer has settled at 1029 millibars. Baltimore is 12 miles further
west, so there is time to examine Castlehaven more closely. A quick visit to the local churchyard proved a history lesson, reading inscriptions on headstones, the village is clean and
picturesque and would rate highly in any tidy town contest. Fresh supplies were brought from
the local grocer and soon the motor pushed us gently on our way. As we cleared Horse Island
we viewed Stags ahead which did give the impression of a tall ship under sail. With time on
hand we made for Barloge, having almost reached the Stags and enjoyed a sea lunch on route.
The entrance is narrow but in perfect conditions we were able to drop anchor west of Bullock
in company with the Martins on Etoile.
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A dinghy expedition of all hands with the outboard headed through the scour to Lough
Hyne. Our effort did not correspond to our Manual calculation (-0320 Cobh), so we beached
the dinghy and surveyed beautiful Lough Hyne on foot. After refreshment on Etoile we
rounded the Kedges and were soon under the imposing spectre of Lots Wife as we entered
Baltimore. Martin’s house provided welcome baths, telephone facilities and refreshments, and
a good though late night was had by all.
Wednesday. Baltimore. With the barometer climbing to 1030 the weather looked settled
for the tied up fleet alongside, Bypass, Dai Mouse, Bandersnatch, Morning Flame and sever
French craft, one of whom showed little inhibition to the curious inhabitants, with a delicate
display of continental lingerie on the morning clothes line. The Martins invited the Jameson
crew for a picnic on Etoile to Cape Clear and to make the passage more interesting we sailed by
the north entrance under the electric cables. This was a nerve-racking experience, not helped by
Skipper Kenneth, who pretended he did not know if the 55ft. mast would clear the sagging
power packed lines. (These cables were struck shortly afterwards and Sherkin left without
power).
Cape Clear from its tip was a sight to behold with Fastnet in the distance. Paidin’s Pub
produced pints amid a babble of eager Gaelic scholars. Michael, Fergal and Skipper Jameson
appeared to complete a quick course as they sported "Ta Gaeilge agam" badges on the return
trip. That evening after a demonstration of Cordon Bleu cuisine by Denise (following a
shopping expedition to Skibbereen) the crews of Bypass, Korsair and Dai Mouse joined
Finndabar to celebrate the Skipper’s 21 st Wedding Anniversary.
Thursday. Baltimore to Crosshaven. (54 miles). With the barometer virtually stuck at
1030 and an early forecast of N.W. by W. 2 to 3 it looked very promising, as a reduced crew of
Skipper, Fergal and writer set sail for Crosshaven 54 miles to the east while the rest slept. With
little effect from sails the motor pushed us past Galley Head and Kinsale. A rescue operation
was effected by Fergal in the dinghy to recovers its buoyant seat which fell overboard during
an adjustment. Eric changed the gastronomic flavour of Denise’s cooking by landing 12
mackerel which were gutted and grilled as they were caught. One excellent contribution by
Denise to all meals was her preparation of fresh potatoes and vegetables. A hot new potato
with butter may be consumed afloat under the old maxim of ’fingers before forks’. Much sleep
was acquired by all (in watches) before we finally tied up in elegant company at Royal Corks’
impressive Marina. Dinner ashore in the eating establishment of this famous institution was
the order of the ew, n.ing, followed by an early night for all.
Friday. Crosshaven to Youghai. (24 miles). Finndabar was refuelled rather awkwardly,
despite an otherwise efficient Marina and we eased out into the channel towards Roches Point
and on to Youghal 24 miles further east. We sailed inside Pollock and left Smiths mark to port.
At Capel Island we almost fouled up the longest salmon net imaginable -- we estimated at least
1,000 yeards -- but went on to drop an anchor off the east shore outside Youghal harbour, at
Blackball Head. With continuous northerly forecasts this seemed an ideal Spot. It also suited
the social arrangements, with the summer house of another branch of the Jameson clan
ashore. Shane Jameson’s daughter Tara described our dinghy sortee as she watched anxiously
from the window, as "six bodies drifting across the water without any visible means of
support". We were entertained, overlooking the panoramic view of "Sweet Youghal Bay" and
the twinkling lights of Finndabar riding on her mooring.
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Saturday. Youghal to Dunmore East. (35 miles). We left at noon, laden with fresh
potatoes, artichokes and other goodies and a stowaway, Tara. The wind was fresher than
before, north-easterly giving Michael a chance to test his skill at the wheel under close-hauled
conditions. Tara also proved her agility from farming to foredeck and reluctantly left us at
Helvick. The reach to Dunmore East was uneventful as the wind faded so we called on the
motor to help us punch the tide. Commander Grenell kindly directed us into Dunmore
harbour, where Denise provided us with double rosette standard Irish Stew, preceeded by
buttered artichokes followed by strawberries and cream rounded off with coffee and cigars.
Sunday. Dunmore East to Arklow. (64 miles). 09.00. Michael departed by train for home
and left Denise to mother us on the final stages. We slipped out under the shadow of Granuaile
to a salute from the bridge of our Skipper’s commission in the Irish Lights. The long 60 mile
haul ahead to Arklow and the clear day and flood tides tempted us through the Saltee Sound.
We followed the I.C.C.Directions diligently and enjoyed the experience. We would not
recommend this in unfavourable conditions. We passed close to the Barrels and inside Tuskar.
Ironically, or coincidentally for us, between the two Shears South and North our engine
"Sheared" its drive plate with a bang. However, we were able to continue with half throttle
and reached Arklow with our evening meal over by 22.00.
Monday. Arklow to Howth. (35 miles). Left Arklow 08.30 with northerly forecast and the
barometer reading 1030. Conditions were cloudy and cool. Wind was ahead so we started the
first leg on the long beat home. On the second leg the wind backed allowing us to fetch
Wicklow head. Further wind variations kept us sailing efficiently and without any further
tacking we were fetching Howth. Just as well, the one tack we ~aade we caught our No. 2 jib in
the boathook, and this had to be replaced by the No. 4. In Dublin Bay we sailed under the
suspicious gaze of the crew of a Russian ship waiting to enter Dublin Port, who did not return
our salute. Off Baily we started the motor and stowed our sails sadly for the last time. With
buttered potatoes and fresh mackerel just a memory, the torn sail and dinghy seat rescue a long
entry, the harbour light flashing out our safe return, our thoughts turn to next year and
Finndabar, living up to her reputation of always bringing delight to those who know her.
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COROFIN. SOUTHWEST COAST 1976.
by R. L. Berridge
Corofin enjoyed two cruises in southwest Cork and Kerry in 1976. Sailing familiar waters
a day by day account would be of little interest to members, so I will be very brief.
In July we hit off the only really wet and windy week of the entire summer. Dr. Brendan
Lyden and Dr. Donal Byrne from Galway joined at Baltimore and we cruised to Glengariff
and back. There was one bad moment in Piper’s Sound as we were beating out. We spotted a
salmon net at the last instant and tacked in time to clear it by two or three feet. Reaching south
round Mizen Head with the wind west 5 the race extended some 1 ½ miles, its outer limit
clearly marked. There was a strong flood tide and the broken water looked sufficiently vicious
to be dangerous for a small yacht. Despite gale warnings nearly every day we only experienced
one, safely tied up in Castletown watching the antics of a film crew who were filming
Hertzog’s book Jan, complete with a steam tug, helicopter landing outside the hotel and the
appropriate glamour girls. Despite the weather, a fair share of wind and rain, an enjoyable
cruise with some fine sailing.
In August during 14 days we cruised from Baltimore to the Blaskets and Dingle and back
to Crosshaven, this time in splendid weather. The crew was my daughter Sally, Dr. Jeffrey
O’Riordan and their three eldest children, aged 10 to 12.
I suppose the highlight was a landing on Skellig Michael. They went ashore by punt while
I sailed peacefully round the island, an experience I always enjoy. There were several party
boats out from Port Magee with visitors and the result of this is, sadly, the usual litter. Jeffrey
brought down a load of plastic, waste paper, cans and bottles for dumping. There were also
transistors blaring. It is hard to believe that anyone can treat such a wonderful place in this
way. When the children re-embarked, even they were comparatively quiet and subdued after
their experience. On the way back we went close in on the north side of the Little Skellig to give
my bird-watcher grandson a real thrill from the gannets.
Later in the cruise we also landed on the Great Blasket. On another day we entered
Ardgroom late in the evening and made for the anchorage inside Bird Island, where we found
very poor holding. Twice failed to set a heavy Danforth in the soft mud and then as it was
becoming very dark made for the usual anchorage off the quay in the N.W. corner of the bay.
Even there the Danforth failed to hold and changed.to a smaller C.Q.R. which dug in well.
On a perfect day we went right up the Kenmare River, anchoring for lunch at Dunkerron
Harbour, a very beautiful anchorage. Altogether one of the best cruises we have had with the
children on board.
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CRADLE CREW
by Ronald Cudmore
As we know that Kris will one day wish to become a member of the Irish Cruising Club,
we felt that we should not delay introducing him to the pleasures of cruising. So on the evening
of Saturday, 7th August, a few days before his three month birthday, my wife, Anne, Kris and
I set off on a mini six day cruise on my father’s eight metre cruiser/racer, Namhara. We left
Crosshaven at 16.50 and headed in a westerly direction but with destination undecided. Having
had a pleasant beat to just beyond the Old Head of Kinsale, the wind went around to the N.W.
and we reached along the coast. It was Anne’s first night passage and with a full moon and a
nice breeze it could not have been a more perfect introduction. Under such conditions we
decided to carry on, and by sunrise we were past Cape Clear, when the wind dropped. We
motor-sailed as far as the Dursey Sound when the wind came up again and we reached along to
Derrynane, where we arrived at 15.00 on Sunday, (92 miles). All the crew enjoyed the passage
though Kris objected a little when he was thrown about in his carry-cot as we tacked and when
the boat went over too far.
Having arrived in Derrynane, we all slept for a few hours, and then went ashore to walk to
Cahirdaniel for supplies. Arriving ashore we met Barry Burke of the R. C. Y. C., who has a
house in Derrynane. Barry loaned us his car to get our supplies and then very kindly, he and his
wife Mary, asked us to share their Sunday roast.
As Monday morning brought lovely weather, we decided that a swim for the crew was in
order. Kris was not too keen on the swimming and, always liking to eat, spent most of his time
trying to swallow the ocean. At 12.45 with a westerly breeze we upped anchor and headed back
for the Dursey Sound, then around the Mizen Head into Crookhaven. Our only worry, from
the Dursey to the Mizen, was that we would become badly burnt by an overdose of sun. With a
breeze funnelling down Crookhaven harbour, we decided to leave immediately and spend the
night at more sheltered Goleen where we arrived at 21.15, (32 miles).
Tuesday was another beautiful day with little wind so we just went over to Crookhaven
for the day and again spent the night at Goleen. On Wednesday, we went to Schull and from
there to North harbour in Cape Clear where we spent the night. On Thursday we went to
Baltimore via the Postman’s Sound and from there on to Barloge. (Tuesday to Thursday 29
miles).
On Friday we left Barloge at 06.30 for Cork. We had headwinds all the way and a bit of a
sea came up from the Galley Head on. I was not in my element changing junior’s diapers in the
broken sea off the Old Head of Kinsale and was very relieved when we arrived at Crosshaven
at 18.00 -- just one hour over six days from when we left. (48 miles).
While Kris was very pleasant company, we have to admit he did not participate very
actively as a crew member and so in all honesty cannot expect to use this 201 mile cruise as part
of his 1,000 miles necessary to join the Club!!
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A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF STANDFAST’S 1976 CRUISING
by Hal Sisk
Apart from various delivery trips for offshore races starting in Holyhead, Abersoch and
Bangor, in June, after the R.U.Y.C.°Ailsa Craig race, we sailed up ~he Clyde to the centre of
Glasgow for fitting a new mast. We thus got an unusual close-up view of the old industrial
waterfront, including the famous shipyards. The narrow and shallow Clyde estuary formed a
marked contrast with the splendid Firth. On the return trip David Healy, on holiday from
Australia, and Michelle Leenane joined us. We were fortunate to catch favourable tides in the
Clyde estuary, the North Channel and from Rockabill back to Dun Laoghaire, while including
a brief stop at Lamlash.
For our own fortnight cruise we intended to sail round Ireland starting from Cork on
Saturday 24 July, but persistent fresh northerlies on the west coast persuaded us to return via
the south coast. We turned back 35 miles N.W. of Blasket Sound. It was uncanny to find
virtually swell-free conditions on the S.W. coast (perfect for visiting the Skelligs) and only
beyond Blasket Sound did we experience a northerly swell.
We visited the usual cruising haunts: Kinsale, Schull, Crookhaven, Derrynane, Valentia,
Ventry, Castletownbere, Dunboy, Baltimore, Dunmore East and Arklow. One amusing
experience was our difficulty in interpreting the Cork Examiner. We arrived at Sherkin Island
late on Friday night 1st August, hoping to take part in Baltimore Regatta next day, so we
looked up the programme as printed in the paper. The yacht race was scheduled for "2.00
(noon)"! It actually started around 13.15 (West Cork time). Missing the race, we enjoyed the
Regatta all the more after a 10 mile hike to Lough Hyne and back, which greatly improved our
thirsts and appetites. From Derrynane to Carnsore Point we cruised in company with David and
Marcia Pirie and Brian Dawson in Moongazer -- a very fine ferrocement ketch from
Beaumaris.
My crew consisted of Dick and Heather Lovegrove (for the first week), Tom and Muriel
Power, Brian Rutledge and Ros~marie Maher. Cruise mileage 563. Hours under way 94.6, of
which 39 were under power and 21 under spinnaker. Average speed 5.95 knots.
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A DIRTY WEEKEND
by Brian Law
The intention had been to take Sai See on a last quick cruise up the Clyde before the end
of the season. We, that is Rosemary and I, had been with Dick and Deirdre Gomes in Ainmara
on a weekend from Donaghadee to Islay at the beginning of the season and this was to be the
return trip. Sai See and Ainmara had swopped moorings, Ainmara in Strangford Lough at
Portaferry and Sai See came up to Donaghadee on Tuesday evening, 7 September.
Then the weather took a hand, northerly gales on the Thursday decimated the fleet
moored at Ballyholme and on Friday the forecast for the Irish Sea was west force 5 to 6
becoming cyclonic variable, then northerly/8/9 possibly 10 later. With the centre of the depression probably moving south-east over N. Ireland there was a strong possibility of easterlys,
and gale force east winds in Donaghadee are not funny. When we called at Crawfordsburn
Dickie was already dressed in sailing boots, smock and towel so we lit out for Donaghadee as
quick as possible. Blowing a full gale from the north-east by the time we arrived; inflatable off
roof-rack and a hell of a pull out across the harbour to Sai See, Rosie and I below for oilies
while Dick got sail covers off. Anchor ready to go, engine warmed and a quick rehearsal of the
drill for casting off, shouted at one another above the roar of the wind.
Dick uncleats the mooring and carries it aft while we gun for the entrance, still in a slight
lee from the north wall. Some job getting clear with the seas rolling almost straight in and the
confusion and turmoil of the backwash. Bows lifting to the seas and then being blown sideways by the wind. Massive stone walls whoshing up at us foaming and snarling with white water
then receding and growing taller in the darkness, spray everywhere, R.G. shouting "We’re too
close to the north wall", engine flat out and helm hard over, the next sea taking us closer still.
"O.K. Dick", Damn near push throttle through the wheel.
"Brian, we’re too close".
"O.K. she’s coming"
Reverently "Thank God".
One hundred yards offshore, we
glance back and begin to breathe again, two hundred yards and at least we have now a bit of
time if something goes wrong.
Donaghadee Sound ahead and Dick takes the helm, spring tides against us but thank
goodness the wind, which is now force 9 gusting 11 is across the stream. A confused impression
of water everywhere, safety harness clipping onto lifeline, then shrouds, lifeline again and
double clipping to pulpit while crawling up the side deck dragging the storm jib along. Knees
lifting off the deck at times as the boat lurches, then covered in breaking water. Flapping
canvas and snapping jib hanks, catching sight of the stern sloping away below me, tying the
bowlines with an arm hooked round the pulpit. Bows dropping into a wave and the strain on
my arm as the water washes aft. The mind numb with the noise of water and motion, knowing
that the helm could not be in better hands and that somehow the jib was on, tied down and
ready to go, if needed.
Back to the cockpit, "Can you check the course to the South Briggs Brian?"
Down
below, light on, water dripping from oilies onto the chart.
"Three hundred and twenty,
Dick".
"O.K. thats what I thought".
A crash from below, the tool drawer has come out; wedge it where it lies with a pillow and
back into the cockpit.
"This is deadly, where are we? .... There’s the South Briggs
buoy".
The relief at having clear water under our lee and knowing we could run off for
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Belfast was tremendous. Wind still howling and seas huge but losing the vicious irregularity of
’the sound. The knots loosening in our stomachs, making Rosie comfortable below and the
sheer bliss of sitting down in the cockpit, back to wind and sea, feeling the tension ease as we
held a shouted conversation.
Th~n the engine stopped. One minute driving obliquely across the seas, giving the wheel a
couple of spokes to lee as the stem rose, then countering as the bows begin to lift, it was almost
pleasant after coming through the sound. The next thing, lying in the trough with none of that
reassuring vibration beneath our feet.
"Shall I set the jib?"
"No, we can run off
under bare poles".
Into the cabin, engine covers off, trying to wedge them as the boat rolls
wildly, bleeding the filter, some air bubbles, turn on the second tank, there should be ten
gallons in the first but the two will be better in this motion. Bleed the pump, some bubbles
there too.
"Try that, Dick".
God, I hope the injector pipes are not full of air, it takes
an age to clear those.
The starter grinds, a dozen turns and the engine catches, misses and
then roars. Engine box back together and into the cockpit as quick as possible.
"Boy,
that air is good, if it was a bit less fresh".
We have drifted below Carrickfergus now so turn up with our starboard bow to weather,
getting a slight lee from Black Head. Dick takes the helm as he knows the harbour while I get
out warps and fenders. Coming up to Carrick we can see how we are being lifted and carried
bodily to leeward by the seas. Dear God, will we ever get through that gap? Two boats lengths"
off and we are swept away to port. I clutch the shrouds and look back at the helm, hardly able
to suppress a warning shout. Gomesie is fighting the wheel, correction off so that the backwash does not take us into the opposite pier, a glimpse of people on the quay shining a torch,
and we’re through. Turn to starboard and we tie alongside the Pilot boat to give us time to
draw breath and look around.
Inside the harbour is still pretty rough and we are not too comfortable, even if we could
stay here, so warps off and across the harbour to tie outside Jack Millar’s fishing boat.
:Springs, double up on head and stern ropes, all our fenders out and still we charge up and
down. Teeth clenched as the boat seems to accelerate and then jerks to a halt against her own
straining cleats. The scringe of tortured fenders, the slap of the wavesagainst the hull and
.overall the’wind-numbing moan as the wind howls through two dozen sets of rigging.
We tumble below and flake across the settees, tired, glad we’re in harbour but worried
sick by the motion and the damage that still could be done. We talk it over below, reluctantly,
resentfully, minds thawing in the warmth and comfort, wanting to crash into our bunks.
Tummies rebe.llious and knowing they would not be any better before morning. Its 00.30 now
and the tide turns out of Belfast at 01.15. That could only make the seas worse. If we’re going,
now’s the time. Eyes look inward for a second remembering, then heads lift and shake. "O.K.,
right, let’s go! Let’s get her out".
On deck again and boy, its black and cold, the lights around the harbour emphasising the
shadows and contrasting with the warm friendly cabin we have just left. The wind plucking at
our oilskins, blowing the tiredness from our minds. Single up bow and stern warps and tie on a
slip rope amidships, then warps off and full astern. Rolling down on our fenders, the wind
holds us tightly against the fishing boat. Stern clears, then the bows and Sai See begins to turn
as the windage of the main mast swings her stern up wind. Across the harbour stern first, then
wheel over and full ahead. Flat out towards the harbour entrance beyond which we can see the
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white crests like teeth flashing behind a grim granite mouth. We rush towards the gap holding
up to the windward side, at times looking down on the hard stone quay gleaming wetly in the
lights then sinking into the dark shadow below. Someone shouts "Where you bound?"
"Belfast", we yell, and we’re through, rolling deeply in the troughs, shuddering and lurching
over the crests. The seas roll in, fetching from the Clyde across the Irish Sea, lifting our port
quarter, trying to slew Sai See around, broadside on. Picking her up, throwing her forward
and then reluctantly allowing her to slide back into the trough. They race past into the night, a
gleam of white in the darkness ahead the only sign of their passing and a spoke down to lee
again as the stern begins to lift to the next. Dipping and swooping, trying to find a rhythm in
the confusion, the compass card swinging, at times thirty degrees either side of the course.
Winding the helm, finding how little it takes, finding an exhilaration and even an enjoyment
now. Belfast is less than five miles away, down to lee and a broad avenue of buoys to follow.
Even if the engine packs up altogether and the mast carries away the entrance is wide and well
lit. Surely we will be able to grab something. Dick takes a turn on the wheel and I sit down,
back to weather, loosen my hood and manage to light a cigarette within the flaps of my jacket.
"Boy, but that’s good". Tension and apprehension ease out in a long drawn sigh. Torch out
for a glance at our antique brass wind dial. Zero? Swing the torch beam up to the mizen masthead, nothing there either. "Dick! It has blown the balls off the anemometer!"
On down Victoria Channel past the oil terminal and the fitting-out berth. In the light of
the arc lamps surrounding the massive Shell tanker we can now see the surface of the water
covered by a white mist as the spray is blowing horizontally fl:om the tops of the waves.
Stormont wharf to port, Thompson, Clarence, and Alexandria to starboard. Past Milewater
basin where the little iron schooner Result lies astern of H.M.S. Caroline, hard right into
Spencer Dock where eight other yachts are taking shelter.
Thanks Dick, thanks Rosie, nobody can tell me Belfast isn’t beautiful.

Wind speeds recorded at Orlock Point
Supplied by Belfast Met. Office Records Dept.

Direction
Sept. 1976
Time
100°
Fri. 10th. 17.00 - 18.00
18.00 - 19.00
080°
19.00 - 20.00
070°
20.00 - 21.00
070°
21.00 - 22.00
060°
22.00 - 23.00
060°
23.00 - 24.00
050°
040°
Sat. 1 lth. 0.00 - 01.00
01.00 - 02.00
040°
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Mean speed
4 kn F. 2
27 kn F. 6
39 kn F, 8
43 kn F. 9
45 kn F. 9
44 kn F. 9
44 kn F. 9
43 kn F. 9
37 kn F. 8

Gusting
-54 kn
53 kn
58 kn
61 kn
59 kn
60 kn
59 kn
60 kn

MOTOR YACHTING
Typed on the club circular form by Clayton and~or Trudel Love
We can and we will, and we are not too lazy, but a little loth, like the fly that flew into the
badminton game, to thumb the log of a motor vessel in amongst the salty stories of our hardy
sail-cruising members. It is the poetry of motion that is sailing which provides an interesting
and readable story, that would otherwise be a mundane transference from one page to
another. Who, for instance, would be interested in reading "cast off Crosshaven 13.05, wind
S.E. !/2 flood, Old Head abeam 14.10, Galley 15.03, entering the Badger sound 16.17", and so
on? You’ve had enough already, of course you have. Even over this short distance, think of
what one of the old Galcador logs might have provided. The wind could have gone round to
the S.W., the tide would have turned, there might have been an interesting recording of a
blown out headsail, the smell of a little drama to come from reading "we took in half a dozen
rolls", or perhaps on the longer voyage log, which in the deck log would record with the
economy that characterizes such: "Roches Point away 08.00 and four to five days later Cabo
Finisterre brought abeam" -- with midday fixes and star sights recorded along the way. But in
between there’s the stuff that makes an otherwise truly recorded log into interesting reading.
The raisins, sultanas, currants and suet of the pudding, that flavour the reading of it.
You see, we no longer have the task of trying to decide whether to make a short or long leg
of this one, no longer the necessity to creep in behind a headland for the night because there
isn’t enough wind to carry us on, or perhaps too much bloody wind at the other side of it, we
just go on from A to B ensconced in a comfortable upholstered steersman’s chair, with ranged
in front of us a console in a bridge deck that looks like the flight deck of a ’Jumbo, a whole lot
of little clocks that read you off how much ’wind’ you have left for your 350 h.p. spinnakers,
thattell you every minute, hour and nautical mile of your thumb that you have knocked off.
Rev counters and engine hour-minute clocks providing you with almost computerised navigation, a virtual miniature of an ocean liner’s bridge deck. No longer is it necessary to hang
your arm round a wire while you try to steady the sun in your mirrors, or to hope for the after
deck to stop behaving like a yo-yo while you bring a star in. Mind you, we still carry old man
sextant -- just in case these guys might stage a walk out -- but it does leave you with damn
little ingredients~for the little bit of drama that spices the story. Of course, we can still savour
the odd cruise down memory lane as we watch the golden ball rise up over the horizon, as we
roll its golden belly into the new day, and in the evening watch the silver speckled wake
vmaishing into the dusk. Don’t weep for us, we have swallowed the canvas, and the early
after-effects of indigestion are behind us. We are atsea, that is really what counts, there are of
coUrse many other compensations. A Radar eye to guide us through the nights and fogs, hot
and cold water for the cook and a brace of toilets and showers have replaced the marked
buckets of our half a century ago cruising amenities. Thank you Aidan, for the courtesy of
being with you in brief outline. This year of 1976 we have made five cruises in mostly excellent
weather and considerable comfort. One major crewed only by the two of us. A medium. Two
minis, crewed by the two of us plus Bryan and wife Patricia, and a mini-mini, on his own by
the skipper, for which he has been much reprimanded, but is quite recovered from the tongue
lashings and has promised, with the spinnaker pole in his cheeck, not to do it again. Amongst
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the highlights was a visit to Inishvickillane, where we were pleasantly surprised to find the
Lord of the Island in residence, who came aboard for a quick run to Inishtearaght, and the
excellent piloting instructions that I was afforded by my old friend Martin Moore of Dingle,
who having fished for many years out of Killybegs has now retired to his native soil. Bevereging with him, I mentioned that it was a tricky kind of business making the narrow,
unmarked channel some six cables northwards to the pier, and asked him what marks he used.
"Take the house we’re drinking in now, ’tis easy to know from the colour of the paint, in or
out, bring it in line with the outer and inner western side of the pier, keep going until you close
the harbour mouth before you turn out of it or into it, and, sure, if you make any mistake
you’ll come off on the next tide, and you can come ashore in your dinghy while you’re waiting
and have a drink in this very house while you watch her. That’s it.
Ports and Holes-in-the-wall visited: Ballycotton/Roberts Cove/Oysterhaven/Kinsale/
Sandycove/Bullen Bay/Union Hall/Castlehaven/Tranmoe/Barlogue/Baltimore/
Trawkiernan/Rosbrin/The Skeams/The Calfs/ Goleen/ Crookhaven/Kitchen Cove/Sneem/
Blackwater /Collorus/ Bunaw /Eskadawer / Ormond/Lehid/V alentia/Dingle/V entry/
Distances covered in
Smerwick/Gt. Blasket/Inishtearaght/Vickillane/Schull/Glandore.
the course of four weeks of cruising 1138 nm. Crewed as mentioned above.
Dear Aidan, please forgive the slovenly job -- it’s a D.I.Y. one, and I’ve just realized that
I should have sent it off long since, so I’ve rushed it together on board (we are still afloat and
in full commission, and will be so all year) and now rushing ashore to put it in the post.

A WELCOME IN THE HILLSIDE
Safina in Wales
by Winkie Nixon
Johnny Roche’s Safina is a South Coast O.D., designed by Charles A. Nicholson and
built by Burnes of Bosham in 1963. Though only 26ft. LOA she is all boat, more like a 30
footer with the back end cut off, so she was able to carry four of us -- himself, myself, John
Duggan and Peter Cronin -- in comfort and harmony. As only ten days were available, the
plan was for a short but detailed cruise in North Wales, and so we headed out into a calm night
on Thursday August 5 from Howth towards Holyhead, the little 41,/2 h.p. auxiliary purring
away, phosphorescence streaming astern, and then in the small hours a light northerly enabled
us to reach along with spinnaker set and be on a mooring off Holyhead SC by 07.00. Very
satisfactory, as we only had food for twelve hours aboard; storing ship in Holyhead proving to
be a real money-saver, but the profit made thereon was soon dispersed in meeting old friends
in the club that night, all very hospitable.
A gentle northerly on Saturday morning saw us trickling across the bay to a stop in Fydlyn
Cove, an attractive spot just south of Carmel Head, with caves and convenient cliff walks
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ashore, and then in calm we motored across the last of the ebb to the Skerries, going into the
lagoon, shown very clearly in theAnglesey andNorth Wales Coast Pilot, which used to be
published by Yachting Monthly, but has unfortunately, been out of print for seven years. We
went in by the West Gully, only 48 yards wide, and found a delightful anchorage in two
fathoms inside. Up at the lighthouse, the Head Keeper was pretty certain we were the first Irish
boat ever at the place, and made us very welcome, super-strong Navy style tea being dispensed.
Then, with the tide turning in our favour along the north coast of Anglesey, we headed out
through the North Gully, leaving the sunken rock in mid-channel to port and passing westward
of the Gull Rock, soon finding the conveyor belt of tide rushing eastward and sweeping us
along in jig time to Point Lynas, eastward of which the Anglesey coast is much less weatherbeaten, and in the midst of it is Moelfre, a shingly cove behind a rocky point where we
anchored for the night in a fairly open roadstead in company with half a dozen other small
cruisers. The village is charming, if overcrowded with visitors, and the rest of the crew went
ashore on the rant, while I retreated bunkwards with ’flu of some sort which made me poor
company for a day or so, also extremely snooty towards the rest of the gang when they
returned noisily aboard very late, and the truth not in them.
Sunday morning found us beating in sunshine and a light easterly towards Puffin Island
and the Menai Straits, the northern outriders of Snowdonia looming majestically through the
haze. We planned to spend the night in Conway, which those well-meaning towards Welsh
aspirations now call Conwy, but tidal considerations made this impossible until evening, so we
made a diversion up to Beaumaris, which is still called Beaumaris, very elegant, quite Switzerland-on-Sea with the view across the Straits to the mountains, and all very sweet with a round
of proper drinks for the entire crew coming to just 90p in the friendly Royal Anglesey Y.C.,
cheering even to me in my sickly state.
In the afternoon for diversion we tried to go eastward of Puffin Island where there’s a
channel of sorts, and appropriately came to a halt on the Irishman Spit, courtesy of Safina’s
huge draught, for other cruisers of similar size were buzzing up and down with immunity. The
tide setting us further onto the sands which clog most of the northern Menai Straits, we laid
out an anchor and she pulled into line as neat as you please. We left by the approved route but
then, following the directions of the new and preposterously expensive Irish Sea Cruising
Guide, we grounded again in Conwy River, but extricated ourselves yet again. (The CA
Handbook is best, the North Wales Pilot is out of date for this very tidal, very sandy river).
Nothing daunted, we managed a third grounding around dawn, as the only mooring available
off C0nwy, where the tides run like blue blazes, had a knob of mud under it. Some going, three
groundings in twelve hours ... Despite it all, Conwy is well worth visiting, grand little town
crowded into its old walls, nice houses, good shops, fabulous castle, hospitable North Wales
Cruising Club, and the Liverpool Arms right on the quayside at the watergate (yes, we had
Nixon going through the watergate) just what a sailors pub should be.
Monday (August 9)was a sublime day of sunshine and a nice northerly sea breeze, so in
the afternoon we sailed out across a sparkling sea and had a glorious run under spinnaker up
the Straits, glad the tide was against us as it prolonged the pleasure; in the evening we came to
Glyn Garth and found a mooring off the Gazelle Pub. Pints ashore, Irish stew with Welsh
mountain lamb aboard, excellently prepared, as ever, by John D. -- life was very good indeed."
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Above." Safina in Fydlyn Cove in North - West Anglesey with Skerries beyond.
Below.. Skerries Lagoon looking approx. 025°. Just visible are the Rock in North Gully in line with Gull
Rock beyond and the end of West Gully left of Safma’s main spreaders. The cables (not electric) running
down from the lighthouse cross south of the main part of the anchorage at 35ft. above H.W.
Photos: W. M. Nixo~
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Above." With the "dread Swellies" and the Brittania railway bridge astern Safina heads down the
Menai Straits.
Below. Pilots Cove on Llanddwyn Island, a handy temporary berth outside Caernarvon Bar.
Photos: W.M. Nixon.

Tuesday brought a beautiful morning, calm with sunshine. We motored down towards the
Menai bridges and the dread Swellies, getting there about half an hour before slack high water,
which gave us the choice of all the channel, virtually no stream, and in the circumstances going
through was a piece of cake. South of the railway bridge, the channel is very pretty, steep and
tree-clad to port, parkland and farmland to starboard down to Moel-y-Don, one of the most
attractive spots on the whole coast where Mike Tomlinson keeps his Pellegrina. We went into
Port Dinorwic opposite, where the Raybourne Marina in the old slate schooner dock is
entered through lock gates which open for half an hour at high water, providing a handy spot
for us to leave Safina for the day as we wanted to go up into the hills. We were wondering
about transport for this when a chap came along for a yarn over a can of beer in the morning
sunshine. We asked him where we could get a bus to Llanberis, or would it be better to hire ataxi? "Take my car", he said. At that time we didn’t know Eric Reynolds from Adam, and he
certainly didn’t know us, but as a cruising enthusiast he seemingly liked the look of Safina for
all her huge doghouse. So we had a car for the day and went all through Snowdonia, ending up
rattling up hill and down dale on the Festiniog Railway, the classic Welsh local line with a
gauge of only 1 ft. 11 ½ins; it was just fantastic, we were like a pack of schoolboys. Back in
Port Dinorwic the party, with Eric and friends, went on until the small hours.
After so much of rivers, narrow channels and mountains, we felt like more open sea for a
day or two, so we slipped out on Wednesday morning and tacked south, down the straits in a
sunny sou’wester which was created mostly by the ebb under us. We stopped briefly at muchcastellated Caernarvon to get some film, and then with the tide now really sluicing, zoomed
out through The Gap between sandhills, wound our way across Caernarvon Bar, and then
headed westward to Llanddwyn Island where Pilots Cove, formerly the base for the
Caernarvon Bar pilots, made for a delightful away-from-it-all lunchtime stop. The cove is very
small but it provides more shelter than you’d think; and though the island is only really an
island at very high water Springs, it has a very islandish atmosphere. Safina headed on in midafternoon, sailing slowly in a now very light sou’wester towards the Lleyn Peninsula, where the
spectacular mountain peaks of The Rivals loomed through the summer haze. Towards evening
the breeze fell away, but an hour of motoring brought us to Port Dinllaen, handily halfway
between Caernarvon Bar and Bardsey Sound, a find bay -- admittedly open to the northeast
-- but a lovely anchorage nonetheless, with just half a dozen cottages round a sandy cove and
in the midst of them a first-class pub.
Everyone was in great form and though the imbibing was modest we sang our heads off
rowing out in the moonlight. It was so bright that the splendid mountains to the north stood
our clear against the starry sky and that once aboard we stayed yarning in the cockpit, just
drinking in the scene -- and a bottle of ale.
Thursday morning (August 12, and not a grouse to be heard) brought a slightly brisker
sou’wester, and we started beating down the Lleyn west coast, delightful mini-cliffs and
hidden coves, against the flood tide, bound for Bardsey. The tide wouldn’t suit in Bardsey
Sound until lunchtime, but we found that, as on the Irish side of St. George’s Channel, the tid
turned earlier close inshore, a good hour in this case, though you had to be well in. Soon it was
everywhere in our favour, just as well, as the wind was going very light, and we popped
through the sound and on down the east side of Bardsey Island to the cove in the southeast
corner just north of the lighthouse where there is anchorage in a couple of fathoms.
Once upon a time the landlord of the island tried to plant it with tenants in model farms.
The buildings still remain, attractive of their type, but now only one family tending sheep lives
there all the year round, the only other inhabitants being the lighthouse keepers. They’d been
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suffering from the drought and hadn’t enough water to make their home-brewed beer -visiting Irish yachts are asked to bring Guinness. Despite such deprivation, it’s a grand place, a
nice size for walking over with magnificent views from the top. In the totalcalm the noise of
tl~e seals on Careg-yr-Honwy off the west coast was clearly audible from the hillside. The cove
is open to the southeast but provides better shelter than you’d expect because the tides swirling
past take the sting out of any swell rolling round the point.
In late afternoon we motor-sailed across a sunny sea in a light sou’easter towards
Abersoch, whose air of agreeable affluence made a striking contrast with the austerity of
Bardsey, and where the younger crew members were very taken with the shoals of skimpy
bikinis, or rather the suntanned bodies tightly packed therein. Johnny the Owner, announced
that as it had so far been an extremely abstemious cruise for a Howth boat, Abersoch would be
the appropriate setting for the Captain’s Razzle. So he took us into the village for our first
dinner ashore and razzling went on until first light.
Quite how we managed to be sailing that same morning by 09.30 Heaven only knows, but
the dinghy had wakened us by tapping the side, and so, like zombies, we sailed up to Pwllheli
as the tides suited nicely. After Abersoch’s frighteningly open anchorage, Pwhelli’s good
shelter was reassuring for anyone looking at the area as a cruising ground; the rest of the gang
wandered into the town while I passed the time of day with Bill Partington at his busy boatyard beside the harbour. The crew returned in dribs and drabs, and finally when we’d the last
man aboard, there were only inches under our keel going out over the bar; sailing back to
Abersoch the bay was filled with sail -- there are said to be more than a thousand yachts in the
area -- a marvellous sight in the sunshine, even to people in our delicate condition. The settled
weather continuing, we returned to a handy berth close inshore at Abersoch, and after showers
in South Caernarvon Y.C.’s remarkable clubhouse -- it is reputedly bolted to the cliff side -spent a quiet night aboard, the highlight being a first class boiled chicken from Chef John D.
The only interruption to an early night in the bunks was the eruption shorewards of Peter the
Junior Lothario, who was convinced that just one more assault on the ,nhabitants of the
Abersoch hinterland would bring success. It didn’t; it just brought him back on board at 04.00
disturbing the whole ship.
A light and sunny nor’easterly had us running out under spinnaker at 07.00 on Saturday
the 14th, taking a last nostalgic glance at the magnificent range of Snowdonia from St.
Tudwals Sound. Going through Bardsey Sound the flood tide brought the wind sharply just
forward of the beam. From there on the sail home was id)/llic. As we left the sound visibility
was so good that we could see the tops of the Wicklow mountains 60 miles and more away. As
the haze built up through the day they faded, but life was good on Safina: a bottle or two of an
interesting vintage, excellent soup made from the previous night’s chicken stock, and a massive
lunch of boiled bacon, cabbage and spuds which seemed to go on for most of the sunny
afternoon. We needed the engine to bring us in past the Kish in the calm of the evening, and by
22.30 were back on the moorings in Howth, having averaged 5 ¼ knots from Abersoch, good
going for a tubby 26 footer. As for Wales, in the settled weather it had made an excellent
cruising ground, and the people couldn’t have been nicer, we’d had a welcome in the hillside
and along the coast as well.
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KILDERKIN ’76, OR EIGHT YEARS LATE
by Colin McMullen
This cruise was conceived in 1968, when my parents and I had set out for Plymouth in
Rainbow, with the intention of watching the start of the Observer single-handed transatlantic
race (OSTAR). We didn’t make it in time, defeated by prolonged light weather and insufficient
petrol, although we did see some of the tail-enders pass the Lizard the next morning. In 1972 at
.the time of the next OSTAR, I was doing my own bit in the sphere of single-handed racing, but
in a 13’ OK Dinghy on the European circuit, in preparation for the OK World Championship -a far cry from Plymouth and the OSTAR. Last winter elaborate plans were dreamed up for a
visit to Spain, but these proved to be impracticable, sb 1 settled for a modest cruise to Cornwall, with the OSTAR start and a visit to the Scilly Isles being the chief objectives. In fact, we.
wished to spend a few days in Plymouth before the start of the race, so tharwe could look at the
competing yachts, and meet some of the competitors themselves, several of whom I knew.
Mindful of the slow passage of 1968, we decided to give ourselves plenty of time to get
there, and planned to leave on Friday, 28 May, the start being on Saturday 5 June. Originally,
the crew were to be Ian Lamb and Brian and Heather MacManus, but the MacManus’ were
unable to come. At short notice, no suitable replacements were forthcoming, but in the light of
previous experience I was confident that Ian and I could manage well enough, and the extra
space makes life aboard much easier.
Friday, May 28. Left the new slip of the Royal St. George Y.C. at noon on a cold, cloudy
day and beat down the coast on a fresh ebb. The wind died after Bray, so we motored to
Arklow to tie up in the basin for the night. (33 miles). A feature of this cruise was Ian’s
excellent cooking and day one was no exception, a steak dinner being consumed off Mizen
Head. In fact, I was only allowed to cook twice during the entire trip, breakfasts at that, the
general opinion of the cook being that I would probably burn water if let near the galley! I did
my best to make amends for this enforced sloth by doing all the navigation, which I enjoy in
any case. Without doubt, good food can be a morale booster in times of stress, or alternatively
an antidote to boredom in calm conditions, of which we were to tiave a great deal.
May 29. W motored out of the basin at 07.30 to find a light southerly, eventually picking
up a sailing breeze off Courtown, and beat to Rosslare in a freshening S.S.W. wind. I had
planned to continue straight on for Land’s End, but the signs of sky and barometer were
unfavourable, so I decided to put in to Rosslare for the night, We anchored outside the pier at
16.00, the so-called "harbour" being a particular b~te-noir of mine, having been caught inside
once in N.W. 10. (34 miles).
After a meal, the wind seemed to have veered toW.S.W., and the sky clear of cirrus. Eager
to get on, we weighed anchor at 21.20, with one reef in and the working jib. Passing inside the
Splaugh rock, we creamed along at hull speed on a close reach in W.S.W. 4, and set course for
Round Island. During the night, however, the wind came ahead, and a cold grey dawn revealed
a large lumpy sea, and wind S. by W. 5. The 06.30 forecast spoke of southerly gales in Sole,
and I did not fancy a long, slow and cold beat in worsening conditions. A debate between
Milford Haven and Dunmore East was won easily by the latter, the helm was put down at
07.40, and course laid off to clear the Hook from a point 40m S. by E. of the Tuskar by DR.
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We bounced along on a broad reach, but the visibility was about lm, and I did not intend to
close the dangerous S. Wexford coast unless things improved. I decided to give it ’til noon to
clear, or else run back to the Irish Sea, feeling our way with the Tuskar radio beacon if
necessary. While I slept, a certain crew member gave a great cry of "The Tuskar!" which
caused me to leap from bunk to companionway in record time. Peering through the mist we
soon made out the shape of a gas drilling ship, whose presence was unheralded by any notice to
mariners. This was a pity, as it would have provided an invaluable position check, and the
rough conditions ruled out any attempt tO communicate with them.
However, luck was with us, and minutes before my deadline the visibility suddenly
improved to five miles or so. The wind had been gradually veering and freshening, with a large
sea building up from the south-west, and I simply did not believe the B.B.C.s persistent
forecast of "4/5" -- a gale seemed imminent. While trying to take a meridian altitude, already
made difficult by the steep crests and confused sea, we were forced to alter course by a
steamer. This ruined any chance of an accurate sight, and a man on the bridge who came
outside to inspect us with binoculars was rewarded with a short but sharp message on the
signalling torch. Judging by the speed with which he disappeared inside, I can only assume that
the message was received correctly! At 14.00, however, the Coningbeg LV was sighted, away
to the N.E., which put us 5 miles N.E. of our DR, a serious error in this area. If sighting the
Corfingbeg told us where we were, it also meant we had to haul our wind to weather the Hook,
and we found ourselves hard on a freshening breeze. The reefed main had to be handed at
once, and we had a very wet beat to weather the Hook in W.S.W. 7/8 with steep breaking
crests under working jib only. Eventually we made a good offing and reached into Dunmore
East -- passing some intrepid Laser sailors on the way in -- to tie up at 17.00, very tired from
watch on watch and equally wet. (Distance sailed 93 miles).
May 31. Local hospitality soon revived us. We dried out our sodden clothes by turning
Kilderkin into a cross between a sauna and a Chinese laundry, thanks to the two burner Primus
stove and a cat’s cradle of lines suspended between the grab rails. Our visit to Dunmore was
enlivened by a group of visiting Welsh yachtsmen. While we were exchanging yarns with them
in Katie’s Pub, Brian and Heather MacManus arrived unexpectedly about 10 minutes before
closing time. They had a week’s holiday and the news of our arrival in Dunmore had filtered
through to them in Dublin. We decided at once to sail up the Barrow with them the next day.
This meant further delay in making the passage to Cornwall, but the weather was still unsettled
and we didn’t fancy another soaking just yet.
Tuesday June 1. The day dawned fair, and we sailed out of Dunmore under a beautiful
sky, the first nice day of the trip. The wind had now veered to N.N.W. 6/7, so we were wasting
a fair wind to Land’s End -- shades of ’68? In the event we were rewarded with the best sail of
the trip, an exhilarating beat up to New Ross. The numerous salmon nets called for a very
sharp lookout, and handling to match. We saw the river at its best, the lush greenery bathed in
bright sunlight, and the flat water banished all memories of Sunday morning’s cold grey
mountains.
Picking up the flood at Cheek Pt., we hove to to let a train pass, and beat between the
pillars of the bridge to the evident astonishment of the keeper. Further up, where the road runs
hard by the river bank, we were treated to numerous waves and hoots from the passing traffic.
The powerful flood carried us u9 in fine style, and we tied up alongside a disused light vessel in
New Ross at 19.00. (19 miles). All repaired to Ryan’s Pub on the quay, to discover the best pint
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of the trip. The hospitable publican presented me with an invoice from Guinness dated 1886,
which showed that a kilderkin of "double stout" (the-strong stuff) cost 19s 6d, Which worlcs out
at three quarters of a new penny per pint. Readers not familiar with the brewang trade might
like to know that a kilderkin (stress the first syllable) is a 16 gallon cask. Owing to the long
family tradition of brewing, dating back to my great-great-grandfather, Kilderkin is indeed an
appropriate name for the boat. While she is a sturdy-looking boat, she has no pretensions to
beauty, and readers familiar with her round coach roof and sheer transom will be forgiven for
imagining some connection between the name and her appearance!
By closing time it was a tired and slightly inebriated band that staggered aboard -- having
had more than our fill of pints and bar football. I have vague recollections of a stew cooked by
Heather, her task hardly simplified by my insistence on working at the same time on the
engine, the casing of which forms the seat for the cook. The fan belts needed tightening, the
battery terminals needed cleaning, and we we.re still a long way from Plymouth. I wasn’t going
to be deterred by such minor considerations as the level of alcohol in my blood, the late hour
or the wrath of the cook.
June 2. Motoring ~/way at 07.20 into a strong flood, we soon discovered that more than
the fan belts had been made tight the night before! Seven seasons old, they had finally
stretched too far, causing the dynastart to hit the flywheel housing, so we anchored for half an
hour to fit new ones, adjusting the contact breaker at the same time for good measure.
Turning into the reach above the railway bridge, three long hoots as per I.C.C. instructions
produced an immediate opening of the bridge. No sooner were we through than the engine
started complaining again. Drifting down on the ebb the trouble was traced to the contact
breaker, which had been incorrectly adjusted the first time. In Dunmore we sadly exchanged
Brian and Heather for some fresh stores, and topped up with petrol m wisely as it turned out.
We set sail finally at 14.30, and a course was set for the Longships. With main and genoa in
W.S.W. 2/3 we enjoyed a fast, peaceful close reach, and set up "Strongbow", as Ian christened it. This is a form of self steering (described in the ’75 I.C.C. Annual) which uses a backed
storm jib, and a cat’s cradle of blocks, strings and elastic (hence the name). With Strongbow
doing his thing, all that was needed was an occasional glance at the compass, or a tweak on the
elastic if the wind shifted. After Admiring the southern coast unfold from Carnsore Pt. as far
as the eye could see to the westward, Ian occupied himself at the galley, and I with my new
sextant, a replacement for one which had fallen into two pieces last year. This peaceful existence was threatened at twilight by a fading and veering wind, so that the motor had to be
pressed into service. Ever mindful of our date on Sunday, we switched on when our speed fell
below 3 knots, and in the event ran it all the way to Plymouth.
June 3 was a beautiful sunny day. The light N.W. airs slowly veered to N.E., but never
produced a real sailing breeze. Careful checks on petrol consumption revealed that we might
fail to make Newlyn if no breeze made. The forecasts spoke of "Variable 2/3" all around, so
at 07.00 we decided to make for Scilly, which we were condifent could be reached with the
remaining fuel. Apart from giving us an opportunity to refuel, we estimated our arrival before
nightfall, thus saving another night at sea. I contrived to knock out the portable RDF set by
dropping it on the cabin sole. Although I was able to fix it later, at the time I couldn’t find the
trouble, and without it we had no check on longtitude approaching the dangerous group of
rocks and ledges that is the S¢illy Isles. Luckily the moon was in an appropriate easterly
situation, and a sight gave us the check on DR we needed. As it was very clear -- in fact we had
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the easiest landfall at Scilly of the nine I have made -- the value of all this activity on the part
of the skipper was more therapeutic and political than in any way navigational. Therapeutic, in
that it relieved the boredom of a long spell under motor, and political, in that it excused my
continued absence from the galley! (Moon sights being a little slower to reduce than the
ordinary variety).
Duly sighting the lighthouse on top of Round Island, ~hen bit by bit the whole group, we
headed for the gap between Tresco and Bryher, a considerable saving in distance over the other
entrances if bound from Ireland, and HW would allow us to cross Tresco flats into St. Mary’s
pool immediately. We made perhaps the most dramatic entrance of my 10,000 miles cruising
into New Grimsby Sound -- craggy rocks ablaze with the gold of the evening sun, Atlantic
swells surging and breaking into purest white foam in striking contrast to the royal blue of sea
and sky -- and cut a swath through an incredible fifty yard wide carpet of foam, a weird
conglomeration of oversize bubbles resembling a writhing sea of footballs. Past Cromwell’s
castle, the rocks and swell gave way to the green slopes of Tresco and Bryher, and the calm
water behind Hangman’s Island. Abreast New Grimsby harbour on Tresco, I espied the
unmistakable form of the Bee, an early 1900’s gaff ketch owned by Keith Buchanan who runs
a chandlery in St. Mary’s. We found him as expected in the New Inn in time to down a few
pints before closing time. Following Bee over Tresco flats -- local knowledge pays as the deepest channel is not as marked in the various publications -- we anchored in St, Mary’s Pool and
exchanged the year’s yarns far into the night. (134 miles).
June 4. After attending to the chores of customs clearance and refuelling, and the
pleasures of a lunch in the Mermaid, we weighed at 14.00, with 22 hours to go before the
start. The wind was resolutely S.W. force 0. That is, it was between 0 and 1 knots, enough to
reveal its direction, but unlikely to propel us anywhere. Thus once’again we had recourse to the
motor, and although the main was set as a steadying sail, no thoughts of using it for its more
usual function were entertained till we reached Plymouth Hoe (91 miles) 07.30 on
Saturday June 5. If we didn’t have the intended two days of (0) star gazing, we had at any
rate two hours, and rowed ashore promptly to make the best of them. Gaining the shore in the
little harbour by the Royal Western Y.C., we found not stars, but a veritable army (or should
that be navy) of Francais -- could Napoleon finally have won, albeit posthumously? More
breton hats and striped sweaters than you could shake a French stick at -- come not to invade
but to cheer on their latter-day heroes. A quick turn around Mill Bay docks, to look at the race
entrants, some already making their way to the sound for the start. We saw the eventual
winner Pen Duick VI, with "le grand Eric" himself staring intently at his vane gear, which was
in bits all over the deck. More ghosts of ’68 when he had to retire in his inadequately prepared
Pen Duick IV(the famous trimaran later named Manureva). In the event, the vane gear broke
down after four days, but as readers already know, he won in spite.
Leaving Kilderkin anchored off the Hoe, we joined my father (L. McMullen, I.C.C.) on a
motor launch, owned by his friends John and Irene Shepherd, and cruised around all day
watching the 125 competitors mill about in a poor south-westerly. Found Jonathan Virden,
I.C.C. to wish him "bon voyage", but almost collided with Three Cheers (Mike McMullen) -ironic in view of his subsequent loss at sea. Eventually all the competitors disappeared into the
gloom. We returned to Kilderkin and motored to the Mayflower Marina opposite Cremyll. We
took a berth next to Saecwen, owned by my namesake and cousin, Capt. C.W. McMullen. A
merry evening was spent touring the establishments of the Barbican, the picturesque old part
of Plymouth.
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Sunday, June 6. With my father aboard, we sailed up the Tamar to Cargreen, ashore for
the mandatory pint. This was a dull sail, except for the last mile, such scenery as there is being
spoilt by the naval installations and other buildings. (16 miles).
June 7. A beautiful sunny day and S.E. 2 freshening to 3/4 saw us beat up the Yealm R.,
ably piloted by my father. (7 miles). After lunch we took leave of him and ran out of the
entrance. Thoughts of Salcombe were discouraged by the prospect of a beat against the tide,
and the chance to get westing in the Channel with a fair wind was too good to be missed, so we
settled for Falmouth. This gave us the first real sail since the Barrow, a broad reach in S.E.
3/4. Arriving shortly after dark, we chose St. Mawes and picked up a mooring by moonlight.
(40 miles).
June 8. Leaving early to catch the slack water at the Lizard, we flew out between the heads
only for the wind to die, as usual, after half an hour. By now we were wise to these calms, and
had ample supplies of fuel to reach Scilly. The visibility was poor and to give us something to
do, worked out our tides as carefully as possible, aiming to pick up Wolf Rock dead ahead. We
brought it up about half a mile to the north, not too bad in 20 miles or so in an area of complex
tidal currents. Thereafter the helicopter service provided a guide, and we sighted St. Mary’s at
teatime, Finally picking up a sailing breeze to run into the pool. (60 miles).
Wednesday June 9 to Tuesday, June 16. There followed a seven day stay in Scilly,
unfortunately, spoiled by thick fog -- at times visibility down to 40 yards -- which severely
limited the exploration of the various channels and islands, which I so much enjoy. We did
manage two interesting trips. The first planned to take the North Channel, round Steeple Rock
to the west, and pass between Castle Bryher and the various outlying rocks. But no sooner
clear of Samson than we found a really enormous N.W. swell, and could see the Steeple breaking heavily from several miles away. It soon became obvious that the S.W. 2 would be of little
help in this swell, should the engine pack up, and although the swell would show the
submerged rocks particularly well, we would be at the mercy of the tide. Not wishing to tempt
fate, we retraced our wake and settled for a visit to Tresco instead.
The second trip we landed on Samson, explored the north half of the island, and then over
Tresco flats, north of Round Island and into St. Helen’s Pool. In making this entrance we were
aided by the withdrawn fathom chart which includes vital topographical details missing from
the new metric chart. Returning to the pool by Chink rocks, we just beat the next round of fog,
which persisted for several days.
As regards the pubs in St. Mary’s, I now prefer the Atlantic to the Mermaid, which seem
to have lost some of its character. Sunday night brings a regular trip to Agnes, and we settled
for a 50p ride in a launch rather than have to move Kilderkin about in the dark on the way
home. A sing song was soon under way in Agnes’ delightful pub, and to Ian’s horror, the
skipper turned out to be in good voice (not to be outdone by the locals) so much so that one o1’
dear, far from taking offence at a repertoire of Dublin street songs, assured me in all seriousness that I should be on television! In the event of this highly improbable occurrence, members
still in possession of their hearing are warned to turn off the sound. On the strength of these
vocal efforts, requiring frequent refuelling with the local brew, we were invited to a further
party on our return to St. Mary’s. The return trip to the pool, seven up in a tiny old banger was
more frightening than any gale, or the most precarious Andean track. At 60 mph we careered
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clown the twisty roads of St. Mary’s, never slowing for mere bends or junctions. He handled
her beautifully, but one car coming the other way and we were all gone.
We wanted to leave for home the next day, but dense fog persisted. I was unwilling to
cross the shipping lanes in these conditions, whatever about getting away from the group
safely. Eventually, on Thursday, it lifted a bit, and we decided to make a dash for it, by now
keen to move on. EVen a voice from the quay in best west country accent "Oooargh -- you
can’t leave for another 34 hours! There’s a par’y in Agnes’s ternoight!" failed to deter us. I
reckon normally on three days to get home in Kilderkin, and wanted a day to clean up before
going back to work. The belated discovery, made 5 miles out of New Grimsby Sound upon
reading a newspaper, that it was not Thur.sday, but Wednesday, came too late to influence me!
We were on our way, as usual under motor, and the visibility was not too bad. Motoring for
some 50 miles, with fairly thick fog at times, a W.N.W. wind filled in slowly about midnight,
and dawn saw us beating near the Smalls. A timely back let us up to Carnsore, a quick nip
inside the Splaugh and we anchored at nightfall outside the pier at Rosslare. (138 miles).
June 18. Weighing at 07.45 in S.W. 6 and rain, we surfed past the banks under genoa.
During the day, the wind dropped, veered, increased and veered some more to reach N.W. 7 by
evening. Unaccustomed to the luxury of a good breeze, we made the most of it with no less
than 6 sail changes. Beating slowly through Dalkey Sound against the ebb, we sailed close to
the mooring of the Royal St. Muglin’s Y & B Society, to be welcomed home by no less a
personage than the Admiral of the aforesaid Society himself (Peter Mullins I.C.C.). Picking
up the mooring in Dun Laoghaire at 20.25, we completed a fast and enjoyable passage from
Rosslare, and the only one of the cruise entirely under sail. (66 miles). Thus ended an enjoyable pub-crawl, punctuated by occasional bursts of sailing, and made possible only by means
of our trusty motor -- an Albin 12 h.p. 4 stroke. Thanks to Ian’s gourmet cooking we ate like
kings throughout, and I am happy to record no ill effects on my waistline! (Lost half a stone).
Without Ian the trip would have been impossible. Firstly, he devoted many hours of hard work
to make Kilderkin look respectable during the spring, and also with final preparations afloat.
Secondly, he proved to be a most reliable and careful hand. Thirdly, I have never enjoyed such
a high standard of eating -- ashore or afloat. Last of all, he is the best of company, and undertook all manner of tasks willingly and cheerfully, no mean feat with only two aboard.
Total distance 750 miles. Under way 173 hours, of which 80 hours were under power.
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HAPPINESS IS MIZEN HEAD
by Wallace Clark
"As the efficiency of the boat goes up, the efficiency of the house comes down", was a
frequent excuse produced by me this spring. The lawn was uncut, paths weedy and taps
dripping. If you had time to fix them, it was no use, for the tools were on Wild Goose at the
Marina, twenty miles away, and the workshop was blocked with half inflated dinghies, wet
varnish and a huge partly made radar reflector. The hall looked like a Travel Agent’s office, as
arrangements were made for outward passage crews to get home, the family to join and a
return crew to take over. We were getting ready for a longer trip than usual -- the destination
Brittany -- and had no time for any day or weekend sailing. The north coast of Ireland has
several advantages as a cruising base, one of them that the distance to Ushant is not much
different east-about or west-about, but to have the choice about a hundred charts have to be
mustered.
On Friday, June 25 at 17.00 Wild Goose left her fitting out berth at Coleraine
for a feeder weekend 160 miles to Dublin. The crew, five all told, were green but enthusiastic.
We plunged wildly off the bar, then settled down for a 25 mile dead run in F. 5/6 to Fair Head.
For Richard, aged 16, it was his first offshore passage, but he quickly got the hang of Wild
Goose’s tiller from his experience on dinghies, even when we were mildly pooped in the raccDoff
Bengore Head. Willie Currie was as handy with the radio as he was with the whisky, and Ken
McNaUy took it all in on his camera. Bert was the only one who had done much sailing in Wild
Goose -- he leaned against the mizen, in lordly ease, and tuned the rigging with his eyes. "Not
exactly culinary Rembrandt", he said as I scraped his bacon and eggs off the cabin floor
well, I thought he hadn’t noticed. "Seeing’s believing, but touching’s the God’s honest truth"
he added as I groped in the stern locker to make sure the exhaust seacock was closed. An
evening with Bert is enough to keep you laughing for a week -- his motto "the pen may be
mightier than the sword but the tongue can lick them both".
Once past Fair Head we were out of the swell and a fast reach in lee of the Antrim coast
brought us to the Copeland Islands at dawn. By noon Saturday the wind, so happily forecast
nor’west, had gone south and we stopped in Ardglass for lunch. Dublin seemed a long way
away. An upper seam of the mainsail split as we motored up the narrow entrance of the
harbour. In haste we pulled it down and started to look for a sail needle. St. John’s Point is
where you normally leave the coast on passage and make straight for Howth, but with
strongish head winds it seemed better to short tack round the edge. And so it was a six hour
beat past the Mournes, then the pleasure of calm water and a close reach along the Meath coast
where the wind veered a fraction.
Skerries lights beckoned a welcome, but it was at Lambay that we wanted to get the hook
down. At midnight we crept into Swallow Cove, trying to discern the thin perch which marks
the Tayleur Rock to the west. Sleepless gulls heralded our arrival. Ken wanted to see the island
at 05.30. I rowed him ashore to photograph Connemara stallions. At 09.00 we were under
way and by 11.30 in Dun Laoghaire. Since I was last there I had been taken sailing in Auckland, Sydney and Hong Kong, but not seen a finer yacht harbour. The R.I.Y.C. kindly
supplied a mooring.
I got back at midnight on Friday, July 3. All night she was rolling fiercely, and in the
morning I went blearily alongside in the Coal Harbour to fill the water tank. At 11.00 Harry
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Woodhead and my cousin, Stephen Clark, arrived by one of the trains whose roar disturbs the
peace of the harbour at such regular intervals. Fourth crewman, John White, arrived by car,
laden with fresh food and took me off for last minute shopping. Paul and Lisl Campbell had
kindly invited us all to our "last square meal for three days" at the Irish. It was an effort to
wrench ourselves away. At 15.00 we were sailing through the Royal St. George Regatta. John
waved to a bird in every boat. (Any libel actions arising from this article I will settle out of pot
in the Loups de Mer Bistro, Benodet). The forecast was S. to S.E. force 2/3, fog patches. The
breeze died at Dalkey; at dusk we were off Wicklow Head in visibility no more than half a
mile. We kept close in to check our position carefully before the turn east at the south end of
Arklow Bank. A blurred moon hung low in the haze over the land; we could smell bracken,
whins, and peat smoke. At midnight we lost Arklow Head. At 02.00 we had the Arklow lightbuoy abeam and were now 7 miles clear of the land. Breeze S.E. force 2, tide turning with us. I
set the course of 190° M, told the helmsman "Steer a bit off, if you have to, to keep the sails
full", and turned in. Two hours later Wild Goose bumped twice. Fog lay thick all round, vis.
say 100 yeards, as I scrambled into the cockpit. Bump again. Rub my eyes, look at the
compass. "Keep her east", was all I could think. We came off. The soundings gradually began
to look a little deeper. It must have been the bank off Cahore. But we never really knew -- may
have been a whale -- but we didn’t turn south again until we were in 20 fathoms. It was oily
calm. At dawn visibility was less than 200 yards. Stephen stood tethered on the foredeck in his
life jacket with his eyeballs sticking out. Somewhere west of us was Rosslare. Harry steered.
John listened to the foghorns. I fiddled and worried.
By 11.00 the fog was still as bad, and we were still in the steamer track, but it didn’t seem
to matter so much. We’d got used to it. At midday the horizon was clear. At 14.00 a breeze
came in from the west. We opened the duty-free booze, relaxed, slept. At dusk there was 120
miles on the log, about 60 to go to the Scillies. A mountain village appeared high out of the
water on the east horizon -- I suppose it must have been an oil rig. There was an annoying little
head swell, just enough to slow us up, occasional puffs of south wind during the night and it
looked as if we would run out of petrol long before we reached the land.
My head was ringing with the bleep of many beacons. Even when I turned off the set my
ears bleeped on their own. It took a while to get used to the ponderous dahode-dah of Round
Island, the raspy note of the Tuskar, the jazzy diddle-um of Creach and the unbearable pips of
the air beacons. Pace and tone is just as characteristic, possibly even more so, than dots and
dashes; it is a pity that this cannot be indicated in the lists. At dawn on Monday what breeze
there was had gone, by lunchtime the sausages had gone off too, but Stephen luckily produced
some mackerel. Curled feathers floated ori the sea and tiny fish sped away from little patches
of seaweed at our bows.
At 14.00 suddenly a breeze came up and sent us surging on a broad reach on course. By
18.30 we had run our distance. Round Island was blowing my ears out on the Seafix right
ahead. Visibility was just under a mile, but there was nothing in sight, and no fog horn. At
19.00 visibility fell to 200 yards in heavy rain. We hove-to heading north, talked of a night at
sea, of working round the island to the west, going straight on to Ushant. But it was only a
squall; half an hour later it had cleared. On course again to close the land. "One question",
said John, at the helm. "Is there really petrol in the tank?" We dipped it and found a couple of
inches. Suddenly we saw Men-a-vaur, then Round Island itself and turned west. The swell had
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got up and we threaded surf ringed reefs to ente: New Grimsby Sound. Five minutes after the
anchor was down a tiresome Customs Officer arrived and consumed much time and gin. When
he had finished it was too late to go ashore. In the morning Tresco Gardens were balmy scents,
brilliant blossoms and tame thrushes, Valhalla, a multicolour collection of figure heads, worth
sailing a very long way to see. Then we skated over the flats past Bryher and Samson, and did a
quick shop at St. Mary’s, just the bare necessities of life, like tonic to put in the gin, and ice
cream. At 13.55 the forecast for Plymouth was W. force 4, S.W. force 8 later. Should we sail?
A helpful Met man at Plymouth filled in the details, advised being prepared to run east to
Morlaix, but said we should be well across before the gale came in. A popsy on Pinta pinched
our paper, the last English one we were to see for days, but there was no time to go and get it
back. The sooner we were away the better. "One thing about this boat", said John. "She gets
to sea". This was White’s furthest south; he had been to both Rockall and Shetland in Verve,
but Penmarch Point and Paris know him not. He had hot pants. The breeze came up from the
N.W. as we got clear of the land and we ran fast for 10 hours. "Step up here for the sail of a
lifetime", said Stephen as he handed over the tiller at 02.00. A steamer got close enough for me
to point the aldis at him until he flashed back "okay, I’ve seen you". We got the loom of
-Creach at 40 miles but lost it at dawn.
There was no signs of that gale; it was calm, and the engine playing up. Must have been
the filthy petrol we got on the pier at the Scillies at 20°7o above mainland prices. Stephen
worked miracles with timing and carb settings. For a Brittany landfall in a low powered vessel
you need a good E.T.A. at least six hours in advance to calculate the allowance for tide, otherwise you can be 15 miles out quicker than that. So if you are struggling to build a reputation as
a navigator, it is best to be vague about the intended port of arrival. Our rendezvous was
Porsal, inside the Corn Carhai Tower, to meet the family in three days time; but it would be
dull for the passage crew to get there too early. I meant to go down the Four Channel, but now
Ushant loomed like a blue cloud on the horizon. Why not go there? Neither Coles nor the
R.C.C. nor C.A. said anything about the landing. My Channel Pilot was unhelpful. ~o we relied
on Chart 2694 and aimed for Baie du Stiff. Not a breath of wind as we traversed the last couple
of miles, with the west-going tide just beginning to get into its stride. I watched narrowly the
gaps between the rocks of Gouent-Meur as it gurgled between them on the west of the bay,
with wild plans as to what I would do if the engine stalled once more, but Stephen kept it
going. At last we were in the inner part of the bay with 200 foot cliffs all round and no stream.
It looked desperately exposed, but mooring buoys were visible and several small craft; must at
least be recognised as a temporary anchorage, I thought, then we saw a tiny rockbound
harbour in the right hand corner and anchored in 8 fathoms 200 yards off it. The anchorage
reminded me of the Doonport on Tory, the island of Rathlin. We’d arrived. A celebration
seemed called for and when this had subsided and Harry and Stephen gone to sleep, John and I
went ashore to scout. We smelt the first gaulois from a coughing fisherman on the slip, and
sipped the first glass of muscadet. The sun was very hot. Brittany was as good as ever. A
chance taxi gave us a lift three miles over rough roads, past an even rougher looking airstrip, to
the village of Lampaul. It boasts several small restaurants and a larger harbour but they said
that Stiff was a more reliable anchorage. We planned a convivial evening ashore, but the bistro
at Stiff closed as soon as the hydroplane had re-embarked its last crowd of tourists and roared
off in a cloud of black smoke for Le Conquet. Madame who had bikes for hire had gone
home, but we hijacked four and headed down the road. She intercepted us with a scowl, a mile
on our way, remarking "Pas normale". "Nous sommes Irlandais", was accepted with our
francs as sufficient explanation.
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Ile de Molene was our next call. Once again none of the Pilot books gave any help. We
spent two hours next morning sailing gently across a blue sea rippled by a light south wind past
Men Tansel and Ile Bannec to the Trois Pierres light, to bring up on the east side of the island
in a berth which was due to dry at low water. I reckoned that gave us two hours ashore. It was
hard to relax with such powerful tides around us, and every mark strange, but once one has
acquired a little familiarity this ~s a fascinating area to cruise in good weather. You must have
the French charts. We landed on the cale (slip to you; my french jargon was coming back).
Molene is a pleasant island, with a bigger fishing fleet than Ushant, one good restaurant (The
Nautilus) and an atmosphere of self contentment. Many Brestois come there for holidays and
the beach was crowded. For the night we headed for L’Aberildut; it is a river port and the bar
was shown drying according to our latest corrections. White and Woodhead went ahead to
sound it in the best explorers’ tradition and reported 5 feet at low water. The recent dredging
makes it a really excellent port for those on passage through the Four. We tied up to the Naja,
a small steel tanker, and had a party with the crew of a French yacht from the next berth. Next
day a ten mile passage north to Porsal. As we left the harbour a squall sent local yachts a-reefing as they ran in; we were all fight as long as visibility held up. We had to find the Chenal
Meridional de Porsal, which I had last negotiated with Bernard Felix at the helm some 20 years
ago. We slipped inside the Four Tower itself, and spotted the Grand Chateau, then le Bonnet
and Glasen bras breaking with cataracts of foam to port. Ile Verte showed and then Men
Louet. At last the sandy smiling bay which contains Kersaint.and Porsal opened up and we
found the buoy with our name which Bernard placed for us just inside La Pendante Tower.
There was the M. Gijon’s fishing boat Joyeux Pecheur and the Felix’s house in the S.W. corner
of the bay, the relics of the German Westwall on the point and the Hermits Cell beside it, and
all the old marks which had been so familiar when we spent a holiday ashore here in 1963.
The next four days passed all too rapidly. Bernard arrived and showed us the sport of
Peche Au Pic, spiking sole with a glass bottom box and huge trident on the sandy floor of the
bay. We ate famous meals at his house ashore anddid a Sunday sail with his mother, nearing
70 and as vivacious as ever, to Ile Molene. This time it was even calmer and Bernard guided us
to the berth on the north side where we were able tO anchor only 50 metres from the quay in a
berth which did not dry out, for a crab lunch ashore.
That evening June ~incl the boys arrived by ferry from Plymouth to Roscoff. Harry,
unfortunately, had to leave on the next boat and John had disappeared to meet a bird in Paris.
Stephen had to go next day and one of the best crews Wild Goose has ever had was only a
memory, plus a superbly tuned engine, two dogeared Playboys and a pair of dirty socks. The
weather began to break -- it was spring tides and we bumped at low water and rolled fiercely
when the tide was in. It is a safe berth, but not a good one for living on board, except in the
best of weather.A succession of little depressions were coming up the coast and the possibility
of getting south with a very light crew looked poor. "Such is the life of a sailor", said Bernard,
"Telephone if you need any help", as he departed to work in Paris. But in fact the next
morning we spotted a couple of hours calm and at 07.30 the family crew, June, Bruce (l 7),
Miles (l 5) and I set off south again to L’Aberilut. There we spent a pleasant day, the Quatorze
(but no local festivities), alongside Naja. Her well made a sun deck and we were able to spread
out our gear, restow Wild Goose and sunbathe. Next day it was through the Four, feeling as if
we were being flushed down the loo as the six knot tide sent us spinning past the Grande
VinotiEre. Point St. Mathieu dropped astern and we were in open water with slacker tides but
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Above: Wallace and June Clark in Wild Goose of Moyle.

Above." Crookhaven.

Bek)w: Joyce Sound Pass (between l lmm and 35ram from left of photo) bearing 130°. Carrickclumamore
shows beyond the S.W. half of the pass. At the right of the photo where no rocks show is Blind Sound.

Above." Fingal of Howth at Zembra,Tunisia.
Below. Start of the Howth to Port St. Mary race at Whitsun. Left to right: Helen o[Ib)wth, Stanctfast,
Morning Flame, UFO, Finndabar o,[’ftowth, Setanta, Querida of Howth, Deerhound, Misty, Gay Gannet.
Photo: W.M. Nixon,

low visibility. It was a relief when we found the Astrolabe buoy and that gave Miles a good
enough fix to head us for Raz de Sein. Tevennec and Ea VieUe came up at the end of our fair
tide. Then it was a matter of working inshore to Audierne, to arrive through a fierce squall of
icy rain inside the protective wall of the outer anchorage to hunt for a berth among the first
non-French yachts we had seen after over a week on the coast.
Next day, Saturday, was Brittany at its best -- colour, sun and movement. We woke at
07.00 and breakfasted on crepes fried in butter and croissants. Rubber dinghies, their crews in
lifejackets, buzzed to and fro among the 30 odd yachts which lay around us. There was only
one other two-master and no motorboats, a contrast to what one would see in a similar sized
fleet in Scotland. Away at 10.00 in bright sun, inside La Gamelle and close along the low green
coast. It was pleasantly undeveloped, little parts with just a beach anti a sea wall or a tiny pier,
each, no doubt, some family’s favourite place for a seaside holiday. It is a difficult stretch to
identify for the churches marked on the chart as ’Conspic’ are frequently masked by water
towers or large houses, even more ’Conspic’. It is not a coast which a keel boat could explore
comfortably, but one I would like to visit. The twin towers of Penmarch stuck out of the water
like periscopes, incredibly far to seaward of the visible land. What a deadly point this must
have been in the old days before it was lit. In the afternoon once round it we headed east, still
with a fair wind and spinnakers all round us, to the Anse de Benodet. Buoy after buoy slipped
by, and at 18.00 we headed north again into a dazzling sun, past the striped Perdrix tower at
the entrance to Loctudy. The tide runs viciously through the anchorage and we were glad to
find an unoccupied mooring and pay the 10 franc fee for the night.
Next day, Sunday, we had a meeting arranged with John and Pat Fishbourne and son
Pete, who were to form the passage crew for home. We found them at Benodet where Miles
and Pete promptly got jobs ashore in a French Bistro; at least that was their story and we saw
little of them for the next four days. The rest of us made a day trip up the river Odet, like a
Scottish estuary with heather and pine trees, complete even to leaping salmon. It is a pleasant
ten miles to Quimper. If we had been wise we would have made a short stay there and.come
back down before the tide fell; before the road bridge was built you used to be able to dry out
comfortably alongside the quay in the town. Now it is a matter of stopping half a mile short.
The river bed below the town is odious in the extreme, and at low water you find what it really
feels like being up that famous creek without a paddle. At last at 19.00 in the evening it was
over. We floated again, swilledoff the black mud and motored down to Pots Meillou for the
night, a place as abandoned looking as any depopulated western island. Two days later John
and Pat came, laden with the food and wine, a picnic of magnificent proportions for the sail to
Concarneau w the Glenan islands looked tempting and we were able to visit Penfret on the
way. This is the home of the Centre Nautique, the largest sailing school in Europe. The island
was filled with mixed parties, launching and rigging boats or studying navigation in the old
farm buildings converted as accommodation. The vegetation had a well worn look. It
reminded me of the farmer at home who complained that his sons had 40 acres of barley
flattened by their nocturnal activities. You would learn a lot in a fortnight there. The water
was crystal clear, alarmingly so where the channels are shallow. A day or two could be spent
very pleasantly in the Glenans.
At Concarneau we found a berth alongside pontoons being assembled in the outer
harbour. They give you one free night and charge l0 francs thereafter. We had a bye day, one
of the only three in the whole trip with no sailing, to sort out the gear, stock up with food,

order duty frees. The weather was still improving and it was good to have the voyage north
starting in easy conditions. The prospect of a tough passage home can cloud the last day or two
of a holiday. We had left eight days to get back to the Irish coast; so our departure could not
have been postponed for weather by more than a day or two. Laugh if you like, you ocean
voyagers, who notch off your passages in thousands of miles; for the family cruiser with three
or four weeks holiday, 500 miles from home is far enough.
At noon on Friday John Fishbourne and myself, Miles and Pete (16) sailed from
Concarneau on the best of the 14 days we had had in Brittany. The Oyster Festival de Wild
Goose occupied the first two hours as we disposed of a couple of dozen each and several
bottles of muscadet, then the wind which had been south-west unkindly headed us right round
Penmarch Point, so we found ourselves close hauled up the coast, and luxury living astern. At
dusk we were approaching the Raz de Sein and Wild Goose took what they call at home ’a
tremendjous lep’ as we got into the line of steep seas off La Veille. For the next couple of miles
there was a succession of curling breakers and the risk, if we let her head off too much, of
being set down on the reefs which lie so far out from the island. Then there was the array of
lights marking the dangers inside Ushant to be skirted. The slow red glow of Point St. Mathieu
and the quick flashes of the Pierres Noires seemed to come too close all of a sudden, as the tide
forced us northwards towards the dangers; next the triple white of La Jument, moving sideways across the electric blue flashes of Creach; at last Nividic, the south-west point of Ushant
was abeam. Ahead we could see a steady procession of shipping lights in the separation zone
four miles off the coast. My impression was that ships were cutting the corner and there was
far less than the specified distance between that moving band of menace and the island. I had
hoped to keep north and not cross the traffic until daylight at 06.00, but there seemed to be
’rogues’ to be dodged, maybe just coastal traffic, moving south inshore. We felt pinned in
against Ushant as the stream of shipping turned at a flat angle across our bow. At 04.00 I
called all hands for an effort to get across quickly. Miles looked out to port and astern at
shipping coming up from the south, and kept a flare handy, Pete watched to starboard with
binoculars while John held the tiller in one hand and the Calvados in the other, and I brewed
tea, looked out ahead, and bravely ducked down the hatch each time a wavetop came over.
We picked a moment to go astern of a big one, whose green light we had just lost as he
drew ahead and brought the Great Bear over in the starboard rigging to head west. There were
three red lights away down to leeward, whites and green upwind. Then we saw two sets of
lights cross close ahead -- we must be through the north going stream and into the south one. I
felt like a one-legged man trying to cross a motorway on a wet night.
As it worked out, we did not have to alter course, and our passage through was a good
deal simpler than it had been two weeks earlier, by day. Dawn came up with little clouds, backlit like flak bursts; the sun rose, a huge fire ball for a minute, then disappeared into low cloud.
The sea was lumpy and steep with marbling tide on every wave. Later the clouds looked pale
purple and ragged, not as settled as I had expected. By 07.00 we stopped the engine, well
through the shipping track, steering 225° M, 250 miles to Mizen close hauled. I had been
nursing the ambition to return from Brittany via the west for 20 years. The wind needs to be in
the right quarter in that short spell of 3 or 4 days when you are setting out home. Perhaps this
was going to be the time.
At 08.00 we lost the land; it was rough and uncomfortable, wind force 4, N. occasionally
5, grey at times, mostly clear, with some high wispy cloud. Not a ship all day after the

concentrated stream at dawn. A swift passed overhead, heading east at high speed, not a
swoop or a dive, just straight determined flight. We saw one storm petrel, and a fulmar, and a
plastic bag just under the surface, which looked like the white belly of a whale, otherwise it was
a dull, uncomfortable day. We had had soup for supper the night before, soup twice during the
night and soup for elevenses, now everybody groaned at the mention of it. At 16.00 we
changed back to B.S.T. (hands back an hour) and handed the mizen. Gusts seemed to come
every half hour. The waves were 6ft. high, no longer tide-riven, but steep. The forecast N. or
N.E. force 3/4. N.E. would give us a fine broad reach. It is almost exactly the same distance to
Carnsore as Mizen. At this sort of speed it would take us about 2½ days, and the choice
remained open almost as far as the Scillies. At dusk I put 2 rolls in the main to keep the rail out
of the water. The sunset was reddish and looked settled up to the N. but a bit lowering to the
W. The wind was N.N.E., and we could have steered a bit above the course, but thought it
better to keep her free and make as much westing as possible. It would be maddening to be
cheating by a backing wind. We were not a strong enough crew (none had been offshore
before) to beat for long in the open sea. By 21.30 on Saturday Round Island was abeam to starboard 20 miles.
We tangled with trawlers on the Jones Bank during the night. There were more on the
Labadie next day. Dolphins played round us -- first time I got everyone up to look -- they had
just disappeared of course as the hands got on deck. Then we saw them so much that unless
you were on watch you didn’t bother. At dusk Sunday, we saw clouds on the horizon which the
navigator declared as land forty miles away. Then it all began to vanish, and no celebration
drinks justified after all. (Well, I still say it was land!) Then we got headed, could no longer lay
the course but had to choose between W. or N. There was a fire ball sunset with a pale green
flash seen by Miles and myself. By midnight the wind dropped and backed a couple of point to
let us back on course. At dawn on Monday, 225 miles on the log, therd was a force 1 N.W. and
nothing in sight which was depressing after the lights we had picked up the night before. We
had one gallon in reserve to close the land. At 09.00 we sighted what we took to be Mizen
Head, a number of hills behind it. The Irish Coast Pilot was unhelpful in identifying them.
Later the wind backed a little and we made about 2 knots towards the land. It was a pleasant
enough afternoon, and we enjoyed the Mackerel Festival de Wild Goose for about four hours.
Miles ate 22 and Pete 28 before I lost count. They were about 3" long and wrapped in foil,
pressure cooked, as sweet as butter. By 20.00 we were inside Mizen and had only a couple of
miles to go to CroQkhaven. We started the engine and used the last drop to take us up to a
bunch of seven yachts moored off the village. Crook was full of life and seems to be a
favourite landfall for the numerous French yachts which now visit our coast. This was the
summit of our trip; from here it was as easy to go back via the west as retrace our outward
track.
Looking back over the passage the weather had been ’settled’ throughout; yet the sky had
changed constantly (more frequently as we approached the Irish coast) from pacific to
ominous.
In the pub the crowd jostled round us. ’Where are you from?" someone asked. "He’s
from Donegal", said another. "You’re as much from Donegal as a cow is from the North
Pole" was the rejoinder in broad Cork. "Will he sing?" was the next question. The upshot was
that five minutes later Miles found himself singing the Wild Rover, apparently to everyone’s
satisfaction.
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0 t Tuesday morning John Fishbourne organized a splendid breakfast ashore and at 10.00
we set off for Parknasilla. The high rocky Kerry coast was a delightful contrast to the low
Brittany one. It was a day of alternate calms and fresh north breezes and the engine played up
due to having been run to the last drop of petrol. At last it was cleared, but we had lost so
much time that instead of making Parknasilla for dinner at a comfortable hour, we reached the
anchorage off the hotel pier at about 21.00. John promptly hijacked a man fishing in a dinghy,
and dashed ashore. We arrived later to find him holding court in the hall with a ring of
managers, pressing our right to late dinner after such a perilous journey. And indeed, an
excellent four courser was duly produced.
On Wednesday morning we motored ten miles up the bay into a bitter cold north-east
wind, to visit Jimmy Bostock on Dinish Island. The almost tropical temperature on the lawn in
the shelter of the trees was a pleasant contrast. It was the sort of place we would like to spend
several days, but I had had a telephone message urging me to leave the boat wherever, and get
home quickly to sort out problems. However, the complications of having to come back so far
for Wild Goose would be even worse, so I decided to get on and leave her somewhere north of
Slyne Head. At 16.00 we tore ourselves away to the rugged prospect of a long beat up the west
coast. The wind hung steadily in the north. A red sunset saw us passing inside the Skelligs. We
lost the lee of the land off Puffin Island and took a long leg west of the Tearaght. At dawn the
Blaskets had disappeared astern and we were in a roughish sea with the Arans 60 miles to
windward’. About 05.00 the wind backed and we began to tramp on a close reach in force 5.
Visibility ahead remained bad, there are no beacons, soundings gave little indication and after
a good deal of tacking with inexperienced helmsmen, I felt uncertain. A low rounded hill
appeared ahead.
By 21.00 we decided it could not be the Arans, nor did it look like Errisbeg. "Better heave
-to, Dad", said Miles, "and wait for the lights to come on", and so we did. Slyne flashed
ahead fifteen minutes later. We were 10 miles west of our DR and could comfortably weather
the head on the present tack. It was tempting to go on, but we were all tired, the glass had
fallen two tenths in the last three hours and the sky looked ominous. North of Slyne we would
face a dirty night on an unlit coast as the price of getting into Ballynakill in the morning; it
seemed better to turn east and run for Kilronan. We had no large scale chart. Dodging the
Skirds was the next problem; we saw them just before it got dark, but a long time before we
picked up Eeragh light off the N.W. of Inishmore. It was not lit until forty minutes after
Slyne. We made over 7 knots with a great swell pushing us forward; rain fell in sheets; there
was so much phosphorescence that one kept thinking flashes of it on wave tops were shore
lights. The seven mile sound between Aran and Connemara seemed all too narrow. It was not a
night to keep close along the land, looking for marks; one mistake could well have been fatal.
Things felt safer when I handed the main and we jogged along under mizen and staysail. At
last, when we’d decided we were at sea for the night, Miles’ hawk like eyes picked up a tiny pin
point of white light which was Straw Island by Kilronan. At 01.30 the hook was down
somewhere between the entrance and the pier.
In the morning we motored up to the pier and then beat, just for a change, to Cashla Bay,
where John again had friends who could look after Wild Goose.
We came back to Cashla two weeks later, on Sunday evening 15 August. Ken McNally,
.my brother Henry and Miles. A French yacht was anchored beside us, so we started the trip
with a party. Someone unwisely asked them how they had fared, eating ashore. "Once", they
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replied, "it was not a success". Porpoises grunted around us as we went to bed under a half
moon. The morning was calm and by lunchtime we were motoring through Joyces Sound Pass.
Ken photographedthe rocks, which I hope will be of benefit to future users. I must confess I
felt uncertain until the last minute as we approached a long string of similar looking islands.
¯We made a teatime stop at Caher Island and were off Purteen, Achill at 23.00. Sodium yellow
light gave the clue to a.very puzzled crew for we had approached west of Inishgalloon; it was so
much easier east of it. At last we were in the harbour, but even in the outer berth found we
would be aground at low water with enough swell to make such a prospect unappealing. We
turned her with difficulty, 6" to spare, and motored out to anchor under Galloon for the
night. Henry and Ken had to leave there and Miles and I set off for Donegal on our own. It was
calm but a little brighter today, a pale mist over the mirror of the sea -- an Alice in Wonderlandworld. We have all seen islands without lighthouses, this was the first time I had seen a
lighthouse without its island. It hung in the air 100 feet up on a white base line like a mirage.
As we drew a little closer we saw a cone of Black Rock faint below. Should we stop? Caution
said no, curiosity said yes. There are so few opportunities at such an exposed islet, and it is
pointless to travel without seeing places you pass. But there was no information about the
bottom or the landing, and the chart showed soundings up to 15 fathoms close in. Then we
were there and I was delighted to see a fishing boat hauling an anchor close north of the main
island. It must be tenable, at least in calm weather. The swell broke two or three feet high on
the rock as we passed between Black Rock and the 40 foot outlier, east of it. Let go with 40
fathoms of 2" nylon in 11 fathoms and waited until she had settled down.
If there is one branch of seamanship I would venture to consider myself expert in, it is
rock landings in a swell. Miles and I do it regularly all winter when shooting, so he was quick to
scramble ashore out of the stern, get the bow on the rocks, the old man out, and the dinghy
pulled up. Fifteen minutes later we puffed to the top, having ascended flights of steps cut out
of the solid rock. Deserted buildings, marvellous views, celestial atmosphere. The sun was so
hot that it had melted our lunch chocolate by the time we got back to a resting point half way .
down. The fishing boat returned as we were leaving and gave us a huge ling and as many crabs
as we wanted. It was the Rosnakill,, fishing out of Achillbeg and she regularly anchors off
Black Rock by day when waiting to haul pots, but generally spends the night in Keem which
they look on as very secure.
Three hours later we landed on the north side of Eagle Island. South of it there had been a
big swell and strong current and landing looked hopeless but as we got through the sound the
north wind seemed to drop and apart from a surface tidal popple it was calm with no current,
although we were on the windward side of the island. We anchored in 11 fathoms and dashed
ashore; it was getting near dark and I felt uneasy about Wild Goose. However, Oliver
Condom, (that’s what he said he was called) the young lightkeeper, gave us a quick look round
the tower, showed us the old one which had been destroyed by a gale on the north and the huge
aerials for the radio beacon which we had heard away donw in the Channel. When we got back
Wild Goose had swung inshore, as the breeze had come up again, force 2 or 3, and was
uncomfortably close to the rocks; the mizen boom was almost touching. We never made a
quicker getaway in our lives, dash into the dinghy, sprint row alongside and one minute later
Miles had 10 fathoms of rope on deck and we were under way.
We had a rough sail that night across Donegal Bay, spray flying high in the weather
rigging, closehauled as usual. Forgotten what a fair wind felt like. At dawn on Wednesday we
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were eating cold crab for breakfast off Portnoo. It had been hard work with just the two of us,
but nice to have a bit of space and so much less cooking than with the bigger crews of earlier
passages. "If you want a good crew, breed one", somebody once advised me; Miles and Bruce
are proving him right. Lynn Temple joined us at Portnoo and we had time for an afternoon
sail with Henshills and Kinnairds on holiday ashore, before setting our bows north again for
home. That night in Rutland Sound Miles was sleepy but Lynn and I rowed in the dinghy to
Burtonport pier for refreshments with the fishermen, 1 ½ miles there and back.
Breakfast in the cockpit at Owey, picnic lunch at Tory, where Grace Dixon presented us
with a wooden plough which she had been hoarding for me for years, it looked funny on the
foredeck. This was a one hour whistle stop which is remarkably easy to do at Tory as you round
the Bloody Foreland. We wanted to be at Culdaff that night, and by pushing on straight aftei"
lunch got some fair tide past the Horn. We touched Miles ashore at Malin pier at 22.00 to
announce our arrival and were alongside Culdaff pier just after midnight for great reunions.
At Culdaff Miles stayed on for a barbeque and Lynn and I motored Wild Goose on home on a
mother of pearl day, so calm blue you could hardly see where the sky and the water met. At
lunchtin:e on Friday 20 August we were in the Bann and ye( another trip was over.

ROANE’S ROMP 1976
by R.C.A. Hall
Roane’s cruise for 1976 was supposed to start on Friday 9 July, but this was not to be. The
crew consisted of the owners, Nancy and Cecil Hall, and two good friends, Marina and Alleyn
Harris. The latter had very little offshore experience -- in fact, one had not been at all before
-- and the weather for the following week was hardly suitable to start them off in. It was a wet
and windy week and while it might have been all right for the Ocean Racing lads, who
assembled in large numbers in Crosshaven, we stayed put until the following Wednesday,
when we made our way around to Kinsale for a change of scenery and to watch the start of the
race to the Fastnet. This was a dirty night when we were just as pleased not to be at sea, but
next day we made a long passage around to Oyster Haven! Not an outstanding week afloat
but we were still speaking to each other.
Things now began to look up, and Friday the 16th started bright and sunny with a rising
glass and a more hopeful forecast. At 08.20 we weighed anchor and motored out of Oyster
Haven, setting main nad mizen on the way. There was no wind, and the sea had gone down
quite a bit. The engine was kept running and course was set for Scilly, making 6½" knots.
Having cleared a long salmon net, "Brendan", our nice new and untried Auto Pilot was put in
charge, the log streamed, and we were off at last. By 09.30 we had an N.W. breeze force 3 -set genoa and mizen staysail and stopped engine. Later in the morning the wind became a bit
lighter, so the genoa was changed for the big ghoster and the engine put on slowly to keep
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things going. At mid-day we got a D.F. fix on Ballycotton and the The Old Head of Kinsale,
which showed both that we were going the right way and that the sun was over the yard arrm.
This was the moment to break out the bonded stores -- wehad been sitting on them (literally,
under the cabin settee) for the best part of a week and justice was done well and truly to the
occasion.
Once clear of The Old Head there was quite a big swell but no harm in it, the sun was out
and life was pleasant. We had no idea how much battery Brendan used, so after a few hours he
was taken off duty and the watchkeepers took over for a while. Later in the day a shower
developed to the west, which provided enough wind to keep us going well with the working
genoa and no engine. It kept a parallel course to us for quite a long time, without ever raining
on us. During the day we met several coasters and a large stern trawler, but otherwise had the
sea to ourselves except for a shoal of dolphins or the like, which gave a great display around
us. Brendan took spells on and off during the day and seems to be well worth his keep. As
evening came on the weather became a bit duller and cooler, with wind west 4. About 20.00
there were two loud bangs, like heavy explosions away to the westward. We now had 82 miles
on the log and we could only think that it must be Concorde going supersonic. The wind
freshened up a bit during the night but not seriously, at 02.00 Round Island was bearing 150 M
by D.F., and shortly after the loom of the Bishop came up, followed an hour later by the loom
of Seven Stones L.V. About 04.00 Round Island light appeared fine on the starboard bow and
eventually we entered New Grimsby Sound at 07.20, and anchored under Hangmans Rock for
breakfast. (135 miles). Later when the tide served we motored over to St. Mary’s and anchored
off Hughtown. It was a fine hot day with a long swell in the anchorage -- went ashore for
shopping, had lunch in a pub and then went to sleep on the beach. Customs sealed our stores
and we were questioned (very pleasantly) by the police on the pier.
Sunday was back to normal again, with wind south 5/6 and poor viz. We rolled heavily in
the anchorage so moved back to New Grimsby. Thick drizzle lasted all day, wind S.S.W. 5/6.
Walked ashore in Tresco and visited the local in the evening. A wet night, and Monday much
the same, wet and windy all day. Here we met the crew of a "Kerry" bound from Dunmore
East to Camaret and back, all in one week -- hard men! They did it too, we heard later.
Next day we were in business again -- bright and sunny with west wind quite fresh in the
morning. When the tide allowed, about 11.00, we motored over the fiats to St. Marys, making
sail on the way. Set main with two rolls, to keep top batten clear of spreader with the expected
fair wind, and the working genoa. By 12.30 we were clear of St. Mary’s Sound -- streamed log
and boomed out genoa on a course to take us inside Ushant. The "Kerrymen" were with us,
but were keeping more to the west and looking as though they were going down outside the
island. Off the land the wind was N.N.W. 4, bright and sunny but cool -- going well with
Brendan in charge. Conditions remained much the same all afternoon but the following sea
was getting bigger all the time, and things becoming more lively and, eventually, it was decided
to take over the steering by hand. No doubt Brendan would have coped as well, if not better,
but he was as yet untried and we did not want to do damage. Passed numerous fishing boats
and two large Russian trawlers -- fine looking vessels and well kept, too. At 18.00 we gybed
ship as the course was becoming shy and at the same time changed the genoa for staysail,
which was boomed out to port. This operation was quite hard work as the genoa insisted upon
winding itself around the forestay and by now a big following sea had built up, much more
than justified by the amount of wind, and the foredeck was quite a lively place for working on.
However, as a result the steering and motion became easier and all was well. At 22.00 Ushant
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appeared to be on the starboard bow by D.F., and an hour later the loom of a lighthouse was
sighted in much the same position. During the afternoon our friends in the Kerry had become
smaller and smaller, as we had gone ahead and our courses had become further apart, and of
course we did not see them again until Camaret.
Conditions became quite hectic during the night, and steering was hard work for a while
-- it was not that the wind increased any, but the sea became more confused and steeper -probably caused by the tide, but the French lights started to come up which put heart into the
watchkeeper. By 04.30 Ushant, Stiff and Vierge were well in sight, which showed that France
was more or less in the right place -- the wind eased a bit but the big confused sea still came up
from astern. The shipping lanes were rather slack, but there were a few coasters around. An
hour later Men Corn Tower came up ahead, followed shortly after by sunrise and a view of the
Olympic Bravery, the big tanker wrecked on Ushant last winter while still on trials. She is a
sorry sight, broken in two and lying on the rocks just close to Stiff Point.
At 06.00 the engine was started to help us against the tide, we stowed the boom and
sheeted the staysail to starboard, heading down the Helle channel. We had to punch the tide all
the way down -- it was strong at times and a bit more engine was needed to deal with it, but by
09.20 we were able to alter course for Camaret. It was now a fine warm morning with wind N.E
3. To show willing, the mizen was set for the first time since Scilly and the engine cut down to
dead slow. At 12.30 the sails were stowed outside the breakwater and we anchored off the lifeboat house in Camaret shortly after. (130 miles). When cooki/lg lunch a smell of gas was
noticed and it was traced to a leaking regulator on the cylinder. Not much could be done about
this in France, so the flange was coated with nail varnish and ship’s varnish, which seemed to
do the trick. This was followed by much pumping of bilges. Ashore for Customs and shopping
in the afternoon.
Thursday July 22, another fine sunny day -- motored to Brest in the morning and berthed
in the Port du Commerce. Walked the town and shipped bonded stores in the afternoon, had a
meal ashore in the evening. A nice warm day but the wind a bit cool.
Friday was another lovely day which was spent exploring the River Chateaulin, which flows
into the S.E. corner of the Rade de Brest. This was very beautiful with wooded shores and
crowded with boats of all shapes and sizes. We sailed some and motored some, as the amount
of wind and the bends in the river dictated, and enjoyed the warm sun and scenery. We went
up river as far as the Isle de Terens and then returned to Camaret, where we anchored at 18.50.
This was a most pleasant day which was completed with an excellent dinner ashore.
Saturday the 24th, weather as before with very little wind. Weighed at 10.00 and tried to
sail a course for St. Mathieu Point, but had to give up, having gone through all combinations
of sail, and motored -- bound for L’Abervrac’h. However, when we got to the corner and
altered course up the Four Channel, conditions became very different with a fresh northerly
breeze kicking up a nasty short sea and very wetting at that. However, having passed Venotiere
Tower we set the staysail and beat north with a small bit of help from the engine and quite a lot
from the tide. This was not such a wet business as punching straight into it. By 14.00 things
had quietened down a bit and staysail was changed for genoa and engine stopped for a while.
The Four Tower was abeam by 15.30 -- wind and tide getting a bit slack so the engine was
called upon for a bit more help. A lovely warm sunny afternoon with Brendan in charge and
no one else much interested until Libenter buoy arrived at 17.50 and we entered L’Abervrac’h,
anchoring just below the lifeboat house at 18.40. (36 miles). A fine warm evening and a very
good meal ashore -- the best yet -- in a room above a rather rough looking cafe.
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Weather on Sunday -- same again. Had a walk in the morning and took an easy afternoon. Warm sun and wind N.E. 4. At 18.30 we weighed and motored out of harbour -streamed log at Libenter and set our course for Fowey. No wind but a bit of head sea -- set
main and mizen and proceeded under power at 6½ knots, and Brendan in charge. By midnight
we had met up with quite a nasty head sea and were jumping into it but with little wind. The
shipping lanes were quite busy, and we had to alter for a big tanker and then go full ahead
under his stern to get across before the next one, which in fact, we did quite easily. The
following few hours were not pleasant -- the sea got worse and we tried altering course to fill
the sails, but there was not enough wind to make much difference. About this time (02.00)
Brendan decided that he had had enough and would only steer to starboard. This may have
been his idea of working to rule, but we did not want to go around irrcircles in mid-channel
and he had to be put to bed and the watch keeper take over. Around sunrise things began to get
a bit smoother, and soon we were streaming .along in quite calm water with little or no wind
and only moderate viz. Several fishing boats and a yacht came and went, the sun was warm
and life was now definitely worth living. Land was sighted at 13.00, but it was not easy to
identify in the misty conditions -- we thought (and hoped) it was probably Dodman Point.
Shortly after a sea breeze came in behind us, so the big genoa was set and the engine stopped.
Soon more land came up ahead, it was indeed the entrance to Fowey. Sail was stowed, log was
handed just outside and in we went, anchoring at the top of the harbour at 16.30 (113 miles).
Another fine warm sunny day. We dined ashore again this evening and returned to more
normal food after living on shellfish and other queer things for the past few days.
The sun continued to shine on Tuesday and at 09.50 we weighed and motored out of
Fowey. This is a lovely place with a very hospitable Yacht Club, where we have always been
made welcome and we were sorry that we did not have more time to enjoy it. No wind outside,
so full ahead for Falmouth. Brendan still in the sulks and viz. only moderate. Off Dodman a
light S.E. breeze came in and the big genoa was set, boomed out together with the mainsail
followed shortly after by mizen staysail for good measure. After a couple of hours of being
roasted and drifting along on the tide, the sails were stowed and we motored to Falmouth,
anchoring off the pier about 15.00 (22 miles). Ashore to the shops after lunch, found the town
very crowded with barely clad holiday-makers. During the afternoon a cold north wind got up
which felt really chilly after the heat of the morning; but it moderated later in the evening.
Wednesday, fine again -- went shopping again this morning and aboard by 15,00. There
is no diesel to be had in Falmouth, except at the top of high water, when the pontoon floats
and as the tide did not suit we had to go to Mylor to refuel. Mylor anchorage was very
crowded, with a fresh N. wind blowing straight onto the jetty. It was quite fun, working in and
out of moored boats, trying to find someone to tell us where the fuelling berth was, and when
we eventually got there, found there was another boat on it, so we had to repeat the exercise
while he completed and moved away. However, we got our fuel and a gallon of petrol for the
outboard, which we proceeded to leave behind us on the jetty. We then motored up the river
Fal to see the ships laid up in the upper reaches. There were five very rusty looking tankers,
which looked as though they might well be there until the breakers call them. The Fal is
another beautiful river, in some ways not unlike the one we explored in France. Returning
¯ down river we called back to Mylor to collect our petrol -- in the dinghy this time -- and
then sailed for Helford under genoa. This was stowed off the entrance and we motored
up the river and anchored off Helford village. A very pleasant anchorage, a bright sunny day
and a calm evening. (11 miles).
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Next morning started a bit dull with little wind. Pity we did not have more time to enjoy
these places, but we had to press on. Weighed at 10.20 and motored out, setting all plain sail to
a light N.E. wind. We sailed for a short time but were motoring again before long. This was
the pattern for the day, a bit of sailing, a bit of motoring and drifting with the tide. The sun
came out shortly before we left, and it became very hot. I doubt if I have ever felt heat like it in
these parts -- it was painful to put a foot on the deck without a shoe on. We rounded the
Lizard in flat calm on the tide, until we met a back eddy coming out of Mounts Bay, and as no
one was paying attention to what was going on this almost caused us to round it again,
backwards. The engine had to be called upon to rectify this. We went out to sea a bit to find
the favourable tide again. During the afternoon we got a breeze from the N.N.W. 2/3, which
brought us up to Newlyn where we berthed alongside a trot of fishing boats at 19.25. A warm
sunny evening after a very hot day. (42 miles).
Friday was dull and cooler. The crew made an early start and took a bus to Penzance,
leaving the Skipper aboard to keep ship. More trouble with the gas regulator, which was smelling again. Tried ashore to get a replacement and failed, so attacked it with gasket goo which
seemed to work. Suffered from considerable fishing boat activity. We had already been up in
the early hours of the morning to let one out, having been assured that we were in a quiet
berth. Now four of them tried to get inside us, all more or less at the same time. At one stage
we were lying facing in towards the quay across the bows of all four of them, and being single
handed it was not easy to get the boat back alongside again. They made no effort to help, and
did not seem to give a damn. Shortly after the crew returned, and when another fisherman
tried to get inside us again we let go and went to sea. We had been going to sail anyway after
lunch, but had had enough dents both in our topsides and our morale. At 10.50 we left
Newlyn with a firm intention not to visit it again and sailed for Scilly. No sun today, and wind
between N.W. and N. 3/4. Sailed and motor-sailed to make the best use of the tide with a bit
of head sea which was not much help. At 13.45 sighted the islands, and with the tide turning
northwards, decided to go around the north coast to New Grimsby. Off the N.E. corner we
met up with a nasty tide race and the tide running E. around the top of the island. This was
another lesson learned -- it would have been much better to have gone in St. Mary’s sound and
over the flats to New Grimsby. It took quite a bit of time and engine to punch that tide past
Round Island and into the sound, but eventually we got there and picked up a mooring at
18.45. (35 miles). There were several patches of drizzle with a cool head wlnd all day, and this,
together with the scars on the boat from Newlyn did not help to make it a good day.
Saturday dull and cool with light N.N.E. wind. Visited Tresco gardens in the morning -everything seemed to be dying for the want of water -- and took an easy afternoon. The sun
came out but the wind was cool -- made preparations for sea. At 21.35 we cast off from
mooring and left Sciily for home. Motored out, set main (2 rolls) and mizen. No help from the
wind, so left staysail lashed to pulpit and motored on with main and mizen barely filling on
course. Usual lump outside sound which became more regular as we got away from the islands.
During the night the alternator warning light started to come on but the ammeter continued to
show charge -- which does one believe? It was a fine bright night with the wind varying, so
that at times the course could be steered and at others it could not. The sea was full of lights
with shoals of fish swimming away from the boat, making it glow -- very spectacular. Passed
several coasters and had to give way to one quite close by. Progress was not very good, with
only light wind and a nasty head sea. At 07.00, with 45 miles on the log we set the staysail and
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tried to sail as close as possible to the course. This was more comfortable but a bit of help was
still needed from below. By 09.30 the wind had fallen light and ahead, so the staysail was
stowed again and the engine speeded up -- a dull cool day. At midday we set the staysail again
to W.N.W. 3 and by 15.00 with 90 miles upwe had a west 5 with a bit of sea getting up and
spray beginning to fly around. Eased engine down to slow, but kept it running to help through
the jump. This did not last long, however, because it started to run a bit unevenly and then
died altogether. Probably an air lock due to the tank getting down a bit and the fuel slopping
around in it. There was no rush of volunteers to go below to bleed the fuel system in the prevailing conditions so the voyage continued without. The breeze remained fresh in the upper
force 5 range with a lumpy sea, some of which was inclined to come aboard. We were barely
laying the course and would now be making more leeway -- it would probably be lucky if we
made up as far as Ballycotton. There were black clouds around and some heavy showers
passed over us -- not very pleasant. 19.00 had 110 miles on the log and got D.F. bearings of
Old Head of Kinsale and Ballycotton, which gave a position so close to dead reckoning that it
was hard to accept, but would indicate that Ballycotton was more or less ahead. At 22.00 the
Old Head light was sighted away to port and the loom of Mine Head light on clouds to the
N.E., and shortly after Ballycotton appeared on the bow. The wind was now easing and the sea
becoming less also. During the night the wind became rather light and variable and progress
very slow, but it did free us enough to be able to lie into Gyleen where we tacked ship at 05.00.
We should have changed the staysail for genoa but did not like to call the crew after a rather
unpleasant night out. As we came up to Roches Point an attempt was made to start the engine
but to no avail, so we beat up the harbour and into Crosshaven, where we picked up a vacant
mooring off the pier at 09.10, almost 36 hours out from Scilly. (142 miles). Later the club
motor boat towed us up river to our own mooring, where we cleared Customs and made ready
to go home for a bath and bed.
This was a good cruise -- it started badly by being held up for a week. The total distance
was just 700 miles. I think the crew enjoyed it -- mostly anyway -- and whether they come
again or not remains to be seen! This meant that a three week programme had to be completed
in a fortnight, which did not leave much time for exploring the places visited, and that three
weeks supply of bonded stores had to be consumed in a fortnight. There were also troubles
with the gas works, autopilot and finally the engine, but once we got away the weather was just
wonderful and certainly a good time was had by all. Very little engine was used on the way out,
but with calms and head winds coming back it was called upon quite a lot, until it died on us. It
failed a couple of times later in the season, but the trouble has since been found and sorted out.
Brendan has also been diagnosed, but he has still to be cured.
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SAI SEE TO BRITTANY
by Brian Law
Sai See departed Strangford Lough on Friday, July 9, crewed by Brian and Rosie Law,
children Paddy and David, 9 and 6 years and George Blair, age undisclosed. In loose company
with Ainmara, our intention was to cruise the Brittany coast -- this was our first mistake. A
slog against southerly winds brought us into Arklow on the morning of the day Ruffian was
lost. A further motoring match, mainsail sheeted taught, teeth gritting and we were in the
Scillies by Tuesday morning.
Friday the 14th. Departed Old Grimsby in very light winds, motored and sunbathed
through the day, entering the Chenal du Four just as darkness fell, Willie Winkie Land,
arrived Camaret 02.15 Saturday. A beat through the Toulinguet Passage, motoring to windward again to catch the tide through the Raz de Sein, and then, at last, mizen staysail up and
broad reaching to Audierne. Monday and visibility less than half a mile most of the day while
rounding the Pte. de Penmarch and into Benodet.
The next day was only the second sail of the cruise, 7 V2 knots, broad reaching under No.
2, main and mizen, perfect conditions to Concarneau. We now believed our luck had changed
-- blind fools that we were, a dirty great high pressure system was building up 300 miles west
of Shannon, with us 600 miles from home. Mutter we might, but northerlies we had. A beat
back to Audierne, a close reach to the Raz, we tack through the wind and just lay up to
Douarnenez. Tactics again with a close reach to Ushant but that was it, the Scillies almost dead
to windward u beat, motor-sail, beat and we rested a day while Ainmara, who had gone
further south, caught us up.
Wednesday, off at 16.30, motor-sailing to lay Dunmore East in a N.E. × N. 4. Twenty
four hours later, with Hook Head due north, distant five miles,’ the wind went west, Hooray!
and we turned hard right, up spinnaker and off we go. Four hours later, making 2 knots, St.
Patrick’s Bridge IA mile ahead and daylight fading. Started engine once again to anchor off
Carne pier in St. Margaret’s Bay at 22.45.
Friday the 30th, wind N.W. x N., we break off motor-sailing to call for gish and chips
and fresh milk at Wicklow. Turned into our bunks at 02.30 Saturday in Howth, after entertaining a stream of visitors ranging from Winkie Nixon to a red bearded, temporarily
expatrioted, thirsty I.O.M. coastguard.
Two and a half hours later we were plugging north, beating up to Rockabill, where the
engine was started again. Not for long this time, a nasty knocking noise, heads like sawdust
and morale at an all time low, with a sixty mile beat home -- this cruising is a great life if you
don’t weaken. Entered Ardglass in the dark under sail and then caught the tide into Strangford the next morning.
By God, next year we’ll wet our finger and go the way the wind blows.
Sailed 320. 6 miles. Power 766. 8 miles. Total -- 1087. 4 miles.
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SINGLE-HANDED TO ZEELAND
by Tony Morton
I got down to Sung Foon at Burnham late on Saturday, July 31, not having seen her since
April, and by Sunday evening was ready for sea. I sailed on the ebb at 17.15, with the wind
westerly, force 3, and forecast to freshen to 5 or 6. At 22.15 1 was off the Sunk Light Vessel, by
which time the wind had gone north-westerly and had freshened, and in the next hour, as I ran
towards the Galloper in a lumpy sea, I progressively shortened sail to No. 1 jib alone.
It was a dark and not too com.fo~table night, but happily with very few ships about, and
the wincl kept north-westerly force 5 to 6 so that I kept up a steady 4¼ knots. With the dawn
on Monday I reset the maip, well reefed, and by 06.45 was three miles due north of the North
Hinder L.V., whence I shaped course to make the Middle bank buoy near the Pilot Cutter
Station at the entrance to the Zeegat van Zierikzee.
By 11.30, with visibility about 5 to 8 miles, I had SBZ buoy abeam and my landfall mark
two miles ahead. The next three hours were rather unpleasant, as, with a westerly force 6
onshore wind, a strong contrary stream, a rough sea and few shore marks in sight, I made my
way between the banks up to the Westgat. However, by 14.30 1 was well into the channel, and,
the stream turning in my favour, I was soon in the Schaar van Roggenplaat, and speeding
between the artificial islands of the controversial Ooste Schelde Dam. I entered the Zierikzee
Canal and berthed in the yacht berths on the west bank at 17.45, having made the 121 miles
passage in just over 24 hours.
The wind remained fresh throughout the night, but it passed comfortably and peacefully.
Next morning, after a leisurely start, I had a most enjoyable walk-about through the attractive
town of Zierikzee, which was very crowded and enjoying a children’s market day. Having
completed my shopping, I returned on board hoping to catch the flood stream up the estuary,
only to find it was th~ annual maintenance day for the sea locks.
There was much gloomy talk of 7.00 p.m. at the best; but, just after 15.00 there were signs
that all was complete. I got under way only to find a diver down on the sill of the lock and so
had a further long wait before clearing the canal. However, by this time the wind has eased to
south-westerly, force 3, and the stream was flooding hard.
I had a good passage up the Keeten and Mastgat and turning in Off Bruinis.~e ai 18.00,
caught the lock into the Grevelingen. Subsequently berthing, and then re-berthing in the first
marina on the port hand.
After a good night and pleasant shopping in Bruinisse itself, I set off mid-morning on
Wednesday August 4, and had a pleasant beat against a force 3 to 4 north-westerly breeze to
Brouwers Haven, where I berthed in the old town. I had a walk-around, admiring the church
and buildings, and then set off again towards the work harbour at the sea dam. After quick
looks at the work harbour and the harbour at Scharendijke, which were both very crowded, I
anchored very comfortably in 15 feet in a pleasant spot at the entrance to Kabbelaars-Guel, off
the eastern end of Middelplaat, just before 18.00 to the comfort of a good forecast.
The next day I was under sail by 10.30 with a pleasant northerly breeze, and had a good
run down Rede Brouwers Haven, thence past Stampers Plaat, where there appeared to be some
good places to secure close inshore, and so down the main channel of Grevelingen to the locks
at Bruinisse. I then had a grand run/reach up the Krammer and Zuid Vlije against the ebb with
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a force 3 north-westerly breeze. Off Zeehonden Plaat, where the new canal from Antwerp joins,
the barge traffic became very heavy. From there past Galatheese Haven, which was completely
dried out, I continued my passage to Volkeraksluizen, where there was a very long wait, with
great hazard to the cross trees as the.barges roared out of the locks, followed by a mad mel6e in
the locks themselves.
This long drawn out and at times hair-raising experience eventually came to an end, and
just before sunset I escaped into the Haringvliet. With sunset the breeze died away and the
engine chose the opportunity to play-up; but I anchored off the south-east shore of
Tiengematen Island in 12 feet, where I found a friend from the locks, the Dutch barge yacht
Bacchus, already there, together with myriads of green flies which swarmed around my gas
lamp.
Friday 6th dawned, still with a heavy mist. The latter soon gave way to hot sun, and I bade
farewell toBacchus at 10.50, setting off "ghosting" in light airs towards Den Bommel. Here
two lively Dutch twin boys and their cousin rowed out, and diving over the side of their
dinghy, boarded me. This cheerful Netherlands maritime success was a most enjoyable interlude, and brought a good north-westerly breeze in its train.
In mid-afternoon I entered Meneerscheplat, which I had remembered as a very good night
stop in 1973 and 1974, only to find it occupied by two enormous crane/dredgers. Resisting the
temptation to dart through the open lock gates at speed under sail into and up the canal to
Middelharnis, I left the harbour and made my way across the Haringvliet to the entrance of the
Spui.
With the north-west wind now force 5, I had a grand reach up the Spui, which, although it
had been "improved" navigationally, looked much less attractive than when I last saw it.
Having passed a sad looking Oude Bejerland, I entered the Oude Maas at 17.00 and set off
towards Dordrecht against the stream. Failing to take the chance to go into the marina at
Heersjandam and, finding that neither of the two berthing places at Puttershoek offered other
than an uncomfortable night, much disturbed by the wash of the barge traffic, I had no choice
but to push on against the strengthening stream.
With sunset the wind went north and eased, and I had to start the engine east of
Puttershoek. There followed a slow, and tiring passage in the gathering gloom through the
outskirts of Dordrecht and down the Dordsche Kil, in which the adverse stream proved
stronger still, especially off the Wieldrecht ferry, and through which the barge traffic appeared
to get heavier and heavier.
I eventually reached the southern end of the Dordsche Kil off Willemsdorp at 21.30, and
decided to go across the Hollandsche Diep to Moerdijk, which was well-lit with an easy
entrance. However, on arrival there I found that yachts were not welcome and so turned sadly
away towards Strijensas. This, although shallow in the approaches, proved to be well-lit and I
felt my way in and secured to a floating pipe/pontoon in the marina amidst the rushes at 23.45
-- and so went wearily to bed.
Saturday 7th started grey and damp with a north-easterly force 3 to 4, but Strijensas had
provided a most sheltered and peaceful night, broken only by the rustling of rushes. I slipped
out at 09.00 and set off down the Hollandsche Diep to Willemstad, where I berthed in the inner
harbour. Willemstad proved itself its usual attractive but crowded self and my shopping was
soon complete, so that I was under way again in half an hour towards the Volderaksluizen.
The wait there was much shorter than on the preceding Thursday evening; but the "drama" on
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entry was greater, and it was only with the fiercest holding on and full astern that a desperate
surge ahead by Sung Foon was restrained and the yachts ahead spared a most unwelcome and
improper assault. This was not the end, other yachts surged around, one being whirled round
through 180 degrees or more. However, eventually a measure of peace was achieved, and all
escaped without any damage, except to pride.
Catching the ebb on clearing the locks, I had a very good run down the Volkerak and Krammer
with a north-easterly force 3 to 4, and, making over 6 knots, "shot" the narrows at Bruinisse.
Thence with the breeze freshening to force 5 I had a fine reach down the Keeten and then
southward down the Vaarwater towards the Zuidbevland Canal entrance at Wemeldinge.
On reaching the Oosterschelde I again picked up the ebb and took it back past Goes to
Zandkreek and the entrace to the Veerse-Meer. The passage of neither of these was easy in the
strong breeze; but all went well, and by 18.50 1 was on my way up the Veerse-Meer, passing
Quasar, another Burnham "Stella" just outside the lock. The wind stayed north-easterly force
5, and I was able to anchor in sozr.,e 5 feet of water, close inshore in the lee of a wood, about
half a mile south-east of Geersdyk Lights in company with a very friendly Dutch barge yacht.
The night passed peacefully and comfortably, although the north-easterly wind did not
ease, and on a beautiful sunny Sunday morning I made sail and weighed without misadventure
despite the shallow water and vast quantities of weed on the anchor. The Veerse-Meer was
crowded but, with many good anchorages, most attractive as I made my way down to De Piet
and thence up to anchor in the lee of the dam for lunch. As I came back towards Veere
through the channel east of Mosselplat I saw a barge making for the canal entrance and
pursued it at best speed, just managing to get everything ready and sneak into the lock before
the gates closed.
Leaving the locks in a strong north-easterly wind, I ran down the canal under No. 1 jib
alone and secured alongside in the outer harbour at Middelburg an hour later. Middelburg
proved to be a very interesting, convenient and comfortable stopping place with good
shopping and facilities.
At 11.00 on Monday 9th, after storing, I disentangled myself from the other boats and
without too much delay cleared the two bridges, although the period when yachts and barges
were all under way between the two closed bridges in a strong north-easterly wind had its tense
moments. I reached Flushing shortly after midday and berthed near the sea lock to make my
final preparations for sea and the passage to Harwich.
I cleared the lock into the Schelde at about 14.30 and caught the first of the ebb down the
Wielingen channel. As I made my way down the channel the wind continued to freshen and
the seas got rougher, and, although already well reefed, I soon had to further reduce sail.
At 17.30 well to seaward of Zeebrugge I shaped course for the Galloper and on a broad
reach in heavy and confused seas was driving along too fast at nearly 7 knots, and so I again
shortened sail to a fully reefed main and storm jib -- a wet and uncomfortable process.
I took my departure from the Groote Bank buoy at 19.15 and made for the Galloper. An
astonishing purpleish-pink sunset heralded a long, uncomfortable, wet but moonlit night with
much shipping. I found that I could get some rest by waiting until things looked clear with
nothing inside 5 miles, setting the Smith’s Pinger for 12 minutes and then slumping on my
bunk until it rang.
Shortly after midnight a large super tanker obviously became interested in me and altered
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course to pass close to me, which he did. He gave me a cheerful shout as he went by, but my
reply was not so enthusiastic.
I passed the Galloper at 02.15 and was off the Sunk just after dawn. The wind was steadily
moderating, but by 08.15 I was off Harwich town. After speaking with the skipper of the
Felixstbwe Ferry, he called the Customs for me, and I secured alongside his pontoon as soon as
he had left. The Customs were friendly and quick, and fifteen minutes later I was on my way
up river towards Wo, lverstone marina, where I secured at 10.15 -- 106 miles from Middelburg
in just under 24 hours.
I spent an easy and rather dopey day squaring off and cleaning up the boat in bright and
warm sunshine and then went early to bed for a long quiet night. On Wednesday morning I
made a gentle start and was clear of the marina by 09.00. Then followed a long day of drifting
in light airs down the river and past the Naze, Walton and Frinton .until, as the afternoon
progressed, off Clapton the wind freshened to force 5 from the east and I made for Brightlingsea and Pyefleet Creek, where I anchored at 19.15. Although the creek was crowded I had
a good peaceful night.
I awoke on the morning of Thursday 12th, to find visibility less than 100 yards, although
this soon cleared under the strong sun. Shortly after 09.00 1 weighed under sail but the wind
was so light and fickle that I had to start the engine. However, after two hours the wind
freshened from the east and I had a good reach down towards the Buxey beacon, and across
the Ray Sand Channel into the Crouch, where I had a good run to my buoy off Tucker
Brown’s. So ended a good ’cruise’ of some 437 miles in 11 days.

Yacht Ostro. Southampton to Gibraltar, June 1976,
and other comments.
by J. A. Kilkenny
We are sailors because of the mystery and fascination of the oceans, the beauty in desolate
places, the various aspects of wind propulsion and, of course, the excitement of racing. Our
policy, by I.C~C. standards is certainly unorthodox, probably haphazard, often bound in
perversity. In order that fellow members may understand us, and lest our Hon. Sec. should call
out names next time, recent remarks suggest that he might, we will say not just what we did this
season, so much as methods employed, what sort of basic stuff goes to make up our chosen
version of the entertainment, and thus, hopefully present the widest picture.
We are six or so in number, dinghy sailors for much of the season. When we go deep sea
we may often charter a cruising boat, or occasionally, as happened this time, deliver one somewhere for someone in exchange for the entertainment -- no more. We are all of us Skippers, of
course, a situation which is unique, vastly resourceful, but sometimes a bit delicate. We like to
feel the sails doing their stuff, are gourmet cooks and though disparaging in our remarks about
electronic aids and the sort of sailors they breed, have never failed to use tfiem enthusiastically,
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unless the aids failed first.
There is a reason here why we continue to sponsor dinghy sailing, the I.D.R.A. 14’ in fact,
tolerant of old bones. The rarer skills of helmsmanship, and subtle awareness of winds and
seas are often a mystery to the fellow brought up in a keel boat, whereas we can at least know
about them and study them. The I.C.C. already has its share of illustrious names that have
come this way. Additionally our group can lay ambitious claim to much genuine and successful, if intrepid cruising in these little boats between Arklow and Carlingford. In parallel,
however, we must confess an equal interest in the scope of the larger craft, and currently elect
to enjoy both.
Our cruise ship this time was a "Carbineer" 44 ketch, virtually brand new, L.O.A. 13.6m,
× 3.7m beam, x 1.8m draught, a motor-sailer in fa6t, which, with its 88m2 of sail area, sailed well.
We left Southampton on the evening of the 7th June, arrived Lorient on the morning of the
10th, Bayona on the 13th, Vigo 14th, Lisbon 16th, Villa Moura on the Algarve on the 19th and
Gibraltar on the 24th. The owner and his crew arrived as planned and took over on the 26th
June. The weather was splendid, although we could have asked for better winds much of the
time. The start, always significant, was a dramatic departure past the Needles into the setting
sun, with a liberal southerly and good prospects, the working classes ashore, forgotten.
Ours are usually strange boats, and one of the big things is making sure they are O.K., so
to speak. The scrutiny takes about a day and has the added advantage that it also makes the
crew familiar with what they have to work with. Paramount here are emergency provisions and
the ability to visualize what might, in certain circumstances, happen. The rather large area of
glass in the wheelhouse/bridge of our "Carbineer" caused us our only real concern, with the
Bay of Biscay in prospect, though we agreed to accept Messrs. Moody’s assurances on their
design, and to act cautiously if necessary. We continue, however, to hold these reservations. It
is interesting that the latest Moody product albeit in a somewhat different category has very
noticeably less glass.
Alternatives in the way of hazard avoidance, back up or substitute gear and equipment are
important with us. Our policy towards actual repairs precludes all but the most essential items,
ashore as well as at sea, due to the possibility of accidental damage or even argument at times.
We make a collection of serial numbers, pressures and the like and we don’t trust electronic gear anyway. A vital consideration here is that we usually have dates to make, which, in
our experience, cannot over long distances be assured under sail alone, without special built in
allowances, often costly. Engines therefore, must be provided and must work.
Our "Carbineer" (there was no evidence that we didn’t own it) probably accounted for a
lot of our popularity. We played it low, however, in newly Socialist Portugal with the election
an immediate prospect. The luxuries aboard, however, constituted abnormal adjuncts to our
cruising experience. It was a beautiful piece of furniture, both within and without which
invited the utmost care. Along with the usual performance and attitude meters, it had an
electric repeater grid compass, long distance two-way radio and D.F., autopilot and radar,
stereo, of course, together with the ordinary compass Sestrel pattern at the second steering
position on deck. Incidentally, the only steering compass of any value in a yacht, in our
opinion is the grid compass, and this other well-known object mounted on the steering~pedestal
would appear to be there primarily because it looks well on the designer’s drawing board~ and
is responsible for both helmsman strain and much bad steering. It can, of course, be used for
taking bearings and for us, since we really had no steering to do, except in and out of ports it
didn’t matter this’time, but have had to tolerate it on previous occasions.
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Despite the variety of aids available we managed to miss our turn southwards at Ushant,
through reliance on a well-known make of digital log, later proved to be under-reading by
17.7%.
Our opinions on the reliability of electronic equipment were confirmed here. The D.F.
section of a most elaborate radio installation had already passed out in mid-channel
although Moody’s had spent an entire day on it. We weren’t prepared to credit the radar,
regarding the log as basic and more reliable. Anyway, the radar itself passed out quietly some
days afterwards. It had an exposed scanner half way up the mizen mast, an invitation to every
halyard, but it wasn’t that.
Celestial position finding for the first time in the season should preferably not be forced
on you. A gradual and preplanned introduction is to be preferred. On this occasion, however,
we had turned S.S.W. in deep water and no sign of France on a bright sunny morning. A
latitude at noon, an easy one to start with, put us due west of Lorient, and we chose to run
down the port, in the old sailing ship fashion, thus avoiding all arguments about longitude,
and the possibile embarrassment about getting it wrong. There is an interesting insight into our
pride here which probably applies to most sailors. We could probably have obtained a QDR
and other position information from Brest Radio, or easier still, have asked the French Navy
whom we met; we preferred to remain independent on our own resources.
Sunsights and starsights are like a taste for drink, for us, but the ability to handle them is,
in our opinion, imperative for all boats which go any distance from land. Our personal standby kit bag, besides the conventional parallel rules etc., contains a Walker trailed log and ’G’
clamp, a lead line, a sextant, Burton’s Versine tables, our chronometer, thermometer, and
Brown’s nautical almanac. The most expensive item here was probably the almanac. The
sextant was £5 albeit some time ago, and the log something less. The handier Burtons 4 figure
Versines was substituted for Inmans Haversines some time ago. We don’t use tables of
computed Altitude and Azmuth I~ecause we haven’t got them. The log rotor had to be replaced
one time because a fish ate it. Compare these things however with the modern substitutes not
just for price, but for reliability and entertainment value. Whilst we admire the other, we get
much of the fun from this stuff.
The chronometer is, in fact, electronic but we made it ourselves. It is basically from an
inexpensive kit for an electronic watch, with its battery, capacity fortified and marine glue
sealed in a specially made case. It gives hours, minutes, seconds, and the Greenwich date with
truly remarkable accuracy, and undoubtedly accounts for the new success in sights experienced. It is operated by one fellow sitting on the deck, who calls out the seconds in sequence to
the man with the sextant -- a two man job here, but could be otherwise. It is far superior to
any mechanical watch.
¯ The sextant is an old and rather heavy vernier pattern, which was originally difficult to use
because of a worn section at the beginning of the scale. It has recently, however, had a 20°
index error incorporated in it by moving the index glass. Not a difficult operation and it
completely eliminates the problem. It has become a septant as a result.
Readings of stars is difficult in these lower latitudes because of the quick twilight and the
vast number visible. Finding them in time is even difficult. A good dodge we found, having
identified our star was to invert the sextant and bring the horizon up to the star. This we found
allows you to keep your eye on it. The conventional method of dropping the star to the horizon
invariably results in loosing it or reading the wrong one.
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We find the new metric charts disappointing. The old imperial ones, regardless of scale,
gave as much information, particularly about coasts, as could physically be included. These
things blandly refer you to the larger Scale plans which, in most cases, we hadn’t got. All that
Spanish and Portugese coast has its equivalent of the Arklow banks requiring respect. The
Admiralty Pilot is a great help, but even so, we had difficulty in gaining information. Those
small scale metric charts, despite their printed warnings, are inclined to give people used to the
old pattern a false sense of security at times. A further problem in this category is that the sea
here is inclined to become stratified in layers of varying temperatures, which foxes the echo
sounder, causing it to jump suddenly from vast depths to 8 or 9 metres -- and the watch to
jump even further.
The thermometer can predict the onset of fog conditions, and this is its job. Most fog
occurs in relatively quiet conditions, when the moisture-laden sea breeze blows over water
which is colder than it. The lower layers are reduced below its dew point. If the temperature of
the water is at, or below, that of the air, in lightish winds from seaward expect fog. We did in
fact meet these conditions consistently, south of Lisbon, and had the satisfaction of having
included them in the ship’s forecast.
We produce our own weather map every day using the synopsis, pressures, and wind
directions from the B.B.C. shipping forecasts. Outside these areas the information is available,
but coded, or in foreign languages. It is usually possible though by local observation to extend
a map far outside the conventional limits.
We aim to be able to work without pencils and dividers if required. An example of this
type of performance is our method of dealing with currents on the approach to a coast. In this
area currents were not well charted, as far as we knew, and something of a mystery to us. Some
were detectable by watching the velocity of the ’suds’ after the waves had broken. For others,
liable to set us sideways, we employed our dodge of picking a point ahead on the coast and
keeping the bow on it for 10 minutes or as long as we might dare. The entry to Lisbon between
the banks is what springs to mind. The width of the deep channel here is 6° or so, extending
outwards 7.5 miles, and centred on the inner leading light. We were being set south-eastwards
by the current and a vigorous wind. The change of bearing on the outer, south side light in 10
minutes was 5°, which at 7 miles average distance works out at a 3.6 knots current (5 × 7 x 6
divided by 60). Since this was the component at right angles to our own 7 knots, it needed an
offset of 30° towards the north, 3.6 divided by 7 equals .5 or so which is the sine of 30°. All of
this, with a little practice, can be done in your head as you steer or moniter somebody else
steering.
If the current happens to be at an angle to your desired tract it must be broken down a
little further into sine, the offset, and cosine, the gain or loss in speed. The basic angles of 30°,
45° and 606. are, close enough as approximations, being .5, .7 and .9 for the sines, and the
reciprocals .9, .7 and .5 for the cosines, easy to remember, no drawing, and entirely adequate.
The other business of devising the initial angle, more sensitive to its size, depends on the
geometric phenomenon that with an hypotenuse of 60 units, a side will subtend an angle up to
40° or so, equal in number of degrees to its length expressed in units of the hypotenuse
approximately.
Most I.C.C.members, unfortunately, and others too, regard these processes with horror,
almost as some form of black magic. They derive, in fact, from our problems experienced in
racing Folkboats and similar small craft on wet nights with wet charts, and guessing the boat
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speed anyway. The process requires little active thought. By subtraction get the angle the
current makes with your track. If it is behind your ear it helps, in front it retards. Most
currents around our coasts are one to three knots, and well known. If it is 30° or near it, and
running at say 2 knots, the offset is 1 knot (i.e. 2 × .5), the speed variation 1.8 knots (i.e. 2 ×
.9).The 1 knot offset may then be converted to a course change by dividing by the boat speed,
say 4 knots and multiplying by 60, which works out at 15 o. Simple and worth perfecting, and
the process is standard to all cases. You must, however, be able to estimate the size of an angle
by sight, and with reasonable accuracy without drawing it, needs practice only.
We managed, by car of course, to get really far inland on the Algarve, where the splendid
Villamoura Marina looked after the boat for us. This place was our key to freedom, since we
cannot, under other circumstances, leave these boats unattended. This is the other ingredient
of the cruising holiday for us. The ritual ashore, universally well covered by any travel book, is
not specialist material and merits little mention except to say that one without the other is a bit
bleak. It must be good to see land again or a vital element is missing. We plan our shore leave
and wish we knew languages better. To sail as far as we did, flying fish included, simply to
return here is unthinkable. Racing gives us Our purely nautical thrills, but cruising is going
somewhere, and being somewhere by boat, with all the complex paraphernalia of sailing and
the territorial explorations, too.
The foregoing is but a sample. The ports of call already mentioned show you 1,027 miles
of relatively ordinary cruising material. With this abrupt insight, however, our fellow members
probably understand a little more about us..Our thanks are due for their tolerance and help,
and not least to a discerning and generous owner for a stout ship. In both cases we hope to
have contributed something.

SPORADIC CRUISING
by Raymond Fielding
This season found Hugh Coveney, Clayton Love and myself boatless. While waiting to
take a few bites out of the Big Apple we decided to go cruising in Greece. We invited a friend,
Jim Barry and our respective wives to join us and went, a party of eight, at the.end of August.
To anyone who has never cruised in Greece, it is paradise with a capital P -- islands, sun,
beaches and warm sea water. We chartered two Maxi 95s, part of a fleet of seven, and had the
time of our sailing lives. These boats, designed by the Swede Pelle Pettersen, and built in his
factory, areideal for the area. Fore and aft cabins, large saloon and cockpit with tables in
both, not over-canvassed and diesel engines which worked, which makes a good charter boat.
They were almost new. Hugh and I took one boat and Jim and Clayton the other. The fleet is
accompanied by a motor yacht as mother ship, which had a bar, restaurant, duty free and
diesel. Their interference is minimal and stages for the cruise in company are rather loosely set.
We usually only bothered them to get more blocks of ice for the freezer via R.T. with which all
the fleet are equipped.
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We joined the boats in Volos, which is one hour’s piston flight north of Athens, where we
had overnighted from the 4 hour London Trident flight. Having put our gear and stores
aboard and attended a briefing session on the M.Y. Paringa, we set off on our yacht Pedina,
down the Gulf of Volos. We had light headwinds throughout most of our holiday and were not
complaining that the fresh meltemi or N.E. wind never blew. We spent the night under Alatas
island and attended a barbecue ashore. Next day (Saturday August 28), in a flat calm sea we
motored through Trikeri Channel and crossed to the Island of Skiathos. Spent that night in a
small harbour in the corner of Koukonares beach and dined ashore in Skiathos Palace Hotel.
Skiathos is a lovely wooded, well watered island and is certainly the nicest one that I have ever
been to. On the Sunday we motor-sailed around the next headland and anchored off the first
of many sandy beaches, many of which are inaccessible from the land. Later to the town of
Skiathos, where we lay for the night and dined in a little restaurant above the harbour, where
bunches of grapes grew over the table. Most of the waiters in these establishments seem to
know Cork and Dublin well, as they spend their winters on Greek merchant ships.
The next week seemed to pass in a quick succession of delightful days, when we visited the
other islands in the Sporades Group, Skopelos, Alonisos, Peristeri and Pelagos. The latter two
are uninhabited except for seasonal goatherds and a lone monk in a monastery on a clifftop on
the latter. We thought as we passed that he was having some difficulty identifying our I.C.C.
burgee! We usually contrived to visit several anchorages each day, and in all, seemed to cover a
distance like from Cork to the Mizen and return. Charts and pilots were supplied on the boats
and navigation was not very difficult. The whole area was rather quiet; except for Skiathos and
we saw few other boats and little merchant shipping, except for island ferries and local caiques
of varying sizes. We spent some delightful times anchored off the numerous sandy beaches
around Skiathos. Often we made our passages around lunch time to keep cool from the

intensely hot sun. All too soon we were back in the Gulf of Volos, spending one of our last
nights on the small island of Paleo Trikeri, whose maifi town is unbelieveably primitive.
I could thoroughly recommend this holiday to other I.C.C. members. The sea is tepid for
bathing and there is ample opportunity for sunbathing. The Greek food, to my mind, could be
a lot better, but some of our party seemed to like it. An Aegean I.C.C. rally with a block
booking of the fleet for one fortnight might be considered some time in the future. On our way
back up the Gulf, we passed the Greek Home Fleet assembled and at action stations, with
assault troops on deck. Turkey was but a few hours steaming time away and just then there
was a vigourous protest over drilling rights off Lesbos. We dipped ensign without avail; but
perhaps they had better things to be doing. All too soon we had to return our boats. Our
sister ship lost a set of goggles and flippers but our minerals cost us more than their hard stuff,
so we called it quits. Taking advantage of our stopover in Athens on the way home, we went up
by car to Lavrion to see G.R.P. ketches being built by Olympic Yachts, where many foreign
yachts seemed to be wintering. It is hard by the Temple of Poseidon at Sounion, where we
called to pay our respects to that God who, so far, has been more than kind. That night we
dined on the quayside in Piraeus yacht harbour under a full moon. In front of us lay a new
Holland Two-tonner Nemea, a smaller near sister to our next communal chariot. Please God
we will be back to see Greece again if we all survive next season.
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DUBROVNIK
TO ANDRAITX
IN
FINGAL OF HOWTH
by John Gore-Grimes
Drawings by Bob Fannin
"v

Fingal is a Nicholson 38 Auxiliary Ketch, owned by Christopher Gore-Grimes. She is
moored, for the moment, at Andraitx in Majorca. During the summer of 1976 Fingal was
sailed to Porto Cervo in Sardinia by Tony Walsh. Anthony Gore-Grimes took her from
Sardinia to Corfu and Christopher Gore-Grimes spent a pleasant time sailing around the
Ionian Islands and later in the Adriatic, before leaving Fingal at Gruz, the port which serves
Dubrovnik. This account concerns the return trip from Yugoslavia to Majorca.
Fingal left Gruz at 16.50 on 16 August, crewed by Bob Fannin, Tom O’Gorman,
Brendan Murray, Gerard Kavanagh and myself. We moved out into a lumpy and fairly windy
Adriatic, having first checked out with much form filling with pleasant officials. The policeman had said "your father very funny man". The Customs men tapped their heads and
agreed. Our heads, after the previous night’s celebrations, nodded sympathetically. Our course
to take us close to the Albanian territorial waters boundary was 163°. Brendan the navigator
was relieved when we found that close-hauled we were unable to point higher than 170°, a
course which would take us to Ortranto on the Italian coast, safely clear of Albania.
The first night at sea was bumpy and a squid which Tom had demolished with relish in
Dubrovnik the night before, took its revenge. The squid rumbled for a while, and when it
decided to come out it made use of every available exit, leaving a debilitated Tom in some
considerable confusion. The Avon dinghy on the stern derricks slipped one of its canvas slings,
and we were lucky to retrieve it by hauling it out of the water on the mizen halyard. At dawn
on Tuesday 17 August the wind veered, allowing us to free sheets and eventually to set a
spinnaker. The navigator instructed the helmsman not to sail by the lee, just in case a sensitive
Albanian patrol boat might misinterpret a Chinese gibe.
The day was warm and our thoughts of Dubrovnik pleasant. It is a most picturesque city.
Its main street is stone slabbed and lined with beautiful late Renaissance houses. There are
small, steep and twisting streets leading off the main street with many comforting taverns. The
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restaurants, open air markets and shops confirmed our impression of Yugoslavia as a sort of
Communist heretic. The wind dropped, the genoa was bagged and as evening approached the
sea flattened and we proceeded under engine. Gerry said that it was great to be "out foreign in
the Adriatic", as we settled into liberal helpings of Irish brown bread, smoked salmon and
Kerrygold, all washed down with the occasional measure of Paddy. Brendan took a running
fix on the Brindisi D.F. and having established speed, position, etc., he expounded on the
theory of the increased coefficient of cavitation. We nodded wisely but silently and Brendan
was not s’atisfied until somebody finally told him to shut up. The moon came up red over
Albania, but turned an expedient yellow as it started to illuminate the Italian coastline.,
The night was warm and calm, and shortly after midnight, Wednesday 18 August we
picked up the light on Othonoi Island, which lies to the north of Corfu. We passed that island
at 05.00 and motored on to Vroulias Bay on the north shore of Corfu, where we swam and
spent time scrubbing about one half of the weed off the bottom of the boat. We motored into
the North Channel, which separates Albania and Corfu. This passage had been closed to
navigation for twelve years, after the minings of H.M. Destroyers Saumarez and Volage in
1946. Britain has not spoken to Albania since. The narrowest part is one mile across and as we
passed down the centre we saw Greeks in a watch-tower on a hill, watching Albanians who
were in a watch-tower on a hill watching Greeks.
We berthed at Corfu harbour at 15.45. We had covered 236
~
miles on a thumb line distance of 235 miles, in 46 hours at an
~~
- ~’ "~
average speed of five knots, most of it power assisted. We had let ~ ~//
out our anchor and aimed to berth on the port side of a 32 foot /~,~
Italian sailing boat, when a cross wind caught us as we reversed,
and landed us on the starboard side of a yacht. Our anchor was ~Ifr~l~l~_~ _
secure and we fastened the stern warps, took on fuel, water,
supplies and, somewhat reluctantly, the Skipper’s 17 year old niece, Miss Twinky Hickey,
whose pretty face somehow persuaded five hard-hearted, temporary sea mysogonists, to take
her to Malta. We spent about eight seconds watching a cricket match in the square in the Town
Centre before adjourning for the rest of the evening and some of the night to eat and drink
Corfu. Next morning, as we were preparing to leave, the sky became dark, and within seconds
the wind was gusting to 60 knots. A large 322 ton motor vessel Bernadette, which lay on the
port side of the 32 foot Italian yacht, dragged anchor and fell down upon us. There was a
sickening sound of crushing fibre glass as the Italian yacht was caught broadside on between
the stern of the Bernadette and the quay wall. The yacht was completely crushed and Fingal
was next in line. The scene was as confused as the Tower of Babel with screams in French,
Italian, English, German and Greek ... a hysteria which subsided just as quickly as the wind
disappeared. The storm had lasted for 20 minutes and Fingal had been spared at the expense of
the unfortunate Italian. Our anchor chain was wrapped around the Bernadette’s stabilizer, and
we eventually freed it by buoying the chain and dropping the end over the side. We drank tea
and left Corfu at 10.15 on the morning of Thursday 19 August, bound for Malta.
We beat down the Corfu Channel between the island and the Greek mainland in a fresh
southerly. As we rounded up at the south end of Corfu, to set a course for Malta, the wind
headed us and we continued on a silent south-westerly course towards the west shore of Paxos.
After lunch our spirits revived and Bob sat resolutely before the navigation table with pipe in
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mouth. After some study he called up to the helm: "1 o to port". Gerry replied characteristically: "you must be joking me". Bob did some further study and called up: "10° to starboard". Gerry responded and called down: "10° corrected". After a few seconds silence Bob,
who was grinning mischievously, now issued fresh orders: "adjust 9° to port". Fingal’s head
veered 9° southwards. Bob laughed victoriously and Gerry treated us to his own peculiar litany
of obsenities. Life had returned to normal on Fingal. The day passed into a sleepy, bumpy
night. We talked of Corfu, with its narrow tortuous up and down streets. We had found its
inhabitants to be friendly and helpful, but our overall impression was blurred by a light Ouzzo
precipitation before the eyes, and by the awesome sound of the fibre g/ass yacht, which could
so easily have been Fingal, cracking up as she was caught between the Bernadette and the quay
wall. We concluded that it was, after all, better to travel than to arrive.
During the night we headed now 265° then 155°, tacking through 110°. With a one man
watch system, long hours of sleep were possible. Tom’s log entry during the night reads: "all
asleep .... even the moon is on its back". We had become very friendly with the moon. During
the morning of Friday 20 August the wind backed and allowed us to steer 235 ° on a pleasant
reach. The mizen staysail was set. During the afternoon tlie wind dropped and we motored
over a flat sea with only the mainsail set. We stopped for a swim and later Gerry produced a
marvellous meal. Bob was heard occasionally from the aft cabin to roar with laughter as he
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read a book called Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas. Someone else
was ploughing through Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance,
and that someone was normally seen to be asleep with Zen lying
heavily on his chest. That book should be medically prescribed for
insomniacs. A day’s reading nevertheless rewarded us with a good
night’s discussion. The usual sort of discussion (is is peculiar to the
Irish?), where nobody listens unless they are talking. We did listen
to Twinky, because she was more inclinded to ask questions than to
make statements. Her young, engaging, contented and sometimes bewildered mind was an
enlightening contrast to the minds of five dogmatic, inflexible old fellows. Twinky delighted us
by being at home in an environment which was completely strange to her. She did not ask how
long it would take to arrive at Malta, and it is this total lack of concern with time which is the
essence of contented cruising. We arrive when we arrive. As the night wore on Brendan blamed
the almost limitless capacity of the human ego for our many delusions. It was an especially
good star night and for a while we felt very small.
Saturday 21 August was a warm, windless, blue Mediterranean day. We picked several
flying fish from the deck, and took D.F. bearings on the Malta station and Cape Bon. We
stopped for swims and thoroughly cleaned down the boat. By mid-day we had logged 247 miles
and we had a further 120 miles to travel. During the afternoon a school of dolphins played
around the boat for about 40 minutes. Saturday night and Sunday morning remained calm and
peaceful, but when the sun came up it was red and angry, surrounded by wispy clouds. Valetta
was ahead and we berthed there at 09.05 on Sunday 22 August. We had logged 379 on a rhumb
line distance of 364 miles from Corfu in 58 hours and 50 minutes. It blew hard on Sunday.
We said goodbye to Twinky in Malta and it took until Monday evening to fuel and
provision Fingal. Malta is timeless and so are its fuel and water men. It reflects its geographical
location -- close to Europe, but also not far from Semitic Africa. We met John and Jill Livsey,
who live aboard there. Jill collected the excellent Tory Island stories for Wallace Clark’s
Sailing aroundlreland. Jill is Wallace Clark’s sister. We also met Roger Davy and his Irish
gang on Arch Angel. Roger will be well remembered in Howth and we are not likely to forget
him after Malta.
We left Sliema at 18.45 on Monday 23 August. We had been unable to clear Customs at
the Yacht harbour because the office closes at 16.00 and we had been advised to clear at Grand
harbour. Malta is renowned as one of the best academies for politeness, but it is, of course, the
exception that proves the rule. In this case, some very irate officials in Grand harbour, who
caused us to fill in files of forms. We were then checked off against names in a black book. The
policeman told us that we could not leave that night because of a law introduced this summer,
which prohibits navigation in Maltese waters between dusk and dawn, save for the purpose of
entering certain listed ports. We offered to wait in Grand harbour until dawn, but this was not
to be allowed because yachts have no business in Grand harbour. We offered to return to the
marina, but this was not to be allowed because we had been cleared out of there. We offered to
leave quietly, but this was not allowed because of the dusk to dawn rule.,We shrugged our
shoulders and the official, who now realised that we were in checkmate, exploded and told us
to get out of his sight and never tc ome back. We left quickly, bound for Bizerte in Tunisia.
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Excess brings its own moderation, so moderation prevailed on Fingal for 24 hours after
Malta. We reached past Malta and Gozo with genoa, main, mizen staysail and mizen filling
well. Having cleared .Gozo we set course for Pantelleria. At dawn on Tuesday 24 August we set
a spinnaker for 15 minutes, when it became wrapped in the forestay and p~nched between the
forestay and the genoa halyard, which had been made down on the pulpit. We circled to clear
it but eventually went aloft and let off the spinnaker halyard. We circled again and again and
finally freed the sail. As the genoa was set, Brendan took the spinnaker below and bagged it.
Brendan has a theory that spinnakers are hostile to mankind. He told us that he had even heard
the spinnaker muttering at us from its bag as he tied more than the requisite amounts of knots
around the neck of the bag. Brendan stuffed the spinnaker for’ard and placed a more friendly
number two genoa over it; he told us that he confidently expected to be taken aloft to his
maker by a hostile spinnaker, which would first strangle him.
It rained and the day remained windy and cloudy. Our progress was good and by 00.30 on
Wednesday 25 August we were abeam of Pantelleria. Tom bravely attacked a bottle of VAT
Soixante Neuf, but Concluded that it was better stuff for bribing officials with than for
drinking. Cape Bon appeared at 09.50, and as we approached it we got a friendly wave from
the bridge of a Russian tanker. Clearly that Russian had not been fishing in Irish waters! We
altered for Zembretta, a small island to the south-east of Zembra, on a hot and windless day.
We found Zembra at 14.50 and anchored off this most delightful island, to spend the afternoon swimming. Zembra has a small harbour with a quiet holiday village behind it. We
finished taking the weed off the bottom and we cleaned Corfu off the top sides. We spent a
pleasant, sunny afternoon swimming and resting. The evening meal was consumed and we
were settling in to Irish Coffees when an onshore wind blew up suddenly. We left Zembra at
21.00 and s~iled with main and genoa set in 25 knots of wind blowing into our stern quarter. It
rained, it thundered, the sky was illuminated with every type of lightning and the sea sparkled
with phosphorescence. Fingal was at her best. We passed Isle de Plane, Cape Farina, Isle Cani,
after a night of exhilarating sailing we berthed at Bizerte at 07.25 on Thursday 25 August. We
had travelled 267 miles from Valetta in 53 hours and 30 minutes.
Ramadan had started on that day so Tom could not test his VAT Soixante Neuf theory on
officials. Customs clearance, in any case, proved to be simple and pleasant, and water was
readily available on the pontoon. Obtaining fuel and food proved more difficult. In all, Bizerte
is a better place to have been to than to be in. We left at 17.50 bound for Ibeza.
As we passed the North African coastline the wind blew W.N.W. force 2/3. Tom did a
particularly good job on some neck of mutton which had been bought in Bizerte. It occurred to
us, that the Tunisian flies had already eaten the best of it, and we wondered what the
Mediterranean fish would think of the rest of it, as plates were hurriedly scraped over the side.
The bottle which Gerry had bought as wine was in fact red cooking vinegar. Some Mediterranean fish dined out that night. In the darkness ahead we saw a loom which we thought might
be the lights of a small Tunisian island named Galeta. By 23.00 the loom turned into a fleet of
25 Tuna boats with carbide, or more probably, butane gas lights. The fishermen abused us
both in French and Arabic and although we did not understand them, their message was quite
clear.
The wind dropped and the lightning show began. It rained. At 03.30 Tom sudd.enly put
the engine into neutral. We peered out and saw rocks one cable away. We found that we had
almost passed to the north of Galeta, which is fouled by a chain of rocks running for three
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quarters of a mile northwards. Our course should have taken us to the south of the island, so
we altered to pass to the south and, at dawn, on Friday 27 August, the wind came up from the
S.W. force 3/4. We sailed well under genoa, main and mizen. Four sharks swam by and
discouraged a morning swim. The African coast was still visible to the south. At this time Bob
told us that he wanted to go tO Battle Bay in North Canada, but we thought it too far off. We
swam somewhat timidly in the afternoon. The day had been warm but overcast, and in the
evening we took no further risks with Tunisian neck of mutton, but dined well on tinned steak
and kidney. Brendan told Bob that if he was to be reincarnated he would come back as a shark
and eat Bob in Battle Bay. Brendan told Bob that he would recognise him because he would be
the only shark in a wet suit. Bob said that he fully intended to die first and come back as a
spinnaker to strangle Brendan.
At the change of watch at 21.00 the batteries were put
on charge. The alternator warning light showed red. The
engine was switched off and Tom discovered a broken drive
belt. As the engine came to a halt Gerry growled philosophically: "thanks be to God we are in a boat and not an aeroplane". Tom and Gerry worked on replacing the belt which
drives both the alternator and the oil pump. The job was
~z
completed within 45 minutes and the engine restarted.
At 03.15 on Saturday 28 August the wind came up from
the S.E. and the sails filled again. The engine was silenced.
Bob, who is a bit deaf at times, went up on the fore deck to set the genoa. Tom yelled at him to
check the anchor lashing and Bob replied characteristically: "Sorry Tom, I can’t hear you".
Tom, by way of revenge, shouted: "Sorry Bob, I can’t hear you". This would have been
endless if Tom had less sense. We concluded that Bob’s deafness is strangely selective. There
are some words that he can hear even when whispered, such as "food", "bunk" or
"Jameson".
The wind lightened in the morning and the engine was started. It ran for 20 minutes before
it stopped. Tom discovered that our Bizerte fuel had clogged the injectors. Tom spent the next
four hours changing the injectors and cleaning the fuel line but, unfortunately, a float on the
top of the anti-stall device sheared, and although Tom tied it down and tried to seal it, the fuel
flowed out. We had 130 miles to travel to Majorca, so we abandoned our course for Ibeza and
lined up for Cabrera, a small island off Majorca. The wind picked up and progress was good.
During the early morning of Sunday 29 August we had successive showers of rain, hailstones
and a magnificent display of lightning which illuminated the sea and the sky. At 11.00 we
sighted Majorca. The wind blew at between 30 and 35 knots and we sailed into the bay at
Cabrera, arriving there at 19.35. We had logged 375 miles on a total rhumb line distance of 351
miles in 61 hours and 45 minutes. We went ashore to the canteen and drank beer with the
soldiers until midnight. Cabrera is a military island. As we left Tom got a glimpse of a soldiers
wrist watch -- it was 02.00 and life was at full swing. We had lost two hours between Africa
and Spain.
We left Cabrera at 11.20 on Monday 30 August. Brendan was determined to sample some
Spanish suckling pig, and we sailed to Porto Pedro on the Majorca mainland. We celebrated
further in Porto Pedro, though Brendan was unable to find suckling pig on the menu, before
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making our final passage to Andraitx, which is a
distance of 50 miles. Our engine was still incapacitated,
and we travelled 78 miles in 30 hours and 20 minutes.
Much of the time was spent drifting and thinking
thoughts of suckling pig. As we came closer to Andraitx
on the evening of Wednesday 1 September, Brendan
penned a small poem into the log, which reads as
follows:
Oh, happy day, Oh, happy thought
with engine troubles we’ve been fraught
tonight we’ll dine with lots of wine
and fill us up with suckling swine..
On arrival at Andraitx we had covered a total distance of 1,353 miles on a rhumb line
distance of 1,277 miles. Our total time at sea was 254 hours and the engine had run for 149
hours. Our average speed on distance travelled was 5.3 knots. The suckling pig in Andraitx was
excellent.

GIOCONDA -- 1976
by Stephen Bassett
This year was spent in the Aegean and Ionian Seas and, looking back on it now, it was all
a bit humdrum.
It wasn’t until June 9 that we were able to leave Malta, having been delayed waiting for a
top overhaul of the engine and for parts for the new auto-pilot. We really needn’t have waited
for the latter, as it never worked anyway. However, we were at least a month late in starting,
and it put Turkey -- our planned destination -- out of range, as we wanted to be out of the
Aegean by the end of July, to avoid the worst of the Meltemi.
In very quiet weather we sailed very slowly from Malta and didn’t really put up any wind
until we arrived off Cape Matapan -- 4½ days later. The south of the Peleponesous is
notoriously windy, but we got round quite happily and officially entered at Nauplion. From
here we visited P. Kheli, Spetsai, Idra, Poros and Aegina, bringing up in Zea Marina, where
we stayed several days, at a cost of roughly 50p per day. This we though was veryreasonable,
but it is really more of a boat park than a Marina. On July 2 we ran into wind, and during our
time in the Cyclades we had rather too much of it for comfort.
After visiting 14 islands we left the Aegean without regret on July 29, via the Corinth
Canal. The rates for the passage through have been greatly increased -- so much so, that
traffic has been so markedly reduced, that it is rumoured that the rates will be cut. We paid the
minimum -- about £15.50, which I thought was far too much for a 45 minute passage.
We had several very uncomfortable days in Corinth harbour, due to a strong northwesterly. This builds up big seas as it works its way down the Gulfs of Patras and Corinth -finishing up in Corinth itself, which is a rotten harbour. Eventually we got away, but had head
winds and bad seas until we got into the Ionian. If it weren’t for the weather, the Gulfs would
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be quite pleasant with some good anchorages on the north side. We stayed at Anemokombi,
Eratina, Trizonia, Patras and Missolonghi (but this place is not worth a visit).
Eventually we were back in the Ionian, which I still think is one of the pleasantest areas of
the Med. We called at about ten ports or anchorages, most of which we had visited before, and
w¢ finally arrived in Paxos, where I am afraid we stayed a fortnight. We left for Malta on
September 12 in very light weather and eventually, arrived on the 16th, having had an exceptionally quick run across the Malta Channel.
Total mileage was only 1,600, with 40 ports and anchorages visited. Malta prices have
gone up, hut it is still just about the cheapest place in the Med. to winter a boat.

SHARAVOGE -- OSTAR 1976
by Jonathan Virden
I sailed Sharavoge, a mast-head Folkboat, from Plymouth (June 5) to Newport (August 5)
with a call at Bermuda to see the annual cricket match. There were a total of under 48 hours of
wind over 20 knots and one gust of 30 knots. Glassy calm lasting at least one hour, occurred on
19 days, and 28 days had 10 hours or more of less than 5 knots wind, excluding calm. Visibility
was always effectively perfect.
There were no gear failures, except an overheated ammeter which was simply by-passed,
¯ and a stranding down-haul wire which was replaced in minutes. I became concerned about
water supplies, so rationed drinking for about 3 weeks and made a quite efficient, though
small, still.
The heat was fairly unpleasant because of lack of fresh water for washing.
The specially designed running sails worked extremely well when there was enough wind
to Fill them; in particular they prevent severe rolling.
Ships never respond to Aldis or 2182 khz R.T.
I saw the green flash several times, a water spout and felt and heard St. Elmo’s Fire.
I read and dreamed very much. The quite extraordinary lack of mechanical problems and
of wind made the whole adventure a most interesting emotional and psychological experience.
The sensations of conflicting physical constraint and spiritual and imaginative freedom cannot
be conveyed in a short report of this sort and are being written-up elsewhere.
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WISHBONE IN THE WESTERN ATLANTIC
by Gerald Leonard
Wishbone began her 1976 season in 1975. On 2 December, at the end of our Atlantic
crossing, about mid-day we sighted the island of Antigua ahead, and from there on all four of
us, Alan, Tom Roberts, Chris Mitchell and I, were on deck identifying the various features as
the hazy shadows took on more definite shape. Soon we were able to hand the spinnaker and
set the No. 2 genoa for a close reach in to our Innisfail m English Harbour. Freeman’s Bay
was easily identified, a beautiful sweep of white sand, fringed with palm trees and beach
houses, with many yachts anchored off. The long reef guarding the entrance was easily picked
out and avoided by standing well over to Barclay Point, off which the Walker Log was
handed. Round the point the outer harbour, as far as Nelson’s Dockyard lay before us with
many more boats at anchor, but also with many spaces for newcomers to drop their hooks
and ours went down in four fathoms at 16.00, just aft of a sturdy looking Canadian yacht
called Rio. First things first, and out came the bottle of Wishbone Water, a fine old rum
presented to us on leaving so that we could toast our arrival appropriately. Next the Avon was
inflated and Tom and I went ashore, first to Nicholson’s office, where we quickly learnt from
Rodney Nicholson that I should have come alone and made straight to the Police and Immigration Office. So off I started, leaving Tom to sort out our mail, make his enquiries about a
flight home and then to join the dinghy trying to look as if he had rowed me ashore and was
just waiting. I was by now in somewhat of a daze, a euphoria produced by the excitement of the
whole project, the landfall, the unfamiliar scenery, the magic of the place. I had no trouble
finding the Police Office, but I was quickly brought back to earth, for the sergeant in charge
was unfriendly, dictatorial and demanding, and I was soon walking back to the quay in a very
chastened frame of mind, accompanied by a solemn young constable who, I felt sure, was
going to confiscate at least half of Wishbone’s stores. My consternation was considerable
when I couldn’t find Wishbone, and then she appeared, motoring back from the Inner
Harbour and Commissioner’s Bay, where Alan and Chris had been making an exploratory
tour. Soon she was re-anchored and we were on board, where the young officer turned out to
be easy-going and helpful, and when I noticed that his official number was 189, the same as
Wishbone’s sail number, he became quite friendly.
The first flight home that Tom could get was on Friday the 5th, so we had three evenings
to celebrate and two days to explore, and these things we did with gusto. The capital of the
island, St. Johns, can be reached by bus, but when provisioning we left our parcelled goods in
the shops and markets, later taking a taxi round to collect them and then going straight back to
English Harbour. St. John’s is an interesting town: at first glance it seems pure shanty, but
when you look closer you realise that most of the dilapidated buildings are colonial, beautifully proportioned with slim columns carrying the upper storeys over the footpaths. Many of
these houses have been repaired and refurnished recently, and as long as a reasonable degree of
prosperity can be maintained the town should steadily improve. The Anglican Cathedral, high
up in the town, is an imposing building with a vast amount of very interesting woodwork
inside; it was badly damaged by the earthquake of 1974, but the work of restoration is going
on steadily. Our evenings were spent i0 the Admiral’s Inn and were given to much celebration;

this hostelry has a large bar, a small dining-room and a small lounge inside, but opening on to
an open-air dance floor with tables around it. Trees are hung with lights that illuminate the
large pillars of Nelson’s Boathouse alongside and there is continual background music
provided by the crickets and the tree-frogs. Altogether it is a lovely and exciting place. The
food in the dining-room is very good, and Tom insisted on standing us all dinner on his final
night; and in this he established a precedent, for thereafter every cruise included a final dinner
in the Inn.
The Virgin Islands
After Tom had left, ’Alan wished to make early communication with the U.S. Immigration
Authorities so he, Chris and I planned to sail immediately to Charlotte Amalie on St. Thomas,
one of theAmerican Virgin Islands, so that we could be back in English Harbour for
Christmas. All the books said the passage was an easy one, downhill all the way still making
use of the Trade Winds: early on Thursday morning December 11, we set out in a pleasant E.
to S.E. wind of force 3/4. By late afternoon we had the St. Eustatius, St. Kitts, St. Nimo group
of islands on our port beam and away to starboard were St. Barts and St. Martin. But the log
entry for 21.00 reads "Becalmed. Sails down. Motoring" and at midnight the wind was logged
at W. 1 with the island of Saba almost abeam. On Friday morning the wind had moved to
N.W. (It can’t have read what the books said!) and from then on it built up to a good force 6
with a lot of cold rain and a very nasty "wind-against-current" sea.
I had the evening 19.00 - 22.00 watch, but half way through, with the lights of St. Croix
coming abaft the port beam and the loom of St. Thomas appearing ahead, I was so cold and
tired that I asked to be relieved early and Alan and Chris took over together for the final
watch. The clear moonlight enabled them to avoid the unlighted dangers of Frenchcap Cay and
Buck Island relatively easily, but it was a squally, uncomfortable ride and they were glad to
break through the fierce squalls at the harbour entrance to anchor in quiet water just to the
west of King’s Wharf, and just off a noisy pub. Next morning, after Alan had concluded his
business, we moved to the Caribbean Harbour Club Marina, a very pleasant mooring place
with excellent facilities, a first-rate hinterland complex of hotel, restaurants, shops, chandlery,
hot showers and laundromat, and very reasonable charges. A few hundred yards away there
are two large supermarkets, a Woolworth’s and "Al Cohen’s Liquor Store". In the latter, all
standard brands of Whiskeys, Gins and Rums could be bought for $1.50 U.S. a bottle, while
beer was all less than $4.00 for a box of 24 cans.
After a quiet and pleasant weekend we spent Monday 15th re-provisioning ship (our
purchases in A1 Cohen’s were so comprehensive that we had to borrow one of his vans to transport them to the marina) and moved out to Pacquereau Bay near the harbour entrance ready
for the return passage. In fact, we had from the start regarded this trip to St. Thomas and back
as the beginning of our Caribbean cruising and to this end had added to our library Donald M.
Street’s A Cruising Guide to the Lesser Antilles. This is an excellent book to have in these
waters, written in narrative form in a racy style and beautifully produced. All one has to do is
remember that Street has a strong tendency to place utter reliance upon his own opinion and
the opinion of his friends, and to express these opinions in somewhat extravagant terms.
Granted this, his book is a joy to read, and even to act on, provided due caution is observed.
So with Street in hand and British Adn~iralty Charts on the table, we set out to cruise the
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waters of the American and British Virgin Islands and so return to Antigua. Everything
suggested that our journey should be a lively and boisterous one, and so it was: in the words of
Street "Although the distance from St. Thomas to Antigua is only about 200 miles, the course
is Practically dead against the wind all the way. There are plenty of islands in between, that
afford the opportunity to lay over, rest ~lnd sight-see, but the windward legs will be pure hell,
nonetheless. In a small, boat of 30 or 35 feet, your progress against heavy trades may be
reduced to nothing". This time we believed him, for that was how we found it -- we took six
days, including two night passages to cover those 200 miles, and it was a bash all the way, with
the wind always on the nose and strong enough to force us down to 5 rolls and the working jib,
or at best 4 rolls and the No. 2 genoa. Still, it was in wonderful scenery and with all the true
masochism of cruising folk we thoroughly enjoyed ourselves: first we went through narrow
Current Hole Passage, then into the waters of Pillsbury Sound with its "Boxy, nerveracking, six-foot seas with six feet between crests", and so to Cruz Bay in St. John, another
U.S. Virgin Island, recommended for clearing Customs as being less formal than St. Thomas.
This we appreciated, for we were already feeling the irksomeness of that bane of Caribbean
cruising, the need to clear Customs .both in and out in every administration and every time you
visit it. Our stop in Cruz Bay was only a lunch time one and our next intended stop was West
End, Tortola, in the British Virgin Islands, only a short distance away. Now we found the real
strength of Trade Winds and current, for our first starboard tack took us right across to the
island of Jost van Dyke, almost due north and made us very little easting. Port tack did better
and put us to the east of Great Thatch, off West End, but the afternoon was already gone, and
we had been warned that the Tortola Customs imposed heavy surcharges for giving clearance
out of normal hours, so we carried on across the Narrow Waters back to American St. John,
but now on the north coast, where we anchored in Water Melon Bay, an arm of Leinster Bay.
Next morning we moved to West End and cleared Customs early to start the long, hard
beat along lovely Sir Francis Drake Passage, bounded on the north by Tortola and its satellite
islands, and on the south by the small, rocky piles of Norman Island (reputedly the original of
R.L. Stevenson’s Treasure Island), Peter Island, Salt Island, Cooper Island, Ginger Island,"
Fallen Jerusalem -- what wonderful names they are -- and finally the loveliest Virgin of them
all, Virgin Gorda. On its north side is Gorda Sound, enclosed by coral reefs and strewn with
reefs and coral heads within. We entered by the shallower West Passage, with the echo sounder
on. It put our hearts in our mouths, but it saved several more bashing tacks out in awkward
seas, and brought us to rest a few hours earlier. Inside, the water was smooth and the evening
incredibly lovely u there is a choice of numerous anchorages, and of these we chose Bira’s
Creek, and made our way carefully to it with constant chart reading and much "eye-ball"
navigation. This is simply reading the colour of the water and spotting actual coral heads when
possible -- it is best done with the sun high and behind you, and best done from a reasonable
height: Christ became very good at it, especially when using his full 6 feet 4 ins., standing on
the goose-neck !
But we were still less than half way to Antigua, so next day we got going again, leaving
between the reefs of the Northern Passage, then round by Necker Island Passage and into the
exposed, infamous Anegada Passage, where the waves have been fetching all the way from
Africa. It is now called Sombrero Passage, presumably because that island has a light on it
while all Anegada has is the wreckages of hundreds of ships, but many still prefer to call it the
Anegada Passage, and so do I.
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During the middle watch, which was mine, one of Jemima’s tiller lines carried away. The
log records that I repaired it with a reef-knot that promptly pulled, but that a double sheet
bend made a good temporary repair. Street gives a warning that there is danger of a strong
southerly set over towards Saha in this passage, and again we had to give him best, for sure
enough, in the early morning light there was the towering rocky pile of Saba, like Ailsa Craig
but 2,820 feet high, far closer than it should have been. However, we were lucky on the next
tack and were able to lay right across to St. Martin where we had a short beat in calm water,
round into Marigot Bay on the N.W. side, the French half of the island. We would have preferred Philipsburg in the Dutch half, but it was further to go and for the present we were tired
of beating in open water. To lie in Marigot that night meant a more sheltered beat along the
north coast next morning, and with the easting made, and easing of sheets to romp down the
windward side of St. Martin to St. Barts, where we anchored in Gustavia harbour. Gustavia is
another lovely place, memorable to us for two things -- another North Sea 24, called Lati
Gazo, whose permanent mooring was there and beside which we anchored -- and the owner
of the restaurant where we had dinner: he was a keen sailor, owned a large ketch, and had
learned his sailing in the French Navy with Tabarly. "Ah, yes", he said, "I know Eric, but
now he is too old for the game".
Antigua
We had still 90 miles to go, and since the south-west coast of Antigua has many coral reefs
and no lights we left in the afternoon, so that we would not be near it in the dark. It was still a
hard beat, of course, but the passage was completed without incident and we anchored again in
English Harbour, looking forward to the chance to spend Christmas there. In the meantime
the yacht Jolina had come in. Before we left, John Dorman I.C.C., had asked us to look out
for her as she was being sailed by Hugh and Rosie Dalzell, whom he knew. To our delight they
were young people, with whom we immediately made friendly contact, and we found that
Rosie had been at the same school as Elizabeth. The organised programme for the Christmas
period was fairly comprehensive and was, of course, augmented by private parties, in our case
mostly with Hugh and Rosie, Ken and Dot Ziegler of the American yacht Patience, and Nigel,
Fran and Lisa of Rio. The big offical day was Boxing Day, with a race in the morning, a
barbecue lunch at the Yacht Club in Falmouth Harboar where it finished, a cricket match in
the afternoon and a Variety Show in the evening. The race was won on handicap by Dyarchy,
and Wishbone, her crew augmented by Hugh, Rosie and Ken, was placed ninth. The cricket
match was played in the nude and the variety show made up in ribaldry what it lacked in talent,
so Alan and I left it early in order to make sure of a seat in the Admiral’s Inn for the serious
business of the evening. The following day Alan caught his plane for Boston, where he was to
spend a couple of days before going on to take up his position in Buffalo, on January 1. Chris
and I were both in good form for a New Year’s Eve party on Wishbone. This went on to a late
hour and resulted in our spending all New Year’s Day getting lier round the whole two miles to
St. Anne’s Point in Falmouth Harbour, where we managed to avoid the social scene long
enough to do a floating re-fit (well, partial re-fit).
From now till the end of April was to be spent cruising as many of the Caribbean island as
possible, and Wishbone’s crew was to be augmented by various groups of our friends, who
would fly out for 2 - 3 weeks at a time. The first group was not due till January 17, so Chris

Wishbone. 9 tons TM, 6 tons displacement, 31 ft. OA, 24 ft. WL, 9 ft. B, 6 ft. D, 530 sq. ft. sail.Note
how low the coachroof is, yet even this was stoved in.
Below." Atlantic seas astern. Photos." A.G. Leonard.

Above: Nelson’s Dockyard, English Harbour, Antigua. Wishbone with black inflatible astern.
l~hoto. A. (L l, eonard.

Below. Approaching the anchorage at the Anse des Pitons. Photo: I~" W. Englaltd.
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and I decided to cruise the coast of Antigua in the meantime. It is a very beautiful island, with
many palm-fringed beaches, often completely deserted, though sometimes harbouring vast
hotels filled with wealthy but friendly Americans. From English Harbour the first and one of
the loveliest is the little one at St. Anne’s Point, and here we saw, several mornings, a native
fishing party. For this a large rowing punt would start off from a point on the beach, with vast
quantities of warp and nets, which it would lay out in a huge bight, returning to another point
perhaps 100 - 200 yards along the beach. Two groups of natives, 8 - 12 in each, would man the
two ends and slowly haul in while moving towards each other, thus trapping any fish in the
enclosed area. While this was going on other natives would start fires with 40 gallon drums
over them to act as grills, and soon a fine fish breakfast party would be in progress.
From shortly past English Harbour westward two coral reefs, Cade Reef and Middle
Reef, guard the southern coast. These provide a sheltered inshore passage along the coast, but
they are also very dangerous to the unwary, and indeed, during our stay they claimed two
boats that we knew quite well. The west coast is cleaner and abounds with anchorages, many
of them very lovely, but the waters tend to be shallow, and it is often difficult to judge how far
to go in before anchoring. It is good cruising ground, well sheltered and with enough outlying
islets and rocks (both visible and submerged) to make pilotage interesting. But before the northwest corner is reached the coral reefs begin again, and from here right along the north coast
and down the east coast the waters are just a maze of reefs, which often change the pilotage
from interesting to hair-raising. Among these reefs there are many beautiful and sheltered little
anchorages which made the trip well worth while, but at the end we decided not to try to make
our way out to the open water through one of the intricate reef passages. Instead we retraced
our route and visited the east coast from the south as far as Green Island, which in many ways
provides one of the most interesting, exciting and beautiful group of anchorages one could
wish for. It is only about 10 miles from English Harbour, but these are to windward in
awkward great seas -- and then at the end you have to turn and surf along on these seas,
apparently straight on to a reef covered with breaking water. At the last moment you realise
that there is a gap at the southern end and you race past, heart in mouth, into water that is
immediately quieter; a wide sweep round two other reefs brings you to the main anchorage,
where you lie in glassy calm water, looking out to the east where the seas are fetching in from
Africa to be completely tamed by just those three coral reefs.
We visited Green Island often. It was an excellent brief introduction for our guest crews to
the sort of boisterous sailing that has to be faced by all who cruise in the Caribbean. All the
inter-island passages have great Atlantic rollers coming in from the east, and as well they have
others deflected from the island to the north, and still others deflected from the island to the
south, all combining into a very confused sea with waves that seem to come from all directions.
And through this your craft is driven, usually well-reefed, by an easterly wind that in the 1976
season was usually force 6 or over, and rarely less than force 5.
Guadeloupe
The passage between Antigua and Guadeloupe, the next island to the south, is one of the
most difficult, and Chris and I quickly learned to treat it with considerable respect. The treatment it can give a small yacht was excellently summarised by an American woman on a yacht
at anchor in Des Haies Bay, near the northern end of Guadeloupe. As we sailed in to anchor,
after one of our livelier crossings, our decks and our persons still soaking wet, our faces weary
and everywhere on board the signs of the tough day we had had, she hailed us with the words

and everywhere on board the signs of the tough day we had had, she hailed us with the words
"Guess you guys had the short end of the wishbone today!"
Guadeloupe is French, and like all the other French Caribbean islands, is not a dependency but an actual part of metropolitan France. One effect of this is that the natives have much
more pride, poise and self-respect than on the British Islands. This is further helped by the fact
that the French have not held themselves aloof from the coloured people as the British did;
inter-marriage has clearly been common and the result is a completely integrated people. While
Guadeloupe probably is the least attractive of the French islands, it has several very good
anchorages and two reasonable cities. Approaching from the north, Des Hales Bay is an
excellent anchorage to come in to: it is roomy and has first-rate holding, while there is quite a
good pier which, while we were there, was being renovated and extended. The little town is on
the whole clean and attractive with good public showers, a bakery and two caf6s, one of
which, Le Mouillage, looks somewhat scruffy but can produce really excellent food provided
you are prepared to eat what they say is good on that particular day. It was in Des Hales that I
ruffled badly the feelings of one of the local matrons: one of our female crew members who
had been rather ill craved a real bath, and asked me to try to arrange one for her; I approached
two matrons who were gossiping on the street and in my best French enquired about the possibility -- whether they just did not listen properly or whether my French is worse than I
thought, she clearly believed that I was inviting her to have a bath with me, and drawing
herself up, the epitome of outraged virtue, She produced in withering tones’the one word
"O-u-oi?"
The capital of the island, indeed the capital of the French West Indies, is Pointe-~t-Pitre.
There is a well-buoyed approach channel to it, but though it has a large marina, it tends to be
neglected by visiting yachtsmen, largely because it is just a filthy, oily, commerical harbour.
We visited it several times, but always by bus from Den Haies. As a city it is quite attractive,
and becoming more so as dilapidated property is taken over and replaced by fine modern
buildings. It has many good restaurants, several of which we visited: the best x~as undoubtedly
that in the Hotel Normandie, where Charles Stewart and I had a truly memorable lunch.
About half way along the lee side of the island there is a group of three anchorages within
a couple of miles of each other. Of these, Ile ~ Pigeons is very interesting, with excellent snorkelling which reveals all kinds of exotic reef fish, and for some of Wishbone’s crew, a couple of
friendly turtles. These waters have been used for making some of the underwater films.
Directly inshore of Pigeon, under Point Malendure, there is a rather exposed anchorage, interesting only in that it has on shore a base for the Club Mediterran6e, visitors to which seem to
spend much of their time snorkelling around Pigeons. Then a little further south there is the
little cove of Anse ~ la Barque, a sort of miniature replica of Des Haies Bay, but without the
town and with many more moored small boats. For some extraordinary reason, although it
seems to lead nowhere, it is one of the very few anchorages in the Caribbean that is lighted;
and it actually has two lights, a red one on the northern side of the entrance and a green one on
the head of the cove. The south of the island is mountainous and volcanic, and includes the
active volcano of Soufri~re, which had a small eruption shortly after we left the Caribbean. At
the foot of it on the coast lies Basse-Terre, a good shopping city, but otherwise not very
appealing. Its harbour is merely an open roadstead with reputedly a very foul bottom.
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To me, the part ot Guadeloupe that was by far the most appealing was the sma~| group of
islands lying about ten miles to the south, and known as the Isles des Saintes. It was here that
Rodney and Hawke defeated the French navy under de Grasse in 1792, with the result that the
French later built a series of forts as vantage points on the islands. These are the Watchtower,
Fort Napoleon and Fort Josephine, and are all worth the expenditure of energy necessary for a
visit. I thought that they were beyond my powers, but Elizabeth felt I should be able to tackle
the climb to Fort Napoleon, and with Bill Gillmore to give me moral and medical support, I
managed to reach it. It is, in fact, the best of the towers, and is kep in constant repair by the
members of a Club, who come from all over France and give their services voluntarily. They
are mostly young people and are very willing to give visitors a conducted tour of the fort.
The natives of the Saintes I found charming and helpful. They have, too, an additional
pride -- that of being Saintoises, and I gained the impression that other French people
recognise their right to this pride. The restaurant which we liked best and patronised the most
was again called "Le Mouillage" (It means, of course, "The Anchorage"’). Strangely, Donald
Street does not even mention it, and we found those that he does mention much more touristy,
with more ordinary food at higher prices and without the same atmosphere.
It was in the Saintes that we had our second meeting with September Song, another fine
Holman yacht with a hull similar to that of Wishbone, but 41ft. overall. Her owners, David
and Sheilagh Kyall, were also doing the Atlantic circuit, joined from time to time by their son
Murray and, as with us, by other groups of friends. We were to see them quite often during our
Caribbean wanderings and it was always an added pleasure to sail into an anchorage and see
September Song lying there.
Dominica
The next passage southward, to British Dominica, is shorter than most of the other interisland passages and is less boisterous because the island of Marie Galante affords some lee,
especially if the trades are blowing from anything north of east. Towards the northern end of
the island is Prince Rupert Bay, a wide but well sheltered anchorage. Portsmouth at its head, is
only a small village and is dilapidated, dirty and unappealing: moreover, the Customs Officers
are, if anything, more unhelpful than on the other British islands. But when you move out
from Prince Rupert Bay, and sail southward along the coast you begin to realise that this is one
of the most beautiful of all the islands. The hills are towering and the vegetation lush, and
there are as many different shades of green as there are in Ireland (well, almost!) The clouds
are continually changing and rainbows always seem to be curving down the valleys. The most
luscious grapefruit I have ever tasted can be had for the pulling of them off the trees. On one
of our visits Chris hired a car and took a group of us up into the hills, where the scenery is
superb and where there are many beauty spots to visit, the best of them a natural grotto with a
waterfall called the Emerald Pool, unfortunately, too much overgrown and dark to photograph satisfactorily. The capital of the island is Roseau, a strange mixture of modern shopping
centre and scruffy, shanty-town surroundings. About a mile and a half to the south is the
Anchorage Hotel, with a large picture painted on the gable wall, showing skippers how to
anchor and send a line ashore so that all visiting yachts lie parallel, moored fore and aft. The
hotel provides free hot showers for yachtsmen -- in fact, they offer the temporary use of
unoccupied bedrooms with showers attached b good food at reasonable prices and good drink
at exorbitant prices. On two occasions a couple of crew members decided to have a night
ashore and they found the hotel tariff exorbitant, too. Nevertheless, the hotel is well worth a
visit, if used with care. It is very popular with yachtsmen and we met both September Song and
Rio there.
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On Dominica, during our second last visit we met and were entertained by, a Northern
Ireland family, David and Jill Wolfenden and their three small daughters. They introduced us
to Castaways, another hotel, some ten miles further north, which was at a beautiful palmfringed beach. However, since our visit was to an Easter Party, we didn’t really have an
opportunity to assess how the charges compared with the Anchorage.

Martinique and St. Lucia
These are the next islands south of Dominica. We were very keen to visit St. Lucia, but
only on one occasion did we manage to do so; we managed it by reducing the number of
stopping places and by bashing on, no matter what the conditions. A glance at the log for this
period shows the wind "E. Force 6/7" and sail set "Main 6 rolls and Working jib" and "Two
morerolls in main", while the general remarks say "Very tiring day in enormous seas. Eventually, anchored in Fort de France". This, incidentally, is I think, the finest city in Caribbean
France. It is clean, busy, exciting -- and the women have the style, flair for dress and carriage
that one rarely sees outside Paris. And they are all the more lovely and stylish, I believe,
because they are of every shade of colour between white and dark brown. It was a pity our stay
here had to be so short, but St. Lucia beckoned and there were two places we felt we must see.
Both Hiscock and Street warn yachtsmen to be careful in Castries, the capital of St. Lucia, lest
they find their boats pilfered and themselves robbed. We had no trouble of this nature, except
perhaps, in the fee demanded by the Customs official, and we found the tQwn attractive and
interesting. The island is, to quote Street, "a semi-independent British affiliate", so perhaps
the official felt that this status required the highest clearance fee in the Caribbean.
We lay in Vigie Cove overnight, and then set out for the anchorage at the Pitons. This is
by far the most spectacular anchorage in the Caribbean; the Pitons are two pinnacles which
rise straight out of the water to a height of over 8,000 feet, one to the north and one to the
south with a palm-fringed beach between them. The only way to anchor is to go in to the shore,
closer than you believe possible, drop an anchor and send a line ashore to be tied to a palmtree. It doesn’t really matter if you anchor bow or stern to, but you will be lucky if your
anchor is in less than 50 feet.
This was as far south as we reached. St. Vincent and the Grenadines were just a short
distance further, but there was never enough time to go on. The Kyalls kept telling us how
lovely they are and urging us to go on and let our visitors go back to Antigua by air. But the
only airline available is LIAT (Leeward Island Air Transport) but known by many other
names, the mildest of which is "Late If At All". Certainly I did not feel inclined to let my
guests risk losing their flights home: Charles Stewart, who opted to stay over on Dominica,
found that LIAT just did not turn up on the day he had booked and he only just made his U.K.
flight the following day. However, on the way north again from the Pitons we visited two
other beautiful anchorages on St. Lucia. Marigot Harbour is very lovely as well as most
interesting. Half way in a narrow palm-covered spit stretches from the north shore almost right
across to the south shore, leaving only a narrow neck with, fortunately, deep water for the
passage through. The other anchorage was Pigeon Island, which is now connected to the mainland by a causeway and is, therefore, even more sheltered than previously. When we came in
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there was only one other yacht there; we anchored a reasonable berth to port of them, and it
was only then that we realised the couple on board were sunbathing "au naturel". Our
presence did not embarrass them in the slightest m such is the effect of tropical heat.
Towards Bermuda
Before the end of April we were back in English Harbour and the last of our guest crews
on their way home, and Wishbone showing clearly that she had had seven months hard sailing
over more than 5,000 miles, mostly in tropical sunshine. A re-fit was essential, but Chris, who
represented most of the strength and vigour of the crew, was for the moment fully occupied
with some personal business~ I was fortunate in being able to employ two excellent native
workmen, one of whom had a brother-in-law who was a scuba diver and was prepared to scrub
the underwater body. We moved Wishbone round to the calm water of Commissioner’s Bay
and there the bright-work was stripped and given four new coats of varnish and the topsides reenamelled. It was good to have her back in her usual condition.
At this stage the crew was augmented again by the arrival of Alan Dorman (nephew of
John) and Joanna Thornhill and the return of Chris. These with myself were to be the crew to
the U.S. and we all worked hard to get the final jobs completed so that we could get away. On
May 7 we set out late in the afternoon and sailed to the north-west, all glad to be at sea again.
We were bound for waters where Chris and I had been before, but there were new anchorages
for us to visit and this time after St. Barts we made for Philipsburg in the Dutch part of St.
Maarten. This is an astonishing town: the buildings are a mixture of very fine traditional
Dutch architecture and equally fine modern concrete buildings. It is also a fantastic shopping
centre with almost every shop a discount store. Another island we visited was Anguilla, which
we found almost totally unspoiled with a small and friendly population. We also found ourselves in agreement with another of Street’s statements -- that the ice-making machine on
Anguilla makes the hardest and best-lasting ice in the Caribbean. We made our landfall there
at Blowing Point Harbour, after a beat that ended in a tricky passage through the reefs on
leading marks. We did this all under sail, rounding up among the native boats and anchoring
in ten feet behind a reef, just where the book says! To our great pleasure the natives made it
clear that they had appreciated and approved of the performance. The island is small, low and
sinuous (Anguilla means snake) but there is so much of interest to the cruising man that a
month would not be too long to spend there. One of its beaches is reputed to be the largest,
most beautiful and most unspoilt in the Antilles. It has many little coves that put your heart in
your mouth to enter. It has lots of intricate coral reefs with exciting channels between them,
and off its coasts are real coral islands in abundance. Alas, we were feeling the pressure of time
and had to sail away to the N.W. again, for we had promised Hugh and Rosie to pay them a
visit in Road Town, Tortola, in the British Virgin Islands. So we set course and next morning
early came through Salt Island Passage into the Sir Francis Drake Sound once again, and
across to Road Town where, at Village Bay Marina we found Jolina, now with a crew of three,
Hugh, Rosie and Thomas Patrick aged two months. The euphoria of the re-union combined
with the celebration of Thomas’s arrival was considerable, but it was sadly damped next
morning by the tragic news by cable that Alan Dorman’s father had died suddenly, while on
holiday in Greece. He and Joanna, of course, had now to start arranging flights home and, as
we heard later, they were successful. Alan was just in time to attend his father’s funeral. Sadly,
Chris and I re-provisioned, said farewell to Hugh, Rosie and Thomas and set out for Bermuda.
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This was our first attempt to tackle a long passage with just the two of us, but we
reckoned that with Jemima steering we should have no trouble. We arranged the 24 hours into
two 6-hour daytime watches and three 4-hour night time watches, with each of us acting as
cook in turn. At first we had pleasant sailing at 5 knots plus, but after a day the wind fell light,
and then became even lighter with the result that Jemima became more and more unreliable
and progress was poor. The hourly distance rarely topped 3 miles and at the worst period it took us 10
hours to make good a little over 20 miles. Throughout this middle period a lot of hand-steering
was necessary and Chris and I both began to long for a wind. Fortunately this came for the last
three days in which we covered nearly half the total passage of 820 miles. An awkward,
unpredictable sea made us very tired and when we came through Town Cut into the harbour of
St. George, we were very glad to see a Customs Officer on the quay, directing us exactly where
to go and even telling us which boat we were to tie alongside. When we had made fast and had
time to look around us, there exactly ahead of us in the next raft of boats we saw September
Song. David Kyall immediately hailed us"You look done in.~ome over and have a drink, and
you must have dinner ashore with us this evening!" This was typical kindness, as we did appreciate it. Moreover, at drinks we met Bermudan friends of the Kyalls, who had us to a party the
following day. We also met other Bermudans who befriended us, and altogether we had a
highly social week in this lovely group of islands. In fact, we both put Bermuda away ahead of
the Caribbean islands in beauty, friendliness and above all, a civilised attitude to life.
Capsize
Our main reason for spending a week in Bermuda was to await a good forecast. On
Monday May 31 it was for "light S.W. winds, with a stable weather pattern, likely to prevail
for 2/3 weeks", so the following morning we motored out of the harbour and set main and
No. 1 genoa to a pleasant W.S.W. wind of force 2/3. It is necessary, when leaving Bermuda
for the west, to make a great 10 mile sweep to the east and north to clear the dangerous coral
reefs that lie off the coast. Fortunately, the passages are clearly marked with buoys and we
took our departure from the last of these and streamed the Walker Log. For the next three
days we enjoyed carefree sailing in pleasant conditions with the wind W.S.W. or W., never
more than force 3 and rarely less than force 2. The nights were a little less pleasant, with heavy
dew and chilly air, and then on the second night for a couple of hours around midnight there
was a lot of very brilliant lightning. Late on the third day, however, the weather became
unsettled -- some very heavy squalls caused us to shorten sail to 4 rolls in the main and the No.
2 genoa, but within a few hours of this we were motoring in a flat calm. Between 04.00 and
06.00 we came through heavy cloud; the wind died quite suddenly and then came up again, but
from the N.E., the Wind against current direction. As it was now my watch off I turned in,
falling asleep immediately. In mid-morning I awakened to feel Wishbone tramping along,
well-heeled on starboard tack, showing that the wind had stayed in the N.E. I joined Chris in
the cockpit, and by the time it was my watch again, at noon, the wind was very fresh and we
were down to 7 rolls in the main and the No. 2 genoa. Less than two hours later we were flying
nothing but the storm jib, for it was now blowing a full gale and one that was to last for a good
thirty hours.
As time passed the seas increased in size and the yacht’s motion became more and more
violent. Nevertheless, at this stage we had no qualms or forebodings; we were fascinated by the
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seas, which quickly became bigger than anything we had ever experienced before, even:in the
Biscay gales eight months earlier. Moreover, we adapted quickly to the increasingly violent
motion, and found that it caused us but little inconvenience. Shortly before dark we again
commented to each other on the size of the seas, which, we both felt, were out of proportion to
¯ the strength of the wind, for we were still estimating this at force 8.
At 22.00 it became my watch on deck and Chris came down to his berth. In the cockpit I
found it an exciting, exhilarating ride -- this was something really to remember, and again I
had complete confidence in Wishbone’s ability to take anything that came her way. But still
the motion increased and when at 23.00 1 went below to make the log entry the words I wrote
were "N.E. 8, seas just not possible" -- and this was in a pencilled scrawl, because I couldn’t
find the ball-point. Chris was not asleep, so I stayed for a while, hanging on to a handhold, for
a chat. Suddenly a wave broke with a crashagainst the topsides and caused Wishbone to lurch
and shudder violently. When she had steadied, Chris said "Skipper, I think there is something
loose on the side-deck above me, maybe you should investigate". Up I went again to the
cockpit, clipping my safety-harness hook to the ring-plate on the bridge-deck as I went. I
leaned over the side-deck and shone my torch forward, but could see nothing out of place. As I
moved back again the beam of the torch accidentally shone out to weather, and I saw that we
were climbing sideways up a mountain of water with an enormous curling top, still solid but
clearly just about to come hurtling down on top of us. I shouted a hasty warning to Chris,
dropped my torch and grabbed hold of two cleats on the cockpit coaming. Seconds later an
avalanche crashed against my chest, plucked away my puny hand-hold, and swept me across
the cockpit over the lee side. I felt myself being pulled down into the ocean, and at one stage it
felt as if Wishbone was above me. Then I felt myself being pulled up again, and immediately
into my head came the thought "don’t be a bloody food and start breathing again before your
head is above water!" So I suppose I must have been getting short of breath by this time.
Suddenly I was in the fresh air; I called to Chris to’ask him to help me aboard again, but then
I realised that I didn’t need any help -- I was high in the water and had merely to put a foot on
the gunwale, give a pull on my harness line and there I was on deck. As I stepped down into the
cockpit a rather dazed looking Chris appeared in the main companionway, so perhaps I had
better, at this stage, outline the last few moments as he experienced them.
After I had gone up to investigate the side deck he heard my shout of warning (about a
fortnight later he remembered that what I had shouted was just "Chris, a big one!’ -- I still
don’t remember) then all was bedlam. He was Upside down and falling, there was a tremendous crash, water was pouring in, things were fallng all around him, then his head hit something
and he passed out. He came to, lying in the bilge in water and debris of every kind. He heard
my call and struggled to the companionway, reaching it just as I came aboard. We looked at
each other, then around us: Wishbone was low in the water, but riding the seas remarkably
steadily. I noticed that the boom was sloping diagonally across the cockpit, its after end caught
in "Jemima" and its forward end disappearing into the water -- and the line of my safety
harness was over it. "That boom is at a queer angle, Chris", I said. He looded at it, then
turned slowly round and looked forward, "Skipper, the whole bloody mast has goner’ And it
had. But when I think of it, even now, I still get the feeling of utter disbelief that went through
me then. It just shouldn’t happen to us! It just can’t have happened to us! But it had -- and it
had to be dealt with.
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During this time the cabin lights were still working and we were able to see ea~:h oth~:r’s
injuries. Chris had blood pouring from his mouth and forehead, I from the back of my right
hand (I later found that the little finger of my left hand was broken too), and then the lights
flared brilliantly and went out -- and from then on none of our electrical equipment, even
instrumenmts with independent batteries, would work. For the moment, we felt our injuries
would wait; there were more important things. Chris said everything was a shambles below and
the water was well over his knees. I handed him down a bucket and he started to throw water,
and anything else that came, into the cockpit, while I did my best to help by manning the
cockpit bilge pump, and at the same time kicking and scraping with my feet to keep the debris
from choking the cockpit drains. How Chris maintained his high speed bucket baling for so
long I don’t know, but he is very strong and the realisation of our vulnerability helped us both
to keep going until Wishbone was empty and buoyant once again. I can remember cursing
Chris for throwing his bucket of water over me -- why I did so I just don’t know, because
nothing could make me wetter than I was.
At this stage we realised that there was a gaping hole in the port coachroof, so we stuffed
this with pillows and sleeping bags and then sat down, huddled together with two other sleeping bags pulled round us to try to keep warm. A few miserable hours later at 04.30 another
huge wave broke on us and rolled us down, filling Wishbone again just as badly as before. The
whole baling operation had to be repeated, but in a way I think we were both glad of the
activity. In the mess, the bucket could not be found, but the breadbin was: now Chris claims
that there is a better bilge-pump than a frightened man with a bucket -- a frightened man with
a breadbin! We had not long to wait for dawn, and I was anxious for light enough to clear the
mast away. I had succeeded in the night in turning one jagged end of broken mast away from
the hull, but every time we rolled to a wave something banged against the side.
So at first light we were on deck, armed with pliers, spanners and screwdrivers. It was a
fantastic sight: the waves were enormous and there were huge breaking crests everywhere;
Wishbone was well heeled both from the weather and from the weight of her spars hanging
over the lee side, and her motion was, of course, still very violent. We crawled around the
deck, our safety harnesses clipped well up to weather on the guard rail, steadied ourselves as
best we could and slowly and painstakingly removed split pins and cotter pins from the rigging
screws so that all stays and shrouds were freed and the mast and boom slid down into the
ocean. At this stage we had a fair idea of the extent of the damage: besides the loss of mast,
boom and rigging, the chain plates were buckled, the lee toe-rail was smashed and mangled,
all lee stanchions were either broken or buckled (so we let them sink, too, with their guardrails), both pulpits were bent and loosened, the 1" thick teak coachroof coaming was smashed
in like matchwood along the line of the rectangular port lights, and it was also cracked and
pushed in, leaving a gap along the line of fastening to the carlin and deck. We had great hopes
that the hull had not suffered badly, and I for one looked with affection at Wishbone’s strong
and closely spaced ribs. Lloyd’s scantling rules have much to commend them.
We felt that the repair of the coachroof was first priority and this we effected by screwing
over the hole as far as they would go, the plywood deadlights that we had made for the portlights before we left. It was ironic that two of the three portlights had survived better than the
wood between them. The remainder of the hole we again packed with a pillow and we put two
of the washboards in the main companionway. By now we were both weary, so after lunch we
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sat down to rest, consider our plight and plan our strategy. We both realised that our position
was ~ery precarious, indeed that our chances of survival were probably less than 50/50, but
that we must do what we could, both to try to survive and to try to make our way to land. At
this point, shortly after 15.00 and within the space of half an hour, as if to emphasise our
plight, we suffered two more severe rolls, though thanks to our coachroof repairs and the
washboards we took remarkably little water below and the cabin bilge-pump dealt with it
easily. In the late afternoon we thought we detected a slight easing in the wind and by dark we
were sure it was abating. By midnight the wind was no more than force 4 and Sunday morning
dawned just a fresh, sunny day. We had deci~ded that we should get the engine going first to be
able to control Wishbone while we did other things, so Chris started the winding up process -heavy, manual work with the Sabb. It started on the second go and we thought we were in
business until I moved the lever to adjust the propellor for full forward drive. Nothing
happened. I tried reverse. Nothing happened. So we had an engine that worked, but no way of
making it drive the boat. Still, the next step in our strategy was to set up a jury rig, so this we
did by stepping a spinnaker boom in the mast-step and staying it by light warps forward to the
stemhead and the cleats for the spinnaker downhauls, and aft to the mainsheet block. By
making the forward lines slightly short and then leading the after line to a sheet winch we were
able to set everything up really tight. Another light line running through the fitting at the top
of the spinnaker boom served as a halyard and enabled us to pull up the clew of the working jib
and with the tack to the stemhead and the head to the weather quarter we had a sail that would
work. With the wind abaft the beam we could make more than 2 knots in the right direction
(the B and G log was now working) and Jemima could handle the steering. Rain had been
leaking through the coachroof, so we got out spare sail cloth to cover our repair work, and
fastened it to the deck and to the top of the coachroof by screwing down sail battens on it. We
had intended to do a good watertight job by bedding it in Selastic, but the rain came on and the
Selastic stuck more to us than to deck or coachroof. Still there was a marked improvement.
Before the rain came Chris had managed to get sunsights, but when they were worked out
it was clear that something queer washappening, for he had an intercept of 80 miles. On the
next day’s sights he chose an assumed position to take this into account, and he got a good fix,
which showed that the Gulf Stream had carried us approximately 120 miles to the north-east
since the original knockdown -- and that was up wind.
While Chris was navigating I was struggling to make our rig work, but it was useless -- the
wind had gone light and forward of the beam, so that the sail was now only emphasising our
drift. I applied my mind once again to the engirm drive and came up with a possible answer.
Chris heroically twisted himself through the inspection hatch into the cramped space underneath the cockpit and aft of the engine. I was right in principle, though the detail was slightly
different. Chris demanded a heavy hammer and a movement of the gear lever. He got both.
There were a few oaths, a thump of the hammer and the connection was made. We were now
able to motor when the wind was not favourable, and throughout the remainder of Monday
and all of Tuesday we made steady progress towards Nantucket Light Vessel, which we had
decided was the best place for our landfall. By nightfall on Tuesday we knew that we should
reach it in the early hours of the morning, and since it was a 23 mile light we should easily find
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it. Just when Chris calculated that we were 25 miles from it and should expect it to appear
soon, clouds closed in, heavy, hopeless, constant rain started to fall, thick fog gathered round
us, and this just as we were beginning to cross two of the busiest shipping lanes in the world.
We both remained on watch together all night, and neither of us has ever spent a more wretchedly miserable one. We soon saw the lights of a large vessel, outward bound, which confirmed
Chris’s navigation. But we wanted nothing to do with large vessels in these conditions, so we
kept out of its way, as we did with a second one, a short while later. They were both less than
half a mile from us, and their lights were only just visible. We kept on and crossed the inward
bound lane, where we saw the lights of one vessel and thought we heard the engines of another.
When we were just across the lane we altered course to run in parallel with it, still thinking in
terms of coming, eventually, to our original destination, Rhode Island. When dawn came we
were in an island of sunshine, entirely surrounded by fog banks. We motored on slowly in flat
calm, wondering what we should do next, for we doubted if our fuel would last more than
another hour. Then into our island of sunshine came a nice solid looking ship, so we signalled
her, and fifteen minutes later were tied alongside. She was a Norwegian freighter,
Topdalsfjord and her Captain and crew were most kind and helpful. They confirmed our
position and all of Chris’s navigation: as he had calculated we had passed within 9 miles of
Nantucket Light and had not seen it. Topdalsfjord had passed within two miles and they had
not seen it, except on their Radar screen. They brought me on board and let me talk to the
Coastguards by R.T., and when they. offered assistance I asked for escort into a nearby port
(Topdalsfjordhad offered us diesel fuel). We also agreed on Davis Shoal No. 8 Buoy as a suitable meetirig place for the Norwegians to leave us. A couple of hours later we were tied to the
buoy and the Norwegians had gone. Chris and I fell asleep immediately, to be awakened later
by the sound of voices as the Coastguard vessel came up to us. They lent us a "Walkie-Talkie"
and set off to lead us in through the shoals. At first we motored briskly after them, but then
our own fuel came to an end and the freighter’s diesel began to flow through. It was very
heavy, and poor little Sabb just could not digest it. We got slower and slower, until we were
making barely 1 knot. The Coastguard vessel called us up: would we not please let them tow us
-- it was already nearly dark and they would prefer to be home before the day after tomorrow.
We capitulated and accepted their line. On Thursday June 10 at 01.00 we were brought to
Falmouth, Massachusetts, and laid alongside the fuel dock of MacDougall’s Cape Cod Marine
Services Inc., where the two attendants were waiting to offer us hot showers, food and beds
ashore. All we wanted was to sleep where we were, for if we had had a total of five hours each
over the past five days, that was about all, so we declined their offers and passed out on top
of our bunks. But this was typical of the kindness that was to be shown to us during the next
two months by everyone connected with the yard, and by the many good friends that we made
in Falmouth.
MacDougall’s is considered to be one of the best yards on the eastern seaboard of the
United States, and we were fortunate to be brought to it. It has a large workforce, with men
skilled in all aspects of yacht repair and maintenance, it has much excellent equipment and the
area for winter storage, both open and covered is vast. As soon as the preliminary negotiations
over insurance had been completed we entrusted them with the repair of Wishbone. They made
a truly excellent job of her, restoring her completely. The only snag was that it is rated an
expensive yard, even in the U.S.A., and in terms of an Irish yard the costs were astronomical.
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The final repair bill was well above Wishbone’s total insured value, though it must be
remembered that much of this was caused by the deterioration of the £.
At this period we did a lot of thinking about our experience, trying to work out what
exactly had happened, as well as why and how it had happened. The impression left with both
of us, and the evidence that remained make it quite clear that Wishbone was rolled, dropped or
thrown from the top of a huge wave into the trough and capsized through 180°, and that when
she righted herself she came up the same way she had gone down. The fact that the line of my
harness was over the boom indicates that even before I was washed to lee, Wishbone had
turned through more than 90°; it also indicates that she was not rolled right over through 360°,
for in that event I should have been in the water on the starboard side. The bloodstains on the
¯ deckhead around the broken cabin light provide a further indication that Wishbone was
almost completely upside down when Chris fell out of his bunk and cut his head against it.
From the weight of the evidence, therefore, as well as from our impressions, we feel quite sure
that she capsized to near 180°, and righted the same way as she went down.
The question of management of a yacht in extreme conditions remains a vexed one, and
the wind against current situation of a north-easterly gale in the Gulf Stream poses special
problems. Does one heave-to, lie a-hull, run before, or take them on the quarter ~ la
Moitessier? In the absence of previous comparable experience all one can do is weigh up the
conditions and act as one sees fit. The seas which we experienced were variable in direction;
they were also relatively short, steep and in size they seemed to us out of all proportion tt~ the
wind strength. These conditions did not dictate that we lie a-hull or heave-to, and to run before
or broad reach steering the stern into each succeeding sea, in the darkness and with the variable
direction of the waves, would have been impossible. In any event, I am convinced that if
Wishbone had been dead before that wave, she would have been pitch poled. So I decided to
keep her on course, reaching at 3/4 knots, with the vane-gear steering. In fact, there is really
only one sensible conclusion to draw -- and that is that one should not go sailing in the Gu]f
Stream in a north-easterly gale!
Not far from Falmouth is the Wood’s Hole Oceanographic Institute, and through the
good offices of Jock Kiley (C.C.A. and I.C.C.) and another good friend, Pete Crocker, we
had an afternoon’s session there with an expert who had himself suffered a similar experience
to ours two years previously. He also put us in touch with the Meteorologists of the Otis Air
Force Base, and from these two sources we built up a clear picture of why we encountered
severe weather, despite the settled forecast, and of some special factors which contributed to
the formatior~ of seas even larger than might normally be encountered in a north-easterly gale
in the Gulf Stream.
The path of the Gulf Stream migrates north and south in a random manner, and at this
time its northern limit lay along the 38th Parallel (our position at the time of the capsize was
38° N. 68° W.). The close proximity of tropical air above the Gulf Stream, and polar air above
the Labrador Current to the north produced a line depression along the 38th Parallel, and on
this several secondaries developed, at least one of which became a deep vicious depression. We
did not succeed in obtaining detailed synoptic information, but it is quite clear that we were
near the centre of an intense low, and it was our experts’ opinion that our estimate of "the top
of force 8" (45 knots) for the wind was too low by about 10 knots.

While a wind of this velocity blowing against a 2 ½ knot current may be expected to
produce very large, short, steep seas, there were factors operating which contributed to the
formation of giant seas in this area. I have already mentioaaed the northern boundary of the
Gulf Stream: this is very sharply defined and is known as the North Wall. To the south is the
deep blue tropical water of the Gulf Stream, and to the north is the grey-green cold Arctic
water of the Labrador Current; they do not mix and there is always a temperature drop across
the wall that may be as much as 20°F. Moreover, the cold Labrador water undercuts the warm
Gulf Stream water, and places beneath it a layer of colder, denser water which has a similar
effect on the seas above to a continental shelf -- they become shorter, steeper and break
frequently. (As if wind against current wasn’t enough!) In these conditions giant breaking
waves become frequent, and this is very much in keeping with our experience -- that next
morning we could see literally hundreds of these huge breaking seas, and that before we were
finished Wishbone was rolled heavily three more times. It was the opinion of our oceanographer that in these conditions waves of 40 feet or more with breaking crests of 5/6 feet
would be encountered frequently.
Certainly these waves were away beyond anything we had previously experienced. No
wonder that Wishbone suffered such extensive damage when she was dropped (or thrown)
from crest to trough. That my body was not just as extensively broken must have been because
I was wrapped in a cocoon of water. From the second that great crest toppled over on to me I
have no recollection of being out of the water -- so what crashed down into the trough was a
large volume of water with me in the middle.
A wind of 55 knots and waves of 40 feet~hese are figures that Chris and I both still find
hard to accept. Maybe they are just too mind-boggling for us!
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RETURN OF WISHBONE
from Cape Cod to Sketrick Island
by Gerald Leonard
My crew were Alan Leonard, Chris Mitchell and Mike Herre~a, an Argentinian friend of
Alan’s. Early in August Wishbone’s repairs had been completed and she was in commission,
ready to sail again. There followed nearly three weeks of intense ,frustration while all the red
tape which bound the release of the insurance money by Lloyds’ agents was slowly and painfully untied. (In fact we were eventually released by the yard only because our American
cousins agreed to stand as guarantors of our good faith -- and the money was not paid by
Lloyds till after we were back in Ireland). It was not until Saturday, August 21 that we were
able to leave MacDougall’s and sail the few miles round to Wood’s Hole, where we had been
given a mooring for the night. This meant that we were well placed to go through Cape Cod
Canal, for in view of the lateness in the year, we had decided to follow the short Great Circle
route across the Atlantic, and this involved going well north as soon as possible.
Next morning was hot, calm and hazy and by 10.30 we were under way to motor across
Buzzard’s Bay. We were one of a very considerable fleet of yachts moving north-east, but it
soon became clear that most of them were bound for one or other of the lovely beaches around
the bay. The control tower at the entrance to the canal was showing green as we swung into the
buoyed channel, where we were soon visited by an official launch that had spotted our red
ensign and courtesy flag. They demanded various particulars from us and didn’t bat an eyelid
when we gave Ireland as our destination.
Cape Cod Canal is a fine piece of engineering, and it provides a most useful facility. Not
only does it shorten the distance between New York approaches and Boston Harbour, it also
allows shipping to avoid the worst of the Nantucket shoals. It is wide and deep and is placed in
beautiful countryside. It has no locks, so it does not have to be worked, but it has three
bridges. Two of these are high level road bridges, fine modern structures, sifigle span
supported by latticed steel girders. The third is a railway bridge and consists of a tower on each
bank, connected by a straight "span" which is lowered when a train is due and then shipping is
stopped. When no train is due it stays at the top of the towers and, like the road bridges, gives
plenty of clearance, even for quite large shipping.
When we reached the eastern end of canal we found that in Cape Cod Bay visibility was
very poor indeed, and we had to go on motoring on a compass course towards Race Point at
the north end of Cape Cod. We made Race Point buoy our departure point and streamed the
Walker Log at 18.45. An hour or so later we felt a faint air from the south-west and soon the
engine was off and twin headsails were set. The midnight entry in the log reads simply "S.W. 2
Sweet Sailing". For the next 800 miles we were to sail along the coast of Canada, about 50/60
miles offshore, and never see land, though occasionally in the night watches a loom of light in
the sky, sometimes from a lighthouse, sometimes froma city, was clearly visible. Duringthis
period the wind was very variable, both in strength and direction; sometimes we had gentle
sailing in calm conditions, sometimes Wishbone was plunging as she bashed to windward. One
of these latter periods caused the fastening straps between the radar reflector and one of the
backstays to carry away, but the next afternoon was calm, so Alan was hoisted into the
bosun’s chair to remove it and fasten it to the crosstrees.
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These were busy waters and the frequent sighting of shipping made watch-keeping
interesting. They were mostly fishing vessels, for we were in the area of the Canadian banks
(we could often find bottom on the echo-sounder in about 30 fathoms), but there were also
quite a number of large freighters and also several other yachts. Our watch-keeping system,
incidentally, was still the "Iolaire", making us each in turn cook for a day. Mike didn’t seem
to appreciate this for one of his log entries reads: "Feels great to be a sailor again, instead of a
cook". On Friday, August 27,500 miles out, we were visited by a school of pilot whales. They
are rather bigger than porpoises, some of them being up to about 20 feet, and with their
bulbous, blunt noses they are rather ugly creatures, but they are great fun. For nearly an hour
they gambolled around us, often coming close alongside so that we could almost have reached
over and patted them.
Four days later we cleared Cape Race, the south-east corner of Newfoundland, without
seeing it and were officially "out" from land. We were still in the shallow water of the banks,
however, and the weather again ran through the whole gamut for us, from glassy calm to
25/30 knots nearly on the nose. Before we got across the Grand Banks we had a fair amount of
very unpleasant fog, but we also had another visit from the pilot whales, this time in very great
numbers. I did my best to count them and made the total greater than 120. They gave a
fantastic display of acrobatics all around us -- moving in formation in small groups and large
groups, diving under the stemhead, keeping station close alongside then moving out to let
others in. Below decks, Wishbone was reverberating with their conversation, which went on
continually in the form of strange, high pitched squeaks, which could not be heard on deck.
Just before they arrived Alan had put in the second reef; two hours later, the whales still being
with us, the wind lightened and we hove-to to shake it out in comfc;rt. The whales promptly all
hove-to around us, "standing" heads well out of the water, at right angles to the seas, and
stayed like that till we had finished our business. Then as we let our sails draw again they fell
back into formation and accompanied us for still another couple of hours.
Before we left, several of our friends had presented us with special bottles to celebrate
landmarks (or should they be seamarks?) on the way. The first of these had now arrived -Chris’s birthday coinciding with the completion of our first 1,000 miles -- so we celebrated in
fine style. And we enjoyed it all the more thinking that with "half-way" and "second
thousand" and "Ireland ahead" all coming up, our future special celebrations would be at 500
mile stations!
The wind-roses for August and September show an easterly component in these waters for
only about 5 °70 of the time. Our first ten days had given us easterly component 55 o70, flat calm
507o, westerly component 40°7o -- and we had expected to be coasting downhill all the time! But
this was only the shape of things to come; for the next week we were to have no respite from
easterlies, except when they faded out almost completely, leaving us becalmed and going
round in circles. The forecasters talked about a mid-Atlantic high, and all we could do was
lounge in the sun and wish we could make better time towards the east. Relief came gradually
with the wind backing from N.E. to N. to N.N.W. and we thought we were really in business
for a fast sail home -- only 1,000 miles to go and the BBC forecasting Shannon and Fastnet to
have variable 3/4 becoming southerly. But this was September 10 and the forecast of gales
began to spread over all sea areas, some even being promised force 9/11. In the event the gale
came to Ireland from the N.E., but to us 1,000 miles out, from the N.W. and later from the N.
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Moreover, we had no more than force 8 with seas first at about 6/8 feet, later at 12/15 feet.
But in the early stages, in view of the forecast, we decided to take all precautions: loose gear
was either stowed or lashed, the cockpit dodgers were taken off, while Jemima was given new
lines as well as her smallest vane.
We have no doubt that we came off much better than those who had their boats on
moorings at home. Few anchorages escaped completely, and as everybody knows, the boats of
Royal Ulster and Ballyholme Yacht Clubs suffered appallingly. As the weather deteriorated
and we heard the tales of devastation on the radio, we became definitely apprehensive, and
certainly we shortened sail progressively till we were down to storm jib and trysail. (At one
stage, while shortening sail we were under bare poles and making 3/3 ½ knots!) But our
apprehension didn’t last long: it was soon quite clear that Wishbone was riding the seas well
and when the wind moderated we got more sail on and began to make up the time that we had
lost earlier, with hourly runs of around 6 miles. Admittedly, the gale came back a few days
later, when we were getting close to Ireland, and once again we had to come down to storm jib
and trysail. But we now had the smell of home in our nostrils and we picked up first the loom
of the Bull Rock light, then the Fastnet and early that morning we sailed over close to it just to
have a good, satisfying look at it. From now on everything was easy: a fine reach along the
south coast, motoring northward along most of the east coast, picking up a breeze again, S.E.
2, near St. John’s Point, and finally a happy easy sail right up to our own mooring off Sketrick
Island. There was a dinghy on the buoy so that we could row ashore immediately to a warm
welcome from all the friends who had spotted us (we even got a finishing gun from one of
them).
Our crossing this time had taken twenty six days for 2,826 miles, giving a daily average of
109 miles, or an overall speed of 4Y2 knots. This was not quite as fast as our westward crossing
had been, but in view of the weather conditions we were well satisfied with it. The adventure
was now over: we had been away just three weeks under the year, and had put 11,427 miles
under Wishbone’s keel. Now all we wonder is how could we manage to do it again!
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NAVIGATOR’S POSTSCRIPT TO WISHBONE’S ATLANTIC CRUISE
by Alan Leonard
Ou~ basic daily navigational routine differed little from that of any ocean voyager. A D.R.
plot was kept going, based on the Walker Log readings, and our position fixed once a day,
visibility permitting. The daily sun sights consisted of the classical Sun-Run-Meridian Altitude.
If the sun was not observable at noon, an ex-meridian altitude was taken, and the morning
sight sometimes augmented with an evening one, transferred back by the distance run from
noon. The noon position each day was plotted on both the Gnomonic and Isogonic (Magnetic
Variation) Charts, and the course modified accordingly.
In addition to this basic routine, other sights were plotted, both as checks, and as navigational exercises -- these included latitude by Polaris, two body fixes with sun and moon, and
full rounds of star and planet sights on five or six bodies. With a sailing instructor on board on
the outward passage, and a U.S. Power Squadron Navigator on the trip home, at times she was
the most over-navigated yacht in the North Atlantic!
Outward bound from the Canaries, we departed little from the recommendations of
Ocean Passages for the World -- to 25°N. in 25°W., to 18°N. in 40°W., and thence to our
destination. We were lucky to make a fast passage as far north as this, early in the Trade Wind
season. Other yachts, which went further south, took much longer, but this is probably due
more to our extensive use of the spinnaker, rather than to their choice of routes. Humphrey
Barton recommends going south almost to the latitude of the Cape Verdes before turning west,
and I shall certainly try that the next time.
Homeward bound, we were faced with an interesting decision. My original plan (based on
an anticipated departure date at the end of July) had been to go due east from Cape Cod to
42°N. in 50°W. and then on a Great Circle to Inishtrahull. This avoids the worst of the fog on
the Grand Banks, and then takes the shortest route round the north to Strangford Lough.
However, by the end of August, fog on the banks is at a minimum (though still present, as we
were to find out) and the avoidance of tropical storms recurving and sweeping north-east, up
the eastern seaboard of the States becomes of paramount importance. (One caused considerable damage in Connecticut, about 200 miles west of us, shortly before we left). This dictated
our course across the Bay of Fundy, north-east of the Nova Scotia shore, inside Sable Island,
and across to Cape Race, south of St. Johns. From there we sailed a great circle course to
Fastnet, about 100 miles longer than round the north. The reason for this was to avoid the
worst of the heavy weather further north, so in fact, our scheme was to get north as quickly as
possible in the early stages, and stay south as long as possible, towards the end. The latter
course paid off well, as we had an ordinary gale, while the north coast and Ballyholme were
experiencing very heavy weather.
One extraordinary feature of the passage home was the high proportion of winds with an
easterly component, and the virtual absence of true westerlies. This was due to a "blocking"
weather pattern which developed, with a large high in mid-Atlantic. While to the west of this
we had mostly light winds between north-east or south-east, and then had three days of
virtually flat calm in mid-Atlantic. At this stage there was a large swell coming up from the
south-east, where hurricane "Frances" was laying waste the Azores. We were glad to be well
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to the north! The depressions which were held up by the Atlantic "Block" eventually made
their way across far to the north, and it was one of these coming south over the British Isles, to
the east of the high, that caused the north-easterly strong gale of l0 September.
Looking back after the year, one can only long to go to sea again. I have but two regrets
-- one, that I had to go and work for six months in the middle (though that was the excuse for
the whole thing) and two, thatas a result I missed the most exciting part!

SUMMARY
Passage
Cruise from Antigua to Virgin Islands and return
Cruise around Antigua
First Cruise south, Guadeloupe, Saintes and Dominica
Second Cruise south -- and on to Martinique and St. Lucia
Third Cruise south, Guadeloupe and Saintes
Fourth Cruise south m and to Dominica
Fifth Cruise south -- also to Dominica
English Harbour, Antigua to Road Town, Tortola
Tortola to Bermuda
Bermuda to Capsize
Capsize to Falmouth, Massachusetts

Date
11 - 22 Dec. 1975
7 - 22 Jan. 1976
26 Jan. - 13 Feb.
18 Feb. - 6 Mar.
9 - 22 Mar.
26 Mar. - 6 Apr.
12 - 25 Apr.
7 - 14 May
18 - 26 May
1 - 4 June
5 - 10 June
21 Aug. - 17 Sept.

Falmouth, Mass. to Sketrick Island mooring
Total cruising recorded in this 1976 Annual

8 Oct. - 3 Nov. 1975 Sketrick Island via Bayona and Madeira to Teneriffe
9 Nov. - 2 Dec. 1975 Santa Cruz (Teneriffe) to English Harbour, Antigua
Grand Total: Sketrick Island to Western Atlantic and return
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Miles
530
85
263
430
167
267
274
215
822
404
260
3,717
2,862
6,579
1,922
2,926
4,848
11,427

SHORT PERSONAL LOG
by Harold Cudmore Jnr.
This season in the process of much racing, I was fortunate to get in a couple of weeks
interesting cruising on different yachts.
After the Miami/Nassau race on Silver Apple, a 36 footer, with Guillermo Cryns and
Butch Dalrymple-Smith, I spent some days cruising back to Miami. Nassau, while a wonderful place, I found a little depressing because, under independent Government, it seems to be
decaying, even with hotels closing down.
However, there are still small un-inhabited islands with sandy beaches, palm trees and
coral reefs lying off, to visit. For the first time in my life I tried snorkelling and spinnaker
flying. On our way we crossed the banks, a well-known passage in about three fathoms of
water, which took us about ten hours at 6½ knots. The water being so clear we experienced a
strange feeling that we must go aground, and yet we were completely out of sight of land.
We had a call at Chub Cay Club, an island with a very American marina complex,
catering for the game fisherman. There were rows of multi-storey power boats with elaborate
fishing rods and chairs. Miamarina, in downtown Miami was our destination for, with the
circuit over, Butch was putting on a self-steering there, and then heading off to Majorca in the
Mediterranean with one other person.
I took the opportunity to ride an air-boat in the everglades, down aligator alley on the way
from Miami to Disney World and the N.A.S.A. Space Centre.
In May, I was privileged to join Dick and Perry Feareis, Nick Stratton and Frank Maine
on the 30 foot Scarlet Shamrock in Barbados, on our way to race the Royal Ulster’s entry in
Antigua Race Week. Through Dick’s good contacts we immediately fell into bad company and
between jet-lag, night clubs and racing around the island at some ungodly hour, straight to the
latter suffering from the former, we all got sufficiently confused. When we left for Martinique
we roared off at such a pace that only when we arrived, after 140 miles (approx.), did it register
we had averaged eight knots with two sails broad reaching! We were very impressed with
seeing on this leg, crashing into Trade-Wind seas, long narrow open boats with war galley type
prows, powered by a 40 h.p. outboard. These, we later learned, were transport lines between
the islands. The contrast between Martinique, a French province, and Barbados, an ex- British
possession is as big a contrast as between the countries themselves. We breakfasted under
Dominica on the way to Guadaloupe for the start of the race to Antigua.
The Week is something special, with 150 yachts attending, including some of the world’s
largest, but perhaps only half of them racing. There is a class for character boats, which was
won by a Halsey Henechoff designed Freedom 40, a ’caC rigged ketch, which :. a real dream
boat. The setting is absolutely predictable, sunshine, 25 knots of wind, pleasant water temperature and at the end of each race either the wonderful English Harbour or a top class hotel,
providing on its palm-tree lined half mile or so of beach, a steel band and a barbecue. On the
last day we entered a fun event which involved building a ten dollar boat (?) and racing (?)
around English Harbour. We named it Explosive Shamrock, as we used an old wing tank for
construction.
July saw me with my own 30 footer, Silver Shamrock, and a varying crew including
Butch, who in the meantime after crossing the Atlantic had sailed in the Onion Patch Series,
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Bermuda Race, One Ton Cup and Palma Week. We sailed Silver to Le Havre, stopping at the
Scillies for the crack and the Solent for Cowes Week.
We cruised overland behind a car to Trieste in the Adriatic. While there we took a few
days down the Yugoslav coast, stopping at four harbours. It is really beautiful cruising
ground. While they get strong N.E. winds called Bora, as we did while there, the easy climate
and absence of large seas has meant that villages have been built proud on the coast and can
look even spectacular at times. Authority is time-consuming on entry, but thereafter no
problem as the official attitude is to encourage tourists. You have the amusing situation of
Italian yachts all along the coast, avoiding the new clamp-down by the tax authorities.
In October we took Silver via Monfalcone to Venice and as we arrived we could not resist
the temptation to sail up the Grand Canal under spinnaker, as far as the first bridge. We had
intended staying for only a few days, but eventually we remained for two weeks in the lagoon.
The lagoon stretches about fifteen miles and has three entrances. Venice itself is an island with
its network street canals. There are also many other islands, some large like the Lido, some
small like the San Giorgio, a Church island where we moored just across from St. Marks
Square. These islands and towns, some connected with the mainland, are joined by a very
extensive canal or channel system, well marked by piles and regularly services by water bus.
There are very interesting islands off Bwano and Mwano, like mini Venice and the lovely
town of Chiogga. We were made very welcome by the local clubs. Returning to Monafalcone
for trucking back, we visited Gaado town and harbour, much influenced by Venice. While in
Venice, we tried our hand at driving a gondola, with some amusing results, being over 30 feet
long and curved to compensate for the propulsion from one side.

"COOKS TOUR" OF THE SOUTH-WEST
In Shortwave, a 9 ton Hillyard
by Dan Keily
The cruise was planned during last winter as a dash west to Valentia, followed by a leisurely cruise back to Crosshaven. The whole trip lasting about two weeks.
On Friday June 18, Shortwave was brought alongside the new marina at R.C.Y.C. and
stores put aboard. The older members of the crew withdrew during this operation and stocked
themselves with pink gins to induce courage to face the mighty main. On return aboard work
of younger members Denis English and Tony Keily severly criticised, which latter was to
continue throughout the trip!
At 19.40 left Crosshaven in light westerly breeze. Uneventful sail under main and engine
till morning. Weather deteriorated (R.T.E.forecast: S.W. 4/5, drizzle) as we sailed through
Gascanane Sound at 08.00 on Saturday. Skipper and First Mate Fitzgerald proposed breakfast in North Harbour N passed unanimously. After breakfast and some rest and recuperation
repaired to Paddy Burke’s for medicinal stimulants, because of poor weather outlook. Shortly
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before noon left North Harbour for passage round Mizen. Weather worsening and engine
overheating so through Goat Island to Schull and berthed alongside a trawler.
On Sunday the 20th, after breakfast at the ever-welcoming East-End, left Schull and
rounded Mizen (forecast S.W. 4, increasing 5/6) in poorish weather. Tied-up alongside "sick"
trawler at Castletownbere at 16.30. Contacted Eamonn English at Valentia, where he was to
have joined us.
Monday: Vice-Admiral Fitzgerald and Bosun Jolly, the latter in highly agitated state, left
us and replaced by Eamonn. Left Castletown for Lawrence Cove, Bere Island and spent night
alongside a salvage tug.
Tuesday: After early breakfast left Lawrence Cove for Derrynane in rain and poor visibility. Set main at Pipers Sound and with a useful southerly made good progress, passing through
Dursey Sound at noon. Between Pipers Sound and Crow Head salmon nets were a
considerable nuisance and "slalom" tactics necessary. In a freshening S.S.W. we dropped
anchor at Derrynane at 14.20. Poured with rain all afternoon and night. Meal aboard, much
talk, a game of 45 and to bed.
Wednesday: B.B.C. 06.30 forecast brought no comfort -- Shannon -- rain or drizzle,
wind S.W. 5/6 increasing to 7! In cold of morning Skipper remembers: "You can’t change the
weather but you can change you mind", so we abandon Valentia as cruise goal and decide to
head for Sneem Harbour. Up Kenmare River under main and.jib in rain and poor visibility
and, passing between Sherky Island and Rossdohan, anchored in bight of Garnish Island at
13.30. Peace, perfect Peace! Wind now very fresh outside. Shopping at Sneem -- nice walk in
the rain -- and booked meal at Parknasilla. Stafford Mansfield’s Chouette anchored ahead of
us at Garnish and Staff Harry and Vincent O’Byrne aboard us for pre-prandial drinks. Sad to
say, a very poor meal ashore, which convinces one more and more that eating aboard is far
preferable.
Thursday: 06.30 B.B.C. forecast brings the first ray of hope, weatherwise. Pressure is
rising at Valentia but R.T.E. still forecasting light rain. After hospitality on Chouette we left
Garnish, engined round Tahilla and headed across for Killmakilloge, anchoring in peace and
relative quiet at Collorus. Relative quiet, I say, because much muttering among crew about
shore facilities, etc. So being boss of my own boat we upped anchor and engined over to
Bunaw and tied-up alongside the outer of several ex-Dutch tugboats lying there. Great Hospitality from Teddy O’Sullivan, and so to bed.
Friday: At 05.30 Skipper and First Mate English moved Shortwave out to anchor off
Spanish Island to avoid being tide bound. Weather improving all the time, but fog threatening
to be our next problem. Lifted anchor at 09.00 for Castletownbere; by 11.00 off Inishfarnard
and hopefully clear of Stickeen. Visibility now very poor but with aid of brilliant navigation
(see later!) through Dursey Sound shortly after noon in sunshine!!!
Off Crow Head fog closed in again and we had a nightmare trip to Pipers Sound. What
with salmon nets all over the place and the Skipper failing to adjust for tide, we were lucky to
arrive at all! Alongside our friendly "sick" trawler in Castletownbere at 16.00.
On Saturday morning awoke to start of a week of absolutely uninterrupted sunshine. Left
Castletown in mid-afternoon for a swim at Adrigole. Adrigole looking its loveliest at high
water and in brilliant sunshine. Then across to Lawrence Cove and moored alongside Bernie
Cahill’s Kabor -- later joined by Eamonn Murphy in Xanadu 1I. After another splendid meal
aboard, courtesy Chef E. English, ashore and a good night was had by all at O’Sullivans.
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Sunday the 27th, after Mass we departed Lawrence Cove for Dunmanus Bay. Hoisted
main and staysail at Walter Scott Buoy and out through Pipers Sound to get a slant for Sheep
Head. Anchored in Kitchen Cove (as a name I prefer Ahakista) in glorious weather, ashore to
Burkes for small shopping with comfort stops at Arundels and Dalys. Periwinkles gathered
and cooked. Roast stuffed lamb served by Chef English; periwinkles at midnight!
Monday’s R.T.E. forecast: wind variabtc~ kZ,3~pressure at va!errti~ tO26 steady. Left
Kitchen Cove in flat calm after breakfast and saluted the Mizen at 11.25. Made detour into
Gaily Cove and circled island at low water -- Skipper nervous, but First Mate English full of
confidence or something! ! We called to Goleen for small shopping and Shandies, then on to
Schull to collect our medical adviser, Dr. Kevin Walsh, by this time ~adly needed -- for our
sunburn, I mean! At 20.00 we moored alongside the Naomh Kiaran (by kind permission of
course) at North Harbour. Aperitifs at Denis Burkes, excellent meal aboard and back to Paddy
Burkes for night caps. The Island is swarming with bright-eyed young people trying to learn
Irish and betimes the facts of life.
Tuesday moriaing found Skipper an early riser for personal ablutions; some comments
from Chef and Doctor about seagulls with military boots, etc. Left North Harbour for
Baltimore at 08.40 via North Entrance, able piloted by Eamonn who is practically a native of
these parts. Moored at North Pier, just ahead of Black Sybil, once proudly owned by the late
Tom Crosbie. Her current owner reports her still racing in the Solent and "keeping up with the
best". Drinks with Pat and Kay Whelan on board Synolda -- what a wonderful example of
Moody craftmanship. After lunch Chef English departed for home and we left for Barloge in
company with Synolda. There, Kevin Walsh, has his first swim for about seventy years and, to
our consternation, Eamonn rejoins ship on pretext of accompanying us to dinner at Mary
Ann’s in Castlehaven! We upped anchor at 18.00 and dropped it again in Castlehaven in time
for dinner. Eamonn departs once more for home -- we think!
Wednesday, up early and up river to sample the wooded beauty of this loveliest of anchorages. Then off to Glandore, paying courtesy calls to Squince and Blind Harbours on the way.
Anchored in Glandore in brilliant sunshine well before noon. Ashore for stroll, and in the
afternoon moved across to Uniofi Hall -- ashore for shopping, including meat from the’local
butcher, Mr. Limerick (sic). Skipper cooks Irish Stew, which effort is watched with much
skepticism by Dennis English, his father having served us with a succession of culinary delights
during the preceding ten days.
On Thursday 1st July we were joined by Skipper’s daughter Patricia and Brian Walsh for
last leg of cruise. Hook up at noon bound for Courtmacsherry, with wind on the nose, force
3/4. Shortly after 14.00 Galley Head duly saluted and on course for Seven Heads with regular
diversionary action to avoid nets, some of which are very poorly marked. Anchored off pier at
Courtmacsherry, astern of lifeboat. The landing marks on the wall above the Hotel require
painting -- difficult to recognise in moderate-poor visibility. Dined aboard on roast lamb,
crew showing gratifying increase in confidence in Skipper’s undoubted abilities in this
direction.
After minor shopping ashore on Friday morning we departed Courtmacsherry and,
following an uneventful trip, picked our moorings in Crosshaven at 18.05. Log 262 miles for
the trip (must be reading low? !). Overall, a good cruise with most objectives achieved and a
good 50/50 weather mix. Am convinced more than ever that the best cruising ground any-
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anywhere, lies between Galley Head and Valentia (some would say the Mizen). Good safe
harbours, decent, kindly people ashore. No overcrowding, no shipping lanes and surely some
of the most beautiful scenery in the whole world.

22 FEET TO TOBERMORY
by Ronan Beirne
See plans between pp. 3 & 4.

Following a Christmas 1975 weekend cruise to Wicklow, a seed was planted in our minds,
and Dee Sweet considered worthy for a trip to Scotland. She is an Achilles Sparta 22, a glassfibre fin and skeg quarter-tonner kindly lent by Eddie Kelliher. The crew consisted of three:
Malcolm Kelliher, Skipper, owner’s representative and ship’s librarian; Ronan Beirne,
navigator, engineer and bosun; Michael Murray, chief steward, pursar and sanitary officer.
Dun Laoghaire to Ardrishaig
We departed on the tide, clearing Dun Laoghaire piers at 05.00 under spinnaker on
Sunday May 30, 1976, and made an uneventful leg to St. Patrick’s Rocks, off Strangford. With
freshening winds and poor visibility, combined with the tidal race between St. Patrick’s Rocks
and Angus Rock, we made a lumpy passage through to Strangford’Narrows, then up to Castleward, where we moored in gusting wind for our first full night aboard.
On Monday, with a forecast of winds backing westerly, force 4/5, we headed down
Strangford Lough, fortified with a porridge breakfast and propelled by a full main and No. 2
genoa. While making a good eight knots down Strangford Narrows with the tide, we encountered the Ocean Youth Club’s Sir Francis Drake, well reefed. It was only later, under heavy
seas, while double-reefing the main and changing to our spitfire, that we understood their
conservative choice of canvas. As we gradually approached the Mull of Galloway, the wind
and weather adjusted to frustrate our intentions of making Lough Ryan by nightfall. The wind
veered N.N.W. and increased to a gusting force 7, so we changed our destination to Portpatrick, and, in a very heavy sea, passed through the break-water at 19.30. (The leading lights
are switched on at the discretion of the Portpatrick H.M.). After a ten-hour crossing we
moored and went up to the Crown Hotel on the waterfront for scallops in white wine sauce and
mash at a very modest cost.
The next day we awoke and dried out, due to the thorough soaking of the previous day. It
didn’t take long for us to convert our yacht into a chinese laundry, which would have been
more at home in Hong-Kong! We were blessed with two days of glorious sunshine, during
which we passed the time on the open-air benches and car bonnets outside the "Crown",
savouring more of their excellent and very reasonably-priced seafood.
On our departure on Thursday the navigator stood by the hatchway and read a stern
warning of the dangers of the shallow sandy bottom near the harbour mouth, as incurred by
Shalade the previous season. With the words fresh from his lips he disappeared, head first,
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down the hatch at four knots, much to the amusement, shock and surprise of all the sight-seers
on the quay!
As we headed across the Clyde we suffered our first problems with our 4 h.p. Norton
Villiers air-cooled engine. It stopped! Half way across we got the urge to do a Mickey .d’Alton
on Ailsa Craig, but had to pass up the opportunity due to our shortage of rope. We eventually
anchored in Lamlash and went ashore for a meal. We found Lamlash quiet and beautiful, but
very lonely -- this feeling was increased by the presence of two tankers rusting on their
moorings. We left on Friday morning and had a brisk sail into Loch Fyne. Here we encountered several basking sharks, some much the same size as our boat, as we discovered after close
quarters inspection. The wind died about one mile from Ardrishaig and we made the last few
yards under paddle power. When we had tied up in the canal basin we went in search of
refreshment. We chose the Argyll Arms and ordered drinks from a pretty barmaid who turned
out to be from the North of Ireland and a former babysitter of Michael’s.
Cairnbaan - Tobermory
On Saturday morning, with advice from a local mechanic and a multitude of carburettor
springs and screws, cannibalised from some derelict cars behind the filling station, we headed
into the first lock. We got through three more locks with the aid of a keeper, who was
encouraged northwards with bottles of Smithwicks. However, about ten feet out of No. 4, the
engine returned to its static state. A hasty conference resulted in a decision to hoist the
spinnaker. At time we were making about 31/2 knots, and we felt that we had a chance of
making Crinan by nightfall. At the approaches to Cairnbaan Bridge, however, a certain helmsman managed to run the spinnaker into the trees. (His name is witheld by request). As the
canal turns in many directions, we were taken aback at times, and had to revert to "tracking"
the boat. This job was left to the navigator and chief steward, as the captain felt his duty was
to stay with his ship. The job of pulling the boat with a long warp was made more difficult by
the overgrown towpath.
The Crinan Canal is controlled by the British Waterways Board, and is an efficient
operation. However, the lock and bridge keepers work only a six-day week. The Crinan and
Ardrishaig sea locks operate from 06.00 to 22.00, and the inland bridges from 08.00 to 16.30.
These are all manned by keepers. The voyager may operate the other locks, although some
may be assisted by bridge keepers. There is a general.lunch-break, 12.00 to 12.30, however.
These times are not always adhered to, so it is better to allow a half-hour period of grace,
particularly when approaching Crinan sea lock from the north; the gates are often closed by
21.00 or 21.30. A recommended lunch-break is Cairnbaan, approximately half-way along the
canal. It has a good hotel and the scenery is pleasant.
Due to the late start and various mishaps, Cairnbaan became our weekend retreat. The
bar has an excellent selection of pure malts, as our navigator was to discover later. We were
first through the Cairnbaan Bridge on Monday morning, and got the engine going for a few
minutes. The expected failure made us resort to the spinnaker again. The lack of brakes had us
worried, but we soon became expert at reducing canvas in time to avoid demolishing the lockgates. At the last bridge at Bellanoch, we hitched a tow from the Endrick, a pollution research
trawler. They pulled us at speed down to Crinan, where we had a contre temps with their
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transom. They approached a comer too fast, and ran aground on rounding it, out of our sight.
When we came round after them, we Saw, much to our horror, the trawler coming towards us
in reverse. The result was a distorted pulpit on Dee Sweet.
We spent one and a half days in Crinan Basin in the company of a number of Canadians
and Scots. The mixing of races produced an effective folk-group, whose theme-song was
qo~-for the occasion mad rifled "Crinan Canal Blues". We employed a me, ghgm~ from
the local boat-yard, and, while he laboured in our engine-room, we began a ceite, which
increased in numbers from the neighbouring yachts, who were attracted by the general merriment, and the chief steward’s beans-on-toast[ As the crowd swelled, he did his "Loaves and
Fishes" trick to see that all were nourished. We also educated the foreigners in the art of
appreciating Jamesons.
During this period we swotted up our flag signals. The result -- courtesy flag down, come
quick the cook has food prepared. This system worked admirably as our mast could be seen
from the bar. We left Crinan at 09.30 on Wednesday June 9, and made an average speed of 5
knots to Oban on a spinnaker reach for most of the way. The Dorus Mor, approached with
apprehension, due to what we had heard and read, turned out to be an exciting experience. We
were still cautious, for even on a good clear day, at slack tide, the overfalls and eddies were
clearly visible. We considered ourselves fortunate that the weather was kind.
Due to bad weather we spent two uncomfortable days in Oban, moored alongside various
boats, including the Endrick, which we had previously met on the canal. We ate hamburgers in
Luigi’s Cafe and had pints and malt in various establishments. One pub had a folk-group,
which was later joined by the skipper, who played the spoon and fork, as two spoons were
unavailable.
We left on Friday with much relief, as Oban is no cruising man’s paradise. We had an
uncomfortable passage past Lady’s Rock into the Sound of Mull, and made seven knots up to
Tobermory in driving rain and hailstones. We dropped anchor off the pier and headed ashore
for much needed showers in the McDonald Arms.
Tobermory - Crinan - Port Patrick
We were stormbound in constant rain and drizzle and had to remain at anchor for three
days, as we felt it would be foolhardy to press on in our smallcraft. Vice-Commodore Jack
Wolfe and his crew in Gay Gannet came in and spent two days at anchor nearby. This was our
first encounter with another Irish boat. We discovered an excellent fish and chip van which
served fried scallops, scampi, trout and mackerel. This parked nightly on the pier. The local
discotheque is in the church hall and is O.K .... for anyone under fourteen years of age! We
met the crew of the charter yacht Corryvrechan, who were all employees of Rolls Royce -sadly they were not involved in marine engines. Our pub-crawl became a little boring as the
path was worn thin between the Mishnish and the McDonald Arms. Our decision to leave was
fortified by our diminishing stores, in fact, we were reduced to cat-food on crackers one
evening -- the chief steward purchased some tins, mistaking them for tuna fish.
The weather cleared on Tuesday June 15, and after a short debate we decided that
Ardnamurchan Point would have to wait until another trip. We weighed anchor and cleared
Calf Island at 11.30, with a favourable forecast. The wind died later, and, much to our
surprise, the engine started! Later we passed another Irish boat, Leonard Sheil’s Galley Bay.
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The wind freshened and died alternately during the afternoon and during each lull, the motor
continued to start effortlessly. However, banks of thick mist rolled down off Mull. While we
were enveloped in one of these with very poor visibility, we heard a strange noise astern. As it
grew louder we expected a MacBraynes to bear down on us, but to our consternation we could
see nothing, and the noise approached faster than any ship. Suddenly, with a deafening roar, a
Northern Lights helicopter passed about forty feet above our mast.
As the day progressed the fog grew thicker and visibility decreased to about a cable.
Having passed through Scarba Sound and found Ardluing Buoy, we set course to the Black
Rocks, north of Craignish Point. With Michael in the pulpit we sailed blind for about one
hour, when our lookout spotted waves breaking on submerged rocks, fifty yards ahead. Some
tense moments were spent getting out from the middle of the Black rocks with no land in sight.
We ci-ept down the coast to Craignish Point, taking advantage of the eddies caused by the tide,
which had turned and had begun to flow north. We rounded into Dorus Mor and rock-hopped
with no wind, in the fog and the engine coughing irregularly, making about a half-knot. Once
through the Dorus, the fog lifted and we made way towards Crinan, hoping to arrive before
closing time. We could see the lock gates in the dying light, when finally it happened. The
engine stopped. As we congratulated it for getting us through the Dorus Mor, a light sunset
breeze picked up and glided us to the gates, which were closed. After mooring outside the
gates, we went up to the hotel for the last five minutes before closing. The next day was spent
relaxing. We were treated to beer from the wood and a large selection of Irish jokes by the
hotel manager. While in the hotel we met Dennis Faulkner who was on a motoring holiday.
On Thursday we bid adieu to Crinan and went through the lock at 09.00. The weather was
excellent and we had an uneventful trip through the canal (this time with the motor). At one
stage we did hoist the spinnaker for old time’s sake. Finally, the engine stopped in the Ardrishaig Basin, never to go again for the rest of the cruise. On leaving the basin, we enjoyed a brisk
spinnaker reach in sunshine to Stonefield Castle, just north of East Lough Tabert. This hotel is
in the same group as the Crinan and Cairnbaan Hotels, and is the old residence of the
Campbell Clan, with magnificent grounds. After a game of snooker we dined in luxurious
surroundings, with the boat on one of the hotel moorings, visible from our table in the dying
light, but dressed in our now scruffy sailing gear, as our 22 footer afforded no hanging locker
for number ones. The Managing Director cautiously approached us but on hearing we were off
a yacht asked us to join him, his wife and daughter (who were all dressed for dinner) after our
meal. We left the hotel at around 02.00 after a very enjoyable evening with James Scott
(Vice-Commodore of the R. Highland Y.C.), his wife Sheena and daughter Maureen.
On Friday we sailed down to Campbeltown, which afforded no decent eating houses. The
only meal we could buy was in a delapidated cafe, offering luke-warm pork pies and watery
soup. Our exodus from this dreary town was hastened by the arrival of two R.N. Frigates,
which unleashed their crews. We left Campbeltown in the first rays of the sun rising on a
harbour which we shall not hurriedly revisit. We had a good passage to Loch Ryan, but then the
wind dropped and we ended up paddling into Port Patrick.
Port Patrick - Bangor - Dun Laoghaire
We looked up our acquaintances in Port Patrick and indulged in more scallops and
scampi in the Crown. After an early night to bed, we headed across to Bangor on Sunday the
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20th. Here we were given a mooring by the boatman of the Ballyholme Yacht Club. We were
unlucky in our timing, in that we missed a "sail past" commemorating one hundred years
regattas in Belfast Lough. We then headed to Donaghadee and went ashore to spend a week
and a half with friends. To have a bed that didn’t move, and a separate room was luxury.
We finally left Donaghadee on the morning of June 30th, and reached Dun Laoghaire in
the morning of July 1 st. We were initiated back to the humdrum of normal life by taking a
commuter train to Dalkey.

A NURSERY CRUISE IN TRESILLIAN III
by Rosie Clapham
See plans between pp. 3 & 4.

Introduction by John Clapham:-- With an expanding family, we decided that Phendra
was too much of a racing machine, and that a motor-sailer with the emphasis on the sailing
would be more suitable for our needs. Regretfully, Phendra was put on the market in October
1975, with the proviso that we did not start looking for a replacement until she was sold. We
were in the final stages of negotiations when I heard that a Nicholson 38 was for sale in Ringhaddy. Phendra’s sale was successfully concluded, and a week later we were the owners of
Tresillian III. She is a standard Nicholson 38, built in 1971. Ketch rigged with a Perkins 4107
diesel; hot and cold running water, a fridge and very good wheel steering are standard. Equipment fitted or ready to be installed included radar, Sharp auto-pilot, V.H.F.R.T., Sailor
receiver and a cabin heater. We hoped to be able to manage her by ourselves, and to be able to
take the infants with us. Davina, at the age of twelve months, had apparently enjoyed her first
cruise on Phendra last year. Tresillian came with a good suit of sails and the auto-pilot meant
that I could easily manager her, virtually single-handed, while Rosie looked after the children.
It also makes long passages far less tiring short handed. We felt that providing a close watch
was kept on the weather, and not too ambitious a cruise was attempted, we could get away for
up to a fortnight, but when one or other of us had had enough -- straight home.
Our fourth and newest member of the crew arrived on April 16th, and weighed in at 7lb.
2oz. Charles Edward John’s imminent arrival had prevented my doing any fitting out at all this
year. Early in March, John decided to start the basic fitting out on Phendra until she was
launched or preferably sold; having sold her, Tresillian, which had been afloat all winter,
needed to be hauled out for anti-fouling and a very hasty cleaning out campaign over Whitsun.
She was launched again and we spent the next few weeks .finishing the job on her moorings. We
had one trial night at the Copeland Islands -- very helpful, as we discovered that there were
lots of little items missing we would appreciate having on board whilst cruising.
We were due to leave for Scotland on July 3, which we achieved after a week of hectic
evenings, packing away the stores and all the paraphenalia necessary with two small children,
Davina, aged two and Charles, ten weeks. We left Cultra for Gigha at noon. It was warm but
rather overcast, a change from the previous days, which had been very clear and hot. The
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perishable stores and all the last minute bits and pieces were dumped in the main cabin, with
Davina, whilst we got under way. We put Charles on my bunk in his carry cot in the aft cabin,
where he was going to sleep during the day. Davina settled down very quickly, having found
some chocolate in one of my store boxes. There was very little wind and so we were motoring
as we wanted to make the long leg to Gigha as quickly as possible. The auto-pilot proved its
worth within a very short time of setting out, as it meant that John was able to help if there was
a crisis below decks, e.g. whilst I was otherwise engaged feeding Charles and Davina
demanded her potty. We had an uneventful passage and dropped anchor in Ardminish Bay at
20.20. I settled the children down. Davina’s berth was the port for’ard one. John had made a
nylon webbing structure to stop her falling out. It was attached to the navel pipe and the
oilskin locker. She could stand up and look out through her own port hole; the harness came
up to her shoulders so she couldn’t climb out, but she could see out through the 6in. squares. It
was affectionately called the Lion Cage. Whilst I prepared a belated supper John inflated the
dinghy and then hoisted it into the davits at the stern. Charles had his last feed at 23.00 and
we hoped would sleep till 07.30.
Sunday July 4. We woke up to the sound of thunder, but there was a reasonable forecast.
After a quiet morning we set off for Crinan in a fresh easterly, which had been making the
anchorage uncomfortable; the sun was shining again. The wind didn’t last for long, and soon
we were motoring again with the jib and mizen. It was frustrating how the wind kept tempting
us to sail, but invariably died as soon as we turned off the engine. It became very warm, and
John, with the cabin girl, scrubbed the decks -- a good game. At one stage the nappy bucket
lid and one pair of plastic pants went A.W.O.L., the bucket being tied on. We successfully
retrieved both when we retraced our tracks. We tied up in Crinan at 18.30 and John wasled
astray by some locals. Charles kept me otherwise occupied, but eventually he settled.
Monday dawned clear and very warm, and we bought some milk and bread at the local
store. We had a lunch-time drink at the Hotel in blistering heat. Charles was very uncomfortable and fretful, but Davina had settled down well. At 16.20 we set off, and again there was no
wind -- the sea was like a mill pond so we motored to Puilladobhrain. I really appreciated our
fridge, which meant no real problem keeping fresh food. We anchored at 19.20 and had a
noisy evening with both children being difficult. There were seven other boats there, one also
had a baby on board. We finally went to bed at 22.30, extremely tired.
Charles woke at 06.10 on Tuesday, wanting breakfast, so I fed him and settled him down
again. It started to rain and we left for Tobermory at,08.30. After an hour and a half of motorsailing with the rain dripping down the back of his neck, John decided he would rather have a
roof over his head, and so devised a method of winching the cockpit lid into position from its
stowage on the coachroof, using the main halyard; the lid is extremely heavy and also needs to
be turned through 180° to sit on its props correctly. It was well worth the effort, as John was
able to see what was going on more easily and in considerably greater comfort, and it meant
that I didn’t get wet when checking on Charles who was, as usual, asleep in the aft cabin during
the day. The wind continued to be variable, particularly up the Sound of Mull, so we
continued motor-sailing, dropping anchor in Tobermory at 12.30. I did some washing by hand
and then took it and the nappies to be washed, and I hoped dried in the launderette which we
had discovered last year. Without babysitters we were unable to go ashore together, so we had
yet another evening on board, but at least the weather was looking more settled again. We had
no music either, as the cassette player had eaten a tape and we couldn’t mend it.
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On Wednesday Charles woke up at 03.15 -- not at all popular, but I got up and fed him,
retreating back to my sleeping bag as quickly as possible. Both children then slept until after
08.00, a much more reasonable hour to surface, and it was another lovely day. We all had a
shower, a real treat after Phendra "bird baths" -- although Davina wasn’t too sure about her
new sort of washing -- referred to as a "boat bath". While I cooked breakfast John managed
to unship the cockpit lid single-handed. By the end of the cruise he was an expert at the job.
We did some shopping and then went alongside the jetty to fill up with water. We discovered
to our cost that starboard side to (out water intake side) is essential as the hose isn’t very long.
We also dis~covered that the hand operated pump in the galley didn’t use sea water. We had
been told that it did, and had been gaily using it to rinse plates etc. We left Tobermory in
glorious weather, but again no wind. We later hoisted main and mizen and had a lovely sail for
about an hour. I even braved a swimsuit for a short time -- the wind, needless to say, died
away again. We motored into Arinagour -- a new anchorage for us, and were delighted with
it. I actually went swimming before tea and Davina almost had hysterics when I dived in. She
was already used to being clipped on with her safety harness to stop her falling into the water,
and couldn’t understand why I should fall into it. The water was very cold, so I didn’t stay in
for long. I had a hot shower to recover, but still enjoyed the fact I had swum so far north. I
don’t know when I shall do so again.
Thursday morning was hazy and warm and after breakfast we went ashore for some
exercise. Charles was so sound asleep we decided to leave him on board. We left later under
power -- again no wind -- and anchored in Achar Said Mhor in Gometra for lunch. The forecast was for strong S.W. winds, so we decided against Staffa and Gometra harbour for the
night (our original plan) and started sailing back to Drumbuy, but finished up motor-sailing
as usual. John was becoming dispirited with the lack of wind every time we tried to sail.
Friday morning John took Davina ashore in the dinghy, the first time she had gone alone.
She was very good and sat on the floor, her chin resting firmly on her lifejacket. It was a great
adventure for her, and she had a good run ashore. We left Drumbuy in a slight breeze to
explore Loch Sunart up to Strontian, another new anchorage. The breeze varied and headed us
again and it also started to rain. We donned our oilskins and soon had the cockpit lid up again.
At Strontian the weather brightened, so we all went ashore. Charles was in his carrycot, so we
took the wheels, and also the Baby Buggy for Davina, as her legs are still rather short. We
walked to the local shop and then I walked on to the supermarket, a good half mile further.
Just as I got back to where Davina and John were waiting it started to rain. Just as we got back
on board the heavens opened, so the dinghy was left tied alongside and we dived down into the
warm, dry cabin to have some tea, with the dinghy bumping alongside. After a while, we both
realized how quiet the world had become -- we looked outside and discovered the dinghy had
gone A.W.O.L. Well, after a long story and all swimming avoided, we retrieved it with the
help of a kind local. I had also discovered that I had forgotten to shut the aft cabin scuttle and
my sleeping bag was wet. Davina’s was also wet but not from rain! That day was not the best
of the cruise.
On Saturday, after a damp night we returned down Loch Sunart with the main set and
motoring. At Salen we changed to jib and mizen as the wind had freshened, but it became
extremely gusty and variable, so we dropped the sails altogether. When clear of the loch, John
again hoisted the ib and mizen and we sailed across to Tobermory in a strong force 6, as S.E.
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gales were again forecast. We anchored and also put up the cockpit screens and it was soon
very cosy inside. Davina enjoyed being able to scramble from the main cabin to the aft cabin
without being clipped on. She found that the aft cabin had a lot of scope for new games.
Sunday morning was breezy, with an improving forecast, no gale had come after all. We
had a date in Obarr on Monday July 12, so we headed for Loch Aline, again motor-sailing, as
we were being dogged by head winds. We anchored at 20.40 and enjoyed a lovely calm
evening.
On Monday we set off for our appointment. We made use of the jetty at Ardantrive on
Kerrera to fill up with water and diesel. We didn’t need as much diesel as expected, considering
how much we had been motoring. We tied up alongside some friends, and shortly afterwards
Peter Bunting came alongside us in Sue. A fair amount of socializing followed during the rest
of the day, and we had our only meal "’out" during the cruise -- fish and chips, which we ate
on board, quite delicious.
Tuesday saw several people talking very quietly indeed, and obviously wishing that the
evening hadn’t gone on for so long. Dromedaris, with Denis Rebbeck and others, arrived quite
early. Dennis and Brian had helped Eddie to do the long trip from Belfast to Oban, and they
then left Eddie to continue his cruise. Just after they tied alongside it started to rain very
heavily indeed. We didn’t have the lid in situ, so I hastily collected both splash boards from a
cockpit locker as the cabin soles were getting very wet. John was "resting" in his sleeping bag
aft, while I organized breakfast for his hungry family, and he hadn’t noticed how heavy the
rain was. Later, when the day had improved, we both went shopping alternately, and debated
where to go. The forecast again was not good and Peter suggested we both go to Port Ramsay
on Lismore, another new anchorage for us. I had hopefully put my washing out to dry, but
rain was imminent and I went to collect it with Davina’s help. She was attached to the mast,
and then decided to give me Charles’ vest. She kept the peg but dropped the vest overboard.
We turned back but there was no sign of it -- they obviously sink very quickly. After some
tricky navigation, we anchored in Port Ramsay and invited Sue’s crew for drinks. More gales
were forecast and we did have a windy night.
Wednesday was still windy, but quite bright. John and Davina went ashore to join some
of Sue’s crew, while I carried on with my usual daily chores. We all then went to Sue for
elevenses, and agreed to meet again at Salen (Mull). This suited Peter who was heading north,
and us, as we didn’t want to start south or go too far north. We christened the storm jib on this
trip; it had never been undone since leaving the sailmaker in 1971. We had a very pleasant
motor-sail and changed up to the working jib, and a short time later hoisted the full main and
cut the engine, and had a fast close fetch up the Sound of Mull. We anchored and had a
belated tea at 18.55. John went ashore with Peter and Christopher Bunting to see Salem The
S.W. wind backed during the night and we had a very rolly berth, in spite of being in the lee of
the land.
Thursday was wet and windy and rather miserable. Sue left at 10.45 for Tobermory and
we set off shortly afterwards for Puilladobhrain. We had the mizen set and motored into a
strong head wind again and a lumpy sea, not the most comfortable passage. We anchored in
Ptrilladobhrain at 14.50 for a late lunch, and to wait for the tide through Cuan sound. There
were heavy showers, but it did look brighter by 17.00. John had a siesta which brightened him
up -- he was gettil~g very tired of putting up the sails and frightening away the wind -- it was a
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great advantage having a separate cabin aft. We left at 18.30 and had another lumpy trip,
especially past Easdale, anchoring in Ardinamir at 20.10. I was extremely tired by that
evening, having had no rest during the daytime since leaving Cultra. John went ashore to visit
Irene. Phendra had been in earlier, and she didn’t know what our new boat was, but she
recognised John instantly, greatly impressing us as we had only been there twice before. The
weather was closing in again, and Davina was slowly driving me mad; Charles was also being
difficult. I was running out of dry clothes, especially trousers for Davina, as she had gone
through three pairs that day. We were still in the early stages of potty training -- not to be
recommended whilst cruising. I became very bad-tempered with everybody and persuaded
John to head for Cultra and get home by Saturday if possible, a day earlier than planned. It
meant a trip straight down to Gigha and then home, weather permitting. Neither of us wanted
to go through the Crinan canal.
Friday July 16. I felt better with the prospect of being home the next day, and we set off
for Gigha after breakfast. We left under power which we soon lost -- a fouled propellor -fortunately, it cleared itself, as it would have otherwise meant a swim for John. We headed for
the eastern end of the Corryvrechan initially and cleared it and all the charted tide rips and
overfalls with no problems. The weather was bright but cold, and I had opened the hatches to
clear diesel fumes from the heater. Suddenly, we hit a patch of very rough water and we
plunged all over the place. I had both children in the cabin and hastily sat Davina on the floor,
while I closed hatches. At first it was not too bad, but then the dinghy slipped in the davits,
which John had to correct -- not all that easy in the prevailing conditions. He then hoisted the
mizen to try to stabilize us a bit. I tried to steer while John was busy, and Davina seemed
reasonably happy, having clambered onto the starboard berth. All was well until all the books
fell out on top of her. Various other items fell to the floor, and tins and bottles crashed and
banged in lockers and the fridge. I sat with both children, Davina on my knee and Charles
secured in his chair. We seemed to crash around for ages, but eventually, ploughed through,
having only taken one wave on deck badly.
We continued to Gigha through a still lumpy sea, anchoring at 17.10. That evening John
deflated the dinghy and secured it on the counter, ready for an early start the next morning.
We left at 07.00 on Saturday, with both children sound asleep. The forecast was S.S.W.
4/5 occasionally 6. Motoring in a flat calm, we had quite a pleasant trip back, the only real
interest being a school of basking sharks. When Davina realized we were going home, she
became very helpful -- the first thing she packed was her teddy and the rest of her toys. She
talked incessantly about the dogs and Mummy’s brrrm brrrm (car). We picked up our
moorings at Cultra at 16.55, this member of the crew very relieved to be back. I had
thoroughly enjoyed the cruise, but was completely exhausted. I had spent very little time on
deck and actually hadn’t hoisted one sail. My days had revolved around the galley and the
children non-stop. I had actually read four pages of my book in two weeks ~ John managed
about five books! But considering we had originally thought we might manage a long weekend
or possibly a week cruising around the Clyde, we don’t think we did too badly. We had been
under way for 74 hours and the distance on the log was 419 miles.
Just in case there is another member as ignorant as the Hon. Ed. __ the Hon. Sec. thinks
this unlikely __ it should be explained that A. W. O.L. means Absent Without Leave.
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SHEENAN’S 1976 CRUISE
by The Rear Commodore, Douglas McIlwaine.
See plans between pp. 3 & 4.

As the West Coast of Scotland is so familiar to members, I will only briefly summarize
Sheenan’s 1976 cruise. Having lent her to Noel Wylie, we changed crews in Oban on Saturday
June 19 in a downpour -- not the most promising of starts for a holiday -- especially as we
heard there had been only one fine day in the preceeding fortnight.
The original plan had been to visit the Orkneys and return via the east coast and
Caledonian Canal, but as the canal was closed due to an accident with a lock-gate, we decided
to confine ourselves to the west coast. The crew for the first part consisted of Yvonne, Arthur
Hollywood and my daughter, Heather and a friend, Gordon, from Edinburgh. The last two,
unfortunately, could only come for a long weekend and had to leave us in Mallaig. I was very
pleased that the weather could not have’ been kinder for their introduction to cruising with a
good beat up the Sound of Mull, a peaceful night in both Loch Aline and Loch Drumbuy, and
then a really superb sail round Ardnamurchan to Mallaig in a force 4 easterly in glorious
sunshine.
From there we made our way leisurely northward, visiting Poll Doin, a new anchorage for
us -- also a very pleasant one -- then Badachro, an old favourite, Tanera More (Summer Isles)
where we found the local Post Office issued very attractive Special Stamps, around Ru Stoer,
in a rising southerly, which gave us the best sail of the cruise, to Loch Nedd, which was a little
difficult to locate as the large scale chart had been mislaid and the instructions in the C.C.C.
Handbook, for once seemed a little confusing. It stated, "From seaward, houses will be seen
on the side of the hill, above the entrance which helps as a land mark". There would appear to
have been considerable building activities in this area, as the first three entrances we tried out
had several houses but it was only in the third that the shape matched the description in the
sailing directions. Loch Nedd itself proved a pleasant spot and well worth the trouble to find,
and incidentally, a good place to ride out a gale the next day. There are no facilities ashore -the nearest pub and shop being about two miles away at Drumbeg village.
Having had fair wind so far, it obligingly went round to the north as we turned south to
visit Loch Ewe, Loch Shieldaig (Loch Torridon) where Arthur left us to catch a bus and train
to Inverness. With the fair wind still holding, Yvonne and I had a good sail from the Inner
Sound, rather confused by the activities of a submarine, Fleet Auxiliary and other small craft
in the torpedo range. They did not seem to worry about us and, as Sheenan was not hit by a
practice torpedo, we safely reached Loch Kishorn and decided to try the anchorage behind
Kishorn Island, which is described as ’splendid’. However, it seemed to us to be too near the
oil rig building yard, and there was a continuous stream of small boats from the yard up Loch
Carron and therefore, for a more peaceful night, we moved over to Plockton.
Continuing our way south, we motored in a flat calm through the Kyles, and it was only in
Kyle Rhea that he usual head wind appeared and blew quite fresh all the way to Isle Ornsay.
Shortly after we anchored Camelot R.N.I.Y.C. beat in under full sail and, after dropping the
hook ahead of us, we were amazed to see a baby appear on deck. We found out later that he
was accompanied by his grandmother, who was also making her first cruise and both of them
seemed to be enjoying the experience. Camelot also scored another first as they had changed
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crews in Broadford, having flown in the relief crew from Aldergrove, and the original one
flying back again. We gathered that they were doing a further change in the same way at
Oban, where there is also an airstrip near Connell Bridge:
As there was time on our hands before picking up robert Carson in MaUaig on Saturday
July 3, at mid-day, we explored Loch Hourn which reminded us very much of a Norwegian
fjord. Anchored for lunch in Camus Doin in 5 fms. very close to the shore, we decided to
explore, but found the natives extremely hostile -- the natives being a vicious breed of ants,
which objected to me sitting on their nest. We hastily returned on board for some antihistamine cream and then proceeded to the Shooting Lodge anchorage in Loch Nevis for the
night.
We spent a hectic morning, before Robert arrived, topping up with fuel, Calor Gas (the
last cylinder in Mallaig) and stores. On our previous visit Yvonne had bought some excellent
meat in the local butchers, near the station, but now, ten days later, it turned out the shop was
now part of the local ’Mace’ where she found the same obliging butcher nearly as confused
with the new set-up as herself. However, the quality of the meat was as good as ever.
The heatwave which had been affecting the rest of the country had at last arrived, and we
drifted over to Loch Scresort (Rhum) for the night, then in the same sort of conditions past
Eigg, Muck and the west coast of Mull, where the raised beaches are such a feature -- a relic of
the Ice Age, and on to Loch Lathaich, where we found the locals in Bunessan complaining of
the heat and ’cleggs’.
Next day through the Sound of Iona -- any idea of visiting the Cathedral was quickly
dispelled as we saw a long line of buses on the Mull side and hoards of tourists being ferried
across the sound. As the Mediterranean weather still held, we sailed, drifted and motored
across to Loch Tarbert (Jura) and, as this was the crew’s first visit, they thoroughly enjoyed
the trip up the loch, following the excellent leading marks. We anchored for the night in the
bay west of Gunhann Mor, miles from civilisation.
Next day we continued through the Sound of Islay to the Small Isles (Jura) which were
brought back memories of Yvonne and I, as this had been our first west coast anchorage on
our first cruise, just after the war.
Wednesday July 7 dawned another lovely day, and we had a pleasant sail across the Sound
of Jura to Gigha, with the mizen staysail drawing nicely to anchor in Ardminish Bay in crystal
clear water. Ashore we found we could hire bicycles at the Post Office, and having mastered a
long forgotten art, spent a most enjoyable afternoon exploring the island and lovely ~ardens,
finishing up with an excellent dinner at Achamore House, whieh was being used as a
temporary hotel, as the original hotel was being rebuilt, with special facilities for yachtsmen in
the shape of extra bathrooms and a do-it-yourself ’laundry’. We were also delighted to meet
Harry Cudmore I.C.C. and crew, who anchored Namhara in Gigalum Sound and exchanged a
few jars with him. On returned to Sheenan we were hailed by an unknown motor crew, which
turned out to be Harry Patton I.C.C., enjoying his first cruise in FairAlton.
As the weather seemed to be breaking up we were under way next morning to catch the
first of the flood at the Mull, and motored across the Firth of Clyde, in bad visibility, to Port
Patrick for the night, then on to Strangford Lough, where the anchor was dropped in Audley’s
Roads for our last night. Sunday July 11 -- the weather had well and truly broken and we
picked up our moorings in Ringhaddy with a strong southerly blowing down the Sound. So
ended one of the most pleasant cruises with some good sailing and lovely weather, in which we
visited 21 anchorages.
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Above." Pelligrena I.C.C. on her mooring off Mike Tomlinson’s cottage at Moel-y-Don, opposite Port Dinorwic
in the Menai Straits.

Above." The island anchorage Safina in the cove at Bardsey. (Ref. page 41).
Below." Standfast, part-owned by Hal Sisk, entering Port St. Mary. All three photos by W.M. Nixon.
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WINIFREDA RETURNS TO NORWAY
by Mike Villiers-Stuart
I had a splendid crew this year: Paddy Ward Price, Athel Price, Pia Kastel, Mark Roper
and Fergal Duff who mustered them for me. On Saturday 29 May we set sail from Carrickfergus at 16.30, having first taken on board vast quantities of food, as the cost in Norway is
prohibitive. The light variable wind gave us an easy passage mostly under motor. The Mull was
abeam at 00.15 on Sunday and by 17.00 we were anchored in Tobermory to collect Paddy. On
Monday, having topped up with diesel, we were under way at 13.00 in light northerly wind and
overcast sky, bound north round Ardnamurchan under engine, and by 22.00 were anchored in
L. na Beiste after a delightful passage up the Sound of Sleat. On Tuesday 1 st June we were
under way at 09.30, nipping smartly through Kyle Akin in bright clear weather and setting
course for Cape Wrath, which was abeam at 03.05 on Wednesday. Sule Skerry was sighted at
09.30. Fair Isle was abeam at 01.30 on Thursday and at 10.30 we were alongside in Lerwick.
After exploring the island on Friday we set off for Bergen on Saturday the 5th and had a
pleasant passage in mainly moderate S.E. winds, sighting four oil rigs en route and Marstein
Lt. 20 miles distant at 00.15 on Monday. The wind died away in the Kors channel and we had
to motor the 20 miles to Bergen, arriving at 10.00, 46 hours out from Lerwick, having spoken
to the R.C.C. yacht St. Kilda en route.
We found Bergen a pleasant town with much of interest to visit; but fearing that too much
city life would sap the morale of this fine crew we set off north, after an early lunch on
Wednesday 9 June, entering the narrowest easternmost lead at Flatoen Is. and on through
Rado Soundand very narrow and enchanting channels, mostly under sail, to a small pier on
Ulvo Is. where we tied up for the night. On Thursday we sailed on across Fens Fjord, through
Undetland Sound (Sando Is. to st.) and on to Brekke in Risne Fjord, which was very beautiful,
surrounded by snow-clad mountains. Apart from the scenery Brekke has only a ferry quay and
two shops (if you want really good pipe cleaners go to Brekke) but there is a pleasant hotel 1 IA
miles away, which was notable for its old style interior and its roof, covered in thick sods of
earth from which grew wild flowers and tall weeds. It was here that Paddy bet Fergal and Athel
that they could not have a snowball on the breakfa’st table by 08.00 the next morning, but such
was the calibre of this crew that Paddy lost a considerable sum.
On Friday we set off for Floro on a sun-lit morning across the beautiful Sogne Fjord, up
through the leads past Atleo Is., across Stav Fjord and so to Floro, where we bought charts to
take us north. Here we heard that there was a festival on at Maloy, where we arrived in the
early afternoon, having passed within a biscuit-throw of the cliffs of the spectacular Hornelen
Mountain which rises almost vertically from the sea to a height of 2,900 ft. The highlight at
Maloy was when Fergal and Athel met some delightful Norwegians at a dance, followed by
drinks aboard at about 02.00, followed by a hilarious party at their house, ending at 05.00.
The festival was the anniversary of a British raid on the town when under German occupation,
and as I had been up in Molde in 1940 we had plenty to talk about. Jim Karlheim most kindly
gave us some smoked salmon and also a 75mm cartridge case left by the Germans.
On Saturday morning we had a brisk sail through Vaagso Sound and out into the open sea
round Stadtlandet, then through the lead between Nerlandso and Bergso islands, tying up for
the night at a rather pleasant broken-downpier at Brandal in the entrance to Sule Fjord. From
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there we motored up Stor Fjord on a fine sunny day (Sunday 13 June) stopping to climb up
beside a spectacular waterfall and to go alongside in Winnie to pick shellfish from the cliff for
our supper, and very good they were. It was midnight as we approached Geiranger Fjord, so
we went alongside a small jetty at Ljoen, opposite the entrance and close by a splendid waterfall. Monday morning was spent exploring the lower reaches of the wooded snow-clad
mountains; the scent of wild flowers and sorbus blossom was quite something. Here Pia went
missing and when the little jetty became untenable in a strong onshore wind, we sent Paddy to
look for her while we set off for the village of Sunelven, 3 miles up the fjord, in case she had
gone there. Pia was found investigating a goat farm producing milk for the famous norwegian
goat cheese.
From there we went up Geiranger Fjord, reputedly one of the most spectacular in
Norway. It certainly is magnificent, with 5,000 ft. snow-capped mountains dropping almost
vertically into the sea and punctuated by waterfalls. Ashore we took a bus up the mountains,
but unfortunately, the road to the glaciers was still blocked by snow. On Wednesday we
motored back and put in to the village of Ramstad, 32 miles from Geiranger. From there we
set off for Molde. We stopped for a couple of hours at Aalsund, a pleasant, busy town with
every amenity, gear and repairwise, if required and arrived at Molde at 01.00 on Friday.
In April 1940 1 was serving in a group of Asdic trawlers, and we had been sent to set up an
anti-submarine base at Molde. When we arrived in the early morning the town was being
bombed and the houses, all wooden, were blazing furiously, and required no further bombs.
So for the rest of the day we took a queer pasteing from constant waves of bombers, reloading
only 25 miles down the coast. Fortunately, although ducking from frequent near misses we all
lived to tell the tale. So this was in the nature of a sentimental return.
Now Molde is rebuilt in stone and brick, and is a pleasant small town with good shops and
a fine view up Romsdals Fjord. The harbour is probably untenable in winds between S.W. and
east, but shelter is available in the islands a mile or so offshore. Athel had gone to visit a fish
farm in the islands further north and rejoined us here; while waiting for us to arrive she
received an invitation to a yacht club party on Hjerto Is. the following day. This gave us time to
sail the 20 odd miles up Romsdals Fjord to Andalsnes, a village set in superb surroundings.
Here Winnie’s photograph appeared in the local paper. We visited a summer ski resort and
sampled Norwegian trains. On Saturday evening we motor-sailed back to Hjertols. where we
had a smashing party with the delightful members of the Molde Y.C., ending up on various
yachts at about 04.00.
On Sunday 20 June we set off for Inverness under motor at 08.40 on a quiet rainy
morning with very sore heads. Retracing our steps, we stopped at the village by Fors~evag
bridge at 18.00 for a quiet meal. The Bakke Tyrene rocks off Stadtlandet were abeam at 02.30
on the 21 st. The return passage was uneventful, with light variable winds and engine on much
of the time. We saw various oil rigs and encountered a large drifting buoy. Miles run per day
were: 102, 121,129, 107 and 9, total 468 miles in 99½ hours. We arrived off Inverness at 12.00
on the 24th to find the canal closed. Apparently one of the Muirtown lock gates had collapsed
and the replacement gate had been dropped into the canal. Time had run out so we left Winnie
in Muirtown basin.
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Inverness to Carrickfergus.
I returned on Saturday 17 July with my daughter Katherine and the crew she had mustered
for me: Ed Hounsell, Kevin Proudman, John Harron and Roddy Grant. The canal was in fact
open, but we had now planned to visit friends in Kirkwall and Stornoway. On Sunday the sealock keeper did not return from visiting his girl friend until 14.00 and we eventually locked
out at 14.45 and set off with a falling barometer in a force 3 S.W. wind. By 23.00 we had three
reefs down. At 06.30 Duncansby Head was abeam 7 miles. Off Copinsay the wind piped up
from the west and was soon force 7 and more in squalls. We had a real bash in to Kirkwall, the
14 miles taking almost 8 hours, during which the new staysail halliard block parted.
After a pleasant day in Kirkwall visiting friends, with the added bonus of meeting Stan
Orr, who now livesnearby, we set off for Stornoway at 05.50 on Wednesday, negotiating the
fearsome Burgar Rost overfalls off Eynhallow Is. without damage. From there it was a long
and short leg all the way in S.W. wind force 2 to 4. Cape Wrath was abeam at 02.15 on
Thursday and we were alongside in Stornoway by 19.00.
Here Ed had to return home, and Sally joined us, and having seen the sights we slipped
out at 09.15 on Saturday 24 July. We had a pleasant, quiet sail via Raasay Sound and Kyle
Akin to Mull, where we anchored off Aros Castle ruins at 08.30 on Sunday and called on
Colum Scott, who had sailed up from Bantry with me in 1974. He came aboard for breakfast,
and we took him down the Sound of Mull, landing him at Craignure ferry quay. On Monday
26 July we were alongside at Carrickfergus at 12.00, having had a fair weather downhill
passage and 2,013 miles on the log since departure.

THREE DAYS IN THE ’BRENDAN’
by Wallace Clark
I first saw the curragh Brendan aground beside a fishing boat on the sandy bottom of
Ballyhoorisky harbour, the most isolated part of mainland Donegal. Noone was on board.
Tim Severin had promised to phone me when he got to Donegal, he hoped about ten days after
the Brendan’s departure from Dingle in the middle of May and now on Friday morning what
looked like a dull weekend at home was turning into one of the most interesting ever. Tim was
away phoning a new crewman to replace Peter the cameraman, who was leaving. The passage
from Aran had taken five days. They had been blown 90 miles out to sea by a force 8 S.E. gale,
had waited there until the wind went west, and then ran 100 miles north to come in round the
Bloody Foreland.
I was able to have a good look at the Brendan, so much more businesslike that as seen in
photos taken of the launch and trials. Every corner was crammed with gear. Solar panels
provided battery power. A liferaft was lashed on the cabin top, which was half round, covered
in two layers of proofed terylene. There was a smaller shelter forward. A stainless paraffin
cooker with its own hood sat in the cockpit beside a barrel of Powers. A well greased boarding
axe was stuck in a crevice at the back of the steering thwart which carried the compass. A radar
reflector hung in the main rigging. The fibreglass buoyancy compartments, bow and stern were
covered in yellow rubber dinghy material so that it could be picked out easily. A transverse
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structure of 4 inch spars lashed together with thongs acted as a strong-point for the steering oar
and sheets and something for the helmsman to lean on. There were a couple of anchors, coils
of warp, oilskins hanging to dry, a pile of sheepskins forward, oars, water tanks, buckets (one
with ’shit’ painted boldly outside), a boat hook, fenders, and a couple of radio aerials of fibreglass. The heavy flax sails on their yard had been left over on the fishing boat to make a bit
more room, beside sheets of plywood and a saw where someone had been doing some
carpentry at the cockpit floor. The leather sails were landed permanently at Ballyhoorisky, as
they held so much water they were impractical.
"We’re sailing at four o’clock", said Tim when he arrived. :’That’s when Den advises". I
was sent off to do some shopping for last minute fresh food and oddments. At 15.00 the crew
assembled; Roll, a short-beared Norwegian who had sailed round North Cape, carried a knife
with 9 inch blade, made from the spring of a Finnish railway train. Tim was beginning to grow
a beard and his white teeth gleamed out from black stubble as he made jokes about the
problems ahead. George, the sailing master, in blue oilskins had a well established beard and
knew every inch of the curragh. He had assisted Tim for the last six months with much of the
building, the sewing together of 54 hides, each a quarter of an inch thick, to make the skin, and
the tying of the ribs and stringers together with 1,400 leather thongs. Boots completed the
crew, a teenager in a huge white sweater with a fair beard. At 16.00 Den Friel towed us in his
fishing boat clear of the rocks along the shore and left us beyond the Lime Burner buoy. We .
were still there at 20.00, having drifted a mile or two each way on the tide. I was getting itchy
about the lack of progress. "Just be mediaeval about it", said Tim. "The wind will come".
Then an hour before dusk the S.E. wind which had been forecast came up. "She’s beginning to
go", said Tim. So she was. By 23.00 we were making 4 knots on a broad reach on course to
Iona which lay 60 miles away over the horizon, guarded by many outlying reefs and islands.
One felt a good deal more insecure than usual, going to sea in a boat which would not sail
to windward and whose crew was not large enough to row her, other than in a calm in sheltered water.
It was a matter of waiting for the right wind or not getting there at all. It might be a week
before we got in.
At 03.00 on Saturday Boots woke me as I was comfortably asleep on a sheepskin rug in
the forecabin. It was scarcely dark. Malin Head was still visible on the skyline astern. I tried
steering for a while with the big oar which rested on the crutch of the horse and was secured by
thick leather bands. I soon found that she steered herself better without attention. We slipped
through the water with little fuss, only the log line and a float on 100 yards of buoyant line
bubbling astern. The float gave a sort of forlorn hope of being picked up if you fell off the
cambered deck.
It was pleasant to be just a crewman with no particular responsibility. I turned in after
breakfasf and was just getting really comfortable by the time they woke me to go on watch
again. Not that there was much to complain about, with a crew of five we had six hours off
and two on. Tim did the cooking, radio communications and navigating. By mid-morning the
wind was force 6, rising. Waves were occasionally six feet high and an odd top came over the
gunwhale, and into my fleabag.
At about 12.30 we reefed the main by unlacing the bonnet. She ran easily under this and
later under only the small foresail. She took little water on board and none apparently through
the skin. This had been a worry in the planning, with so many joints but with flax threads well
sewn and lanoline in the seams she was tight.
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By 16.00, somewhere west of Islay but no land in sight, Tim thought it was time to get our
next radio bearings. These put us 25 miles off Iona, 15 miles south of Skerryvore. We might
make it at dusk. By 19.00 we were becalmed and dribbled on at 1 knot or so during the
evening. It was no good making any plans about where you might be in three or four hours in a
craft such as this. The midnight forecast mentioned S.W. force 8. It was not hard to become a
fatalist, but it might be difficult to judge the point at which one has to take over from God and
do what you can to get out of danger.
At 07.00 on Sunday, Iona was just in sight, about six miles away to the east. The wind was
still light south-easterly. If we were going to make Iona rather than Tiree we had to row. With
four of us on the oars we made about 1 knot. We took it in turn to steer, watch the bearings
and calculate how the tide was setting us. It took five hours rowing to get round the north of
Iona. At 11.30 we were coming down the sound through which I had rowed 13 years before in
the Columban curragh from Derry. At 12.00 1 jumped out on the same beach I had leaped
onto on 12 June 1963. We pulled the curragh up and made her secure. It was a moment of
personal satisfaction. How wonderfully lucky to have beenable to do it twice. Two hours later
I was hitch hiking homewards.
Tim and his merry men reached Iceland in mid June. It was a bad year for ice and winds
off Greenland were strong and north-westerly, so Brendan sensibly lies in Reykjavik until
1977. She has already amply proved the point that a leather hulled craft can keep the seas. I
have no doubt she will make an American landfall next summer.

DEERHOUND
by John H. Guinness
In September 1975 we sold Sule Skerry to Gilbert O’Connor, who now keeps her in
Strangford. Shortly thereafter we bought Deerhound. Her fibreglass hull was built in 1970 by
the Tyler Boat Company, Tonbridge, Kent and was fitted out to her first owner’s specifications by C.F. Perren, Southampton. Designed by Ted Hood, she is one of about ten Hood 50
footers which have been built, most of them are now in U.S. waters. She is an Auxiliary
Bermudian Ketch, L.O.A. 49.8’, L.W.L. 36.9’, Beam 13’, Draught 6.5’, I.O.R. rating 33.7
M.K. 111A; she is fitted with a Perkins 4236 60/70 h.p. diesel driving a feathering propellor.
We took delivery of her at Moodys, Hamble, early in November and made a fast passage
home, stopping briefly in the Scillies. We kept her in commission until the end of January,
when she was laid up afloat at a specially prepared moorings in Malahide, made from two 1 V2
ton sinkers laid in line with the channel.
I have given myself about four years to alter the interior and instal the equipment
necessary to make her into a really seaworthy and comfortable vessel. Thus, whilst laid up I
installed a P.N.P. Duerr Hydraulic winch-cum-windlass, and also demolished a bulkhead to
give more space in the main saloon. Other more dramatic looking plans are now underway.
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In May she was hauled out of the water for a week for a scrub, clean and polish. We
competed i~ most of the Dublin Bay regattas, and in early July set off for a cruise. We were
away for four weeks and encountered head winds for all but about four days. We had intended
to go to the north coast of Spain but, as we had to be at Royan (near Bordeaux) within two
weeks of leaving Howth, we would have spent practically all our time at sea and none in Spain
-- so we opted for the west coast of France.
In all, we spent 22 days cruising between Benodet and Royan and back to Camaret. From
there we beat back to Howth, taking a full four days. During the cruise we visited over 30 ports
and anchorages and covered approximately 1,700 miles, using the engine for about 15°/0 of the
time.
In October we went on a mini cruise for a weekend to Strangford. We made Howth to
Ringhaddy in exactly 12 hours, which included a 2½ hours struggle through the narrows
against a spring ebb. Now she is laid up again in Malahide, and I have returned to my manual
labours.
Deerhound has lived up to all my expectations. She is fast, easy to handle and very
manoeuvrable under power (a real joy after Sule Skerry). We are very fortunate in having
bought a boat which hardly seems to have been used, as if she had, many of the impracticabilities would surely have been removed! She is probably as close as one can come to an ideal
cruiser/racer -- rating-wise she cannot be competitive but boat for boat can, if sailed without
mistakes, give as good as she gets. Offshore she is a delight to sail.

BRIEF REPORTS ON 1976 CRUISING BY OTHER MEMBERS
Ronan Beirne reports: In addition to my trip to Scotland (page 107) I went to the Isle of
Man with Colin McMullen in Kilderkin for a weekend. The rest of the season I spent sailing my
Fireball in Dublin Bay and at the Munster Championships at Kinsale.
Peter Bunting writes: Sue cruised for two leisurely weeks on the West Coast of Scotland.
Pleasant weather for the most part, with only a few bad days. Time was spent in going to a
number of anchorages that previously we had always sailed past -- such as Craobh Island, top
end of L. Sunart and Isles of the Sea. Pleasure is not necessarily proportionate to miles logged.
Crew, all I.C.C. except for our 11 year old son, were Ann Bunting, Ronnie and Hazel Barr,
Dermod Davey and, for a few days, Ian Wylie. Spent a couple of days in company with John
and Rosie Clapham and their new "Nicholson Nursery" on which my very young godson was
getting a proper start in life. After two Baltic seasons Skipper was unfamiliar with tide tables
and mistook height in metres for time of H.W. -- not once but twice! Crew not impressed, but
kindly.
Mayne Elliott writes: No cruising under sail (worse luck!) but an interesting visit to
Lough Erne Yacht Club, where I raced in the same Fairy -- Doreen -- in’which I sailed some
fifty years ago. These boats carry their original gunter rig (1906) and it was like old times to see
the boom-end in the water!
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I feel other members will be as amused as I was by the following ad. in the 2 September
Belfast Telegraph: "MIRROR DINGHY, good condition, sprinkler system, cover, etc. £210".
I hope the new owner gets a good discount off his insurance premium!
David FitzGerald collected his new boat Oberon II, an S & S 34, in the Channel Islands in
late April and made a fast passage back to Galway in easterly winds with calls at Paimpol
(Brittany), Scilly Isles and Crookhaven. Cruised generally round Galway Bay and Aran Islands
as well as one week in Kerry. Anchored off beaches in very settled weather at Castlegregory
and Great Blasket. Visited Dingle and Smerwick. Took part in all races of the Western Offshore series namely: Foynes to Fenit, Fenit to Galway and Galway to Shannon. Also joined in
the Galway - Round Aran Islands race and the Galway to Roundstone race.
Harry Knott summarizes his 1976 cruising as follows: Under sail in Poitin, Shipman
sloop, from Dun Laoghaire to Rosslare, Dunmore East, Crosshaven, Kinsale, Glandore and
back, 12 days. Under power in T.S.D.Y. AnnaMaria, 98 tons, as skipper visited 8 island ports
in the Aegean; as navigator from Gibraltar via Cadiz, Leixoes, San Sebastian, St. Nazaire,
Mousehole to Cork, 12 days.
Peter Lawless reports: Took deliver of Boomerang R.C.Y.C. an Eygthene 24 class yacht,
in Guernsey on 14 June, Cal Condon skipper, Terence Finn, (joint owners) Michael Condon
and myself. Visiting Falmouth, Isles of Scilly, Kinsale and home port Crosshaven. Winds N.
force 3/6 English Channel. Beat to windward from Isles of Scilly to Irish coast, experiencing
F7 for a short period of 4 hours during the night. Sailing time 82 hours, distance made good
437 miles.
Departure Foynes in my own yacht mokav Hearly June with my son John, age 12.
Calling at Carrigaholt and Fenit. Based yacht at Fenit for summer and sailed to Valentia for a
short cruise, 11 July. Wind S. F. 5/6. Crew Allen Condell and his two sons Jeff and Lee, age
13. Returned to Fenit 14 July, wind W. F.6. Distance made good 96 miles. Sailing time 19
hours. Remarks. Good shelter in relatively calm water during southerly gale F. 8/9 on 13
July, anchored close to lifeboat, off Knightstown.
Fenit to Foynes late August with Roger Bourke I.C.C., visiting Carrigaholt
Michael McKee reports: Three weeks motor-boating! ! Strangford Lough, Ardglass, Dun
Laoghaire, Arklow, Dunmore East, Passage, Waterford, Cheek Point, Dunmore, Arklow,
Wicklow, Howth, Port St. Mary, Copeland Islands, Bangor.
Jack Mackeown and Robert Moilard report jointly: The year was perhaps Korsar’s
busiest, and by any measurement best value in terms of miles sailed, persons crewing aboard
and days in use. The junior partner being somewhat envious of the senior partner’s 98 days
afloat during the season.
The early season was taken up by a ten day cruise to Portsmouth, prior to competing in
the R.O.R.C. Round Britain and Ireland Race. The following ports were visited: Rosslare,
Helford River, Falmouth, Yealm River, Weymouth, Lulworth Cove, Poole, and Yarmoutla
and Cowes on I.O.W. After the race the return passage to Dun Laoghaire was a four-day dash,
calling only at Newlyn to refuel and clear Customs.
The mid season was taken up by further racing during I.S.O.R.A. week, starting with the
race from Holyhead and ending in Crosshaven.
Following this, and perhaps the best part of the year, was our annual four week cruise in
West Cork, visiting Oyster Haven, Kinsale, Glandore, Castletownshend, Barloge, Baltimore,
Crookhaven, Kitchen Cove, Schull, North Harbour and many idyllic days pottering and
exploring in Roaring Water Bay. A weekend dash from Crosshaven to Dun Laoghaire ended
our season.
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Some twenty-five friends spent one or more periods of 24 hours with us, including I.C.C.
members John Bourke, Michael Bourke, Cliff Hilliard, Reggie Lee, David McKenna, Jarlath
Mullen and I)avid Whitehead.
Cormae O Ceallaigh was chary about cruising this year, as he broke one of his ribs when
launching Julia by winch on June 30th, the hottest day of the year. Her moorings are below his
house in Doorin in the lee of the Black Rock Anchorage (1), just inside the entrance to Donegal
Harbour, where the anchor of the French frigate Romaine abandoned in 1798, was recovered
and which is now enthroned at Donegal Pier. August 2nd, sailed to Killybegs, splitting the
genoa near the BaIligmore. Took part in the Regatta. Sailed next day to Teelin, where a perfect
evening was spent. Anchored off E. Pier, now very ruinous. This is the more convenient, as
Kilcar is only 2 miles by road if stores are needed. The intention was to cross Donegal Bay to
Killala, but the forecast S.W. 6 by evening and the prospect of a dead beat were not alluring,
so returned to Killybegs. August 5th, Killybegs - Mullaghmore with Stephen Nolan as crew.
August 6th, Mullaghmore - Aughros Hole. Next day, a plan to sail to Killala and parts West
was frustrated by calms and a faulty outboard. Returned to Ballysadare Bay, being guided in
to Portavaud Roads by Peter Brehony, whom we had met last year. Local boats are moored
here opposite to the road and bungalow, well in towards the west shore, out of the strong tide.
These were formerly kept at Aughros, but the foundering of two of them in the June gale of
1975 has convinced all concerned that the latter is an unsafe place in strong W. and N.W.
winds. The wind continuing light and the place most beautiful, persuaded Plunkett McCann
and his crew to proceed before us to Portachurry Pool, a new experience since, when bad
storms were forecast, they had been accustomed to beach their craft in Portavaud Harbour
which dries out. Met Mr. J.W. Prins and family, who own a motor-boat and sailing dinghy
and subsequently arranged for a small survey to be carried out to amend the charts for the
benefit of the I.C.C. members. After a further day of perfect weather, set off for home,
unfortunately, just ahead of the Prins motor-boat which carried buns specially baked by Mrs.
Prins for the undernourished crew of Julia. Had a splendid sail back to Doorin, S.W. 4 under
easy canvas, 6 hours.
Michael O’Farrell gives the following report of Cuchulain’s 1976 cruising: Attended
I.C.C. Rally in Port St. Mary, also the Vice Commodore’s gathering in Malahide. Our cruise
was once more to South Brittany, our aim being to explore Quiberon Bay, Belle Ile and the
Morbihan. Crew: Commodore of Carlingford Yacht Club Stephen Gibbons and Dr. Donal
O’Tierney. The exceptionally fine weather found us under engine in poor visibility to the
Seven Stones L.V. A nice north-easterly then took us to Camaret, where we put in because the
voltage regulator was giving trouble and eventually left us without lights. We decided playing
hide and seek in the dark with the shipping off Ushant was not for us. Ports of call in Brittany
were Iles de G16nan, Sauzon (Belle Ile), La Trinit6 and then into the Morbihan, which we
expiored using Aradon as our base. Returning we spent Bastille Day in Camaret, then caught a
favourable tide through Chenal du Four and took just sixty hours to sail directly to our
moorings at Greencastle in Carlingford Lough.
Michael O’Flaherty sends this brief account of his principal 1976 summer cruise.
Cuilaun of Kinsale revisited that delightful part of north-west Spain, between Finisterre in
the north and Bayona near Vigo in the south. Sailing from Kinsale on June 6, at noon, with in
addition to myself, I.C.C. member Brian Smullen in charge, my brother Nigel, Graham Farley
and Paul McCormack, we dropped anchor in Corcubion, just beside Cape Finisterre, at 13.55
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on Thursday June 10, having recorded 552 miles in just over four days. The passage was
uneventful, except for a big fright when the bows of a small freighter the Afrik Star loomed
close astern of us in thick weather, some 24 hours prior to making our Spanish landfall.
We left Corcubion the next day, overnighting off the Ensenada de San Francisco in the
Ria de Muros and then enjoyed a splendid 70 mile reach to Bayona, where we dropped anchor
off the Yacht Club on the evening of June 12. Remaining there for three nights we provisioned
in Vigo and cruised north, exploring the various Rias, which are somewhat akin to the Bays in
S.W. Ireland, with quite high mountains, but with lovely weather. The beaches are beautiful
and unspoilt, and happily the serious oil spillage in Corunna hadn’t touched this coast.
On our return passage we cast off in Corcubion at 08.00 Monday June 21, in the midst of
a high pressure area, and there being no wind engined to Kinsale, picking up our moorings
there about 16.00 on Thursday June 24, recording 523 miles for the 3 and 1/3rd day return
passage.
A very nice cruise in lovely weather, with perhaps two comments. Firstly, it would have
been more pleasant if we could have taken four weeks and changed crews half way, although
the air fare, necessarily via Madrid, is penal. And, secondly, we were very conscious of the
absence of a moon on our return Biscay passage. If one has an option, it adds greatly to
passage making pleasure, to plan with the moon in mind.
Jerry O’Sullivan lists the 1976 activities of his Shipman 28 Ceili as follows:
Raced: Foynes to Fenit, Fenit to Kilronan, Kilronan to Carrigaholt.
Cruised: Fenit to Foynes, Smerwick, Brandon and Magharees. Dun Laoghaire to Dunmore
East, Crosshaven, Kinsale, Smerwick and Fenit. Fenit to Valentia and Baltimore.
Mungo Park writes: I regret I did not cruise this year, for the first year since 1954, but I
had a good year’s sailing in Deerhound with John Guinness, racing to Isle of Man at Whit and
attending the I.C.C. Rally at Malahide. I have now, God be praised, bought Gay Gannet from
the Vice Commodore and am looking forward to next season.
Harry Patton writes: Having wintered on the Clyde I sold Mist of Malin and bought Fair
Alton, a McGruer designed and built motor yacht. On Wednesday 26 May Bob Fitzsimons and
I commissioned her, and following trials sailed to Millport for a night’s rest, crossing to
Donaghadee and thence to Ringhaddy in Strangford Lough. Distance run 134 miles.
On 27 June we set out once again for a cruise to the West Coast of Scotland with our
wives. The weather was ideal for the entire cruise which is most remarkable. Unfortunately we
had a number of electrical faults, and in particular a problem with the wireless transmittor
which necessitated calls at main ports to try and solve the problems. On the outward trip we
called at Larne, Gigha, Oban, Tobermory, Totaig, Mallaig, Kyle Akin and Plocton, where we
arrived on July 3. We returned to Tobermory on 4 July, where we had a visit from John
Stevenson, Rear Commodore of the R.U.Y.C., together with his crew who were on passage to
Orkney to visit Stanley Orr. He is now retired and living in Orkney.
Our next stop was Puiladobhrain and then to the Fairy Isles in Loch Swen. This was our
first visit to this delightful anchorage which we had entirely to ourselves. Made one further call
at Gigha, where we were honoured by a visit from Rear Commodore Douglas McIlwaine, his
wife Yvonne and Robert Carson. We both left on the 8 July and were in company around the
Mull of Kintyre, where Douglas altered course for Sanda Island, while we proceeded direct to
Donaghadee. We landed the ladies at my house so that they could collect transport and rejoin
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us at Ringhaddy, where we arrived on 9 July. Cruise distance 516 miles. Total sea passages 650
miles.
Marshall and Maura Pritchard report a season of varied cruising starting off well in April
with a fortnight in the West Indies with Gerald Leonard and Margaret Green. Joined
Wishbone in Antigua and sailed to Dominica, stopping at Guadeloupe and Iles des Saintes.
Our season ended with the delivery cruise of our new yacht Norella, a 7 metre cruiser/racer, in
September.
In between, during the first three weeks of July we had our annual pilgrimage to the West
Coast of Scotland in Aspasia -- sadly our last since, not without regret, we decided to part
with Aspasia after 10 good years sailing in her. With us was our 8 year old daughter Jane, and
from Strangford Lough to Gigha two friends, Brian and Hazel Flynn, joined us and then left
"to do their own thing". Our new Tillermate self-steering proved invaluable. Anchorages
visited (some twice) were: Ardminish, Crinan, Camus Redire, Tobermory, Canna, L.
Screesort, Isle Ornsay, L. Sunart, L. Aline, Pulldoran, Eiln More (MacCormaig Isles),
Donaghadee. The most memorable half-hour of the cruise, especially since it is unlikely we
would attempt such a feat in Norella, was entering Eiln More anchorage for the first time in a
S.W. force 6 under sail. Never was a mainsail dropped so quickly as Aspasia did three rapid
circles before slowing down sufficiently to allow us to anchor.
We were pleased with Norella’s performance from Inverkip to Strangford Lough in
slightly less than 24 hours. In fact, we were in time for the tail end of the I.C.C. Rally on
Sunday morning in Audleys Roads.
Dermod Ryan sends the following summary: Once again cruised to Scotland for three
weeks in August. Crew: my wife Sheila and three of the children, Yvonne (14), Paul (13) and
Brenda (11). Weather fabulous but towards the end would have welcomed more wind.
Anchorages visited: Port St. Mary, Port Patrick, Lamlash, East L. Tarbert, (through Crinan
Canal), L. Aline, Tobermory, Arinagour (CoU), Ulva, Tinkers Hole, L. Tarbert (Jura), Craighouse, Ardminish (Gigha), Port Patrick, and return to Skerries. Distance covered: 490 miles.
Frank Ryan reports: As in the last three season we took Tryphena to the south coast of
Ireland during the last two weeks of July. During a strenuous 9 hour beat to Arklow we were
overtaken by a Ruffian sailing in the ISORA feeder race, which that night went aground on the
Blackwater bank and was broken up. We left Arklow on the 17th and sheltered from a gale at
Rosslare till the 19th, before going on to Dunmore East, Kinsale and Baltimore. On the 22nd
we took the interesting inside passage from Baltimore to Roaringwater bay, and continued
around Mizen Head to Castletownbere. Next day we went through Dursey sound and up the
KenmareRiver to Parknasilla, which was as far as we had time to go. A leisurely cruise back in
excellent conditions brought us to Kilmakilloge, Derrynane, Castletownbere, Adrigole, Glengarriff, Bantry, Baltimore and Kinsale, where we arrived on 31 July. The return to Dun
Laoghaire was left to a later weekend. My crew were John McKinney, Billy Cotter and Niall
Meagher.
Tom Sheppard reports: Greylag of Arklow is gradually becoming more of a family boat
and less of a cruising yacht. Hence its activities are becoming more restricted in its developing
role. This year, filled with a new Volvo Penta -- thank goodness -- it catered for the family
holiday, which was spent based in Castletownshend.
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On 23 July, manned by the Skipper, Joe Osborne, Ken Fletcher, Andrew Dennison and
Dermot O’Flynn, we slipped from our moorings in Dun Laoghaire. Thirty hours later, thanks
largely to the northerlies, and here and there the Volvo, we were off Castlehaven. A very
rewarding passage.
Castletownshend was to be the base for the next four weeks. The Sheppard family arrived
to take over a house there on 31 July, and, for two weeks pottered in West Cork; various
children spending a night on the boat in mini-cruises to Baltimore, Sherkin and Schull,
including somewhat inglorious participation in Schull Regatta. For some of this fortnight
Dermot O’Flynn acted as Bosun and boat-keeper. Principal action activities included
swimming and rowing and sailing the dinghy -- (this was the agent of some hilarity in that it
succeeded in ditching both the Skipper and his mother-in-law into the Atlantic). For the last of
the four weeks the Skipper’s wife tempted patience and providence by living on board with
four off-spring -- the Skipper having retreated to his office.
The passage crew took over on Friday 20 August to get the boat back to Dun Laoghaire.
The weather was beautiful, but the wind and seas were just horrible. The north-easterlies blew
up a nasty short chop which made everything most unpleasant. We sailed, we motor-sailed, we
motored and only for a few hours between the Tuskar and Wicklow Head did we have even a
close-fetch. However, thanks to the Volvo we didn’t do too badly, arriving in Dun Laoghaire
after a passage of 46 hours.
Vice Commodore Jack Wolfe writes: Gay Gannet’s cruise does not warrant a full account
this year as we only followed our previous course to Tobermory, from where we were to start
our cruise. However, this was not to be, as Keith Wilkinson broke ~t rib entering the Sound of
Mull in bad weather. After medical attention in Tobermory we decided to turn south for
home, in cold, wet, miserable weather, with strong winds and poor visibility. We hurried home
in day sails via Crinan canal to avoid hurting Keith any further. Visited Jura (Craighouse and
L. Tarbert) Oban, Tobermory, Puilladobhrain, Crinan, East L. Tarbert, Campbeltown, Port
Patrick, Douglas and Port St. Mary, I.O.M. Crew were: John Wolfe, Keith Wilkinson, Penny
McMullan and Peter McDowell.
lan Wylie gives the following resume of his season’s cruising:
Delivery trip to Cultra of John Clapham’s Nicholson 38 Tresillian III (Phendra having been
sold to the Clyde).
First fortnight in June -- cruise on Rear Commodore’s lovely yawl Sheenan, which had
been lent to my father, Noel Wylie R.N.Y.C. The other I.C.C. members were Arthur Orr and
for one week Robert Shanks. From Cultra to Castle Bay (Barra), Big Harbour Eriskoy, L.
Boisdale, Kettle Pool, L. Maddy, East L. Tarbert (Harris), L. Torridon, South Rona, Portree
(stormbound for 3 days), Totaig, Isle Ornsay, Tobermory, Salen (Mull) where there is a very
good new restaurant "Puffer Aground", L. Aline, Puilladobhrain. L. Spelve, Dunstaffnage
and Oban, where Sheenan was returned to her owner. Weather was very poor, one dry day
during the fortnight even in this summer of drought! But the cruise was great fun.
"Twelfth" Holiday -- with Peter Bunting on Sue (now back from Finland and Sweden).
Very fast sail to Crinan (13 hours) then leisurely to L. Melfort and Oban, where I left and
returned to Belfast on the "Grey Funnel Line".
A knee operation meant no sailing in August, but returned fit enough for the Port Patrick
race on Tresillian IlI with John Clapham and the crew of Maimoune. Final "cruise" -Ballyholme Bay to Audley’s Roads for the I.C.C. Rally in Tresillian.

BLASKET SOUND AND THE ARMADA SHIPS
by R. L. Berridge
Thi~August two yachts lay rolling at anchor off the strand on Great Blasket Island,
Corofin in charge of Sally and Jeffrey O’Riordan and Wester Til, which I was on board,
owned by Professor and Mrs. Jerry Bruner, a member of the C.C.A. and R.C.C. She is a
lovely 47ft. yawl built by Abeking and Rasmussen. We had sailed over from Valentia on a grey
day with a moderate westerly breeze. A roll was curling round from both sides of the island,
making the anchorage uneasy.
This island appears to be inhabited in summer by an assortment of people with launches
and rubber punts running to and fro from the old curragh landing at Dunquin. A small,
improbable-looking speed-boat near to us soon started dragging, anchored by a Piece of string
and a toothpick. One could not but feel that some of the visitors were taking chances with this
very unpredicatable bit of water.
During the winter I had read a fascinating account of the search for one of the two
Armada ships which had sunk there. It was easy to let one’s imagination take over and to
picture the scene there some hundreds of years ago.
The normal approach from the north-west would be to close the land near Sybil Head and
then run down into the sound, passing east of Beginish. There is another entrance west of
Beginish which is reasonably clear, and where there is sometimes less sea there than in the
sound itself. There is a third way in and this is far from clear, leading as it does right through
"the rocks and breakers extending north from Illaunboy off the N.W. tip of Great Blasket.
In that wild autumn three ships were driving down the west coast. Short of provisions and
water, racked with disease and their morale at its lowest they were looking for somewhere to
get shelter and re-fit, before setting sail across the western approaches and the Bay of Biscay
for Spain. Their objective was an anchorage offshore where they would be safe from any
attack from the mainland. The long line of the Blaskets rose above the horizon and seemed to
offer the sort of anchorage for which they were searching. The largest of the ships was the
Flagship of the fleet with the Admiral on board, a very sick man, another was a supply ship
and the third a smaller man-of-war.
One can imagine the scene on board. The weather was bad, it was blowing with a heavy
swell and squally showers would be cutting visibility right down at frequent intervals. From the
offing they must have closed Tearaght and run in through the wide sound, between that island
and Inishnabro, finding there no anchorage and a foul tide. Luffing up they could not lay to
weather of the Beginish reefs and their only hope of shelter lay in getting to leeward of the
Great Blasket. Embayed, and with no way out, they decided to run through the reefs. A hand
would be sent to the fore-top, an experienced seaman who would know what the ship could do
and who could con her in. Ahead he would see the reefs and breakers and tide-rips, a daunting
sight. To the N.E. the 153ft. Edge Rocks would be conspicuous, and as they came closer the
westernmost breaker, awash at low water, would be throwing up great fountains of surf.
Suddenly the fore-top hand would see a dubious way through, a narrow channel some 1 V2
cables wide, north of Carrigfadda. There was no alternative, so the ship bore away and ran in.
As the water shoaled the seas would steepen, on either side the huge breakers frighteningly
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close, they must have wondered every minute if there would be a crunch as she struck with the
masts falling out of her and the seas piling on board astern. Somehow she ran true and did not
broach, the seas smoothed, the channel widened as Beginish came abeam, the island strand
opened and she rounded up and came to anchor.
For the moment they were safe, but what an anchorage in late autumn weather. In due
course a second ship found her way in by the same route and then a third, this one running
south down the sound from Sybil Head. All three lay there rolling and fearful of their safety.
In continuous bad weather they transferred stores and guns and crew from one ship,
which was in a bad way, before she foundered. They sent foraging parties ashore near
Dunmore Head, some of whom were captured and slaughtered. One night the third ship
dragged across the sound in a gale to pile up and be hurled across the Scollage Rocks to
founder in their lee. There were no survivors. Had they but known it, they were the largest
body of armed men for many miles, and could have found a better anchorage and landed in
force to seize anything they wanted.
In due course, somewhat better prepared, the Flagship got under way and set her course
across the Bay for the Spanish coast, where eventually she safely made port, the Admiral dying
shortly after they landed.
In Wester Til we sailed out between the Great Blasket and Beginish to look at the route
they must have taken. It was easy for us in fine weather with a modern chart and a handy boat
to sail out through the reefs. Even still, the sound of the surf was all pervading, the channels
were narrow, the tide strong and the wind gusted down from the high cliffs of the island. It is a
bleak, lonely and inhospitable place, filled with a real sense of menace. It is always easier to go
out from a place like this than to run in from a dubious offing. What terrifying days those
must have been and what tough seamen those Spaniards.
I apologise for not having the names and sizes of the ships, but it is a while since I read the
book and returned it to its owner. We found the whole area and the idea of those clumsy ships
finding their way in through it of absorbing interest, and I hope that members may find it the
same.
CRUISING BY A NON-MEMBER EARLY THIS CENTURY
Last year’s Annual contained a summary of a cruise in 1850 by a R. St. George Y.C.
member named Potts. There was another member of that club who was known to those who
sailed with him as "Potts"; this was Geoffrey Phillpotts, who will be remembered by some
older readers. He had been addicted to boats since his youth, and during the first half of this
century spent fffost of his summer weekends sailing, and his holidays cruising. He would surely
have become an I.C.C. member were it not that his yachts did not comply with club rules. He
built them himself and they were quartered-decked C.B. boats with green canvas-covered hulls
and quickly adjustable red sails, the jib as well as the lug having roller reefing.
On his first cruise in 1902 he and his three companions slept on board their 16 footer and
spent four weeks exploring every harbour and inlet between Dublin and Strangford. In later
years he nearly always managed to spend his nights ashore. Before long more distant Irish
coasts attracted him, and he must have been one of the first people to trail his boat behind a
car, by which method he could travel quickly to and from his chosen cruising area. In this way
he explored the south, west and north coasts of Ireland where, over the years, he probably
visited more inlets and anchorages than any I.C.C. member has done since. He also succeeded
eventually in sailing round all the major headlands. Later he became interested in the west
coast of Scotland and again took his boat to or from the Clyde or (e.g.) Mallaig, or sometimes
there and back, by public transport, thus giving himself more time to explore the Hebrides.
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LIST OF MEMBERS
*An asterisk indicates an Honorary Member.
The year when honorary membership was conferred, is shown in brackets.
Name & Year Elected

Address. Phone No. in brackets. Name of Yacht in Italics.

Adams, Pete/" J. 1970

2 Hopton Close, Eggbuckland, Plymouth, Devon. Carnalea.

Allen, Harry 1971

shangri-la, Port Oriel, Clogherhead, Co. Louth. Kami Kai.

Anderson, A. W. 1961

Alpine Lodge, Drumreighland, Limavaddy, Londonderry (3348).
Lapwing.

Anderson, Gordon F. 1974

’Lyndhurst’, Marlboro Road, Glenageary, Co. Dublin. (806531).

Andrews, David O.B.E.,
M.Sc., J.P. 1959.

Belfast Mills, Percy St., Belfast 13. (22451. Home: Bangor 60631).
Ocean Dove.

Aplin, Roger 1972

Kifane, Upr. Albert Road, Glenageary, Co. Dublin (806043). Tu Fri.

Appert, Miss M. 1975

Glenans Irish Sailing Centre, Baltimore, Co. Cork.

Archer, William M. 1965

55 Silverstream Drive, Bangor, BT20 3LW, Co. Down. (66686).
Petrel 1I.

Arnold, R.C. 1955

28 Osborne Gardens, Belfast, BT9 6LE. (667377).

Balmforth, M.B. 1966

Dargarvel Avenue, Glasgow G41 5LD. (041/427- 1176).

Barnes, Dermot 1955

2 Albany Court, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin. Cu-na-mara.

Barr, Robert 1969

Heather Lodge, Kerrymount Ave., Foxrock, Co. Dublin. (893269).
L "Etoile (P.O.)

Barr, R.G.M. 1973

60 Tullynagardy Rd., Newtownards, Co. Down. (813369).

Barr, Mrs. Hazel 1971

Do.

*Barry, Gerald 1943 (1967)

c/o Rob Roy, Cook Street, Cork.

*Barton, Humphrey 1934
0954).

4 Quay Hill, Lymington, 3-Iants. Rose Rambler.

Bassett, Major C. S. 1969

53 Rivermead Court, Hurlingham, London S.W.6. Gioconda.

Beck, Horace P. 1963

Box 442, Middlebury, Vermont, U.S.A. China Bird.

Beirne, Ronan M. 1975

Stokeville, Coliemore Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin. (806760)

Benson, Dr. R. 1975

64 Bellvue Road, Glenageary, Co. Dublin. (802352). Marlou.

Berridge, Lt. Col. R.L. 1946.

Owenmore, Currabinny, Carrigaline, Co. Cork (021 - 831531). Corofin.

Berridge, Mrs. Cicely D. 1965
Beckett, John D. 1963
Beckett, Dr. W.K. 1973
Begley, William 1950

Do.
52 Sydney Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin. (889826). Dara. (P.O.)
44 Green Road, Blackrock, Co. Dublin. Dara. (P.O.)
Hiliview Cottage, Shankill, Co. Dublin (860129.
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I~ell, John N 1974

Sunnyside, Station Road, Sutton, Co. Dublin. (322496).

Blaikie, James A1969

Lyndhurst Crescent, Springhill Road, Bangor, Co. Down.
(Bangor 2209),Diff’rent Drummer.

Booth, E. M. 1967

Melmore, Shankill, Co. Dublin. (863094). Venetia.

Bourke, John P. 1965

Albert House, Victoria Road, Dal.key, Co. Dublin.

Bourke, J. Roger 1942

Corbiere, Ashbourne Ave., Limerick, (061 45479. Office~ 45 _4zl4). Iduna.

Bourke, Michael Paget 1975

10 Herbert Park, Dublin 4.

Bowring, Wing Cdr. J. H. 1973 Mornington, Saval Park Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin. (853899).
Boyd, J. M. 1963

51 Ward Avenue, Bangor, Co. Down.

Bradley, Desmond 1957

Moorefield, Church Road, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin.
(855622. Office:533351). Aindora. (P.O.)

Braidwood, W. S. 1963

3 Dufferin Villas, Bangor, Co. Down. (2382).

Braidwood, Mrs. 1963

Do.

Bramwell, Dr. B.R. 1963

Killinchy, Co. Down. Dinah 5 - 0 - 5.

Brindley, Aidan C. 1954

25 Seabank Court, Sandycove, Co. Dublin. (809039). Glenisla.

Broderick, K. J. 1943

St. Judes, 118 Merrion-Ave., Blackrock, Co, Dublin. (886784).

Brown, J. Finlay 1959

151 Seafield Rd., Clontarf, Dublin 3. (335789).

Brown, Mrs. M. 1973

6 Monastery Crescent, Clondalkin, Co. Dublin.

Brown, Richard P. 1970

Bankmore, Portaferry, Co.’ Down. (209).

Brown, W. P. 1963

212 Shore Road, Portaferry, Co. Down. (318).

Bryce, Robert G. 1969

St. Benedicts, Thormanby Road, Baily, Co. Dublin. (322829).

Bunting, Peter J. 1962

Ballyreagh Farm, Portaferry Road, Newtownards, Co. Down.
(812310. Office: Lurgan 3611). Sue.

Bunting, Mrs. E. A.M. 1969

Do.

Burke, J. F. 1971

Richmond House, Blackrock, Cork. (021 -33730). Golden Shamrock..

Burnes, Robert 1969

1103 Grove Street, Framingham, U.S.A.

Butler, J. C. 1959

Belgrove, Cobh, Cork. (021 - 811342). Tam o "Shanter.

Butler, Sean, Mr. Justice 1957

Bonnie Doon, Coliemore Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin. (806187).

Byrne, H. E. O’C. 1974

Lismoyle, Coast Road, Malahide, Co. Dublin. (350498). Chouette.

*Campbell, R. P. 1934 (1969)

Cuilin, Bray, Co. Wicklow (862634). Verve.

Carr, W. Derek 1972

Portland House, Downpatrick, Co. Down. (2051). Melora IlL

Carr, Mrs. J. E. 1972

Do.
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Chadwick, T. 1944

Lissen Hall, Swords, Co. Ilablin. (201220. Office: 280381).

Charles, R. 1948

13 Ham Road, Shoreham-by-Sea, Sussex. (3421. Office: CHA 1644).
Franzi.

Clapham, John F. 1965

Mertoun Hall, Holywood, Belfast. (63177). Tresillian III.

Clapham, Mrs. D. 1974

Do.

Clark, H.W.S., M.B.E.,D.L.
1951

Gorteade Cottage, Upperlands, Co. Derry. (Maghera 737).
Wild Goose of Moyle.

Clark, Peter A1971

Cillenamara, Ringhaddy Road, Killinchy, Co. Down. (541814).
Rinamara.

Clarke, S.H.R. 1967

Aghmarta, Carrigaline, Co. Cork. Quiver VII.

Clegg, J. A1963

Craigside, Langley Ave., Bingley, Yorks. Sinbad of Abersoch.

Cobbe, T. L. 1939

N~wbridge House, Donabate, Co. Dublin. (350343).

Coe, R. 1957

Craigie, Monasterevan, Co. Kildare. (045 - 25300).

Cole, Derrick 1968

5 Stillorgan Pk., Blackrock, Co. Dublin. (881240).

Collins, H.G.B. 1963

Cranallen, 4 Manse Road, Kilkeel, Co. Down. (62357). Kerry Lady.

Collins, Michael D 1975

"Inniskeel", King Edward Road, Bray. Co. Wicklow. (867619). Asali.

Cooke, K. L. 1959

"Salia", Dublin Road, Sutton, Co. Dublin. (322348. Office: 771801).

Cotter, William J. 1975

11 Bushy Park Road, Rathgar, Dublin 6. (973270).

Courtney, Ross, 1948

Ross More, Claremont Rd., Howth, Co. Dublin.
(323090. Office: 44686). Bandersnatch of Howth.

Cox, James F. 1970

78 Blackheath Park, Clontarf, Dublin 3. (339593).

Coyle, Michael F. 1971

St. Jude’s, Dunleer, Co. Louth. (041 -51329).

Cresswell, R. S. 1949

Lynton, Dalkey Ave., Dalkey, Co. Dublin. (803163).

Crosbie, E. 1957

Woodlands, Montenotte, Cork. (021 = 52420).

Cudmore, Fred 1947

Clover Hill, Well Road, Douglas, Cork. (021 - 31060). Setanta.

Cudmore, Fred (Jun.) 1966

Do.

Cudmore, Justin R. 1966

29 Kensington, Rochestown, Douglas, Co. Cork.

Cudmore, Peter F. 1966

6 Camden Place, Cork. (021 - 53726).

Cudmore, Harold, 1956

Cartriff, Douglas, Co. Cork. (021 -.33016. Office: 24019). Namhara.

Cudmore, Mrs. Mary 1970

Do.

Cudmore, H. (Jun.) 1959

Kedges, Douglas Road, Cork.

Cudmore, Ronald 1964

31 Ballinclea Heights, Killiney, Co. Dublin. (852453).
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Merlin, Maryboro Hill, Douglas, Cork. (021 - 33625). Quervain.
Cuffe-Smith, Capt. W. R. 1970 Dunbo Lodge, Dunbo Hill, Howth, Co. Dublin. (322428)." Leemara.
Cudmore, Richard B. 1966

Cullen, M. 1971

Grainblah, Palmerston Park, Dublin 6. (977002).

Cunningham, Brian 1967

31 Windsor Gardens, Largs, Ayrshire. Rascal.

Curtain, W. A. 1971

Highlands, Asborne Villas, Stoke, Plymouth. (Plymouth 51909).

d’Alton, M.M.A. 1956

Kilda Lodge, Killiney, Co. Dublin. (Office: 761481). Glenshane. (P.O.)

Dalton, Brian 1967

15 Hancock Road, Weston, Mass. 02193, U.S.A. Finola.

Daly, Dominic, J. 1968

Currabinny, Carrigaline, Co. Cork.

Davey, D.W.H. 1969

Pier House, Cultra, Co. Down. (Holywood 2287).

Dawes, Miss K. P. 1963

9 Courtenay Place, Lymington, Hampshire.

Deane, Douglas 1965

Churchbay, Crosshaven, Co. Cork. Darinda.

Dempsey, J. A. 1973
Denham, Dr. P.C. 1975

Inwood, South Strand, Skerries, Co. Dublin. (291326).
2 Vergemont, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6. (973098).

Denvir, Miss Joan 1956

Mount Bernard, Cobh, Co. Cork. (021 - 811504).

de Quincey, Roger 1969

Baltimore Hill, Baltimore, Co. Cork. (52). Badger of Baltimore.

de Quincey, Mrs. Sheila 1974

Do.

Devenney, E. K. 1973

4 Vernon Park, Bangor, Co. Down. Freda.

Dick, J. R. William 1971

Shango, Near Blessington, Co. Wicklow. (045 - 65233).

Dickinson, L. B. 1969

3 Carisbrook Tce., Bangor, Co. Down. (2164). Seaboard.

Dinneen, Patrick, A. 1965

The Old Rectory, Croom, Co. Limerick. (061 - 32245).

Donegan, Patrick T.D. 1968

St. Etchans, Monasterboice, Drogheda, Co. Louth. (041 - 8944).
Whirlaway of Oriel

Dorman, Dr. J. K. A. 1971

Sketrick Island, KiUinchy, Co. Down. (370). Maid of Skye.

Doyle, Denis N. 1956
Commodore

Lauriston, Douglas Rd., Cork. (021 -23706). Moonduster.

Doyle, Frank 1966

Do.

Doyle, John G. 1967

Patchwork, Killarney Road, Bray, Co. Wicklow. (862779).

Doyle, Thomas F. 1930

Ardmannagh, Glenbrook, Co. Cork. (021 -841199). Sonata.

Doyle, D. Conor’ 1966

Do.

Duff, J. C. 1946

Ard-le-Mar, Church Street, Skerries, Co. Dublin.

Duff, J. K. 1949

Drumbaragh House, Kells, Co. Meath. (190).

Dunn, Aidan 1963
Hon. Secretary

2 Nutley Road, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4. (691158. Office: 770733).
Anasu H.
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du Pont, Pierre 1969

Patterns, Rockland, Delaware 19732, U.S.A. Barlovento II.

Dwyer, Kevin F. 1966

Inishowen, Glounthaune, Co. Cork. (021 -821264).

Dyke, Stanley, W. 1965

Benwell, Crosthwaite Park, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin. (807918).

Elliot, W." Mayne 1932

Burren Carragh, Birr Point, Ballyhalbert, Co. Down. (Ballywalter 233)
Happy Return. (P. O.)

Ender, Theodore 1972

Northfield, Elton Park, Sandycove, Co. Dublin. (803934).

England, Mrs. Elizabeth M.
1967

Broomieknowe Cottage, Broomieknowe, Lasswade, Midlothian.
(031 - 663 - 7403).

Everett, T. 1975

56 Cabin Hill Gardens, Belfast. (653917).

Eves, F. Maitland 1967

Ganaway, Ballywalter, Newtownards, Co. Down. BT22 2LJ.
(Millisle 213). Aeolus.

Eves, Jeremy R. F. 1975

Do.

*Ewing, Clayton
Commodore, C. C.A.

Wilderness Farms, Trappe, Maryland 21673, U.S.A.

Fane, Kable P. 1970

Norton Hall, Leicestershire. (Tugby 211) Gallivanter III

Fannin, Robert N. 1959

3 Martello Terrance, Strand Road, Sutton, Co. Dublin. (326612).

Farrell, Thomas V. 1969

Glenflesk, Carrigeen Park, Cork. (24866).

,Faulkner, J. Dennis 1960

Olinda, Craigavad, Co. Down.
(Holywood 2783. Office: Belfast 744261). A rvor IIL

Faulkner, Mrs. J. K. 1969

Do.

Felix, Bernard 1963"

19 Bd. Victor-Hugo, 92200 Neuilly Sur Seine, Paris, France. Skreo II.

Fielding, Dr. R. J. 1956

Skellig, Monkstown, Co. Cork. (021 - 841428 & 51848).

Fielding, Mrs. C. 1971

Do.

¯ Finnegan, John 1966

Seap.oint House, Monkstown, Co. Dublin.

Fisher, J. D. F. 1969

Rathturrent, Warrenpoint, Co. Down (3667).

Fitzgerald, C. J. 1944

Kylemore, Richmond, Blackrock Road, Cork.
(021 - 32210. Office: 26280). Melisande. (P.O.)

FitzGerald, David H. B. 1966

Larch Hill, Loughrea, Co. Galway.
(Galway 41146. Office: Tynagh 214). Oberon H

Fogarty, John J. 1967

8 The Crescent, Midleton, Co. Cork. Nora Sheila.

Foley, Albert, 1972

Saltaire, Dalkey Ave., Dalkey, Co. Dublin. (805259). Estelle.

Fowler, Robert J. 1969

Mont Alto House, Sorrento Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin. (805822).
Sogndal

French, Miss D. 1934

4 Fairfield Park, Greystones, Co. Wicklow.
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Fryer, Patrick J. H. 1969

Craighdu, Vico Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin. (809568). La Bretonne

Fuller, T. 1936

Grianan, Skibbereen, Co. Cork (6).

Geldof, Robert 1968

18 Crosthwaite Park, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin. (802818).

Glaser, Dr. Otto 1972

Thalassa, Baily, Co. Dublin. (324797. Office: 765191).
Tritsch- Tratsch I1

Glover, Dr. W. E. 1963

2 Coolong Road, Vaucluse, Sydney, 2030, N.S.W. (377 - 2889).
Melite.

Gogarty, Desmond 1960

"Lamlash", Mornington, Drogheda, Co. Louth. (041 - 8740).

Gomes, H. R. 1967

12 Main St., Crawfordsburn, Co. Down. Ain Mara. (P.O.)

Gore-Grimes, John 1973

The Shack, Baily, Co. Dublin. (323670). Shardana

Gore-Grimes, Mrs. J. 1975

Do.

Gray, A.P.
Bine Cottage, Crondall Rd., Crockham Village, Hants.
(ex. Officio-Hon. Sec. R. C. C. ) (Crondal1376. Office: 499 - 3761). Rococo
Green, Mrs. Margaret 1963
Green, Dr. Chris H. 1964

Plymouth Hoe, Stoney Road, Dundunald, Belfast (63175).
Do. Helen

Green, Dr. Michael, 1964

3 Sycamore Close, Woodingdean, Brighton, Sussex BN2 6SJ. (33676).

Greer, P.H. LI .D. 1951

22 Greenfield Rd., Sutton, Co. Dublin. (323195. Office: 771801).
Helen of rio wth

Greer, Howard 1966

Howth Summit, Co. Dublin.

Guinness J. H. 1961

Censure House, Baily, Co. Dublin. (323123). Deerhound

Guinness, Mrs. M.J. 1966
Hon. Publications Officer

Do.

Guinness, Peter 1963

Chapel Farm, Great Missenden, Bucks.

Hall, Mervyn J. 1970

Gleenhook, Ullardmore, Ardeevin Rd., Dalkey, Co. Dublin (800928).

Hall, R.C.A. 1952

Lisaniska, Monkstown, Co. Cork. (021 - 841083). Roane. (P.O.)

Hall, Mrs. Nancy W. 1965

Do.

Hanan, Thomas J. 1937

Kinsale, 6 Roy Court, Mount Eliza, Victoria 3930, Australia. Rosbeg

Harman, S.T.S. 1949

Lichfield, Ballintemple, Co. Cork. (021 - 31053).

Harris, J. A. 1971

Oak Lawn, 128 Tonbridge Road, Hildenborough, Kent. (2162).

Harrison, John M. 1975

Flat 2, 4 Leeds Road, Harrowgate, Yorks.

Harte, Edward D. 1969

Clencar, Coolfadda, Bandon, Co. Cork (023 - 41286). Duckling

Hasset, Barry 1975

"Salcombe", Ballincurrig Park, Douglas, Cork. (32793). Sacha

Healy, David J. 1971

Advertising Associates S.D.N., Berhad, 8th Floor, 802 A.I.A. Bldg.,
Jalan. Ampang, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
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Healy, Capt. George F. 1968

Shanganagh, Albert Road, Glenageary, Co. Dublin (801528).
Master of Yacht Creidne.

*Heard, R. D. 1939 (1963)

Stone Cottage, Killiney Hill Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin. (852258).
Harklow

Heard, Mrs. Ruth 1967

Do.

Hearne R. J. 1975
Hegarty, Brian 1~57

"Shearwater", Baily, Co. Dublin. (322236).

Hegarty, Dermot 1959

Kileen Tce., Malahide, Co. Dublin (450603). Aisling

Gairn Gorm, Baily, Co. Dublin. (323421).

Hennessy, Dr. Noel St. J. 1957 Roosky, Co. Roscommon, (Roosky 24). Aisling
Henry, Drl George R. 1969

Farm Lodge, Shanganagh Road, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin. Jacqueline

Heron, Barney 1965

Moytura House, Cross, Claremorris, Co. Mayo. (Cong I0).

Hicks, Savell O. O.B.E. 1961

Cuan Hills Farm, Ballydorn, Killinchy, Co. Down.
(468. Office: Belfast 57251).

Higginbotham, J. W. 1964

Weatherly, Claremont, Howth, Co. Dublin. (322086). Mimosa. (P.O.)

Hilliard, C. E. 1961
Hogan, Thomas P. 1967

94 Baliinclea Heights, Killiney, Co. Dublin. (854923). Firedrake. (P.O.)
Monkstown Castle, Co. Dublin. (803676). Angel

Horsman, Henry F. 1952

Templerainy House, Arklow, Co. Wicklow. (042 - 2349).

Horsford, W. K. 1974

North Brook, French Furze, Carrigaline, Co. Cork. (882253).

Hughes, N. C., F.R.C.S. 1972 Long Meadow, Ballylesson, Belfast. (Drumbo 323). Taitsing
Hunt, C. K. 1963

Guinness Group Sales, 86 Patrick Street, Cork.

*Hunter, Colin 1975
President, C.A.

Ivory House, St. Katherine’s Dock, London E1 9AT.

Hutchinson, William R. 1969

112 Sheridan Drive, Helen’s.Bay, Co. Down. (2686).

Irving, J. F. 1960

Eaton House, Eaton-upon-Tern, Shropshire. Saunterer of Leigh

Irwin, D. M. 1973

The Cairn, 278 Seacliffe Road, Bangor, Co. Down. Golden Delicious

Jacob, Basil B. 1956

Beacon Bank, Mill Road, Mornington, Drogheda, Co. Louth.
(041- 7840).

Jameson, J. Patrick 1968

Evora, Dunbo Hill, Howth, Co. Dublin. (322931).
Finndabar of Howth.

Johnson, Terence 1960
Jones, A. G. H. 1965

Frazerbank, Strathmore Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin. (801160).
Arandora. (P.O.)
Yeowood, Wrington, Avon.

Kavanagh, Capt. Peter 1965

Kerlogue, Railway Ave., Sutton, Co. Dublin. (323396).

Keane, Barry 1975

5 St. Catherine’s Park, Glenageary, C.o. Dublin. "(805982).
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Keily, D. J. 1973

Moorpark, Fountainstown, Co. Cork. (021 - 831235). Shortwave

Kelly, C. D. 1975

57 Orwell Park, Dublin 6. (975267). Carousel

Kelly, Dr. Malcolm 1969

Fairlight, Brook Ave., Warsash, Southampton. Jolie Madame

Kenefick, George 1975

Derryclare, Well Road, Douglas, Co. Cork. (31799. Office: 32813).

Kennedy, Hugh P., Q.C. 1963

Edgebank, 16 Deramore Park Sth., Belfast. (660500. Office: 226941).
Tosca 1V of Bangor

Kennedy, George O’Brien 1969 Drumsna, Co. Leitrim (9). Brainstorm
Kennedy, T., F.R.C.S. 1973
Kennedy, Mrs. B. 1973

Blackwater Rocks, Saintfield Road, Killinchy, Co. Down. (470).
Marula
Do.

Kerrigan, Seamus, 1974

The Pastures, Sandyford, Co. Dublin. Mac Lir H

Kiley, Jock 1969

15 Bosworth St., Boston 02108, U.S.A.

Kilkelly, Lt. Col. R. P. 1954

24 Ward Ave., Cowes, Isle of Wight.

Kilkenny, Joseph 1971

Gray’s Lane, Howth, Co. Dublin. (323442).

Kinmonth, Prof. J. B. 1966

70 Ladbroke Road, London W. 11. (727 - 6045). Phalarope

Kirby, Tom 1971

Park Road, Clogheen, Clonakilty, Co. Cork.

Knight, R.D. 1971

3 Roby Place, Crofton Road, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin. (809468).
Lyrqe II.

Knott, H. B. 1964

Marlay, Saval Park Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin. (782611).
Pamela and Poitin

Kyle, Stirk 1971

8 Talbot Park, Bangor, Co. Down.

Landon, Capt. E. G. 1959

Crannog, Banagher, Co. Offaly. (24).

Large, Richard T. 1958

Rosehill House, Carysfort Ave., Biackrock, Co. Dublin.
(880574. Office: 761236).

Law, J. Brian 1975

Beech House, Duncans Road, Lisburn, Co. Antrim.
(70461. Office: 77317). Sai See.

Lawless, Peter D. 1964

Heydere, Westfields, N.C. Road, Limerick. (061-5 1567.Office:45290
Mokav H

Lawrence, David T. 1975

4 Rowanbyrne Brookville Park, Deansgrange Rd., Blackrock,
Co. Dublin. (894097).

Lee, Reginald 1961

Sydney Lodge, 93 Booterstown Ave., Booterstown, Co. Dublin.
(889486).

Lennox, George A. 1969

8 Norwood Gardens, Belfast 4, BT4 2DX (656989). Sarita

Leonard, Alan G. 1964

Craigaveagh, Sketrick Island, Killinchy, Co. Down. (0849- 541579)
Wishbone. (P.O.)

J

Leonard, Gerald B. 1964

Do. Wishbone. (P.O.)
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Love, Clayton 1950
Love, Mrs. T. 1963

El Caribe, (021 - 831139). Currabinny, Co. Cork. Cavelleta
Do.

Love, Clayton, (Jun.) 1971

Clanricarde, Blackrock Road, Cork. (021 - 33977).

Love, D. B. 1963

El Medano, 75 Avondale Rd., Killiney, Co. Dublin. (809460).

Love, John P. 1972

White Oaks, Blackrock Road, Cork.

Luke, Derek 1959

Windward, Strand Road, Sutton, Co. Dublin.
(322507. Office: 753351). GunfleetH

Luke, Dermot 1955

15 Asgard Park, Howth, Co. Dublin. (324181). Eventide

Lyden, Brendan P. 1968

Carrigaline, Co. Cork. (021 - 882303). Vivi. (P.O.)

Lyness, Mrs. Maria 1972

Apple Wood, Glen Road, Craigavad, Co. Down. (Holywood 2730).

McAnaney, E. 1975

88 Sandford Road, Ranelagh, Dublin 6. (971421).

McAuley, F.D.M.
Ch., D.O.M.S. 1961

45 Upper Leeson Street, Dublin 4.

Macauley, W. P. 1963

Ballyward House, Manor Kilbride, Blessington, Co. Wicklow.
Heather Bell

McBride, Dennis 1972

34 Belgard Heights, Belgard Road, Tallaght, Co. Dublin.

McBride, Edward D. 1970

Iona, Baily, Co. Dublin. (323335).

McCann, George 1968

21 Riverside Rd., Bangor, Co. Down.

McConnell, J. C. 1958

McConnell House, Claremont Place, Dublin 2. Kala

McConnell, John H. 1965

120 BaIlinclea Heights, Killiney, Co. Dublin.

McConnell, Mrs. M. T. 1959

1 Glandore Park, Mounttown, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin. (802381).

McConnell, Stafford C. 1971

16 Parkview Mansions, Harold’s Cross Road, Dublin 6.

McCormick, W.H.D. 1956

Brooklyn, Greencastle, Lifford, Co. Donegal.
(Greencastle 5. Office: Derry 5014). Manaan Maclir

McDowell, J. R. 1963

1A Meadow Way, Crawf’ordsburn, Co. Down. (Office: 28221).
Rosheen Bawn

McFerran, K. 1931

Dangan, Carrickmines, Co. Dublin. (893153).

McFerran, N. 1965

Dept. of Biochemistry, Queens University, 9 Lisburn Road, Belfast.

McGonagle, Liam 1959

Hilltop House, Windgate Road, Baily, Co. Dublin.

McGuire John F. 1975

Emsworth, Malahide Road, Balgriffin, Dublin 5. (450025).
Setanta of rio wth

Mcllwaine, A. D. 1960
Rear Commodore

Barra, Crawfordsburn, Co. Down. Sheenan

Mcllwaine, Mrs. Y. 1963

Do.
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Macilwraith, George H. 1970

Delgany, Newhaven Drive, Douglas, Cork. Dolphin

McKee, Michael 1962

104 Seacliff Road, Bangor, Co. Down. (2692. Office: Belfast 22734).

McKenna, David C. 1964

Aviemore, 24 Hythe Road, Worthing, Sussex.

Mackeown, J. A. 1959

57 Leeson Park, Dublin 6. (767964). Antoinette and Korsar. (P.O.)

McKinley, Fergus 1953

Beechfield, Sydney Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin. (888376).

McKinney John J.

3 Balally Drive, Dundrum, Dublin 14. (982514).

McLaverty, C. 1961

77a Brownhill Rd., Chandlers Ford, Eastleigh, Hampshire. Dauntless

McLaverty, K. 1961

30 Deramore Drive, Belfast 9. Durward

McMahon, James 1973

"Rathlin", 32 Orwell Park, Dublin 6. (972391). Echo

McMillan, Alislair 1968

"Treborth", Corr Bridge, Howth, Co. Dublin. (324042).

McMordiel H.M. 1972

Colin Road, Dunmurry, Belfast. (6"22172). Anolis

McMullen, L. 1940

11 Almoners’.Avenue, Cambridge CB i 4NZ (47020).

McMullen, Colin P. 1975

70 Henry Street, Toronto M5T IX2, Ontario, Canada. Kilderkin

McSweeney, Patrick 1968

"Dunmuire", Woodview, Douglas, Cork. Vivi. (P.O.)

Macken, J. J. 1949

White House, Dalkey Ave., Co. Dublin. (806897). Aileen

Madden, Arthur G. 1961

Hazeldene, Marina, Blackrock, Co. Cork. (021 -31348).

Magennis, C. 1975

Landfall, 43 Rostrevor Road, Warrenpoint, Co. Down. (2237).
Merle of Malham

Maguire, Dr. J. 1971

Derrylea, Menloe Gardens, Blackrock, Cork. (021 -33439). Pidum

Maguire B.C. 1950

Northfields, Blackboys, Uckfield, Sussex. (Framfield 593).

Maguire, Edward D. 1971

Mullaghbeg, Killyleagh, Co. Down. Triad

Maguire, M. J. 1958

Willo’;v Brae, Castlepark Rd., Sandycove, Co. Dublin (804140).
Arandora. (P.O.)

Maher, Patrick J. 1959

Ballinglanna, Douglas Road, Cork. (021 - 33966. Office: 25252).

Marshall, A. H. 1963

Rockmount, 20 Warren Road, Donaghadee, Co. Down. (3553).
La Petite Mamselle

Martin, Brian M. 1966

11 Jordanstown Road, Newtownabbey, Co. Antrim. Banba

Martin, F. D. 1954

2 Eaton Brae, Corbawn Lane, Shankill, Co. Dublin. (863410).
L "Etoile. (P.O.)

Masser, K. A. 1966

114 High Street, Eton, Windsor, Berks. Pintail of Kew

Meagher, Niall, 1975

Gleann na Greine, Naas, Co. Kildare. (045 - 7728).

Mellon, D. E. M.D. 1947

5 Vergemount, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6. (973075). Janet

Miller, C. G. 1955

Shortalstown, Killinick, Co. Wexford. (053 - 39138). Calloo
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Minchin, John 1960

Currabinny, Carrigaline, Co. Cork. (831296). Windrose

Mollard, Robert E. 1969

27 Sion Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin. Korsar. (P.O.)

Montgomery, A. M. 1957

Brocca, 5 North Avenue, Mount Merrion, Dublin.
(881045. Office:56701).

Montgomery, E. J. 1955

"I8 Northumberland Rd., Dublin. (681903. Office: 761201).

Morck, Dr. P. B. 1958

Ballylug, Rathdrum, Co. Wicklow. (0404 - 5164).

Morck, Mrs. P. C. 1962

Do.

Morehead, R. 1950

Leeward, Marina, Blackrock, Cork. (021 - 33297). Pipit

Morris, Arthur 1961

Clonmore Glebe, Piltown, Co. Kilkenny. (Fiddown 8). Evarne

Morris, R. Wall 1958

Villa Vista Marina, La Capelania, Venalmadena, Malaga, Spain.

Morrison, R. Ian 1957

Spindrift, Carrickbrack Rd., Baily, Co. Dublin. (323106).
Querida of 1to wth

Morton, Vice-Admiral A.S.
1970

c/o Woodcote Manor, Bramdean, Hants. (207) Sung Foon and Nebula

Mossb, W. P. 1964

Denedin, Bennetsbridge, Co. Kilkenny. (056- 27125). Acari

Mullen, T. J. 1975

17 Woodley Road, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin. (855026).

Mullins, John 1972

Arlonstown, Dunsany, Co. Meath. (046- 25175).

Mullins, Peter J. D~ 1971

4 Coliemore Villas, Coliemore Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin. (807184).

Murphy, W. J. 1963

15 Cleve Hill, Blackrock Road, Cork.

Murray, Capt. Brendan 1964

Fingal Strand Road, Sutton, Co. Dublin. (322083).

Myles, Norman 1972

12 Eton Square, Terenure, Dublin 6.

Nixon, James 1971

Rock House, Carrowreagh Road, Dundonald, Belfast.

Nixon, W. M. 1963

29 Evora Park, Howth, Co. Dublin. (323929).

O’Boyle, Donal 1974

"Caoi Tire", Sutton, Co. Dublin. (322361).

O’Brien, John J. 1971

c/o The National Yacht Club, Dun Laoghaire: Windflower

O’Ceallaigh, C. 1959

46 Killiney Rd., Killiney, Co. Dublin. (852619). Julia

O’Ceallaigh, Mrs. M. 1963

Do.

O’Connor, Daniel 1971

Duncairn, 8 Kilteragh Drive, Foxrock, Co. Dublin.

O’Connor, Dr. M. 1957

58 Fitzwilliam Square, Dublin. (767136). In&fallen

Odium, Peter D. 1942

Priory Lodge, Grove Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
Verna and Wee Narnara

O’Donoghue, Dr. R. F. 1971

Rock Lodge, Monkstown, Co. Cork. (841051). Gigha

O’Donovan, W. J. 1947

Flat K, 1 Ashton Place, Blackrock Rd., Cork. (22822).
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O’Farrell, Michael 1975

Moorcrot’t, Rostrevor Road, Warrenpoint, Co. Down. (2620).
Cuchulain

O’Flaherty, Michael 1968

Glenlion, Brennanstown Rd., Cabinteely, Co. Dublin. (896465).
Cuilaun of Kinsale

O’Gallagher, Malachi, 1968

12 Cypress Lawn, Templeogue, Co. Dublin.

O’Gorman, Thomas 1975

Balrath, Co. Meath.

O’Hanlon, R. H., M.D. 1940

8 St. James’s Terrace, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6. (762080). The Meermin

O’Hanlon, Mrs. B., M.D. 1962
O’Hanlon, Andrew 1969
O’Hanlon, Roderic P. 1975

Do.
16 Clonskeagh Rd., Dublin 6. (762080). Firefly
Do.

O’Keefe, Ray P. 1937

Landscape, Drinagh, Wexford. (053 - 22980). Pipa

O’Keefe, Dr. Maurice 1972

54 Main Street, Kinsale, Co. Cork.

*O’Keeffe, P. 1932 (1967)

Ardnagreine, Bantry, Co. Cork. (33. Office: 1)

Olver, John R.N. 1971

1 Martello Ave., Craigavad, Co. Down. (Holywood 2147).

O’Mara, Stephen 1960

"Monaleen", Torquay Rd., Foxrock, Co. Dublin. (896009).

O’Neill, J. Russell 1964

24 Killeen Drive, Bangor, Co. Down.

Orr. Arthur S. P. 1970

Evergreen, Old Holyrood Rd., Belfast. (63601. Office 57261).
Fairy O.D.

Orr, S. A. 1973

Summerlea, Burray, Orkney, Scotland.

Osborne, J. A., D.S.C.
Capt. RN. Retd. 1969

Knocknagreana, Milford. Co. Donegal (73). Segala

Osborne, James 19"J4

36 Oaklands Park, Dublin 4. (685526).

Osterberg, Paul 1949

The Old Manse, Hillsborough, Co. Down. (226).

O’Sullivan, Jeremiah 1964

9 Rock St., Tralee, Co. Kerry. (066 - 21011). Ceili

Park, Dr. David S. 1969

The Croft, Cunningburn, Newtownards, Co. Down. Cruiskeen

Park, Mungo 1955

Corrig Breac, Baily, Howth, Co. Dublin. (322210). Gay Gannet

Patton, Henry A. 1969

Kilnburn, 33 Warren Road, Donaghadee, Co. Down. BT21 OPD (2517).
Fair Alton

*Paul, Alan H. (1958)

20 St. James Street, London S.W. 1. (HYD 5252).

Payne, J. Somers 1969

4 Camden Tce., Crosshaven, Co. Cork. (021-831128). Melody

Pearson, J. D. 1950

Craig View, Howth, Co. Dublin. (322276). Orana

Pierce, Dermot 1968

126 Harley Street, London.

Porteous, James 1968

Bunnyconnellon, Myrtleville, Co. Cork.
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Pritchard, P. Marshall 1966
Pritchard, Mrs. Maura 1966

The Coach House, Helen’s Bay, Co. Down. Noreila. (P.O.)
Do. Norella. (P.O.)

Purcell, D. J. 1937
Radley, George 1971

7 Avondale Park, Killiney, Co. Dublin.

Reddy, M~ J. 1973

Punch Oak, Holmpatrick, Skerries, Co. Dublin. (291635).

Roberts, Rex 1974

Stratford, Silchester Road, Glenageary, Co. Dublin.

Roberts, T. 1973

The Residence, Kiboroney, Rostrevor, ~2o. Down. (470). Petrel

Robinson, Dr. G. 1960

15 Belgrave Square, Monkstown, Co. Dublin. (807207. Office: 805581)
Whimbrel

Robinson, A. 1973

Hillmount Annalong, Co. Down. (213). Heather of Mourne

Roche, Charles A. 1972

BaUingard, Delgany, Co. Wicklow. (874572).

Roche, Pierce 1975

Lough Rynn, Mohill, Co. Leitrim.

Roche, T. H. 1935

Ros-na-Greine, Avoca Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin. (881093).
Neon Tetra

Rogerson, Frederick 1969

Creevagh Dundrum Rd., Dublin 14. (Office: 763949). Happy Return

Ronaldson, Charles E. 1967

1 Fifth Ave., Baylands, Bangor, Co. Down. (65681).

Ronan J. G. 1956

Cuskinny, Cobh, Co. Cork. (021 - 811370). Cygnet of Mourne

Rudd, D. S. 1971

Busherstown House, Moneygall, Birr, Offaly (Moneygall 6). Tregalla

Russell, John F. 1965

34 Killinakin Rd., Killinchy, Belfast. Macfin

Ryan, David F. 1973

Dublin Road, Skerries, Co. Dublin. (291438).

Ryan, Dermod J. 1971

Ashdale, Castle Close, Castle Park Rd., Saridycove, Co. Dublin.
(803585). Malindi

Ryan, Senator Eoin 1957

81 Park Avenue, Dublin 4. (691770).

Ryan, Frank 1971

55 Beech Park Ave., Foxrock, Co. Dublin. (894026). Tryphena

Scanlan, Edward P. 1966

Dravington House, Hamble, Southampton, Hants. (Hamble 2270).
Flarepath

Scanlan, Mrs. D. E. 1971

The Brake, Cobh, Co. Cork. (021 - 811394). Cecille

Do.

Selig, Ivan 1965

5a Windsor Ave., N. Belfast 9. (666064. Office: 33878).

Sewell, Richard G. 1969

7 Edith Tce., London S.W. 10. (352 - 7367). Thalassa

Shanks, T. R. J. 1972

14 Massey Ave., Belfast 14. (63809). Maimourne

Sharp, Ronald, 1974

"Ardbeg", Craigmillar Ave., Miln Gavie, by Glasgow. (0627/4659).

Sheil, Leonard 1968
Hon. Treasurer

"Portlet", Haddington Park, Glenageary, Co. Dublin. (801878).
Gailey Bay
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Sheppard, T. Lt. Comm. 1957 Derrybawn, Military Rd., Ballybrack, Co. Dublin. (853371).
Greylag of Arklow
Shepherd, Gerald J. 1958

Arderne Cottage, Utkinton, Tarporley, Cheshire. (Tarporley 668).

Simms, R. J. A. 1969

80 Ward Ave., Bangor, Co. Down. BT20 5HW. (3563).

Sisk, H. B. 1973

21 St. Mary’s Road, Dublin 4. (681603). Standfast. (P.O.)

Smiles, Alan 1958

c/o Quaker Lace Co., 24 West 40th Street, New York, NY 10018.

Smullen, Brian P. 1968

12 Eden Park, Sandycove, Co. Dublin.

Smullen, John D. 1961

3 Breffni Terrace, Sandycove, Co. Dublin.

Smyth, B.T. 1960

40 Balmoral Ave., Belfast 9. (66386). Wynalda. (P.O.)

Smyth, F. B. 1964

646, Howth Rd., Dublin 5. Rebel

Smyth, W. A. 1960

11 Balmoral Ave., Belfast 9. (665265). Wynalda. (P.O.)

Snell, M. H. 1974

Ballintubber Lodge, Carrigtwohill, Co. Cork. (021 -883193). Ruinette

Somerville-Large, P. T. 1946

Vallombrosa, Bray, Co. Wicklow. (862216).

Speidel, Noel, 1968

Glandore, Queen’s Road, Port-St.-Mary, I.O.M. Malaise

Starkey, R. V. 1939
Steadman, David 1967

11 Sandford Ave., Marlboro Rd., Donnybrook, Dublin. (971107).
Bonita
123a Sydenham Ave., Belfast 4. (656145), Dolphin

Stewart. Alan C. 1959

6 Haile Park, Haile, Egremont,Cumbria CA22 2ND. (Beckermrt 403)

Stewart, Rynn 1968

12 Silchester Rd., Glenageary, Co. Dublin. Harmony

Stevenson, John A. 1964

Hill View, Cliddesden, Basingstoke, Hants.

Sullivan, C. St. J. 1955

9 Avondale Rd., Killiney, Co. Dublin. (805877).

Sullivan, Michael R. 1967

Eglantine, Crab Lane, Blackrock Rd., Cork. (021-32734. Office: 26731.
Melisande

Sutton, Eric P. 1968

Laurentic, Knockrea Pk., Douglas Rd., Cork. Marie Victoire

Taggart, A. G. 1970

7 Manse Rd., Bearsden, Glasgow, (Office: 2183).

Taggart, John I. 1975

Cuan Cottage, Skettrick Island, Kiilinchy, Co. Down (232).

Taggart, Thos N. 1966

Do. Kirmew

Tayler, Warren J. 1962

53 West Point, Edgbaston, Birmingham 16.

Tierney, John 1960

Aisling, Knapton Rd., Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin. (804391).
Arandora. (P.O.)

Tisdall, Patrick 1974

Fuschia Cottage, Castletownshend, Co. Cork. Skua

Tomlinson, Michael 1962

Elmleigh, Neston, Wirral, Cheshire. Pellegrina

Tomlinson, Mrs. Molly 1965
Traynor, Colm 1975

Do.
563 Howth Road, Raheny, Dublin 5. (313122).
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Tughan, D. 1969

Ballykillair, Carnalea, Co. Down. (60432).

Tyrell, Aidan 1971

Brandon House, Aghabullogue, Co. Cork. (Coachford 117).

Tyrell, John 1940

Inver Dea, Ferrybank, Arklow, Co. Wicklow.
(0402 - 2452. Yard: 2403).

Vickery, Ian 1972

Vickerys Hotel, Bantry, Co. Cork.

Villiers-Stuart, M. F. 1957

Loughside, 53 Shore Road, Carrickfergus, Co. Antrim. BT38 8WA.
(Whiteabbey 62245). Winifreda of Greenisland

Virden, Jonathan 1968

The Hollies, Uxbridge Road, Stokes Poges, Slough SL2 4PX Bucks.
Sharavoge.

Walsh, R. T. 1950

65 Merrion Rd., Dublin 4. (691385). Building

Walsh, William 1968

Adelaide House, Crosshaven, Co. Cork. (021-831261. Office: 52358).
Mary Lunn

Watson, Nell 1962

Wentworth Ho., Church St., Wicklow.(0404 - 2152.Yard: 2492).

Watson, Richard R. 1962

29 Balkill Rd., Howth, Co. Dublin. (322472).

Watson, Mrs. Patricia 1966

Do.

Wheeler, Edwin M.1975

7 Birdhurst Ave., S. Croydon, Surrey.

White, John N.1974

39 Knocksinna Crescent, Foxrock, Co.Dublin(896013).

White, Michael L. 1969

70 Clifton Rd., Bangor, Co. Down. (Bangor 4681).

Whitehead, David 1972

United States Steel Int. N.Y. Inc., 14th Floor, Sandton City, Sandton
2001, South Africa.

Wilkinson, J. N. 1956

Glenhedr, Howth, Co. Dublin. (323063). Leila

Wilby, K. A. 1964

Whitefold, Elmsway, Hale Barns, Altrincham, Cheshire.
(061 - 928 - 5705).

Williams, W. Peter 1968

The Whins, Magherascouse, Comber, Co. Down. (Ballygowan 360).

Wilson, P. 1964

Gribton, 12 Ralston Rd., Bearsden, Dunbartonshire. Nan of Clynder

Wingfield, Robert T. 1969

Anchor Cottage, Anchor Yard, Knavesborough. Yorks.

Wolfe, J. M. 1959
Vice Commodore

Robbs Wall, Malahide, Co. Dublin (450505. Office: 766664).

Wolfe, Peter C. 1974

Voernol Products Ltd., Box 13, Maidstone 4380, Rep. of S. Africa.

Wood Wolfe, C.F.W. 1958

Bridge House, Skibbereen, Co. Cork.

Workman, J.R.1954

53 Malone Park, Belfast.(665815).Ceara

Wylde, Commdr.AJ~.1961

Tenets, Crede Lane, Old Bosham, Nr.Chichester, Sussex PO18 8NX.
(Bosham 572831). Carrick Witch

Wylie, Ian E. 1971

22 Marmont Park, Holywood Road, Belfast BT4 2GR.
(760158. Office: 20202). ttailowe’en
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LIST OF YACHTS

The letter G. before the rig indicates gaff rig. The letters following the rig
description indicate that the yacht is built of wood, fibreglass or steel.

W.P. Mosse
F.M. Eves

Yacht
Acati
Aeolus

T.M. Rig
Sloop, W
11

H.R. & D.F. Gomes
N. St. J. Hennessy

Ainmara
Aisling

10

Yawl, W

A. Dunn

Anasu II
Angel

8
17

Ketch, W
Ketch, W
Sloop, W

Owner

T.P. Hogan
H.M. McMordie
J.A. Mackeown
J.F. Burke
D. Bradley
J.D. Faulkner
R. de Quincey
B.M. Martin

Anolis
Antoinette

J.R. Workman
G. Radley
J. O’Sullivan
H.P. Beck
H.E. Byrne

Ketch, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Motor, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, F

Designer and Class

1939
1970
1912

Robert Clark
Dufour, Arpege
J. B. Kearney

1965
1968

M. Griffiths, Waterwitch
W. Rayner, Atlantic

1968
1900

R.E. Carter
E.H. Hamilton

1936

A.R. Luke, Teal O.D.

1955

C.A. Nicholson, Int. 8m.
A. Mylne & Co. DBSC 24

1949
1962
19’74
1974

Herd & Mackenzie
D. Sadler, Contessa 32
P. Webster, Elizabethan
31
Sparkman & Stephens

13

Sloop, F "

1970

Bonita
Brainstorm

5

Sloop, W
Sloop, W

1884
1972

Calloo

Yawl, W

1959

Carnalea
Carousel

4
4
6

Sloop, F

Carriek Witch
Cavaletta

8
17

Sloop, W

1970
1966

T.S.M.Y.

1975

Van der Stadt, Offshore 8
David Cheverton
R. Tucker, 350hp ARINA

Ceara

8
12
7

Sloop, W
Sloop, F

1948

L. Giles

1970

S. & S., Swan 36
Olle Enderlein, Shipman

R.V. Starkey

C. & T. Love

5

11
8
Arandora
73
Arvor IIl
Badger of Baltimore 9
9
Banba
Bandersnatch
of Howth

C.G. Miller
P.J. Adams
C.D. Kelly
A.L. Wylde

10
15

Aracatty III

R. Courtney

G. O’B. Kennedy

Sloop, F

Built

Cecille
Ceili
China Bird
Chouette

7

13
7

Sloop, F
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
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1957

Col. Saunderson
G.O’B. Kennedy,
1/2 tonne
A.C. Robb, Jenny Wren

Laurent Giles
A. Buchanan, E. Anglian

R.L. Berridge
D.S. Park
M. O’Farrell
M. O’Flaherty
J.G. Ronan
J.A. Blaikie
J.D. Beckett
J.H. Guinness
G. Macilwraith
J. McMahon
A. Morris
H.A. Patton
J.P. Jameson
B. Dalton
C.E. Hilliard
R. Charles
E.K. Devenny
L. Sheil
S.T.A. (E.F. Healy)
K.P. Fane

Corofin
Cruiskeen

I0
15

Sloop, F

Cuchulain
Cuilaun of Kinsale
Cygnet of Mourne

I 1
28

Sloop, F

Different Drummer
Dara

5
4

Deerhound
Dolphin

Ketch, W
Sloop, F

1968
1970
1968

P. Brett, Rival 32
G.T. McGruer
Sparkman & Stephens

Sloop, F

1974

Sloop, W

1946

W.P. Brown, Ruffian 23
Y. Monthly

Ketch, F
Sloop, W
Sloop, W

1970
1969
1963

Cutter, W
M.Y., W
Sloop, F
Sloop, F

1937
1972

Ketch, W

28
2 ½

Finndabar of Howth 16
Finola
13
4
Firedrake
Freda
Gailey Bay
Creidne

Brohall, Singoalla
J. Tyrrell

I0

Echo of Portchester I0
Evarne
11
Fair Alton
19

Franzi

1972
1962

6
6
5
32

G.W. Marvin

Cutter, W
Sloop, W

1911
1952

D.W. Simmons

Ketch, W

1967

Ketch
Sloop, W

1963

A.C. Robb
A.M. Pape
C.R. Holman, Sterling

Sloop, W

1961

C.R. Holman

Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W

1958

C.A. Nicholson
A. Mylne, Glen O.D.
Ron Holland

1961
1969

Laurent Giles
S. & S. Swan 36
R. Tucker, Caprice

R.F. O’Donoghue

Gigha

C.S. Bassett
M.M.A. d’Alton

Gioconda
Glenshane
Golden Shamrock
Greylag of Arklow

9
12

Gunfleet of Howth
Happy Return

10
2

Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, W

M. & C. Green

12
52
Heather of Mourne 10
Helen
10

Motor, W
Ketch, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, W

P.H. Greer

Helen of Howth

CB Yawl, W

J.F. Burke
T. Sheppard
D. Luke
W.M. Elliott
R.D. Heard
W.P. Macauley
A. Robinson

Harklow
Heatherbell

29

McGruer
Sparkman & Stephens

Sloop, W
Sloop, W

J.M. Park

7
9
4

C.D. Mower, Petrel
Robert Clarke
C. Kingsley

1970
1968
1942
1962

Gallivanter III
Gay Gannet

7

Hood 50
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1970
1963
1932
1973
1936
1962

S. & S. Swan 36
J. Anker, Dragon

J. Tyrrell
J.N. Miller & Sons
Holman & Pye, Centurio
T. Glen Coats, Int. 8 m.
J.B. Kearney

lduna
J.R. Bourke
Mrs. B.M. O’Hanlon Inis Cealtra
C. O’Ceallaigh

Julia

J.C. McConnell
C.P. McMullen
T.N. Taggart

Kaia
Kilderkin
Kirmew
Korsar

R. Mollard
P. Fryer
A. W. Anderson
W.R. Cuffe-Smith
F.D. Martin
S. Kerrigan
J.K.A. Dorman
A.S.P. Orr
N. Speidel
D.J. Ryan
E. Sutton
T. Kennedy
W. Walsh
R.H. O’Hanlon

La Bretonne
Lapwing
Leemara
L’Etoile
Mac Lir il
Maid of Skye
Maimoune
Malaise
Malindi
Marie Victoire
Marula
Mary Lunn
Meermin

M.R. Sullivan
C.J. Fitzgerald
W.D. Carr

Melisande
Melisande

P.D. Lawless

Mokav !i

D.N. Doyle
F.D. Tughan

Moonduster
Myth of Mourne

H. Cudmore, Sen.

Namhara

T.H. Roche
J.J. Fogarty

Neon Tetra
Nora Sheila

Melora III

Mr. & Mrs. Pritchard Norella
Oberon II
D.H.B. FitzGerald
Ocean Dove
D. Andrews

4

Sloop, W

6

4
4
5
10
5
3V2

Motor, W

G. O’B Kennedy

Sloop, W

1947

M. Giles, W. Channel O.D.

Motor, F
Sloop, F
Cutter, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, W

1973
1969
1947

Downcraft Ltd.

1969
1952

Sloop, F

1973

CB Yawl, W
Sloop, W

1966
1955

21/2
10

Sloop, W
Sloop, F

1902
1969

7
12

Sloop, F
Cutter, W
Sloop, F

1949

8
9

9
9
35

Yawl, W

Guy Thompson, T 24
Robert Clark
Sparkman & Stephens
L. Giles, Vertue
Dufour, Arpege

Sloop, F
15

L. Giles, Lymington L.

1939
1959

1967
1940
1951

M. Dufour, Dufour 35
T. Mallagh
D. Hilliard
L. Hope, Fairy
Sparkman & Stephens
S. &S. 30
Laurent Giles
Holman & Pye
Uffa Fox
M. Selleslagh

G. Ketch, S
Sloop, F
Sloop, F

1971

C. & C. Trapper 28
Y. Mareschal, Fandango

Ketch, W

1959

A. Mylne & Co.
Ron Holland, Eygthene 24

20
15
11

Sloop, W
Sloop, F

1973
1970
1955

Sparkman & Stephens
A. Gurney, Rancher 41

20

Cutter, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W

1954

D. Hilliard

1955
1967

L. Giles, Vertue
Murray, Int. 7 m. C/R

Sloop, F

1969
1959

S. & S. 34"
M. Griffiths

5
11
27
5

5
8
10
9

Sloop, W

Ketch, W
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J. McGruer, 8 m. C/R

P.F. Foley
H.B. Knott
J.M. Tomlinson
J.B. Kinmonth

Odette
Pamela
Pellegrina
Phalarope

Sloop, W
Cutter, W
Sloop, W
Yawl, F

R. Morehead
H.B. Knott
R.I. Morrison

Poitin

7
Querida of Howth 21

Sloop, F
Sloop, W

R.B. Cudmore

Quervain

Sloop, F

S.H.R. Clarke
W.B. Cunningham

Quiver VII
Rascal
Rinamara

P.A. Clark
R.C.A. & Mrs. Hall
A.P. Gray
T.J. Hanan
H.D.E. Barton
J.P. McDowell
M. Snell
B. Hasset
J.B. Law
G. A. Lennon
J.F. Irving
L.B. Dickinson
J.A. Osborne
F. Cudmore

Pipit

2 ½
6
12
15

Roane
Rococo
Rosbeg
Rose Rambler
Rosheen Bawn
Ruinette
Sacha
Sai See
Sarita
Saunterer of Leigh
Seaboard
Segala

4½

5
24
5
20
14
5
2
11
10
10
5
14
12
10
10
6

Sloop, F

Ketch, F
Sloop, F
Yawl, W
Ketch, W
Sloop, W
Lug. W
Sloop, W
Sloop, F
Sloop, F

Tucker Brown
Gleoteoig

1961
1959

P. Brett
W. Tripp Jun., Block I. 40.

1971 A. Primrose, Seal.
Olle Enderlein, Shipman
1965 Robert Clark

1972

W.P. Brown, Ruffian 23

1962
1973

Tord Sunden, Folkboat
G. Fletcher, Ultimate
Laurent Giles
Holman & Pye

1963
1968
1971
1960

Cutter, W
Sloop, F

1910
1970

Cutter, W
Sloop, W

1938
1962
1949
1963
1970
1937
1964
1924

10

J. Virden

5

Sloop, W
Sloop, W

J. Gore-Grimes
A.D. MacIlwaine
D.J. Keiley

Shardana
Sheenan
Shortwave

6
15
9

Sloop, F
Yawl, W
Sloop, W

P.A. Tisdall
J.C. Kiley Jnr.
T.F. & T.C. Doyle

Skua
Snow Star
Sonata

7
17
21

Cutter, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W

H.B. Sisk
P. Bunting

Standfast
Sue

22
21

Sloop, F
G. Yawl, W

C. & C. Trapper
Camper & Nicholson

1974
1968
1969

Yawl, W

Setanta
Sharavoge
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1966

1968
1950
1971
1919

J. McGruer
D. Hilliard

Nicholson 32
Tord Sunden, Folkboat
S. & S. Finisterre
H.W. White
A. Buchanan, Neptune
Robert Clark
R.N. Slater, S. class
J.B. Kearney
Tord Sunden, Folkboat
Van der Stadt, Offshore 8
A.M. Dickie & Sons
D. Hilliard
Alex. Robertson
K.A. Neilsen, Custom
W. Fife
F. Mass
Woodbouse

A.S. Morton
N.C. Hughes

Sung Foon
Taitsing

J.C. Butler
R. Sewell
H.P. Kennedy

Tam-o’-Shanter

5
I0
12
16

Thalassa
Tosca IV of Bangor 9
15
Mr. & Mrs. Clapham Tresillian IIl
30
Tritsch Tratsch I1
O. Glaser
10
Tryphena
F. Ryan
4
Tu Fri
R. Aplin
6
Venetia
E.M. Booth
40
Verna
P.D. Odium
10
Verve
R.P. Campbell

1964

C.R. Holman, Stella

Sloop, F

1961
1972

A. Buchanan
B. Chance, Chance 37

Yawl, W
Sloop, W

1906
1960

Ketch
Sloop, W
Sloop, W
Sloop, W

1971
1973
1939

C. Sibbick
C. Nicholson, Jolina
Nicholson 38

Sloop, W

1961
1973

C.A. Nicholson, SCOD
Van der Meer, Trewes 59

1963
1925

A.C. Robb, Princess
K. Reimers, 30 sq. m.
C.R. Holman
M. Griffiths
Camper & Nicholson

Sloop, W
Sloop, W

Ketch, S
Yawl, W
Sloop, W

B.P. Lyden

Vivi

6

P. Donegan

Whirlaway of Oriel

Sloop, W

H.W.S. Clark

Wild Goose of
Moyle

i6
10

Yawl, W

1963
1936

J. Minchin
M.F. Villiers-Stuart

Wild Rose
Winifreda of
Greenisland
Wishbone
Wynalda

6
13

Sloop, F

1969

G. & A. Leonard
W.A. Smyth

The Admiralty

Cutter, W

9

Sloop, W

10

Sloop, W
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G. McGruer
L. Giles
J. Anker, Dragon

1965
1953

Holman, North Sea 24
J.H. Hardman
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